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The Incommensurability of Modernity: 
Architecture and the Anarchic from Enlightenment Revolutions to Liberal Reconstructions 
Peter Minosh 
 
This dissertation examines the architecture of the French, American, and Haitian revolutions as 
well as the French 1848 Revolution and the Paris Commune.  The traditional historiography of 
neoclassical and Beaux-Arts architecture considers it as coextensive with the establishment of 
the nation-state, culminating in the institution building of the French Second Empire and postbel-
lum United States under the banner of liberal nationalism.  By examining moments of insurrec-
tion against the state and spaces outside of the conventional construal of the nation, I complicate 
this interpretation by highlighting its slippages and crises.  My hypothesis is that democracy, as a 
form of social and political life, is intrinsically anarchic and paradigmatically revolutionary, and 
that architecture cultivates the aims and paradoxes of revolution. Revolutionary conditions, I ar-
gue, render this radical capacity of architecture salient, showing the ultimate incommensurability 
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Introduction: The Incommensurability of Modernity  
The Incommensurability of Modernity 
In the introduction to his 1952 book Three Revolutionary Architects, Emile Kaufmann defined 
his terms of the revolutionary in architecture, stating; “I do not consider as ‘revolutionary archi-
tects’ those who were charged by the authorities, between 1789 and 1799, with the construction 
of public buildings, memorials, or provisional decorations for the revolutionary ceremonies.”1  
By placing the lacuna in the definition of the revolutionary at the precise moment of revolution, 
Kaufmann proposed a politically benign reading of “revolutionary architecture,” one that would 
serve as a progenitor to the palliative aims of architectural modernism. Kaufmann’s marriage of 
logical positivism to architectural modernism thus tied an epistemological basis of architecture to 
its political function.2 
This dissertation offers instead what I call an anarchic historiography of Neoclassical and Beaux-
Arts architecture by assessing works produced under revolutionary and colonial conditions. To 
this end I examine the architecture of the French, American, and Haitian revolutions as well as 
the French 1848 Revolution and the Paris Commune.  The traditional history of this architecture 
considers it to be coextensive with the establishment of the nation-state, culminating in the insti-
tution building of the French Third Republic and postbellum United States under the banner of 
liberal nationalism.  I complicate this interpretation by examining moments of insurrection 
against the state and figures outside of the conventional construal of the nation thus highlighting 
its slippages and crises.  My hypothesis is that democracy, as a form of social and political life, is 
                                                
1 Emil Kaufmann, Three Revolutionary Architects: Boullée, Ledoux, and Lequeu, Transactions of the American 
Philosophical Society, New Ser., V. 42, Pt. 3 (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1952). 
2 As discussed in: Peter Galison, “Aufbau/Bauhaus: Logical Positivism and Architectural Modernism,” Critical In-
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intrinsically anarchic and paradigmatically revolutionary,3 and that architecture cultivates the 
aims and paradoxes of revolution.  To test this thesis, I examine architecture produced within 
revolutionary contexts as a means to investigate ways that the anarchic capacities intrinsic to ar-
chitectural production are made legible.  I employ Neoclassical and Beaux-Arts architecture to 
show that the site at which architecture negotiates the real is precisely in the space that exceeds 
its proper delineation as architecture, that is, as a site of consignation and legitimation.  Revolu-
tionary conditions, I argue, render this radical capacity of architecture salient, showing its ulti-
mate incommensurability between architecture and the regimes that determine and delimit it. 
Rather than consider the anarchic as political practice, I take it to be an epistemological 
category; the an-archic is to have no recourse to an archē – a beginning, origin, or first cause. 
This rupture of architecture from the architectonic – the Kantian schema that determines a priori 
the relation of its parts4 – undermines the very ground architecture. An anarchic history of archi-
tecture’s modernity thus provides a counter narrative to modernism’s self-fashioning as the ful-
fillment of the project of enlightenment.  Moreover, this anarchic disrupts architecture’s relation-
ships to its own apparatuses of production and legitimation – be they the material or social condi-
tions, or regimes of knowledge and power – estranging architecture from its own determination 
as architecture and thus rendering architecture incommensurable with itself. 
                                                
3 I draw this notion from Marx: “The Republic is generally only the political form for the revolutionizing of bour-
geois society, and not its conservative form of governance.” Karl Marx, “The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bona-
parte,” in Surveys from Exile, ed. David Fernbach, trans. Ben Fowkes, Political Writings, V. 2 (New York: Penguin 
Books in association with New Left Review, 1992), 155; This formulation has subsequently been motivated by post-
structuralist notions of democracy: Cornelius Castoriadis, Cornelius Castoriadis, Political and Social Writings 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1988); Jacques Rancière, Dissensus: On Politics and Aesthetics, ed. 
and trans. Steven Corcoran (London: Continuum, 2010); Michel Foucault, The Government of Self and Others, ed. 
Frédéric Gros, trans. Graham Burchell, Lectures at the Collège de France (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010); 
Michel Foucault, The Courage of Truth: The Government of Self and Others II: Lectures at the Collège de France 
1983-1984, ed. Frédéric Gros, trans. Graham Burchell (Basingstoke; New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011). 
4 Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Pure Reason, ed. and trans. Paul Guyer and Allen W. Wood, The Cambridge Edi-








This dissertation offers an episodic history focusing on the enlightenment revolutions with a fo-
cus on the Haitian Revolution and the early American Republic and the nineteenth-century “age 
of revolution” focusing on the French February Revolution of 1848 and the Paris Commune of 
1871.  I first triangulate the parallel developments and differing claims of the revolutionary capi-
tals of Paris and Washington D.C. through the city of Cap Français – the center of commercial 
trade in French Saint-Domingue – and the capital of Henry Christophe’s Kingdom of Haiti at 
Milot to showcase both the aims and the contradictions of enlightenment democracies. I then ex-
amine an episode in the establishment of liberal nationalism through the urban condition of the 
Paris Commune and its aftermath.  By paying particular attention to moments of the state’s dis-
ruption rather than to periods of political continuity, this dissertation demonstrates the constitu-
tive role that these revolutionary moments play in the democratic project. 
Broadly speaking, two distinct branches of the anarchist tradition are found between 
France and the United States.  In the French mutualist tradition, following Proudhon, industrial 
workers would associate to prohibit their subordination to a (capitalist) master.  In the American 
context, exemplified by Thoreau, an agrarian individual in nature would form the autonomous 
agent as a basis of democracy.  Despite these distinctions, both of these traditions articulate a 
positive liberty, in the perfectionist tradition – a mode of self-governance which strips away the 
social constraints put upon an authentic self.  This is opposed to a negative liberty as an absence 
of constraint of the fulfillment of will, which results in a laissez -faire libertarianism.5 This dis-
sertation examines works of architecture that emerged from revolutionary political conditions 
                                                
5 George Crowder, Classical Anarchism: The Political Thought of Godwin, Proudhon, Bakunin, and Kropotkin (Ox-
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and that articulate the radicalism particular to its conditions.  Rather than identify architects with 
ties to specific anarchist movements, I identify the anarchic itself as a regime of production.   
In each of revolutionary periods under examination, distinct notions of political autono-
my were formulated.  Following the longstanding French tradition of a centralized administra-
tion, questions arose about the relationship between an autonomous individual and the state, spe-
cifically, in how a revolutionary syndicate could be seen as prior to the state apparatus that gov-
erned it.  In the United States, by contrast, the agrarian individualism of Jeffersonian democracy 
retained its constitutive contradiction in the form of slavery: at issue in the natural right to have 
rights was the freedom to deprive freedom to others.  If the project of enlightenment was to rec-
ognize the rights immanent to the individual and to found a nation upon them, the project of the 
later half of the nineteenth century was to parse out the loci of those rights between individual 
and nation.  This tension between national affiliation and self-governance would find a certain 
resolution in the French Third Republic as “liberal nationalism.”  This dissertation shows how 
diverse territories of architectural production – the revolutionary city, the plantation landscape, 
the colony, the Commune, and the metropole – offer a topography of these polemics. 
As Michel Foucault explains, it is not ideologies, but knowledges that initiate power.  The in-
struments and apparatuses of power are organized around regimes of knowledge (scientific or 
medical, for instance) that are applied in material reality by its techniques.6  While consciously 
following Foucault in the formulation of such a genealogical project, I hope to challenge its 
terms.  Foucault studies the formations of knowledge through its forms of veridiction: the prac-
tices and techniques that organize and delineate knowledge.  I propose, following Cornelius Cas-
                                                
6 Michel Foucault, Society Must Be Defended: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1975-76, ed. Mauro Bertani and 
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toriadis, that these techniques of knowledge have their basis in a “radical imaginary,” an anarchic 
and perpetually destabilizing process of form-making.  Power, in this schema, becomes not the 
immutable force of subjectification, but becomes an immanently contestable mode of self-
formation.  According to Castoriadis there is thus no universal man, rather, “singularity is essen-
tial.”7  The unique condition of man is that every individual modifies the essence of man.  Just as 
power is contestable from within power, Castoriadis shows how the essence of man is modified 
within the human condition, or, how the subject is contested within the field of the subject’s for-
mation.  To contest subjectification within the field of subject production itself, Castoriadis de-
velops an anarchic theory of the epistemology of the psyche and society that posits subjectifica-
tion as a self-formation of the self.8 
The social institutions that formulate the subject – religion, capital, the state – constitute, 
in Castoriadis’ terminology, “imaginary social significations,” – significations that have no abso-
lute ground but exist solely in the collective imagination of society.  These imaginaries, while 
not concrete, nevertheless crystallize, through usage and consensus, into real structures of social 
continuity and systems of social regulation, thus comprising the “Instituted Social Imaginary,” or 
the social significations that have come to be social institutions.9 
While the “instituted social imaginary” constitutes the cultural field, Castoriadis argues 
that the human being is not reducible to social institutions.  While the subject is formed within 
society, each individual redefines the very category of the human, and consequently, that of soci-
                                                
7 Cornelius Castoriadis, “Anthropology, Philosophy, History,” trans. David Ames Curtis, Thesis Eleven 49, no. 1 
(May 1997): 100. 
8 These theories mark the last of Castoriadis’ oeuvre, and are laid out in a series of articles published between 1996 
and 1997: Cornelius Castoriadis, “Imaginary and Imagination at the Crossroads,” in Figures of the Thinkable, trans. 
Helen Arnold (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2007); Cornelius Castoriadis, “Fenêtre sur le chaos,” in Fenêtre 
sur le chaos, ed. Enrique Escobar, Myrto Gondicas, and Pascal Vernay, La Couleur des idées (Paris: Éditions du 
Seuil, 2007); Castoriadis, “Anthropology, Philosophy, History.” 
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ety.  The unique quality of man is the capacity to create forms that are in no way predetermined 
or prefigured but exist in the capacity of “making be other forms,” be they social or individual.10  
While man is formed socially, man is never solely the product of social formation.  On the con-
trary, man has the power to create new forms, and even new social imaginaries. Man is formed 
by the general, but is always an instance of the singular.  In Castoriadis’ words, “the particular 
precedes the general,” the individual is prior to the social formulation.  As he wrote: 
In the human domain […] singularity is not alien to the essence, nor is it added over and above 
the latter.  Here, singularity is essential; each time, it is another side of the being of man that 
emerges, creates itself, through this or that individual or such and such a society.11 
Each individual is unique, and radical uniqueness is the “essence” of man.  This is the paradox 
that prevents any epistemological framing of the “human subject,” and necessitates an anarchic 
interpretation: the instituted social imaginary is prior to man, yet man’s nature is to transform 
that social imaginary.  Man does not simply have the ability to contest social formation, but to 
actively reformulate it.  This begs the question of what the apparatus of the individual’s ability to 
reconfigure the social imaginary consists of.  According to Castoriadis, it is the capacity of the 
“radical imagination” of the individual, the anarchic production of the human psyche, which 
produces forms irrespective of social convention. 
With each crisis of the state, I argue, revolutionary conditions open a space for the reticulation of 
the anarchic capacities of the “radical imagination” of the Individual. It is the moments during 
which the individual contests the political order by withdrawing consent to be governed that the 
basis of the legitimacy of the multiple powers of subjectification are challenged, and with it, the 
                                                
10 Castoriadis, “Anthropology, Philosophy, History,” 103. 
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subject as a political formulation.  The revolutionary becomes an anarchic individual through the 
destruction of the delineation of individual sovereignty as subject to the state.  The caesuras of 
the democratic project (the revolutionary and civil wars in France and the United States) and the 
lacunae in democratic representation (slavery and colonialism) thus become the lens through 
which democracy must be viewed. Rather than follow the narrative of the nation state as a pro-
gressive political rationality, I seek its constitutive slippages.  In order to examine the relation of 
architectural production to the formulation of political sovereignty, one needs an interpretation 
that does not depend on either the proposition that sovereignty is wholly formed thorough power 
or that architecture serves merely as an apparatus of the subjugation of the individual.  
A study of the realization of democracy through its aesthetic manifestations is not meant 
to cause architectural representation to conform to national narratives, but to subject the nation-
state to the perpetual re-signification of its aesthetic production.  Efforts by the state apparatus to 
appropriate the revolution into its production of sovereignty are never total nor complete.  Archi-
tecture serves as one site of an aesthetic regime that does not define bodies, but produces lines of 
fracture, deterritorializing collective bodies, giving rise to contra-discoursese and modes of es-
cape.12  This dissertation thus explores the capacity of architecture to bear this radicalism as it 
ceases to be accessible to politics, an arena in which a revolution performs itself aesthetically by 
framing it as an anarchic force within post-revolutionary democratic subjectivity.   
While architecture may represent this agency-beyond-itself in an aesthetic performative,13 or a 
sort of phantasmagoria of sovereignty, this dissertation demonstrates its properties as an avatar of 
                                                
12 Jacques Rancière, The Politics of Aesthetics: The Distribution of the Sensible, trans. Gabriel Rockhill (London: 
Continuum, 2006). 
13 The performative taken in Austin’s Usage: J. L. Austin, How to Do Things with Words (Cambridge: Harvard Uni-
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the anarchic.  I do not propose to stabilize some “anarchic sovereignty,” and to describe its mani-
festations in different historical contexts, but rather to show how each historical condition throws 
modes of sovereignty – along with their onto-theological bases – into crisis. I likewise do not 
offer a history of sovereignty as it relates to the anarchic and hence seek to uncover the role of 
architecture in an articulation the sovereignty of the individual or of the syndicate, I rather de-
scribe the historicity of sovereignty through an anarchic lens and show architecture’s role in ar-
ticulating a radical disruption of such propositions. This dissertation proposes that architecture 
plays a role in navigating these transactions as they play out the incommensurability between the 
autonomous individual and the political formations that claim to fashion it; the nation-state, con-
stitutionality, and ultimately, the sovereign determination of the figure of the human. 
In the formulation of an anarchic subject, autonomy is maintained by the individual, and 
the challenge of architecture becomes to resist the displacement of the individual into the sys-
tems that it creates – an architecture that resists the crystallization of sovereignty in itself, mani-
festing solely as the continuous and active renewal by an autonomous collective.  While architec-
ture falls into that category of those apparatuses of power – knowledges, languages, techniques, 
etc. – that Foucault names “technologies of the self,” these – I would argue – originate in an an-
archic condition, and being simultaneously reformulated as they act upon the subject, they are 
radically contestable.  Autonomy can be seen as operating over and above any totalizing subject 
formation, becoming integral to the autonomous creation of the subject.  In this way I hope to 
shift the discourse of architecture and democracy away from a narrative in which architecture 
serves to legitimate and solidify state power to one in which architecture has, at least potentially, 
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This project ultimately makes explicit suppressed aspects of architectural modernism’s 
points of departure.  The revolutionary periods under examination have been dealt with to vary-
ing degrees, and to various ends, within architectural scholarship. As I revisit familiar scenes 
from the historiography of architecture I treat them not as stabilizing entities, but as the very dis-
ruptions of an architectural normativity.  I propose that if architecture legitimates power, it is a 
power construed from its own outside, through figures that contest its delineation of the political, 
and thus have no proper place within architectural representation.  I thus explore the potential of 
architecture to become self-authorizing, acting as a performative that can only speak outside of 
the delimitations of legitimacy.  This illustrates the central claim of this dissertation; that the site 
at which architecture negotiates the real is precisely the outside of architecture’s proper represen-
tation.  
Architecture as the combination of archē and tektōn (builder or mason) denotes the con-
strual of a priori forms: to build the first cause.  An anarchic genealogy of architecture’s moder-
nity must necessarily redirect the empirical devices of historical research.  Such a project neces-
sarily problematizes the role of the archive.  As a historical record, the archive tends to speak in 
the voice of administration, and as such, is precisely one of those techniques of veridiction that 
instrumentalize power.  The archive forestalls any escape from its own noological system, and to 
challenge the regime of knowledge that it is based upon is to undermine the archival function 
itself.  The problem of the anarchic is thus to be found precisely at the lacunas of the archive.  
The goal, then, is not to seek archives that give voice to a different perspective or that articulate 
alternate knowledges, but to question the archive as such, to approach the archive obliquely, and 
to have its interrogation become integral to this dissertation. The anarchic legacies that authorize 
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they are alien to the hermeneutic function of that architecture as such.  In this way, at the site of 
revolution, architecture becomes incommensurable with itself. 
While this project is avowedly historical, its stakes are squarely in the present.  The dis-
course that I build around anarchy, revolution, and radicalism in relation to the colonialism and 
global diaspora marks the terms of a politically engaged scholarship. The revolutionary periods 
that I deal with in this dissertation have been dealt with to varying degrees, and to various ends, 
within architectural scholarship.  I offer a reinterpretation of existing material, and as such, I fol-
low the familiar networks of architectural historiography.  However, a historical framing of the 
state’s disruptions rather than its continuities, a focus on architects peripheral to this historiog-
raphy, and the inclusion of sites outside of the western canon all beg for new interpretation. This 
research has as its end an interrogation on the historical configuration of the Western Canon and 
its spatial extension to a global scale. 
Chapters and Organization 
This dissertation is composed of three sections, each containing three chapters. The first section 
discusses the Haitian Revolution; the second examines French and American architecture in the 
wake of their revolutions; and the third describes the Beaux-Arts architecture in relation to the 
Paris Commune. While diverse political conditions frame this project, in general, I eschew the 
project of interpreting architectural production within the politics of a given historical moment, 
and seek instead to show how architecture works to reconfigure political alignments. In this I of-
fer an interpretation of the Classical as an immanently modern architecture born of the Middle 
Passage. As opposed to the Baroque, which might be taken as the architecture of absolute mon-
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across the Middle Passage can be taken as an index of the dissolution of the mercantilist systems 
of these absolutist states in the profusion of new political formulations. I show how the Classical, 
in its variegated forms, negotiates the constructions of new institutions and processes of sover-
eignty, slavery, political economy, statehood and revolution.  
My chapters on the Haitian Revolution focus on its transformation from the wealthiest sugar col-
ony of the West Indies to the first independent black nation.  I focus on the Northern city vari-
ously named Cap Français, Cap Henri, and presently, Cap Haïtian. These three chapters discuss 
the different phases of the Haitian Revolution. The first examines the French colony of Sainte 
Domingue on the precipice of revolution; the second takes place during the rule of Toussaint 
L’Ouverture; and the Third during the reign of Henri Christophe as King of Haïti.  
In my first chapter “The Revolution Without Origin” I offer an analysis of the historiog-
raphy of the Haitian Revolution.  This covers histories of the West Indies written directly before 
the Revolution, analyses of the Revolution in its immediate wake, and contemporary reassess-
ments.  Revolution, being exterior to the determinations of the state, has no archives; state actors 
operating within the colonial apparatus necessarily write any history. I then show how these co-
lonial narratives form the basis of the contemporary historiography of the Haitian Revolution. 
My claim is that any revisionist histories based on these sources, whatever their aim, are based 
upon the documentary ground of the colonial system and necessarily reproduce a colonial poli-
tics.  I then examine a collection of images of the plantation system that circulated between the 
West Indies and the European metropoles in the years leading up to the Revolution, which I take 
to be a documentary ground of the colonial apparatus. In both narrative and image the print cul-
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hints of the revolution-to-come are hiding in plain sight in these documents. Throughout my dis-
cussion of the Haitian Revolution I propose a way of doing history that takes up these same ar-
chives and documents – products of the colonial apparatus – and read them obliquely to offer a 
contra-history that places the revolutionary capacity of slaves at its center. 
In my next chapter, “A Passage to the lan guinée,” I discuss Marcus Rainsford – the Brit-
ish colonial officer, author, and belated advocate of Haitian independence – and his 1805 Histor-
ical account of the black empire of Hayti.  This volume is centered upon Rainsford’s own travels 
through Revolutionary Haiti at during the period that Toussaint L’Ouverture acted as nominal 
colonial governor of an effectively independent Saint Domingue. My chapter centers upon a 
drawing offered by Rainsford of a “Temple of Emancipation” in honor of the French colonial 
governors Sonthonax and Polverel.  Reading across varying descriptions and renderings of this 
Temple over three different accounts of his travels, I take it to be a metonym of the Revolution. 
C.L.R. James has claimed that Vodou was the medium of the Haitian Revolution. I propose that 
Rainsford’s account parallels a Haitian revolutionary mythmaking and interpret his Temple of 
Emancipation within the Vodou paradigm. While it is often discusses as a syncretic religion that 
fuses aspects of African idolatry with Roman Catholicism, I take Haitian Vodou to be an imma-
nently modern product of the Middle Passage that both performs and resists the displacement of 
African people and their transformation from subject to commodity. Lan guinée, in this context, 
is both the location of the Vodou afterlife and the realization of Revolutionary struggle. 
In my third chapter regarding the events of the Haitian Revolution, “Architectural Ava-
tars of the Revolution,” I examine the Citadelle Laferrière and the Palace of Sans Souci, built 
under Henri Christophe, who reigned as the First King of Haïti form 1811 until his death in 
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a nation over a period of nearly two decades.  All that remains are speculations, anecdotes, liter-
ary profusions and myths.  To offer a history of Citadelle and Sans Souci, which stand in opposi-
tion to colonial knowledge, I read across the mythmaking and literary production surrounding 
them as a kind of archive that offers a truth not accessible to historical production. My aim is not 
to recover something as close as possible to actual events, but to examine the mythic capacities 
projected upon these monuments as part of the construction of an independent black republic.  
Perhaps the greatest act of this mythmaking is their establishment as UNESCO World Heritage 
Sites, under the brutal regime of “Baby Doc” Duvalier, commemorating the “first monuments to 
be constructed by black slaves who had gained their freedom.” Kingdoms, citadels, and palaces 
might fall within a sort of colonial mimicry that undermine the western powers by revealing the 
slippages in their epistemic constructs. I offer an interpretation of the particular classicism of the 
Citadelle Laferrière and the Palace of Sans Souci as articulating a particular paradox of revolu-
tion; that the moment of its generalization is the moment of its dissolution. 
My next set of chapters discusses architecture after the American and French Revolutions. I offer 
two chapters on the architecture and planning of Washington D.C. undertaken between 1791 and 
1799 and classical architecture in France after the Napoleonic Empire. The first examines Wil-
liam Thornton’s design for the United States Capitol Building; the second looks at the design and 
planning of Washington D.C.; and the third considers the architecture of Henri Labrouste.  
In the first of these chapters on the United States after the Revolution, “Architectures of 
Finance in the Early American Republic,” I focus on the design and construction of Washington 
D.C. I read the debates surrounding the Capital within a larger set of disputes between Thomas 
Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton (standing in for Pierre L’Enfant) regarding banking, political 
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of the First Bank of the United States. By looking at the sublime scale of L’Enfant’s plan for 
Washington D.C., and the particular classicism of Samuel Blodgett’s design for the First Bank, I 
show how these projects were intended to serve as a test case for Hamilton’s ideas on political 
economy. Jefferson was opposed to the notion of a central bank, and I likewise take his counter 
proposal for a more limited Capital as a proposition on his own physiocratic economics. Finally 
all of these questions of banking and political economy are imbued within debates on slavery. I 
examine the relationship between property and selfhood in terms of American chattel slavery in 
which the property value of slaves formed a basis of the American economy. Slavery thus relates 
to the Capital on three levels. On one level, slave labor was literally employed in the construction 
of the Capital; on a second level, agricultural wealth produced by slaves made the Capital viable; 
and in a third level, which is the argument of this chapter, slaves construed the Capital – that is 
the formulation of the subject position of slavery participated in the creation of Washington D.C. 
In my second chapter, “An American Architecture in the Atlantic Diaspora” I examine 
the diverse works of William Thornton – physician, abolitionist, and amateur architect – center-
ing on his design for the United States Capitol Building. Thornton completed the initial designs 
for the Capitol Building while residing on his family slave-holding plantation on Tortola in the 
British Virgin Islands. During these critical years of 1790-1793 he also penned a treatise on uni-
versal orthography while trying to emancipate his inheritance of seventy slaves and resettle them 
on the West Coast of Africa. All of these efforts, I argue, revolve around the question of slavery 
and by reading across these diverse projects I interpret his Capitol Building as a contemplation 
on sovereignty and freedom in the formulation of an American Enlightenment. I take the particu-
lar classicism of Thornton’s Capitol Building to be simultaneously a proposal to give form to this 
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United States were lost and slavery was only becoming more deeply embedded in the American 
economy. Thornton offered plans to reformulate the political economy of the United States and, 
later, unify the entirety of the Western Hemisphere into a single political entity. These last-ditch 
efforts seek to recover his failed notion of American Enlightenment by further generalizing it. 
My final chapter on architecture after the Revolutions moves to France after the fall of 
the Napoleonic Empire (whose first stumble was in the loss of the colony of Saint Domingue in 
1804).  In “Henri Labrouste and Architecture’s Tomb” I examine two projects by Labrouste that 
I believe serve as contemplations on the classical after the end of empire. The first is his project 
of a Border Bridge between France and Italy completed as his fifth-year envoie from the École 
de Rome. I describe the drawings sent from Rome by pensionnaire at the École de Rome to the 
École de Beaux-Arts in Paris in terms of an archive construed by a mode of colonial circulation. 
In his project of a Border Bridge (and its earlier, unfinished iteration as a Cenotaph to La Pé-
rouse), I argue that Labrouste came to a realization about this colonial circulation after the end of 
empire. This design renders visible the impossibility of the classical after the loss of its archival 
foundation. This chapter on Labrouste operates as a hinge between the previous explorations on 
classicism and the Middle Passage and my subsequent chapters on the Paris Commune and the 
École des Beaux-Arts. In his design for the Bibliothèque Saint Genevieve, I show, Labrouste 
generalized his realization of the impossibility of the classical after the end of the colonial en-
lightenment to a greater realization about enlightenment itself.  To this end I situate the Biblio-
thèque within the Revolution of 1848 as a revolutionary dismantlement of state representation 
being architecture’s only path forward. 
My final three chapters discuss the relationship between the Paris Commune and École des 
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the Prussian Siege of Paris and the Commune, to the reconstruction of Paris under the burgeon-
ing Third Republic. My first chapter discusses architectural production at the end of the Second 
Empire, my second discusses the École des Beaux-Arts during the period of the Commune, and 
my last considers the political debates at stake in the reconstruction of Paris. 
My first chapter on the Commune, “Phantasmagoria of the Second Empire,” begins with 
a dialogue written by Eugène Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc and set during the siege of Paris that at-
tempts to unpack questions of individual sovereignty and the state, concluding in the necessity of 
revolutionary autonomy.  In this dialogue, Viollet-le-Duc articulates many of the terms of debate 
that frame this and my subsequent chapters. 
In this chapter I take up Walter Benjamin’s notion of phantasmagoria, where the process-
es of urban capitalist alienation are veiled behind the affects of the bourgeois city. The avenues 
and monuments of Haussmann’s Paris were archetypal of this phenomenon.  I take this notion to 
refer more generally to the rendering of regimes of privilege as reason and the transference of the 
spiritual and secular powers of the Ancien Régime to the liberal state. Taking Louis Duc’s 1869 
Palais de Justice as an example of the absorption of enlightenment notions of justice into institu-
tions of state, I argue that the Néo-Grec institutions built at the end of the Second Empire partici-
pate in this transference. Duc articulated a particular notion of an archtitecture moderne that I 
argue speaks to the very modernity immanent to this transfer.  I then discuss the École des Beaux 
Arts as another such institution. An 1866 critique of the École by Emile Zola show the connec-
tions between the sociological positivism of Hippolyte Taine, who served as head of the École, 
and Beaux-Arts design methodology.  Zola shows both of these to rest upon a sleight-of-hand 
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I argue that the Commune brings an end to these phantasmagorias. I offer the barricade – in be-
ing a sort of soritical paradox - as a model for a revolutionary architecture. 
In my next chapter, “Archival Occlusions in the École des Beaux-Arts,” I focus on the 
1871 Prix de Rome competition of the École. The different stages of this three-phase competition 
unfolded during the precise months of the Commune, and a close examination of the designs, 
administration, and judging of the competition reveal the extent to which the École was imbued 
within its politics. I examine the interventions of the Fédération des Artistes who, led by Gustave 
Courbet, took over the Beaux-Arts administration and sought to dismantle the École and the Di-
rector of the École, Eugene Guillaume’s efforts to prevent a radical takeover of the school.  The 
program of its final phase of the Prix de Rome competition, a “Palace of the Representatives of 
France,” was released after the fall of the Commune. Through the designs and judging of this 
completion I follow the debates of surrounding the creation Third Republic and its conservative 
takeover by the autocratic Adolphe Thiers. Lastly, I examine a number of competitions that took 
place after the Commune to memorialize the victims of the Franco-Prussian War and the Siege 
of Paris. I focus on a project by Henri Mayeux, which I take to be a monument to the Commune 
located at it radical center in atop the Butte Montmartre, and show how it became a model for the 
École’s response to the government of Theirs’ installment of the Basilique de Sacré-Cœur at this 
location. 
My final chapter “Between History and the Metropolis” focuses on the debates surround-
ing the reconstruction of Paris after the Commune. I begin by once again taking up the writing of 
Viollet-le-Duc, who sought a reformist proposal for reconstruction that would complete the 1789 
Revolutions project to dismantle to old regimes of power and build a rational administration. I 
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Commune who had lived much of his life in exile. Horeau had previously critiqued Haussamnn’s 
city by offering an alternative that brought Haussamnnization to a certain extreme.  Held as a 
prisoner of the Third Republic after the fall of the Commune, Horeau designed an alternative to 
Théodore Ballu and Edouard Deperthes’ Hôtel de Ville that eviscerated the project’s rational 
administration leaving only an empty space. When his Plan panoramique de Paris faisant état de 
tous les projets d’Hector Horeau pour cette ville generalized this vision to the embrace the entire 
reconstruction of Paris, Horeau’s scheme, I argue, is revealed to be a contemplation on the Me-
tropolis. Once the phantasmagorias of Haussmann’s Second Empire city had been destroyed, and 
the brutality of the Government of Versailles revealed, any possibility of return to a city of unal-
ienated social relations was lost. All that remained, for Horeau, was the metropolis, in its raw and 
unmediated form. 
In the end neither of these projects was carried out and the reconstruction was handed 
over to the new Prefecture de la Seine, Jean-Charles Adolphe Alphand, who had orchestrated the 
Versaillais attack on Paris. Alphand worked to continue Haussmann’s project by erasing any 
traces of the destruction of the city and completing the construction of his phantasmagoria. This 
reconstruction was brought to the world stage with the 1878 Exhibition Universelle. But as Ho-
reau had proven, a reconstruction the phantasmagoria of the city was impossible once its ground 











The Revolution Without Origin 
The Haitian Revolution begins in myth.  All historical sources agree that among the slaves of the 
plantation of M. Lemormand de Mézy counted one François Mackandal; that this Mackandal’s 
arm was amputated after an accident in a sugar mill; that he was a revolutionary leader who de-
ployed marronage as the locus of insurrection against the white planters.  What is contested is 
whether Mackandal died at the stake at Cap Français in 1759.  The differing stories of his origin 
belie the mystery of his fate. According to some sources he was a Muslim from perhaps Senegal, 
Mali, or Guinea, to others he was an Arada born in the Kingdom of the Congo, who carried to 
Saint-Domingue the secrets of herbal medicines.  
The Cuban-born Magical Realist novelist Alejo Carpentier recounts the story that credits 
Mackandal as possessing the power of transmutation.  Mackandal would travel from plantation 
to plantation disguised in various forms – a lizard, a moth, a large dog – to escape detection and 
spread his message of insurrection.  For Carpentier he was the unnatural lurking within the natu-
ral world whose avatars were legible only to the revolutionary slaves attuned to the power of the 
Loa hiding in the everyday. His power of transmutation allowed him to move freely across the 
plantation of the Plaine-du-Nord, making direct contact with every worker on the Plaine to 
spread his revolutionary message. He could travel undetected and strike at any moment. He was 
a skilled poisoner, first attacking the cattle feed and felling entire herds, then moving into the 
houses where every arbitrary death was attributed to the work of Mackandal.  Finally nothing 
was considered safe – neither fruit from the trees nor goods taken directly off of supply ships ar-
riving from Europe.  Mackandal was the name given to the terror of slave revolt.  The power to 
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of a popular insurrection whose participants can be anyone, anywhere – indistinguishable from 
the plantation’s operations. 
An Impossible History 
Much of the mythology surrounding Mackandal is repeated by Médéric Louis Élie Moreau de 
Saint-Méry, who described the regime of poisonings that terrorized the white population of Cap 
in his Description topographique, physique, civile, politique et historique de la partie française 
de l'Isle Saint-Domingue, published in 1797 yet recounting the state of the Island in 1789.1  At 
even the slightest sign, according to Moreau de Saint-Méry, people would die, until Mackandal 
“conceived of the hellish project of elimination everyone in who was not black.” Moreau de 
Saint-Méry serves as just one lens upon the complex and competing interests within revolution-
ary France that encompassed politics, enlightenment, and slavery in the debates of 1789.2  As 
president of the Electors of Paris, Moreau de Saint-Méry received in1789 the keys to the fallen 
Bastille, which he delivered via Lafayette and Thomas Paine to George Washington in honor of 
the American influence upon the revolutionary struggle. He was an active philosophe who 
backed Revolutionary Enlightenment ideas, yet he wholly rejected the principle of the natural 
Rights of Man, claiming instead for the inherent superiority of whites over people of color. To 
this end he completed an exhaustive tabulation of the 128 variations of skin color to be found in 
                                                
1 M. L. E. (Médéric Louis Elie) Moreau de Saint-Méry, Description topographique, physique, civile, politique et 
historique de la partie française de l’isle Saint-Domingue: avec des observations générales sur sa population, sur le 
caractère & les moeurs de ses divers habitans, sur son climat, sa culture, ses productions, son administration, &c. 
&c.  : accompagnées des détails les plus propres à faire connaître l’état de cette colonie à l’époque du 18 Octobre 
1789  : et d’une nouvelle carte de la totalité de l’isle (Philadelphie: Et s’y trouve chez l’auteur, au coin de Front & de 
Callow-Hill Streets., 1797). 
2 For a discussion of the Club Massiac as well as Moreau de Saint-Méry’s role: Robin Blackburn, The Overthrow of 
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the colonies towards a taxonomy of the sange-mêlé [mixed-blood].3  His conclusions were that 
the Mulatto was the optimal mix for the climate of Saint-Domingue, combining both the “sobrie-
ty and strength of the black” with the “grace in manner and intelligence of the white.” Ultimate-
ly, the caste of white slave-owning colonists represented an aristocratie de l’épiderme [aristocra-
cy of the skin] possessing an ethnological right to rule the islands. 
Moreau de Saint-Méry recalls the legend of Mackandal in his description of the scene execution: 
On 20 January 1758, the Cap Council condemned him to be burned alive.  As he had several 
times boasted that, if the whites captured him, he would escape from them in different forms, he 
declared he would assume the form of a fly to escape the flames.  As chance would have it, the 
stake to which he was chained was rotten, and his violent movements, provoked by the torture of 
the flames, pulled out the metal ring and he tumbled out of the fire.  The blacks cried out, 
“Mackandal saved!” There was an incredible panic and all the gates were closed.  The detach-
ment of guards around the place of execution cleared the square … He was tied to a plank and 
thrown back into the fire.  Although Mackandal’s body was burned, many blacks believe, even 
today, that the execution did not kill him.4 
Moreau de Saint-Méry acknowledges the legend of Mackandal, yet he is quick to offer an expla-
nation.  It was merely a technical error; the wood of the stake had rotted, causing Mackandal to 
tumble helplessly off the pyre in his tortured writhing.  All was set right, though, as he was 
quickly tied to a plank and placed back into the fire to complete his execution.   Moreau de Saint-
Méry offers exquisite detail to resolve the particularities of an event that occurred thirty years 
prior and that he himself did not witness. 
Perhaps the rotting stake did fail, Mackandal did go tumbling from the fire, and that event 
sparked the legend that he was never actually recaptured but simply flew away.  On reflection, 
                                                
3 Moreau de Saint-Méry, Description topographique, physique, civile, politique et historique de la partie française 
de l’isle Saint-Domingue, 86–101; see also, Alex Dupuy, Haiti, from Revolutionary Slaves to Powerless Citizens: 
Essays on the Politics and Economics of Underdevelopment, 1804-2013 (New York: Routledge, 2014), 27. 
4 David Patrick Geggus, The Haitian Revolution: a Documentary History (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Compa-
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though, the rotting stake and the quickly produced plank to take its place seem a bit too conven-
ient.  Moreau de Saint-Méry appears to be going through great pains to dispel a legend by 
providing, point by point, the mechanics of its demystification. So perhaps on hearing the legend 
of Mackandal, Moreau de Saint-Méry simply resolved the mythical with the possible and offered 
an explanation by which the appearance of Mackandal’s salvation could meet the reality of his 
execution.  But two audiences attended this execution – planter and slave. Perhaps Moreau de 
Saint-Méry’s version of events had been passed down from one set of eyewitnesses just as the 
story of Mackandal’s escape was passed down by another – a colonial myth and a revolutionary 
myth both springing from the same source. In any case, Moreau de Saint-Méry’s details of 
Mackandal’s execution and the logic of their sequence being so well resolved is no less mythical 
that the legend itself.   
In 1759, then, a figure named Mackandal was burned at a stake in Cap Français.  From 
this event two myths arose.  The first is that he escaped his execution by transforming himself 
into a fly so as to continue to lead an insurrection against the colonial planter elite.  The second is 
a myth to counter that myth – that his escape was mere illusion: that whatever appearances may 
be, Mackandal was dead. There was no revolution to come.  Carpentier articulates the gap be-
tween these two myths with Ti Noël and the plantation slaves celebrating Mackandal’s victory as 
the planter M. Lemormand de Mézy looks on shocked by their lack of feeling for their fallen he-
ro, while planning a speech “laden with Latin quotations” denouncing their ignorance. 
Yet ultimately, in both tellings, the person who promised that he would fly from the fire 
did, in some manner, fly from the fire. This is the problem that will not be so easily dispensed by 
Moreau de Saint-Méry’s account. One would think that he could have simply stated that 
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account, the desire to resolve the myth, indicates that at the time of his telling in 1789, this leg-
end was not about to go away on its own. Mackandal could not have died because even after the 
execution, the revolutionary capacity that carried his name remained, in the words of Carpentier, 
within “the kingdom of this world.”  On the eve of slave revolt Moreau de Saint-Méry sought to 
assure the white planters that they needn’t fear, that Mackandal was in fact dead. 
The Voyage of the Sable Venus 
Moreau de Saint-Méry’s narrative is but one example of the colonial mythopoeia that participat-
ed in the construction of the systems of agricultural production human migration known as the 
Middle Passage. Thomas Stothard’s plate, Voyage of the Sable Venus from Angola to the West 
Indies [plate 1], published in Bryan Edwards’ 1801 The History, Civil and Commercial, of the 
British Colonies in the West Indies, is another.5 The Sable Venus, which was one of the only pre-
abolitionary representations of the Middle Passage within the colonial imaginary,6 borrows its 
theme and composition from Botticelli’s Birth of Venus, who arrives from the chaos of the sea as 
the fecundity of nature incarnate.  Lucretius offers the best articulation of the fecundity of nature 
that Botticelli’s Venus brings in his ode to Venus that begins De Rerum Natura.7  He calls upon 
Venus, the source of all life, to make teem the fruitful lands so that the deepest waters would 
smile and the serene sky would glow with her radiance.  As Stothard’s Sable Venus is transport-
ed to the West Indies, this fecundity becomes the basis of colonial agricultural apparatus. 
                                                
5 Bryan Edwards, The History, Civil and Commercial, of the British Colonies in the West Indies (London  : Printed 
for John Stockdale, Piccadilly, 1801), http://archive.org/details/historycivilcomm04edwa. 
6 Charles Ford et al., “The Slave Colonies,” in The Image of the Black in Western Art: From the “Age of Discovery” 
to the Age of Abolition, Part 3: The Eighteenth Century, ed. Karen C. C. Dalton, vol. III (Cambridge: Belknap Press, 
2011), 259. 
7 Stephen Greenblatt cites De Rerum Natura as a likely source for Botticelli’s painting: Stephen Greenblatt, The 
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Stothard’s Sable Venus is based on a Poem by Edwards of the same title written at the 
age of 22 in 1765.  In Edwards version the Sable Venus left Africa to bring this fecundity to the 
New World: 
When thou, this large domain to view, 
Jamaica’s isle, thy conquest new, 
First left thy native shore, 
Bright was the morn and soft the breeze, 
With wanton joy the curling seas, 
The beauteous burthen bore. 
Edwards’ poem – a late-adolescent fantasy whose object is the rape of the enslaved women of his 
planation – describes a journey of conquest, with the Sable Venus traversing the Middle Passage 
on a golden throne within an ivory chariot inlaid with seashells and amber. 
Stothard’ interpretation of this passage is perhaps coy; the Sable Venus is transported in 
his rendering upon a seashell, yet she is shackled in chains and guided by Neptune who holds the 
British Union Jack.  Through Botticelli’s composition we can view enslaved peoples transported 
in chains by an English-chartered vessel to the West Indies. Nature no longer teems with diffused 
radiance, but is cultivated by slave labor, managed by planters, and transported to the metropoli-
tan capitals.  Venus becomes a muse of industry; her arrival in the West Indies precipitates the 
rationalization of agriculture in the form of the plantation system and its commodification at a 
global scale. The Sable Venus’ conquest of the New World is self-same with the colonial order’s 
conquest of black Africans.   The plate Stowage of the British slave ship Brookes under the regu-
lated slave trade act of 1788 [plate 2], depicting enslaved people crammed into the hold of a 
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tury, having been widely circulated by English abolitionists such as Thomas Clarkson.8  If Clark-
son hoped to call attention to the injustices of slavery, Edwards and Stothard uncritically remind-
ed the English of its integral place in the national economy. 
Edwards was a product of the eighteenth-century colonial system and became one of its most 
vocal proponents.  He was an English merchant based in Jamaica who served as a leading mem-
ber of the Colonial Assembly before moving to England to become a member of parliament rep-
resenting Grampound (Cornwall). In both his commercial and political capacities Edwards repre-
sented colonial interests, seeking to ease English trade restrictions while maintaining the auton-
omy of the colonies with their slave regime.9  Edwards was an opponent of both the mercantilist 
commercial policies of the English state and their interference in colonial practices.  In 1784 he 
published his Thoughts on the Late Proceeding of Government respecting the trade of the West 
Indies Islands with the United States of America, which made the case against exclusive trade 
agreements in favor of a liberalized commercial environment.   His 1793 History, Civil and 
Commercial, of the British Colonies of the West Indies made the case for slavery’s necessity to 
the colonial system (being justified by the natural inferiority of blacks), arguing that some regu-
lation of the slave regime, rather than abolition, was necessary to prevent abuses.  He followed 
this with his 1797 publication of An Historical Survey of the French Colony in the Island of St. 
Domingo, which served as a warning against government interference in the colonies.  The two 
later volumes were reissued in 1801 as History of the British Colonies in the West Indies and 
                                                
8 Ford et al., “The Slave Colonies,” 259. The Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade first published 
this plate in 1788 to display the human toll of British slaving regulations. 
9 “Edwards, Bryan,” Encyclopaedia Britannica (New York: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1910), 2; Blackburn, The 
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translated into French, German, and Spanish, enjoying wide circulation within a proslavery dis-
course. 
Insurrection 
On the evening of August 22nd 1791, the colonial city of Cap Français burned; it was the first of 
three conflagrations I will discuss.10 
Edwards was in Jamaica at the time of the 1791 uprising and his 1797 narrative on these events, 
published in An Historical Survey of the French Colony in the Island of St. Domingo, is based on 
another source.  This was a description selected from eyewitness accounts of events, read by 
members of the pro-slavery Club Massiac to the French Parliament on November 30th of 1791,11 
and which, by the witnesses’ own admission, left no witnesses. As is to be expected, the Club 
Massiac account was unrelenting in its admonishment of the slaves, offering outlandish accounts 
of merciless slaughter: a carpenter is bound between two planks and slowly sawed in half; the 
body of a white infant is impaled upon a pike serving as the rebels’ standard. C.L.R. James re-
peats a number of the claims of the Club Massiac account, but for James, the violence of the rev-
olution was nevertheless moderate.  In destroying the plantations, he argued, the slaves were set 
                                                
10 Numerous sources describe the events and ambitions of the Hiatian Revolution. For the history of the Revolution I 
draw mainly upon: Blackburn, The Overthrow of Colonial Slavery, 1776-1848; Carloyn E. Fick, “The Saint-
Domingue Slave Revolution and the Unfolding of Independence, 1791-1804,” in The World of the Haitian Revolu-
tion, ed. David Patrick Geggus and Norman Fiering, Blacks in the Diaspora (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
2009); Wim Klooster, Revolutions in the Atlantic World  : a Comparative History (New York: New York University 
Press, 2009); . C.L.R. James, Michel-Rolph Trouillot, Laurent Dubois, David Scott, and Nick Nesbitt discuss the 
ambitions of the revolution more generally: C. L. R James, The Black Jacobins: Toussaint L’Ouverture and the San 
Domingo Revolution, 2d ed., rev (New York: Vintage Books, 1989); Michel-Rolph Trouillot, Silencing the Past: 
Power and the Production of History (Boston: Beacon Press, 1995); Laurent Dubois, A Colony of Citizens: Revolu-
tion & Slave Emancipation in the French Caribbean, 1787-1804 (Chapel Hill: Published for the Omohundro Insti-
tute of Early American History and Culture, Williamsburg, Virginia, by the University of North Carolina Press, 
2004); David Scott, Conscripts of Modernity the Tragedy of Colonial Enlightenment (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2004); Nick Nesbitt, Universal Emancipation: The Haitian Revolution and the Radical Enlightenment, New 
World Studies (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2008). 
11 This is reprinted as David Patrick Geggus, ed., “The Uprising Begins,” in The Haitian Revolution: a Documentary 
History (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc, 2014). No author is given; hence I refer to this text simply 
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upon destroying the means of production, and if there were excesses, they were merely reproduc-
ing the violence taught to them by their masters. These were mild compared to the systematic 
brutality of the colony: “the cruelties of property and privilege are always more ferocious than 
the revenges of poverty and oppression.”12 Yet, more than describing a mere destruction of the 
means of production, these accounts contain a certain awe of the rebels whose mode of violence 
bordered on the mystical.  The response to a disciplinary regime of exemplary punishment was a 
spectral violence incorporating the magical. 
Edwards took up the English language republications of the Club Massiac account and 
repeated many of its most shocking claims for an English pro-slavery audience.13 In all official 
accounts the causes of the August uprising were not specifically within the terms of slavery, but 
surrounded questions of political representation.  At issue was the question of whether voting 
rights should be extended according to property or to race, setting up a confrontation between the 
petits blancs, poor white workers owning little property, and propertied mulatto planters. A 
Committee of the Colonies formed on March 4th 1790 and composed entirely of parties friendly 
to the colonial interests granted internal self-governance to the colonies with the stipulation that 
the National Assembly would continue to determine commercial regulations. The next issue to 
be decided was the question of representation.  The petits blancs demanded that “personal 
rights,” a racial category, be the basis of political rights.  The mulatto population, often slave-
holding plantation owners, demanded that political rights be based on property.   The National 
Assembly determined that “active citizenship” should serve as the basis of representation, which 
                                                
12 James, The Black Jacobins, 88–89. 
13 Bryan Edwards, An Historical Survey of the French Colony in the Island of St. Domingo: Comprehending a Short 
Account of Its Ancient Government, Political State, Population, Productions, and Exports; a Narrative of the Ca-
lamities Which Have Desolated the Country Ever Since the Year 1789, with Some Reflections on Their Causes and 
Probable Consequences; and a Detail of the Military Transactions of the British Army in That Island to the End of 
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was taken to mean property rights, or financial investment in the national project, but it also al-
lowed enough ambiguity to allow for local variation.  In most colonies where mulattos were less 
economically established, the two determinations of citizenship converged and the law had the 
effect of solidifying the dominance of the white planter elite, but in Saint-Domingue, where mu-
latto planters dominated areas in the south and west of the island, this order was threatened.  The 
petits blancs would never accept political subservience to a mulatto contingent and the planter 
elite was thus able to secure the backing of the petits blancs of a wide interpretation of the March 
decree which based political representation on race instead of property.14 
This choice of the Saint-Domingue elite granting political rights to petits blancs instead 
of mulatto planters and the National Assembly choosing to avoid a confrontation rather than 
threaten support of colonial interests came to a head through the actions of the mulatto planter 
Vincent Ogé.  After attempting to argue the cause of mulatto rights before the National Assem-
bly, Ogé returned to Saint-Domingue in October of 1790 with arms purchased in the United 
States to demand new elections based on the representation dictated in the March decree.  Failing 
to receive recognition in Cap François by Assembly of the North, Ogé raised a small mulatto fac-
tion that took up arms against the colony.  The Ogé Revolt was brief and he was captured within 
a month and put to death by the wheel in February of 1791.15 
The Ogé Revolt, according to this narrative, was not without consequence in the revolu-
tionary politics of Paris.  News of his plight and brutal execution quickly spread through popular 
dramatization, causing the National Assembly to reassess their relation to the colonies and solidi-
fy their stance on colonial representation.  By forcing the issue of representation, the Ogé Revolt 
                                                
14 Blackburn, The Overthrow of Colonial Slavery, 1776-1848, 177–181. 
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precipitated a split in the National Constituent Assembly. On one side was the counter-
revolutionary Feuillants, led by the triumvirate of Antoine Barnave, Alexandre de Lameth and 
Adrien Dupo, who sought a restoration of the monarchy and had the backing of the Club Massi-
ac and the planter elite.  The Feuillants understood that the political emancipation of the blacks 
would begin a path to the fall of the colonial enterprise. On the other side was the Jacobin Club, 
led by Maximilien Robespierre, who believed that the question of mulatto rights put the claims 
of the Declaration of the Rights of Man to the test while exposing the inconsistencies of the 
Feuillants. 
On May 15th 1791, the National Constituent Assembly followed Robespierre and decreed 
that people of color, meaning mulattos, should enjoy the privileges of French citizens, including 
the rights to vote and to sit on the colonial assemblies.16  The colonies refused to bend to the 
metropole on this matter and the Saint-Domingue Mulattos were once again excluded from colo-
nial elections.  It was the night of August 21st, when the newly elected Colonial Assembly was to 
meet in Cap, when the slave insurrection broke out. 
For Edwards, the intervention of the National Assembly into colonial affairs was the sin-
gular cause of the 1791 uprising, and both he and the Club Massiac account from which his nar-
rative is drawn place the blame for the uprising squarely on the abolitionist Société des Amis des 
Noirs.17  By pressing the issue of representation, the National Assembly gave ideological cover 
                                                
16 Jeremy Popkin describes the political debates and transitions in French Revolutionary politics through the lens of 
Saint-Domingue. As he claims: “debates over the colonies, especially Saint-Domingue, [were] inexorably interwo-
ven into every phase of the revolutionary drama in France.” Jeremy D. Popkin, “The French Revolution’s Other 
Island,” in The World of the Haitian Revolution, ed. David Patrick Geggus and Norman Fiering, Blacks in the Dias-
pora (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2009). 
17 For its part, the Société des Amis des Noirs offered a rebuttal that was read by Guadet, Grand-Uncle of the Beaus-
Arts architect Julien Guadet, to the National Assembly. An Inquiry into the Causes of the Insurrection of the Ne-
groes in the Island of St. Domingo. To Which Are Added, Observations of M. Garran-Coulon on the Same Subject, 
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to the revolutionaries to form an open rebellion.  Edwards then offered the position familiar to 
slave-holding territories trying to stave off state interference into the plantation regime: that the 
National Assembly “[tore] up by the roots the first principles of the constitution – a principle 
founded on the clearest dictates of reason and justice … the sole and exclusive right of passing 
laws for their local and interior regulation and government.”18  The national government had 
infringed on the rights of the colonies.  But, of course, these rights of the colonies were of only 
one singular concern: the right to continue the practice of slavery and the right to exclude people 
of color from political representation. 
It is in the footnotes that Edwards places the clearest articulation the true stakes of his 
Historical Survey:   
The mere English reader, who may be personally unacquainted with the West Indies, will proba-
bly consider the clamor which was raised on this occasion by the French planters as equally illib-
eral and unjust. The planters in the British West Indies will perhaps bring the case home to them-
selves; and I have no hesitation in saying, that, supposing the English parliament should pass a 
law declaring, for instance, the free mulattoes of Jamaica to be eligible into the assembly of that 
island, such a measure would prove there, as it proved in St. Domingo, the declaration of civil 
war. On mere abstract reasoning this may appear strange and unjustifiable; but we must take 
mankind as we find them, and few instances occur in which the prejudices of habit, education, 
and opinion have been corrected by force.19 
The Haitian Revolution, in Edwards’ account, stands as a warning to the English government 
should they consider interfering in the slave regime of the colonies.  Once the Pandora’s box of 
emancipation is opened the ensuing chaos may not be manageable and would lead to the slaugh-
ter of white planters, the loss of plantation wealth, and the collapse of the colony – bringing 
about, perhaps, the end of the English mercantile enterprise.  In this there was also an implicit 
                                                
18 Edwards, An Historical Survey of the French Colony in the Island of St. Domingo, 61. 
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threat on behalf of the English planting elite to the metropole: should they attempt to steer the 
affairs of the colonist through the threat of force, they would certainly be met with resistance. 
In all of these transactions between the political institutions of the National Assembly and 
the Colonial Assemblies, the lobbying organizations of the Club Massiac and the Société des 
amis des Noirs, and the interests of the landed mulattos, the petits blancs, and the planter elite; 
the one key figure that is entirely left out of this narrative is the slave. In the realpolitik of the 
National Assembly in Paris, the Société des amis des Noirs had all but given up on slave emanci-
pation in order to focus their efforts on the short-term goal of mulatto representation.  Similarly, 
the rights of the enslaved were certainly not at issue in the meeting of the Colonial Assembly that 
was to have precipitated the uprising. 
The enslaved people themselves figure as an aporia in the official narrative of their own revolu-
tion.  Edwards recounts the description of General Philibert François Rouxel de Blanchelande, 
Colonial Governor of Saint-Domingue: 
After a long succession of violent storms, I fondly expected the return of a calm and serene morn-
ing. The temperate and conciliating conduct of the new assembly, during their short fitting at 
Leogane, the characters of most: of the individual members, and the necessity, so apparent to all, 
of mutual concession and unanimity on this great occasion, led me to think that the colony would 
at length fee the termination of its miseries; when, alas, the storm was ready to burst, which has 
since involved us in one common destruction!20 
At the moment that disruptions in the colonial order were about to be resolved, insurrectionary 
slaves came out of nowhere.  In the middle of the night, against all reason, and without warning 
or explanation, the northern plains are suddenly aflame. 
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Slave insurrection is forever unresolved in historical accounts of the Haitian Revolution, 
be they the reactionary colonialist accounts of Edwards, the historical-literary renderings of 
C.L.R. James, Césaire, or Carpentier, or the researched contemporary scholarship of Geggus, 
Fick, or Popkin. All of these works seek to uncover something that had been obscured. 
What fills the voids of slave participation in the Haitian Revolution is yet another myth.  
Its many tellings vary in form and detail, but its basic claims remain the same.  On a Sunday 
evening in August, during a party the Lenormand plantation attended by slaves of the neighbor-
ing estates on their day off of work, a Jamaican-born Haitian slave named Dutty Boukman (or 
Boukman Dutty) informed the gathered masses that the King had decreed a four-day work week 
and that the plantation owners, the Grands Blancs, being in opposition to the law were keeping 
this truth from them.  The gathered masses were outraged and some proposed to form a rebellion 
that very night.  It was determined that it would be too short notice to carry out a widespread re-
bellion and that some planning must take place.  They agreed to meet the following week at a 
secluded wooded area called the Bois Caïman [Alligator Woods], to begin the revolution.  “Voo-
doo,” according to C.L.R. James, “was the medium of the conspiracy,”21 and the following Sun-
day, Boukman, a petro houngan, led a vast Voudon ceremony and selected three adjutants – 
Jean-François Papillon, Georges Biassou, and Jeannot – as military commanders to lead the re-
bellion.  By the next morning all of the northern plains were in flame and the historical fact of 
the Haitian Revolution had commenced. 
The narrative of the Bois Caïman ceremony is best known through C.L.R. James’ account 
in the Black Jacobins: 
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On the night of the 22nd a tropical storm raged, with lighting and gusts of wind and heavy show-
ers of rain. Carrying torches to light their way, the leaders of the revolt met in an open space in 
the thick forests of the Morne Rouge, a mountain overlooking Le Cap. There Boukman gave the 
last instructions and, after Voodoo incantations and the sucking of the blood of a stuck pig, he 
stimulated his followers by a prayer spoken in creole, which, like so much spoken on such occa-
sions, has remained. ‘The god who created the sun which gives us light, who rouses the waves 
and rules the storm, though hidden in the clouds, he watches us. He sees all that the white man 
does. The god of the white man inspires him with crime, but our god calls upon us to do good 
works. Our god who is good to us orders us to revenge our wrongs. He will direct our arms and 
aid us. Throw away the symbol of the god of the whites who has so often caused us to weep, and 
listen to the voice of liberty, which speaks in the hearts of us all.’22 
The occurrence of the Bois Caiman ceremony is highly contested.  Léon François Hoffmann has 
argued that the story is derived from a nineteenth-century admixture of competing narratives that 
variously employed the Voudon ceremony as proof of the sacred origins of the revolution or of 
the barbarity of its participants.23  Both Carolyn Fick and David Patrick Geggus, on the other 
hand, read across multiple sources to discern their similarities and differences in order to arrive 
at an assessment of the ceremony’s historical fact.24  Both have come to the conclusion that the 
overlaps in distinct narratives by authors who are presumed to have had no contact indicate a 
seed of truth. Antoine Dalmas was a young doctor in the Galliffet plantation at the time of the 
uprising and in 1814 published his account that had been written two years after the event; 
Hérard Dumesle was a Senator from the southern Les Cayes who assembled his poetry/prose 
work Voyage dans le nord d’Haïti, from the oral tradition of the north in 1824; and Céligny Ar-
douin’s 1853 account was culled from an interview with a former slave and soldier named Paul 
                                                
22 Ibid., 87. 
23 L.-F. Hoffmann, “Un Mythe National: La Cérémonie Du Bois-Caïman,” in République Haïtienne: État Des Lieux 
et Perspectives, ed. G. Barthélemy and C. Girault (Paris: Karthala, 1993); Cited in David Patrick Geggus, Haitian 
Revolutionary Studies, Blacks in the Diaspora (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2002), 82. 
24 “Appendix B: Bios-Caïman and the August Revolt,” Carolyn E Fick, The Making of Haiti the Saint-Domingue 
Revolution from Below, 1st ed (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1990), 260–266; Geggus, Haitian Revolu-
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Ali who claimed to have been present.25  None of these authors can claim first-hand knowledge, 
yet for both Geggus and Fick, the cohesion of these three narratives derived from separate 
sources and published so distantly in time from each other must be more than mere coincidence.  
Geggus seems to offer the clearest demystification of the origins of the Haitian Revolu-
tion.  Reading across multiple and competing sources he discerns plausible historical fact from 
the obfuscations of those interested in obscuring the truth of history. “Although the event itself 
was not mythical, as some have argued,” he assures us, “accounts of the ceremony have been 
successively elaborated over the years, as with the Mackandal story, so that few details can be 
considered authentic.”26  Geggus goes on to correct the record regarding these literary occlusions 
surrounding the Bois Caïman ceremony: the speech that C.L.R. James attributes to Boukman’s 
call for revenge against the whites comes from Dumesle’s poem on the theme of Romantic clas-
sicism; Alejo Carpentier locates the Lenormand meeting at the site of the ceremony on 
Mackandal’s Lenormand de Mézy plantation in order to show a continuity between the events, 
but the two sites were actually 10 miles apart; Amié Césaire places the religious chant “Eh eh 
Bombe! Heu heu,” – translated by C.L.R. James as “We swear to destroy the whites” – at the 
ceremony, but this is taken out of context from Moreau de Saint-Méry’s writings and mistrans-
lated from what was, in fact, an invocation to a Kongo snake divinity.27  Yet all of these literary 
and mythical accounts, taken together, might indicate another kind of truth. 
Doctor Antoine Dalmas offers one mode of truth, or the closest thing to a primary source 
(according to Geggus), in his Histoire de la revolution de Sainte-Domingue.  Dalmas describes 
an interrogation of several of the conspirators who tried to kill a plantation manager on the 
                                                
25 Geggus, Haitian Revolutionary Studies, 82. 
26 Ibid., 77. 
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Galliffet plantation.  Under the duress of this interrogation the subjects revealed details of the 
ceremony, confirmed separately by Dumesle in 1824 and Ardouin in1853, that Delmas described 
disdainfully: 
An entirely black pig, surrounded with fetishes and loaded with a variety of bizarre offerings, was 
sacrificed to the all-powerful spirit of the black race.  The religious ceremonies that accompanied 
the killing of the pig were typical of the Africans, as was their eagerness to drink its blood and the 
value they placed on getting some of its hairs as a sort of talisman that they thought would make 
them invulnerable.28 
Dalmas then offered his own commentary on this account: “It was natural that such a primitive 
and ignorant caste would begin the most terrible attack with superstitious rites of an absurd and 
bloodthirsty religion.”  The young doctor, who almost certainly would have extracted such a con-
fession through some mode of torture, was appalled. 
The legend of the Bois Caïman ceremony has a double origin.  On one hand there is the 
literary profusion consisting of an admixture of myth and fact.  This occupies the space of stories 
passed down across generations; lived traditions projected back to a revolutionary origin; and the 
assemblage of events taken out of the diachronic regime of historical time to form a mythic 
space.  This is a telling that, leaving no archival traces, turns to ether under the rigors of histori-
cal analysis. On the other hand, there is the narrative of the plantation regime.  This is the con-
fession extracted by torture describing bloodthirsty rituals; evidence of the primitivism and bar-
barity of the black races; proof against capacity for enlightenment of these riotous slaves.  The 
account that Geggus takes to be the closest possible thing to a primary source, and the basis of a 
reconstruction of the actual events of the Bois Caïman ceremony, is a tortured confession – the 
utterance compelled by a regime of colonial violence. 
                                                
28 “The Bois Caïman Ceremony,” Geggus, The Haitian Revolution, 78–79. (Antoine Dalmas, Histoire de la révolu-
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The task that Geggus has set for himself – the task of the historian – is to resolve these 
competing worldviews into a coherent historical narrative.  This entails to collect the disparate 
quanta of information across narratives, to see where they coincide and where they depart, and to 
make a considered selection, discarding many pieces while placing the remainders in to the most 
reasoned sequence possible.  But within the mythical origins of the Haitian Revolution, the histo-
rian’s task becomes the circumscription of that anarchival space of lived memory within the 
hermeneutic regime of the plantation. 
The account of the Haitian Revolution offered by Edwards, first read by members of the Club 
Massiac to the National Assembly, told the story of political parties and apparatuses of state – a 
story in which slaves could play no part.  This is opposed to the narrative, first offered by Del-
mas, describing the mystical and terrifying Voodoo ceremony performed by the slaves on the eve 
of the revolution.  For Delmas, the Voodoo ceremony stood as proof of the slaves’ primitivism, 
their lacking of a capacity for enlightened reason, and implicitly, their need for continued rule by 
the colonial powers.  In both accounts the slaves were to be written out of the processes of politi-
cal discourse.  All of these narratives have their basis in the violence of the colonial powers. In 
all cases the apparatuses of historical inscription must leave out a political agency of enslaved 
people.  Yet the slaves nevertheless participate, forcing their way into history, and the only way 
that history can cope with this is through these processes of partition. The Haitian Revolution, in 
the words of Haitian anthropologist Michel-Rolph Trouillot, was the only revolution that re-
mained unthinkable even as it happened.29 
                                                
29 For Trouillot slaves were ontologically incapable of revolution as the perceived inferiority of blacks made their 
self-determination impossible. Michel-Rolph Trouillot, “An Unthinkable History,” in Silencing the Past: Power and 
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Imaging the Colony 
The revolutionary capacity of enslaved people is discreetly legible in the proliferation of draw-
ings, maps, and architectural drawings that circulated across the middle passage in the years sur-
rounding the Haitian Revolution.  A poignant example is in a set of plates produced by the Nico-
las Ponce, who served as an engraver for the court of Louis XVI and was a Chevalier of the Lé-
gion d'Honneur.  Ponce is known for having engraved an number of vignettes for the works of 
Voltaire and Rousseau as well as portraits for Louis Gabriel Michaud’s Biographie universelle 
ancienne et modern, an exhaustive 85 volume who’s-who of historical figures and the contempo-
rary society.30  His 1791 Recueil de vues des lieux principaux de la colonie françoise de Saint-
Domingue was printed to accompany Moreau de Saint-Méry’s Loix et Constitutions des Colonies 
Françoises de l'Amérique sous le Vent, which was part of an ongoing historical study in defense 
of the colonial order.31  Ponce, like Moreau de Saint-Méry, navigated that space between the dis-
course of the Philosophes and the mercantilist colonial project, and his Recueil de vues put this 
order on display. It is comprised of city maps and views showing the various ports of Saint-
Domingue, giving prominence to their civic spaces and commercial organization.   
He offers two panoramas of Cap Français, one observing the harbor from the south and 
the other overlooking the town from the north [plates 3, 4].  These show the bustling trade of 
global commerce.  In one view the great commercial frigates are anchored in the bay and their 
pinnaces ferry goods to shore.  In the other, the town displays the splendor of commercial wealth 
built upon this trade.  Both images are framed within a ring of hills, each capped by one of the 
                                                
30 E. (Emmanuel) Bénézit, “Ponce, Nicolas,” in Dictionnaire critique et documentaire des peintres, sculpteurs, des-
sinateurs et graveurs de tous les temps et de tous les pays, vol. 8 (Paris: Gründ, 1976). 
31 Nicolas Ponce, Recueil de vues des lieux principaux de la colonie françoise de Saint-Domingue (Paris: Chez M. 
Moreau de Saint-Méry, Rue Caumartin, no. 31. [Chez] M. Ponce, rue Saint-Hyacinthe, no. 19. [Chez] M. Phelipeau, 
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French military forts tasked with protecting this commercial arrangement from the colonial de-
sires of the competing powers of Atlantic mercantilism.  
These forts stand as examples of the Montalembert system of defenses, the leading edge 
of the military technology of its time, introduced in the 1770’s to defend coastal areas from in-
vading fleets.  This system was developed in response to the inability of the familiar Vauban sys-
tem to address the exigencies of naval attack.  The Vauban defensive system, introduced by the 
Marquis de Vauban under Louis XIV, was designed to demarcate and hold territory.  Vauban’s 
Précarré, for instance, consisted of a double line of 28 citadels spread across the wide, flat planes 
forming the amorphous zones between French and Walloon estates.  Vauban’s defenses were 
designed for a ground war – an army moving across open territory; the Précarré formed a bound-
ary that would determine demarcate the boundaries of the French nation.32 The angled sightlines 
of the ramparts were to seal a perimeter across a regular array of points while preserving the abil-
ity to do battle at close proximities. 
The Vauban system that had been so well equipped at holding ground proved powerless 
against a strategy of colonial destruction. The European powers in competition for control over 
the wealth of the colony need not hold its territory – it was preferable to simply blockade the is-
lands and depend upon privateers to pillage any exports.  While the Vauban system protected and 
demarcated territory, colonial plunder took place in the “smooth,” extraterritorial space of the 
oceans. The Montalembert system of defenses worked as something like a “fleet in being,” a na-
                                                
32 Deleuze and Guattari understand Vauban as a “state science” that had delimited the political aspiration of a “no-
mad science” of the war machine to the civil and metric rules of control. Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thou-
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val power held in reserve not to demarcate a territory in the seas and submit it to a means of con-
trol, but as a mode of sea denial which would prevent any power from establishing a foothold.33 
Ponce’s map of Cap François [sic] rendered private dwellings and commercial spaces in a light 
poché while describing its public spaces in greater detail [plate 5].  The inland edge of the city 
holds its most prominent feature, the complex of the Grands Cazernes and Champs de Mars lo-
cated adjacently to the Place du Gouvernement with its fountains and gardens. This militarized 
governmental complex was in a moment of growth, with only two buildings of the new Cazernes 
de Mange completed, and the space of its expansion lightly pochéd on the existing landscape. On 
the coastline, military bastions are located north of the commercial docks to protect commercial 
trade.  The plan of a project to expand facilities for the Service de la Marine, the Royal navy, is 
traced in next to the prominent Park d’Artlillerie and Arsenal. Within the city grid are the Place 
d’Armes with its cathedral, the Place Clugny.  Taken together, these represent a territory milita-
rized against both internal and external threats. 
The urban grid stops abruptly at the southern boundary of Cap Français.  This is marked 
by a dashed line running vertically through Ponce’s map that distinguishes the civic life of Cap 
Français from a large open field of La Fossette.  On this edge, the Place Royale, southernmost 
public square of Cap Français located on the city line, houses a Corps de Gardes, a small pavil-
ion used by the military to surveil strategic locations. Here, in the geographic dimple between the 
surrounding hills from which La Fossette derives its name, is the Bazar de la Vente des Nègres, 
the city’s expansive slave market [plate 6].  The city is fortified at the base of Morne Lory by 
angled Vauban-style ramparts facing the slave market, behind which the École d’Artillerie is ori-
                                                
33 I Employ Virilio’s notion of the “Fleet in Being.” Paul Virilio, Speed and Politics: An Essay on Dromology (New 
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ented to provide clear angles of fire.  Once again, a Vauban defensive system is employed to 
demarcate a territory against those outside of the determined sphere of civic life.   
Ponce’s map provides a picture of the defensive systems of the colonial order. The Ca-
sernes located inland at the center of government provide civic order; the Montalembert create a 
“fleet in being” to defend the harbor; the bastions on the shoreline adjacent to the docks offer 
protection to commercial exchange; and the Vauban ramparts and Corps de Gardes at the city’s 
southern boundary defend against slave insurrection.  Taken together, these describe an architec-
ture of the mercantilist colonial state to ensure the working order of its commercial apparatus. 
Ponce’s map shows the military-commercial of Cap Français in its entirety, yet this geographical 
knowledge is not limited to the extents of the city itself – a full third of the page is given over to 
an external space. La Fossette is depicted as a constituent exterior of the city; it is expelled from 
the proper territory of a civic life that cannot function without its presence. 
This folio describing the diverse geography of Saint-Domingue ends with a set of archi-
tectural drawings: plans and sections that are by far the most detailed renderings offered by 
Ponce.  They do not describe one of the cathedrals, government buildings, Corps de Gardes, or 
casernes that are given prominence in his numerous city views – that is, they are not architectural 
drawings of the official architecture of the state; they are instead detail drawings of the real ob-
jects of this colonial enterprise, which all of those affects rest upon.  They are detail drawings of 
a sugar refinery [plate 8]. The plans show the organization of the factory floor with its sequence 
of process.  It is a simple structure elevated above the ground with stone walls and a wood-
framed shed roof.  The sections show the cauldrons for evaporating cane syrup above fire pits 
supplied by fuel stores at the exterior ground level.  Smoke from the burning fuel is expelled 
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prominent monuments appear thorough Ponce’s folio as small vignettes, but this trivial sugar re-
finery warrants two full-page spreads. 
The evaporating sheds of the French Enlightenment are, of course, no idle matter. Ponce’s sugar 
refinery begs comparison with Ledoux’s Salines de Chaux, where, as Anthony Vidler explains, 
“the Enlightenment reformer would easily dream of a voluntary acceptance of managerial au-
thority by the workers in return for the benefits of community administered paternally by archi-
tect and director.”34  But Ponce’s sugar refinery lacked the confluence of the managerial and re-
ligious order integrated within the factory floor, and it did not employ a panoptic organization 
whose aim was to reform the morality of workers around the organization of production.  We can 
certainly follow Vidler and read this architecture centrifugally to its surrounding town and coun-
tryside, but if Ledoux’s Village de Chaux and its Salines display the perfect resolution of the civ-
ic and industrial order, Ponce’s Cap Français and his sugar refinery allude to its violence.  Rather 
than employ the factory to integrate the workers into an enlightened social order, the city of Cap 
Français must stand in constant defense against its workers, surveiling the border between town 
and slave market and organizing artillery on elevated terrain behind the angled walls of the ram-
parts, always prepared for an insurrection that could break out at any moment. 
Returning to the Salines de Chaux, perhaps this is precisely the terror that lurks behind 
this model factory – that the nomos of the factory is actually the plantation (and not the other 
way around). Emil Kaufmann saw a perfect transparency between function and representation in 
Ledoux’s “architecture parlante,” but what is Ledoux’s rendering of architectural order as legible 
sign if not an effort to put its conventionality on display? The immutability of architecture’s 
                                                
34 Anthony Vidler, “The Theater of Industry: Ledoux and the Factory-Village at Chaux,” in The Writing of the 
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timeless ground in sovereign power begins to dissolve as its artifice is subtlety revealed. The 
fixed place of the factory workers of the Salines within the social order – as with the coopers and 
barrel makers of the surrounding Village de Chaux – is suddenly called into question.  Ledoux’s 
“theater of industry” must formulate docile workers and place them under rigid control because 
once this veil has been lifted the ultimate ground of enlightenment in violence is revealed.  With 
Ponce’s 1791 publication date we know that the colonial order displayed in his renderings – its 
civic and commercial structures framed by casernes, arsenals, and ramparts – was about to suc-
cumb to the terror foretold by these plates in the slave insurrection on the evening of August 22nd 
that destroyed the richest colony of the West Indies overnight and opened the region up to a re-
newed battle over colonies.  
The architecture of the colonies came out of the European capitals to spread across the West In-
dies in its palaces and churches.  Meanwhile, the architecture that transformed slave production 
into global commodit Stothard y circulated in books and treatises serially reproduced across the 
Caribbean, travelling from colony to metropole and back again. In the period of France’s domi-
nation of the Saint-Domingue these took the form of Élie Monnereau’s 1765 Le parfait indigoti-
er [The Perfect Indigo Producer], printed in the critical port city of Marseilles, which shows in a 
single plate the processes of indigo production with its planting, its cultivation, its processing and 
refinement, and its commercial distribution [plate 8]. Jacques-François Dutrône de La Couture’s 
1790 Précis sur la canne et sur les moyens d'en extraire le sel essential, Printed in Paris, offered 
a treatise on sugar production and included a survey of the political and cultural life of Saint-
Domingue. With the slave insurrection these publications continued as ancillary publications 
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in London for an English audience in 1798 when the British has a stronghold in Mole St. Nicho-
las and were supported by the white planter elite Saint-Domingue in their effort to take the colo-
ny from the French army led by Toussaint L’Overture. Plates engraved by Samuel John Neele 
show the organization of a coffee plantation, the tools for its cultivation, and the plans and eleva-
tion of a “dwelling and coffee house” [plates 9, 10].  Laborie was himself a member of the plant-
er elite, and an appendix to this volume “containing a view of the constitution, government, laws, 
and state of that Colony, previous to the year 1789,” indicates the aims of this work: to return the 
island to the colonial order that existed prior to the French Revolution. Much of this colonial 
knowledge was collected and translated to spread further across the West Indies and Latin Amer-
ica, such as José Mariano da Conceiçao Velloso in O fazendeiro do Brazil which was printed in 
Lisbon and brought together a number of these volumes for circulation among Portuguese plant-
ers in Brazil.35 
The absolute immutability of the colonial order had foreclosed any possibility of a slave 
revolution. Ramparts were aligned and artillery trained against the slave market to foreclose any 
such possibility. Venus herself had been entreated to work the fields and transform nature’s fe-
cundity into colonial circulation. Yet the revolution happened; its origins obscured in the secrets 
of Bois Caiman. Even then, the capacity of slaves to rebel by their own initiative remained so 
unthinkable that credit had to be given to the Ogé Revolt so that the site of insurrection could 
                                                
35 Élie Monnereau, Le parfait indigotier; ou, Description de l’indigo (Marseille: Jean Mossy, 1765); Jacques-
François Dutrône de La Couture, Précis sur la canne et sur les moyens d’en extraire le sel essential, suivi de 
plusieurs mémoires sur le sucre, sur le vin de canne, sur l’indigo, sur les habitations & sur l’etat actual de Saint-
Domingue. Ouvrage dédie à cette colonie, & imprimé à ses frais. (Paris: Duplain et. al., 1790); P. J. Laborie, The 
Coffee Planter of Saint Domingo: With an Appendix, Containing a View of the Constitution, Government, Laws, and 
State of That Colony, Previous to the Year 1789. To Which Are Added, Some Hints on the Present State of the Is-
land, Under the British Government (London: T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1798); José Mariano da Conceição Velloso, 
O fazendeiro do Brazil: melhorado na economia rural dos generos já cultivados, e de outros, que se podem intro-
duzir; e nas fabricas, que lhe são proprias, segundo o melhor, que se tem escrito a este assumpto: debaixo dos aus-
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somehow be located within the halls of the National Assembly. Historians demanded that events 
be given their proper origin, but the revolution would not comply; it was not, and then something 
happened – a random confluence, a historical clinamen – that brought itself into being.  The sov-
ereign powers could kill its leaders – Mackandal, Boukman, Toussaint – yet these were but fleet-
ing manifestations of the revolution who would simply flutter away from the stake to reemerge 
in another form.  They were not subject to the logic of sovereignty; they were not the revolution, 
they only briefly acted on its behalf.  The mercantile powers viewed the revolution as yet another 
variable in the constantly shifting networks of Atlantic trade.  But no matter how they tried to 
capitalize on the market potentials by building encampments and circulating treatises on planting 
to the next wave of would-be colonists, the revolution always escaped their power of contain-
ment.  The architecture of the colonies did all that it could to preserve its order.  The following 
chapters will show how the Haitian Revolution took up its forms and redeployed them in the 








Figure 1.1 – Thomas Stothard, “Voyage of the Sable Venus from Angola to the West Indies” from Bryan 








Figure 1.2 – “Stowage of the British slave ship Brookes under the regulated slave trade act of 1788.” Pub-








Figure 1.3 – Nicolas Ponce, “Vue du Cap François, Isle St. Domingue, prise du Chemin de l'embarcadère 









Figure 1.4 – Nicolas Ponce, “Vue du Cap François, Isle St. Domingue,” from Recueil de vues des lieux 








Figure 1.5 – Nicolas Ponce, “Plan de la Ville du Cap François et de ses Environs Dans l'Isle St. 








Figure 1.6 – Nicolas Ponce, “Plan de la Ville du Cap François et de ses Environs Dans l'Isle St. 








Figure 1.7 – Nicolas Ponce, “Plan d'une Sucrerie et d'un Equipage à Sucre Inventé par Mr. Belin et éxécu-
té sur son habitation en société avec Mr. Raby, au Bas Limbé, Isle St. Domingue,” from Recueil de vues 








Figure 1.8 – Nicolas Ponce, “Plan d'une Sucrerie et d'un Equipage à Sucre Inventé par Mr. Belin et éxécu-
té sur son habitation en société avec Mr. Raby, au Bas Limbé, Isle St. Domingue,” from Recueil de vues 
















Figure 1.10 – Samuel John Neele, “Mr. B.’s Settlements upon a declivous outstretched summit of a Hill,” 








Figure 1.11 – Samuel John Neele, “Dwelling and Coffee House,” in P.J. Laborie, The coffee planter of 
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Dessalines’s victory was the result of a vast coalition en-
tered into by the Loco, Petro, Ogoun Ferraille, Brise-
Pimba, Capalau-Pimba, Marinette Bois-Chèche, and all the 
deities of powder and fire, a collation marked by a series of 
seizures of a violence so fearful that certain men had been 
thrown into the air or dashed against the ground by spells 
… When the exaltation reached fever pitch, one who had 
become possessed leaped onto the backs of two men who 
were neighing and all were joined in the pawing profile of a 
centaur descending at a gallop towards the sea which, be-
yond the night, far beyond many nights, lapped the shores 
of the world of mighty powers. 
Alejo Carpentier, The Kingdom of this World 
A Passage to the lan guinée 
On January 1st 1841, abolitionists John Chandler and Maria W. Chapman arrived in Haiti after 
traveling from Jamaica aboard a Barbados-bound English government steamer carrying the out-
ward mail from the Caribbean.  They had been poorly received in the previous port, where after a 
stormy evening sailing from Kingston into a vicious headwind they had arrived at St. Jago (San-
tiago de Cuba) and were warned not to set foot on land; missionaries and abolitionists would be 
safe in the Spanish port but the English Consul could offer them no protection on land.  By the 
next afternoon the weather had lifted and they set sail for Cap Haitian where they were perfectly 
free to disembark at on that 37th anniversary of Haitian independence, having arrived in time to 
commemorate that day when “Liberty was proclaimed by Dessalines – equal law and liberty to 
all classes.” 
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Chandler and Chapman spent their day exploring the “greatly decayed though still re-
spectable” city, observing its new cathedral recently built by public subscription and its renovat-
ed military hospital.  But what they were really looking for was a small building that they had 
seen reproduced in a serialized edition of Harriet Martineau’s 1839 Life of Toussaint L'Ouver-
ture, a work of historical fiction by the famed English sociologist.  Their search was in fruitless: 
 There are several handsome squares in the city, with fountains yielding good water, but we 
looked in vain through them all for the small temple commemorative of freedom, of which a 
drawing is given by Rainsford in his ample quarto … There may have been such a building, but it 
is not to be found here.1 
The temple in question was depicted in rendering by Marcus Rainsford entitled View of a Temple 
erected by the Blacks to commemorate their Emancipation [Figure 2.1], a plate from his 1805 
edition of An Historical Account of the Black Empire of Hayti [sic].2 It was published as a de-
scription of Rainsford’s own experiences in revolutionary Haiti as well as a defense, for an Eng-
lish abolitionist audience, of the revolution and its formation of the first independent black state.  
The image that Chandler and Chapman were basing their search upon was a reproduction of this 
image to accompany the mass circulation of a work of literary romanticism for a bourgeois read-
ership. What they couldn’t know is that this was merely the latest instance of a series of repro-
ductions stretching back even before Rainsford’s own 1805 publication. Rainsford himself had 
produced a number of literary and pictorial versions of the Temple to Emancipation, each further 
elaborating upon prior iterations and each taking on new meaning to act on new register of polit-
ical intervention. What Chandler and Chapman eventually did learn, as they searched fruitlessly 
through the charming squares of Cap Haitian, is what Rainsford understood perfectly well. While 
                                                
1 John Candler, Brief Notices of Hayti: With Its Condition, Resources, and Prospects (London: T. Ward, 1842), 18. 
2 Marcus Rainsford, An Historical Account of the Black Empire of Hayti Comprehending a Vew of the Principal 
Transactions in the Revolution of Saint Domingo: With Its Ancient and Modern State (London: J. Cundee, 1805). 
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all of these were but copies of copies, a series of reproductions stretching back in historical 
memory, there was no original to be found.  
Leftenant Marcus Rainsford of the Third West India Regiment 
Marcus Rainsford, the plate’s author, served as an officer in the colonial military force of the 
British Empire. He saw action in the American War of Independence in the Siege of Charleston 
and the Battle of Camden in 1780 before being recruited to Lord Charles Montagu’s Duke of 
Cumberland’s Regiment, also known as the South Carolina rangers, which included enslaved 
American blacks fighting with the British with the promise of manumission.   In 1781, Rainsford 
and the South Carolina Rangers were transferred to Jamaica to join the newly formed Third West 
India Regiment.  In 1785, based on his experiences in the American War of Independence, he 
was tasked with the recruitment of blacks from both Jamaica and British-occupied Saint-
Domingue into special 9000-member Black West India Regiment, which was formed to fight 
against insurrectionary slave forces in the British West Indies and against French forces in the 
French West Indies. Rainsford traveled to the British-occupied area of Saint-Domingue in 1796 
to this end but had predictable difficulty in raising troops for Black West India Regiment, who, 
in both the French and British West Indies, would be fighting against other blacks to protect the 
interests of the planter elite.3 
Rainsford’s experiences in Revolutionary Haiti began with his departure from the British 
occupied Mole St. Nicholas in the early part of 1798 to rejoin his regiment in Martinique. The 
story is first told in his 1802 Memoir of Transactions that Took Place in St. Domingo, in the 
Spring of 1799 and expanded in its second edition, St. Domingo, or An Historical, Political, and 
                                                
3 Paul Youngquist and Grégory Pierrot, “Introduction,” in An Historical Account of the Black Empire of Hayti (Lon-
don: Duke University Press, 2013), xxv–xxvii. 
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Military Sketch of the Black Republic, published the same year.4 These accounts were greatly 
expanded in his 1805 publication of An Historical Account of the Black Empire of Hayti, where 
he filled out his previous publications with a history of the Revolution both prior and subsequent 
to his stay.  To this end he added one chapter covering the history and geography of the island; 
two chapters concerning the origins and early days of the slave uprising; a chapter on the Leclerc 
expedition that sought to retake to colony for Napoleon in 1802; and a final chapter serving as a 
rumination on the newly established black empire under Jean-Jacques Dessalines and its conse-
quences for colonial revolution. The accounts of Rainsford’s experiences in Haiti might well be 
read within the struggle for colonies in the West Indies during the 1790’s when this tale is set, or 
equally, within the subsequent Anglo-French relations during the French Empire when it was 
published. There are minor but significant variations in the different publications of his memoire, 
from his preliminary first-person account in an 1802 pamphlet whose 33 pages were limited to 
his stay in Cap Français and Port Dauphin, to his thoroughly researched edition in 1805, which 
encompassed the greater history and politics of the Revolution.  Rainsford’s narrative voice also 
changed across these texts from a first-person account in 1802 to his 1805 epic history in which 
his accounts, often deeply personal, were phrased in the third person to subsume the author with-
in a greater historical arc.  By reading across the different versions of this story the politics of 
Rainsford’s narrative this later text becomes legible.  This is greatly augmented by the archival 
                                                
4 Marcus Rainsford, A Memoir of Transactions That Took Place in St. Domingo, in the Spring of 1799  : Affording an 
Idea of the Present State of That Country, the Real Character of Its Black Governor, Toussaint L’Ouverture, and the 
Safety of Our West-India Islands from Attack or Revolt  : Including the Rescue of a British Officer Under Sentence of 
Death (London: R.B. Scott, 1802); Marcus Rainsford, St. Domingo, or an Historical, Political, and Military Sketch 
of the Black Republic, With a View of the Life and Character of Toussaint L’Ouverture, and the Effects of His Newly 
Established Dominion in That Part of the World (London: R.B. Scott, 1802). 
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research of Paul Youngquist and Grégory Pierrot into Rainsford’s life, written works, and mili-
tary career.5 
The most important of these variations is the timing of his travels. In all accounts, he was 
forced ashore at Cap Français in the spring of 1799.  According to the 1802 versions of his tale, 
Rainsford had been stationed in British occupied Mole St. Nicholas, of the northern peninsula of 
Saint-Domingue, when he made his departure to rejoin his regiment in Martinique.  This would 
place the events in the early part of 1798, a moment when the British were still at war with Tous-
saint’s French-loyalist army.  In this version, when passing along the northern coast of the island, 
the schooner, the Maria, flying a Danish flag, was were struck by a hurricane and forced ashore 
at the Republican Cap Français under the command of Toussaint L’Ouverture.  As he explained, 
“as the only means to prevent the confiscation of the vessel, and avoid becoming myself a pris-
oner of war,”6 Rainsford dumped all of his military documents into the sea and fabricated the 
cover story of being an American merchant. He first met Toussaint upon disembarking and, be-
ing unable to hide his point of origin, complained about his terrible treatment (as an American) 
by the English. Toussaint made a derogatory comment about the English in response and they 
parted amicably. 
This story changes on the 1805 version.  Here the events move became more consistent 
with their placement in 1799, after the British departure from Saint-Domingue: 
To avoid the suspicion in which, notwithstanding the recent treaty, the English yet continued to 
be viewed, and to prevent the probability of injury to his companions, the writer was induced to 
                                                
5 Youngquist and Pierrot, “Introduction.” 
6 Rainsford, St. Domingo, or An Historical, Political, and Military Sketch of the Black Republic, 30. 
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assume the character of an American, which was easy to be effected, as the vessel was ultimately 
bound to that continent.7 
The Maria was no longer transporting military personnel to Martinique, but a noncommissioned 
officer to the United States, and Rainsford’s decision to pose as an American was simply to 
avoid confusion that might arise concerning a British officer’s presence on the island. 
The placement of these events in 1799, after the departure of British forces from Saint-
Domingue serves several purposes.  As Youngquist and Pierrot point out, Rainsford was ulti-
mately sympathetic to the cause of Haitian independence.  His account sidestepped the period of 
British efforts to take the colony for their own so that he could later celebrate the black resistance 
to Napoleon’s subsequent efforts to do the same in 1802.8  Rainsford’s depictions of Charles 
Leclerc’s failed expedition to retake the colony (with secret orders from his cousin, Napoleon, to 
imprison Toussaint and reinstitute slavery) speak directly to this effort.  The most vivid plates of 
Rainsford’s Historical Account depict the training of bloodhounds to attack marooned blacks.  
This was not a tactic observed in Saint-Domingue, but something Rainsford saw for himself in 
Jamaica, when stationed there as a British colonial officer.9  The French served merely as a 
stand-in to exemplify the generalized brutality of colonial conquest.  
Rainsford’s Historical Account is set immediately after the British expulsion from Saint-
Domingue, and its preliminary versions were circulated at a time when the colony was at risk of 
being retaken by France.  Youngquist and Pierrot thus place it neatly within a British nationalist 
ideological struggle with France: if the British couldn’t have the island, the argument goes, better 
                                                
7 Marcus Rainsford, An Historical Account of the Black Empire of Hayti, ed. Paul Youngquist and Grégory Pierrot 
(London: Duke University Press, 2013), 133 Emphasis added. 
8 Youngquist and Pierrot, “Introduction,” xxxiv. 
9 Ibid., xlvi. 
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it be independent.10  Throughout the intervening years between Britain’s exit from Saint-
Domingue and Leclerc’s defeat in 1802 England and France were locked in a war over the resto-
ration of the French monarchy.  To undermine French commerce, England and the United States 
(in their related quarrel with France regarding the XYZ Affair) allied with Toussaint to protect 
Saint-Domingue from French interference.  The British and American navies thus blockaded 
Saint-Domingue from French traffic, gaining their own exclusive trade agreements with the ef-
fectively independent island.  In this sense, the slippages in Rainsford’s Historical Account play 
quite neatly into the realpolitik of this late phase of the struggle for West Indian colonies. 
Rainsford in Cap Français 
Rainsford’s accounts, however, are not strictly determined by the colonial desires of the British 
Empire.  After disembarking from the Maria, he offers a glimpse into the culture of the revolu-
tionary city and its civic, political, and military life.  Here he observed a reordering of inherited 
social arrangement:  
As in all states of human society, particularly in the vortex of a revolution, which effected so 
complete a change, the able and the cunning had elevated themselves above those who were of 
the same rank of life. Negroes, recollected in the lowest state of slavery, including Africans, filled 
situations of trust and responsibility; they were, likewise, in many instances, occupied by those 
who had been in superior circumstances under the old regimen, free negroes, and mulattoes.11 
This observation speaks to a revolutionary rejection of the very terms of debate surrounding the 
notion of active citizenship with regards to political representation. They had rejected a racially 
determined social order, dissolving any notions of the hierarchy of the races as articulated by 
Moreau de Saint-Méry and opposing the efforts of the Club Massiac to set the proper allocation 
of rights of citizenship with regard to race. But they had also rejected citizenship based on 
                                                
10 Ibid., xxix–xxx. 
11 Rainsford, An Historical Account of the Black Empire of Hayti, 137. 
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wealth, the position that those with a monetary investment in the enterprise of state had the right 
to participate politically.  This notion of citizenship was advocated by the Société des amis des 
Noirs, and gave preference to mulatto landowners over the petits blancs.  What Rainsford was 
commenting on was an overturning of the notions of both race and moneyed privilege as deter-
minations of political rights. 
In the weeks that he spent wandering about Cap Français while waiting or the Maria to 
undergo repairs, Rainsford observed the different facets of revolutionary society as a lived space. 
He later filled out this narrative with an array of political, historical, and geographic ruminations 
on the slave insurrection, all of which were researched while in England and culled from numer-
ous primary and secondary sources. His personal observations from his time spent in the revolu-
tionary city of Cap Français, which constitute the core of his writing from the first 33-page pam-
phlet published in 1802, are by far his greatest contribution to a history of the Haitian Revolu-
tion. 
Immediately upon arrival at the port, Rainsford hastened to the Hotel de la Republique 
[sic], an establishment frequented by American merchants, where he found that “the usual sub-
ordinations of society were entirely disregarded.” Here everyone intermingled freely and without 
distinction.  Even Toussaint frequented the hotel to relax and play billiards.  On such occasions 
“he did not sit at the head of the table, from the idea, (as was asserted,) that the hours of refection 
and relaxation should not be damped by the affected forms of the old regimen, and that no man 
should assume a real superiority in any other place than the field.”  Rainsford, in fact, claims to 
have played billiards with Toussaint at the Republique on several occasions, and observed that 
Toussaint’s lack of European refinement meant an absence of insincerity and sentimentality. 
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With regard to that large portion of the population of former slaves who remained at 
work on the plantations, Rainsford saw that the revolution had clearly improved their conditions.  
He observed that laborers were allotted a portion of their time to working the fields and were 
awarded a portion of the produce in return.  No longer laboring under the threat of injury, they 
were directed by a sense of personal obligation: “They were perfectly at liberty as regarded 
themselves, and were more ready to perform their social duties, than the state was urgent in re-
quiring them.”12 
This liberty in the social sphere and self-discipline in the productive realm corresponded 
to an absolute discipline in military exercises. Rainsford watched, he claimed, two thousand of-
ficers with utmost attention to rank “from the general to the ensign” without the slightest symp-
tom of insubordination.  The camaraderie that he had observed in the Republique, where soldiers 
of all ranks associated freely, could clearly be related to the discipline shown in both the farms 
and the military encampment.  It was the collective investiture of the revolution that allowed 
both the ease of civic relations in leisure as well as the military self-discipline in the field. More 
could be achieved by collective obligation than through force. Of course, subsequent histories of 
the Haitian revolution remind us that much of Rainsford’s observations were flawed – particular-
ly with regard to the condition of laborers who’s conditions had changed little since the period of 
slavery and who still labored under the threat of violence.  Rainsford’s accounts may owe more 
to Godwin’s notions of political justice than any news coming out of the island.   
A Temple of Emancipation 
It is within these descriptions of revolutionary association in Cap Français that Rainsford comes 
across a square containing an edifice that he would belatedly come to describe as a “Temple 
                                                
12 Ibid., 139. 
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erected by the Blacks to commemorate their Emancipation.”  This structure appears in each of 
Rainsford’s texts and is notable as being the only instance of a detailed description of any site or 
location in his work. The form and structure of this object varies through each edition of Rains-
ford’s memoirs, and it is worthwhile to note the variations in his descriptions. 
In all of these narratives, Rainsford happens upon a temple during a melancholic walk 
through the once splendorous but dilapidated city.  As he described the experience in 1805: 
In traversing the once superb city of the Cape, though presenting a tolerable appearance from the 
shore, desolation every where presented itself. On the site where elegant luxury had exhausted its 
powers to delight the voluptuary, all was magnificent ruin!13 
This condition of ruin was caused by the damage inflicted to Cap Français in 1793 during the 
uprising that led directly to the universal emancipation of the Saint-Domingue slaves. 
On June 21st 1793, the revolutionary city of Cap Français burned.  This time it burned in a con-
flict within its French Colonial government.  
In May of 1793 Francois-Thomas Galbaud arrived in Saint-Domingue to serve as the new colo-
nial governor.  Having inherited land on Saint-Domingue he was immediately sympathetic to the 
interests of white planters who opposed mulatto rights. Galbaud soon found himself in conflict 
with Sonthonax, the Girondist civil commissioner of the northern part of the island, whose 
charge was the preservation of equality for all free citizens and whose base of support was in the 
mulatto population.  Tensions between Galbaud and the commissioners came to a head on June 
20th when, with the aid of a French naval squadron in the harbor as well as a white militia force, 
Galbaud drove the commissioners and their Légion d’Egalité from Cap Français. Sonthonax, ap-
pealed to rebel bands under Macaya and Pierrot in the hills around Cap Français to fight against 
                                                
13 Ibid., 134. 
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the landed interests on the promise of liberation.  With the aid of these maroon fighters, Sontho-
nax was able to drive Galbaud and his supporters, which included a significant portion of the 
city’s while planters, out of the colony – but only with significant destruction to Cap Français 
and the rebel bands seizing much of the city’s arms. This weakened the position of the Republi-
can forces in relation to both the rebel bands and the approaching Spanish forces under Toussaint 
L’Ouverture, directly precipitated Sonthonax’s emancipation of slavery in the colony on August 
29th.14 
In wandering through this wreckage that brought about the end of slavery in Saint-
Domingue, Rainsford reports finding this structure in his first 1802 edition: 
I arrived at a large square, in the centre of which was a considerable eminence, and a seat on the 
top; – there were two centinels to guard it – of whom I enquired if I might ascend the steps? They 
answered in the affirmative, but cautioned me not to touch the Cap of Liberty which crowned it, 
for it was sacred to SANTHONAX [sic] and POLVEREL! My curiosity induced me to ascend; when I 
perused, immediately under the cap, a showy inscription in French, of which I do not exactly rec-
ollect the idiom, not daring to take a copy but it was to the following purport – 
My Friends, 
We came to make you free. 
The French Nation gives liberty to the World. 
YOU ARE FREE. 
Guard your Freedom. 
Vive la Liberte – Vive la Republique. 
Vive Robespierre!15 
The description of this early iteration of the temple is vague.  In fact, it is not yet a temple, but a 
“considerable eminence” atop a set of stairs housing two seats topped by a cap of liberty, under 
which was a “shadowy inscription.”  In the second 1802 edition, Rainsford offers greater detail 
                                                
14 Robin Blackburn, The Overthrow of Colonial Slavery, 1776-1848 (New York: Verso, 1988), 215–216. 
15 Rainsford, A Memoir of Transactions That Took Place in St. Domingo, in the Spring of 1799 [electronic Re-
source], 12–13. 
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into its construction, describing it as “a structure in wood, forming a regular ascent of steps to a 
kind of canopy, beneath which were two seats, and at the back an inscription.”16 He also offers a 
sketch of this structure [Figure 2.2], which, while quite rough, shows a simple edifice with an 
arched canopy atop a set of stairs. A liberty cap rests atop central post and is flanked by what 
might be rudimentary seats that prominently bear (approximately) the above-described inscrip-
tion. 
It is only in the 1805 edition that this “considerable eminence” becomes a temple to 
emancipation and acquires its classical architectural form.  Rainsford’s description of this struc-
ture varies little from his pervious accounts.  It remains “a canopy, or dome, of which the archi-
tecture was not perfectly regular, beneath which were two seats, and above them an inscrip-
tion.”17  The accompanying plate, executed by Rainsford himself, however, tells a different story. 
Its location is not within the ruins of Cap Français, and it certainly does not fit the description of 
a  “not perfectly regular” “structure in wood” forming “a kind of canopy.” What he depicts in-
stead is closer to the tradition of an English landscape folly; a classical rotunda in the style of Sir 
John Vanbrugh and set within a verdant scene recalling Capability Brown’s picturesque land-
scapes.  One element that does remain constant, however, is the central post holding the liberty 
cap. 
The temple is situated between two different landscapes. The background displays the 
military agricultural apparatus of the French colony.  Atop the surrounding hills are the military 
forts flying the Tricolore, these guard a cultivated field that we can assume to be a sugar cane 
plantation, as it includes a windmill used in sugar processing to crush the cane and extract its 
                                                
16 Rainsford, St. Domingo, or An Historical, Political, and Military Sketch of the Black Republic, 34–36. 
17 Rainsford, An Historical Account of the Black Empire of Hayti, 135. 
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sap. The foreground tells a different story.  A small classical rotunda is set within a wild and ver-
dant scene.  Two sentinels wearing the military cockade of Toussaint’s army seem to direct a 
figure towards a plaque enumerating the Rights of Man and Citizen. 
Reading across Rainsford’s descriptions, this structure has travelled across multiple me-
dia, and through various publications to arrive at its ultimate temple form. As the narratives sur-
rounding this temple varied, so did its configuration. The earliest editions, in which Rainsford 
was effectively operating as a British spy infiltrating the island, the structure is a rough-hewn 
edifice.  In that context Rainsford places the blame for the destruction of Cap Français directly 
on the rebel bands in their achievement of freedom.  As Sonthonax and Polverel made their de-
celeration of emancipation: 
Blacks and the Mulattos carried them in triumph to the Government-House, and afterwards set 
fire to the city in eight different places. They used every woman with savage barbarity, and then 
murdered with the bayonet, man, woman, and child. Sixty-two thousand inhabitants left the city. 
They exterminated the White and reveled in their cruelty eighteen days! 
Freedom for former slaves meant freedom from civilization – a return to their natural barbarity.  
In the later version, where Rainsford was merely a curious visitor to a revolutionary society, the 
structure commemorating freedom became a temple, and any mention of violence accompanying 
this freedom is omitted.  Perhaps this is the temple that Chandler and Chapman, some 35 years 
later, were unable to find.  They were seeking an idealized representation of a political reality 
whose original marker – a temporary structure at best – had long since disappeared. 
Yet the pictorial framing of this temple in Rainsford’s plate that distinguishes a back-
ground agricultural production from a foregrounded of wild overgrowth, as well as the uncanny 
figure ascending its steps, seem to trouble this narrative. The second part of Rainsford’s story, in 
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which he faces trail and certain death at the hands of the revolutionaries, offers a way to further 
unpack this structure.  
A Prisoner of the Revolution 
After the repairs on the Maria had been completed, the passengers set sail from Cap Français 
only to spring a leak and find themselves stranded once again, only slightly further up the coast 
at Fort Dauphin.  Once ashore at Fort Dauphin, Rainsford tried again to play his American dis-
guise, but was immediately apprehended and detained as a British spy.  His trial took place the 
following morning, presided over by General Christophe, and he was summarily sentenced to 
death, to be executed upon the confirmation of the sentence by Toussaint. 
The melancholy experienced by Rainsford as he awaited his execution stands as a second 
phase to his Haiti tale, casting his time in Cap Français in a different light. As he sat imprisoned 
for weeks on end, ending each evening with the promise that Toussaint would arrive the next day 
to carry out his sentence, he fell into a malaise.  As Rainsford describes this period: “the cheering 
delusions of hope no longer lightened my imagination, and I abandoned all human projects for 
ever.”  Upon his arrival in Fort Dauphine, Toussaint recognized Rainsford from their meetings in 
Cap Français and immediately commuted his sentence. Toussaint sent him on his way with the 
cryptic warning to always travel with proper documentation, which left Rainsford convinced that 
he had never believed the American cover story in the first place. 
This sums up the 1802 version of Rainsford’s imprisonment in Fort Dauphin, but the 
1805 version embellishes the story with Rainsford filling his despondent hours awaiting death 
with pleasant observations of the local countryside and its customs.  These embellishments, I 
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would argue, speak directly to the particularities of his rendering of the Temple in his 1805 pub-
lication. As he describes the scene outside the bars of his jail: 
observing the surrounding scene, which was more delightful than even fancy could pic-
ture. It was situated in the midst of a rich valley, through which a stream from the neigh-
bouring hill meandered in romantic form … Over the whole the most exquisite foliage 
exhibited its charming fruits, with all the richness of a tropic region.18 
The accompanying plate [Figure 2.3] offers a rendering, yet this this also gives an apt, almost 
literal, description of the verdant foreground rendered in his Temple to Emancipation.  If Cap 
Français was the site of revolutionary association in the urban milieu, the surrounding hills were 
its biovac – the place where maroon slaves planned the overthrow of the urban colonial order.19 
With the end of each workday, Rainsford would observe “Beneath the spreading cocoa, and the 
taller yam,” the laborers assemble for evening dances consisting principally of the Calenda, a 
licentious dance specifically outlawed under the slave regime for its revolutionary implications. 
 Moreau de Saint-Méry described the four dances imported from Africa to the West In-
dies: the Calenda, the Chica, the Voodoo, and the Don Pédro, the later two being specifically as-
sociated with Vodou practice.20 It was at a Calenda at the Dufrené plantation where Mackandal 
made his final appearance to the slaves. Carpentier describes the scene in Kingdom of this World: 
on Mackandal’s appearance in the middle of the scene, the syncopated rhythm of the dance trans-
form into a y envaló [will I have to go on…]; a chant of boundless suffering.  Under the Code 
                                                
18 Ibid., 145. 
19 David Patrick Geggus, “Marronage, Vodou, and the Slave Revolt of 1791,” in Haitian Revolutionary Studies, 
Blacks in the Diaspora (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2002), 69–80. 
20 Joseph J. Williams discusses the Calenda in relation to the Vodou ceremony and offers an extensive translation of 
Moreau de Saint-Méry on the subject. Joseph J. Williams, Voodoos and Obeahs: Phases of West India Witchcraft 
(New York: AMS Press, 1970), 56–70; M. L. E. (Médéric Louis Elie) Moreau de Saint-Méry, Description 
topographique, physique, civile, politique et historique de la partie française de l’isle Saint-Domingue: avec des 
observations générales sur sa population, sur le caractère & les moeurs de ses divers habitans, sur son climat, sa 
culture, ses productions, son administration, &c. &c.  : accompagnées des détails les plus propres à faire connaître 
l’état de cette colonie à l’époque du 18 Octobre 1789  : et d’une nouvelle carte de la totalité de l’isle (Philadelphie: 
Et s’y trouve chez l’auteur, au coin de Front & de Callow-Hill Streets., 1797). 
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Noir, the Calenda was strictly forbidden; article VI of the Code forbade both free blacks and mu-
lattos from hosting or participating in the dance.  According to Moreau de Saint-Méry the Calen-
da was often used as a prelude to the subversive dances that initiated the Vodou ceremony. 
On the second evening of his imprisonment, after the dances had concluded and the par-
ticipants turned in, Rainsford was startled by a female voice. He looked up to find a woman of-
fering comfort: 
She was dressed in a superior style, and possessed all the elegance of European manners, 
improved by the most expressive carriage. She held a basket, containing the most delicate 
food, with the finest fruits … He was about to reply with the ardour of gratitude, when, in 
an instant, she was gone! On the following evening, she returned, and endeavoured to 
comfort him with the most obliging expressions; and, by evincing extreme anxiety on his 
behalf, once more light up the illusion of hope in his breast, which he had abandoned, 
with all human prospects, for ever.21 
The despondency of his previous tellings turned hopeful through this mystical figure, yet her 
identity remained ever elusive: “Once he tried to trace the haunts of his benevolent incognita, but 
in vain. She was impervious.” 
Rainsford offers a tale in this final version of death and rebirth.  He is sentenced to death 
by the generals, given salvation in the night by his anonymous visitor, and brought back into the 
world of the living by Toussaint.  The verdant atmosphere, the festivals with their revolutionary 
undertones, and the mystical figure offering Rainsford hope at the moment of his greatest de-
spondence all speak to a resurrection navigated through revolutionary and Vodou experience. 
Bawon Samedi 
                                                
21 Rainsford, An Historical Account of the Black Empire of Hayti, 146. 
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There are eight traditional “nations,” that is, varieties of Loa – meaning “god,” “spirit,” or “geni-
us” – of Haitian Vodou.  This notion of the “nations” as a classifying order is a memory of the 
middle passage, where arriving slaves were identified according to their originating nation in Af-
rica, and many of Loa nations – Wangol, Siniga, Ginen – take their names directly from African 
origins – Angola, Senegal, Guinée (respectively).  The two most powerful of these nations are 
the Rada – the wise and ancient benevolent spirits that accompanied the slaves from Africa – and 
the Petwo – the fierce and tempestuous spirits formed on the plantation and born of rage of Afri-
can’s displacement and enslavement.  According to tradition, the Vodou ceremony in the Bois 
Caiman that initiated the revolution was a Petwo gathering.22 
Within the Vodou pantheon, Bawon Samedi is the head of the Guédé family of Loa, who 
are members of the Petwo nation serving as guardians of the underworld.  The Guédé are recog-
nizable by their licentiousness, their crude and dark humor, and their black attire.  Bawon 
Samedi, in particular, is traditionally pictured wearing a morning jacket and a top hat, and walk-
ing with a cane.  He is usually depicted wearing sunglasses, sometimes with one lens missing so 
that he can simultaneously view the world of the living and the underworld.  Within Vodou be-
lief, the role of Bawon Samedi is to transport the souls of the dead to the afterlife, or lan guinée. 
Should one anger Bawon Samedi, he will refuse passage to lan guinée, leaving the unfortunate 
victim dead but unable to find rest, trapped within his mortal coil, a zombie forced to continue 
his labor in perpetuity. 
In the Vodou system the individual is comprised of two separate dualisms that comprise 
the body and the soul.  The body consists of the n’âme [soul] and the corps cadavre.  While the 
                                                
22 Margarite Fernández Olmos, Creole Religions of the Caribbean: An Introduction from Vodou and Santería to 
Obeah and Espiritismo (New York: New York University Press, 2003), 105–106. 
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corps cadavre is the material body itself, the n’âme is what gives this body physical life that al-
lows the organs to function. The n’âme is itself composed of two aspects, the gros bon ange [big 
good angel], which is the motivating agent common to all sentient beings, and the ti bon ange 
[little good angel], which is the auratic aspect proper only to sentient beings that constitutes indi-
viduals in their unique character and personality.  Above all of this is the individual’s z’étoile 
[star], which resides in the heavens as their star of destiny, giving order to this life as well as the 
next.23 
According to Vodou belief, a bokor, or sorcerer, may steal the ti bon ange from a living 
being, taking away the soul and leaving behind only the corporeal elements of the living body to 
remain as zombie.  There are a number of ways in which this theft is said to be performed, in-
cluding magic spells and secret potions.  The anthropologist Wade Davis claims to have discov-
ered the precise formula of a two-phase potion the first dose of which causes the victim to take 
on the appearance of death, then, after funeral rites have taken place, a partial antidote is admin-
istered which awakens the victim while leaving him in a permanent stupor.24  In all forms of the 
myth, the zombie is a figure compelled to toil in perpetuity, usually as a servant for his bokor 
who keeps the ti bon ange hidden away in a clay pot.  Some versions have it that the spell can be 
broken by giving the zombie a taste of salt; with even a single grain the zombie will awaken, 
comprehend his situation, and fly into an uncontrollable rage – killing all in sight until he finds 
his proper grave. 
                                                
23 Wade Davis, Passage of Darkness: The Ethnobiology of the Haitian Zombie (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1988), 186–188. 
24 Ibid., 107–180; Davis describes his experiences in Haiti in the Serpent in the Rainbow. Wade Davis, The Serpent 
and the Rainbow (New York: Simon and Schuster, c1985).  This serves as the basis of a major Hollywood zombie 
film of the same name. 
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The zombie, then is the archetypal figure of the slave – a figure of modernity – laboring 
without free will, without recourse to that aspect of the self that provides agency, his ti bon ange, 
his selfhood.25 The syncretic nature of this system is immediately apparent – the aristocratic 
“Baron Saturday” has attained power to refuse return to “Ghana,” even after death. Moreover, 
within the taxonomy of the bodily n’âme and corps cadavre and the spiritual gros bon ange and 
ti bon ange, the Vodou belief system has incorporated the immanently modern schism of the self 
between property and corporeality, and the absolute alienation of ones propriété or ownness. 
Zombification is the mythical reinscription of the slave experience; individuals are taken 
away by a powerful sorcerer, cut off from all family relations, dead in every real way while la-
boring without repose.  René Depestre recognizes both the colonial imaginary of the zombie and 
the means to supersede this condition through revolutionary action: 
 It is not by chance that there exists in Haiti the myth of the zombi, that is, of the living 
dead, the man whose mind and soul have been stolen and who has been left only the abil-
ity to work. According to the myth, it was forbidden to put salt in the zombi’s food since 
this could revitalize his spiritual energies. The history of colonization is the process of 
man’s general zombification. It is also the quest for a revitalizing salt capable of restoring 
to man the use of his imagination and his culture.26 
To “taste the salt” remains to this day a revolutionary cry in Haiti.  It was employed against the 
regime of Papa Doc, who dressed in somber clothes and wore dark sunglasses, invoking the fig-
ure of Bawon Samedi to terrorize a population with mythic fear.  The revolutionary cause was to 
                                                
25 Several sources discuss the modernity of the Haitian Zombie: René Depestre, “Change,” Violence II, no. 9 (1971); 
Guerin C. Montilus, “Vodun and Social Transformation in the African Diasporic Experience  : the Concept of Per-
sonhood in Haitian Vodun Religion,” in Haitian Vodou  : Spirit, Myth, and Reality, ed. Patrick Bellegarde-Smith and 
Claudine Michel (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006); Colin Dayan, Haiti, History, and the Gods (Berke-
ley: University of California Press, 1995), 258–268; Kette Thomas, “Haitian Zombie, Myth, and Modern Identity,” 
Comparative Literature and Culture 12, no. 2 (2010). 
26 Depestre, “Change,” 20. 
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break this sorcery, to forcibly take back possession of ones self, and to follow the Bawon to lan 
guinée. 
General Sir Marcus Rainsford, of the Haytean Army 
The extent of Rainsford’s knowledge of the Vodou religion is not known, Youngquist and Pier-
rot have been able to reconstruct many of the historical sources that Rainsford employed in the 
transition from his personal narrative of 1802 to his epic history of 1805, including Abbé. 
Raynal, William Robertson, and Bryan Edwards.27  However, the diverse narratives and tales of 
Vodou that circulated within the world of English Romanticism would not figure in such an ac-
count. We know that awareness of Zombies, was circulated at the very least by Moreau de Saint-
Méry, who framed the Zombie within his broader ethnographic discussion of the insatiable pas-
sions of the Negro: 
The Negro, who holds in his veins the fires of a burning world, sometimes goes to great 
distances to unite with the object of his love.  There is no obstacle that this passion cannot 
surmount; neither the fatigue of age, nor fear of consequence, nor roads, nor overflowing 
rivers.  Nothing stops him, and the creole songs are painted with this wonderful romantic 
audacity. 
Lastly there triumphs a very powerful fear over feeble minds, that of the revenans 
[revenir: to return]; and these Negros, courageous indeed, believing in ghosts and were-
wolves, eagerly court the night, hoping for the pleasure of the journey.  A young ebony-
skinned beauty, whom a Zombi* tale frightens to the bone, stays awake waiting for him, 
lets him in through a door that she knows how to open quietly, and has but one fear, 
which is that her wait was in vain. 
(*) Creole word meaning: spirit, undead. 28 
                                                
27 Youngquist and Pierrot, “Introduction,” xl. 
28 Moreau de Saint-Méry, Description topographique, physique, civile, politique et historique de la partie française 
de l’isle Saint-Domingue, 52; Certainly this is laden with an anxiety towards what Franz Fanon refers to as a “geni-
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On his return to England in 1799, Rainsford became a vocal advocate for the Haitian Revolution, 
translating and publishing texts by Christophe’s aide, Baron de Vastey, in the volume Transla-
tion of an Official Communication from the Government of Hayti and by 1816 identifying him-
self as “General Sir Marcus Rainsford, of the Haytean Army,” having been elevated, we must 
assume, in recognition of his efforts toward the revolutionary cause.29  In the parlance of the 
British Colonial Empire, Rainsford had gone native. 
Margarite Fernández Olmos, in her recent study on creole religions, offers a description 
of the Haitian onufo, or Vodou temple.  The ceremonial space is called the peristil, from the clas-
sical peristyle, which is a thatch-covered shed supported by brightly painted posts and is reserved 
for dances and ceremonies.  At the center of the peristil is a pillar, the poto mitan [Poteau mitan], 
which acts as the sacred “passage of the spirits” into the onufo.30 This bears considerable resem-
blance to Rainsford’s 1802 description of a “structure in wood” under “a kind of canopy” and its 
accompanying sketch. Moreover the liberty cap is prominently displayed on a central pillar that 
can easily be taken to be a poto mitan.31 The usage of the term peristil is, of course, a syncretic 
device merging African worship with European classical precedent.  Rainsford’s Temple of 
Emancipation seems to literalize this covered peristil as a classical temple.  The sacred poto 
mitan remains in place topped by its liberty cap commemorating Sonthonax and Polverel in their 
deceleration of emancipation, which for the first time was made without indemnity, reuniting the 
                                                                                                                                                       
tal power out of reach of morals and taboos” which stands in for the terror of an unassimilability of the black man as 
the “absolute non ego” that threatens a destruction and dissolution of being. Frantz Fanon, “The Black Man and 
Psychopathology,” in Black Skin, White Masks [1952] (Berkeley: Grove Press, 2008), 120–84. 
29 Youngquist and Pierrot, “Introduction,” xxxiii. 
30 Olmos, Creole Religions of the Caribbean, 108–109. 
31 This tradition can perhaps be traced further back to engagements between African slaves and Native Americans 
still living on Hispaniola.  A sequence of plates from the 1621 text Nova typis transacta navigatio by Honorius Phi-
loponus describes Columbus’ discovery of the new world.  These describe a rudimentary pavilion, with a central 
post as the object of native idol worship, which the missionaries topple in the process of converting the natives to 
Christianity. 
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slaves with their natural property, allowing ownness of the slaves – the ti bon ange – to circulate 
back to lan guinée.  The temple breaks the zombie spell and unleashes its rage. 
Rainsford added a number of plates to the 1805 edition of his History, in addition to his 
Temple to Equality and that of his imprisonment at Fort Dauphin discussed above were two more 
self portrats: the frontispiece, The Author in Conversation with a private Soldier of the Black 
Army on his Excursion in St. Domingo [Figure 2.4], and a depiction of his trial. Another four 
plates depicted scenes from the later 1802 Leclerc expedition.  In each of his self-portraits, 
Rainsford depicts himself in his “American disguise” consisting of the high fashion of the 1790: 
a waist-high Spencer coat, a straw hat with a silk bow, a walking stick, and striped trousers.  Two 
sentinels frame Rainsford’s Temple to Equality. They are uncanny figures, unnaturally slender 
and floating within the perspectival space of the image.  One watches the scene unfold while the 
other gestures to follow. It may be that the figure depicted mounting the steps of the Temple to 
Equality is Rainsford himself exploring the temple. Yet that figure is markedly different: his 
striped trousers remain the same, but his spencer coat is replaced by a morning coat, his straw hat 
becomes a top hat, and his walking stick is now a full-length cane.  This diminutive figure strikes 
the pose of Bawon Samedi in his traditional representation – recalled by Edouard Duval Carrié in 
his 2011 mixed-media work Le Baron Triomphant [Figure 2.5].  In the 1805 and second 1802 
edition, Rainsford describes the inscription of the temple as “[exhibiting] the tolerance and con-
sistency of Toussaint.” It is by Toussaint’s largess, through the act of his pardon, that Rainsford 
can enter the Temple. The viewer stands outside of the picture plane, looking on at the scene, 
compelled by the sentinel to follow the Bawon to lan guinée. 
There are few surviving early depictions of Bawon Samedi for the simple reason that the 
Bawon was not rendered, he was performed. Loa would manifest around the poto mitan of the 
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temple through the participants of the Vodou ceremony.  In the tumult of the dance one would 
suddenly grab a bag and hat to become Zaka, another might employ a crutch to become Legba, 
or one might don a top hat and become Bawon Samedi. In the terminology of Haitian Vodou, the 
practitioner becomes a “horse” which the Loa rides into ceremony. The slave is freed, if only for 
a few hours, from his corporeal servitude to become a god.  When the ceremony is complete, the 
Loa leaves its horse to repose until called upon again.32  Perhaps in the final instance it is Rains-
ford himself, still wearing the striped pants of his American disguise, who in the presence of the 
poto mitan has donned the attire of the Bawon and become his horse.  Perhaps Rainsford is bid-
ding us to follow him into a temple that is itself but a series of reinscriptions of the revolutionary 
condition with no determined ground. 
Rainsford transformed a temporary wooden structure into a classical temple.  One could 
perhaps look back to its model, or any one of its models, in the picturesque landscapes of the 
English countryside – the 1721 Rotunda by Sir John Vanbrugh, for instance, located in Stowe 
Gardens.  In 1798, at the end of Rainsford’s tenure in Saint-Domingue, Admiral Maitland ac-
cepted England’s departure from the island.  Within a year, England and the United states had 
established a blockade of the island, guaranteeing protection from the French in return for exclu-
sive trade agreements, but also enacting strict controls over Saint-Domingue crafts to three ports 
to accommodate internal trade.33  What England and the United States feared most was the 
spread of revolutionary ideas to either the British colonies or the American south.  
The transformation of the English estates, such as Stowe, from working farms to pictur-
esque landscapes depended on the exportation of agricultural production to the colonies.  As the 
                                                
32 Zora Neale Hurston, Tell My Horse: Voodoo and Life in Haiti and Jamaica (New York: Perennial Library, 1990). 
33 Gordon S. Brown, Toussaint’s Clause: The Founding Fathers and the Haitian Revolution (Jackson: University 
Press of Mississippi, 2005), 156–159. 
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economic powers of England shifted from landed aristocracy to the merchant class, the great 
English estates increasingly became representations of colonial wealth.34 Perhaps the depiction 
of the Temple to Emancipation is not the legitimation of the revolutionary through classical 
form.  Perhaps it is the architecture of the colonial enterprise envisioned within the site of revolu-
tion – the Loa galloping towards that same sea that laps the shores of the mighty powers – the 
threat that the revolution will break its blockade and carry the revolution to the metropole.  
                                                










Figure 2.1 – Marcus Rainsford, “View of a Temple Erected by the Blacks to Commemorate their Eman-









Figure 2.2 – Marcus Rainsford, sketch of a structure in wood, from St Domingo, or, A Historical Political 









Figure 2.3 – Marcus Rainsford, “The Author when under sentence of Death relieved by a benevolent Fe-









Figure 2.4 – Marcus Rainsford, “The Author in Conversation with a private Soldier of the Black Army on 




































Ah, Look! Don’t you see that it lives? It sounds its charge 
through the fog.  Its lights blaze at nightfall! In cancels the 
slave ship! Vast procession on horseback! My friends, who 
have drunk bitter salt and the dark wine of the sand, both I 
and you thrown down by the heavy swell, I have seen the 
enigmatic prow, with spray and blood in its nostrils, beat 
through the wave of contempt! May my people, my black 
people, salute the fragrance and flood tide of the future! 
Aimé Césaire, The Tragedy of King Christophe 
Henri Christophe’s thoughts went back to the Citadel. Ul-
tima Ratio Regum. But that stronghold, unique in the world, 
was too vast for one man, and the monarch had never 
thought the day might come when he would find himself 
alone.  The bull’s blood that those thick walls had drunk 
was an ineffable charm against the arms of the white men.  
But this blood had never been directed against Negroes, 
whose shouts, coming closer now, were invoking powers to 
which they had made blood sacrifice. 
Alejo Carpentier, The Kingdom of this World 
Architectural Avatars of the Revolution 
Standing atop the Citadelle Laferrière [figure 3.1], on the Bonnet a L’Eveque that rises 970 me-
ters [3182 feet] above the northern coast of Haiti, you can clearly see the distance of twenty eight 
kilometers [17 miles] to the city of Cap Haitian, formerly Cap Français, and for a brief time dur-
ing the reign of Henri Christophe as King Henry I of Haïti, Cap Henri [figure 3.2]. Under Chris-
tophe, Cap Henri was the center of trade from which merchant ships carried indigo, cotton, and 
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lantic.  Below the Bonnet a L’Eveque is Christophe’s palace complex of Sans Souci in the town 
of Milot [figure 3.3].  This palace sits in a valley of the Massif du Nord, resting between the vast 
fertile expanse of the Plaine du Nord upon which this vast export economy of the Christophe’s 
kingdom was built and the port at Cap Haitian. 
Albert Mangonès, the energetic advocate for the recognition of the Citadelle Laferrière and Sans 
Souci as sites of historical memory and the architect who first undertook their reconstruction, 
describes this massive Citadelle, covering 10,000 square meters [2.5 acres], as a “Phantom ves-
sel, riding the swell of a magic ocean suddenly stilled in the midst of the storm, the ‘Citadel La 
Ferrière’ emerges from the clouds.”1 Hubert Cole speaks in the same vein: “From below, the for-
tress, shaped like the prow of a ship, seemed to ride almost lightly on the crest of the clouds, and 
only from the top of the path could its true size be appreciated, its walls, varying from eighty to 
one hundred and thirty feet high, lined with cannon dominating the approaches.”2 Local guides 
repeat this metaphor, referring to the sharp angle of its forward ramparts that jut out towards the 
sea as the fortress’ prow [figure 3.4].  It is not useful to think of this “prow” as mere defense, 
they explain, adopting Césaire’s interpretation, but as Christophe’s answer to the slave ship. 
When the British and American navies offered to protect the island from the French they also 
limited Toussaint’s vessels to internal island traffic. They prevented Toussaint from building a 
navy to both maintain a British and American exclusive and to prevent the exportation of the 
revolution.  These guides will tell you that sixteen bulls were brought atop the Citadelle every 
morning and slaughtered at the first light of sunrise.  The mortar of this vast structure, fortified 
                                                
1 Albert Mangonès, La Citadelle, le Palais de Sans Souci, le Site des Ramiers: Monuments à l’indépendance d’une 
nation et à la liberté de son peuple /  The Citadelle, the Palace of Sans Souci, the Site of Ramiers: monuments to a 
nation’s independence and to her people’s freedom (Port-au Prince: Institut de Sauvegarde du Patrimoine, Assis-
tance de l’UNESCO, 1980), 7. 
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with the blood of bulls, rendered the fortress impregnable. The Citadelle stood as the revolution-
ary potential of an independent Haiti, as a refuge for the independent black nation that the people 
of Haiti built for themselves, forever poised against the sea in response to any nation that might 
set sail for its shores.  
According to these local guides, upon completion of the Citadel, Henri Besse, its archi-
tect, asked permission of Henri Christophe to retire to his native France. Christophe gave Besse 
leave but remained weary of the idea of the fortresses’ secrets betrayed to France.  As Besse’s 
ship set sail from Cap Français, then called Cap Henri, Christophe launched a single cannon ball 
from the Citadelle, which arced its twenty-eight-kilometer path to the harbor, and struck the ship 
killing its passenger.  Hubert Cole repeats a similar claim, but in this case it was the German mil-
itary engineers who remained imprisoned in the Citadelle “forbidden to leave for fear that they 
would betray its secrets.”3  These narratives presents an amalgamation of stories that tie the tyr-
anny of Christophe to his greatest architectural work – in these narratives the Citadelle becomes 
the downfall of its builders. According to most sources, it was Cornielle Brelle, Archbishop of 
Haiti and Christophe’s confessor, who asked permission to return to France to see his aging 
mother.   The suspicious Christophe locked him inside his home, “Have them wall up the doors 
and windows of the archbishop’s palace.  All of them – walled up completely. Leave nothing 
open, not even a cat door! Go! I shall give Brelle the finest Archbishop’s tomb of the New 
World!”4 It is said that Brelle’s death wails could be heard throughout Le Cap.  All of these tales 
of Christophe’s reign have somehow become conflated with the history of the Citadelle, which 
rose atop the three summited Bonnet a L’Eveque, or Bishop’s Cap. His power extended beyond 
                                                
3 Ibid. 
4 Aimé Césaire, The Tragedy of King Christophe: a Play [1969], Northwestern World Classics (Evanston: North-
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the secular realm, that not even the gods would dare challenge him. Amie Césaire presents Chris-
tophe brandishing his sword after lightning struck the Citadelle’s powder magazine during a 
massive storm, killing his brother-in-law Prince Nöel,5 “Peter Saint we all adore,” Christophe 
intoned, “Do you challenge us to war”?6 In other versions he challenged God himself to battle, 
firing the first volley of a cannon ball straight up into the heavens. Christophe’s impossible pow-
er over distance was a terror to the workers of the Citadelle who feared the all-seeing monarch.  
According to Cole, Christophe had a telescope installed in every one of his palaces and was ac-
companied at al times by a page carrying a spyglass everywhere he went: “his subjects soon be-
gan to believe the stories that he used the instrument to oversee them from afar, … and that in 
one instance he had trained a gun on an idler and blown off his head at a distance of two miles.”  
In Césaire’s telling it was a cannonball that Christophe deployed to kill an idle worker in his 
sleep. According to some, it was not bull’s blood being was mixed into the mortar of the Cita-
delle, but the blood of the some 20,000 of its workers said to have perished during construction.7  
Mistrustful of the habits of former slaves, Christophe recruited 4,000 Africans to serve in his 
Royal-Dahomets, whose elite troops were the 150 Royal Bon-Bons, to enforce the Code Rurale 
that extended Toussaint’s system of fermage compelling agricultural labor. All workers not 
committed to the agricultural production of the nation were sent to work on the Citadelle.  To 
come across a valuable item lying in the street was a curse to Haitians who would immediately 
assume a trap set by the Royal-Dahomets and become paralyzed with fear. Both idleness and 
theft were the subjects of terror before an all-seeing sovereign who threatened the punishment of 
                                                
5 Cole, Christophe, King of Haiti, 247. 
6 Césaire, The Tragedy of King Christophe, 67. 
7 A. G. Gravette, Architectural Heritage of the Caribbean: An A-Z of Historic Buildings (Kingston; Oxford; Prince-
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labor at the Citadelle.8  Christophe’s spectacular power of the sanction of death extended across 
all ranks.  When the French Colonel Medina, an envoy of Louis XVIII’s reconstructed monar-
chy, was exposed as a provocateur intent to reestablish slavery in the former colony, Christophe 
made him attend his own elaborate state funeral, complete with a requiem mass by Corneille 
Brelle, with his execution to follow.  At the ceremony’s end Christophe considered his point 
made and pardoned the terrified Colonel, retuning him to France.9  It was often repeated that 
Christophe had marched a detachment of his elite troops of the highest face of the Citadelle just 
to exhibit their loyalty to an astonished British diplomat.10  Finally, the monument to Chris-
tophe’s grandeur becomes his tomb. When the paralyzed and powerless King shot himself with a 
silver bullet as the rebellious masses gathered outside the gates of Sans Souci his body was ush-
ered up the steep path to the Citadelle and deposited into a slag of mortar that still rests atop its 
high central plaza overlooking Cap Haitian and the sea beyond [figure 3.5]. 
Naval Alliances 
With the British loss of their possessions in Saint-Domingue in 1799, they sought to ally them-
selves with their former revolutionary adversaries in the greater struggle against France.  From 
the British side this would deprive France a key source of mercantile wealth, and from the side of 
the Sainte Domingue revolutionaries, an alliance with Britain would maintain their freedom.  
The Americans, having common cause with the British against the French and wishing to main-
tain trade with a lucrative colony, were quick to join this alliance.11 
                                                
8 Cole, Christophe, King of Haiti, 211–212. 
9 Ibid., 218–220. 
10 Gravette, Architectural Heritage of the Caribbean, 209. 
11 Gordon S. Brown, Toussaint’s Clause: The Founding Fathers and the Haitian Revolution (Jackson: University 
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According to the agreement, Britain and the United States would allow international trade 
only into Port-au-Prince and Cap Français, from there smaller British and American vessels 
would be issued “passports” to disperse goods throughout the rest of the Island.  Saint-Domingue 
was effectively placed under quarantine; the colony’s fleet was to be limited to a small number 
ships making short runs from the major ports to plantations.  The trade off for British and Ameri-
can protection was that the rebellious colony be deprived the means to export the revolution.  
The British General Maitland made this explicit in the “points of understanding” that he present-
ed to Toussaint to formalize their agreement: 
It is understood that Great Britain and the United States have a common interest in preventing the 
dissemination of dangerous principles among the slaves of their respective countries, and that 
they will mutually and sincerely attend to that interest.12 
For Toussaint the price of maintaining autonomy from France while continuing to be a viable 
economy was the partition of the revolution from the British West Indies and the American 
South. This is to say, the price of maintaining freedom from enslavement in Saint-Domingue was 
to maintain slavery throughout the rest of the Atlantic. 
In September of 1800 Napoleon signed the Treaty of Mortefontaine with the Americans 
and the Treaty of Amiens with the English the following March.  This settled France’s differ-
ences with these two Atlantic powers, ended their blockade of Saint-Domingue, and freed Napo-
leon to retake the island.  Napoleon sent his brother-in-law, Charles Leclerc, to retake to colony 
with secret instructions to depose the existing military order of Toussaint and reinstitute slavery.  
His specific instructions were to first coopt Toussaint’s generals, and once firmly in control of 
the island, to deport anyone above a certain rank.  All whites that had served with Toussaint were 
to be sent to Guiana; all blacks that had “behaved well” but were of too high a rank were to be 
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sent to Brest; all blacks and mulattos that “behaved badly” were to be sent to Corsica; and final-
ly, all those who signed Toussaint’s constitution, regardless of race, were to stand trial in 
France.13  Sainte Domingue was to return to the pre-1789 order with blacks serving as slaves un-
der the elite white planters and the petits blancs and mulattos returned to their former station.   
On February 4th 1802, the city of Cap Français, reconstructed to its former glory under the re-
gime of Toussaint, burned. 
The Leclerc Expedition 
Leclerc’s armada, consisting of three battalions of 42 ships carrying 22,000 soldiers and 20,000 
sailors, arrived at Saint-Domingue at the end of January 1802; they were soon to be supplement-
ed with an additional 60,000 soldiers.14 Of these, fourteen ships and nine frigates, carrying 4,000 
soldiers, were dispatched to Cap Français.15  Leclerc arrived at Cap Français on February 2nd 
demanding to be received as the legitimate representative of France.  As commander at Cap 
Français, Henri Christophe presented the first line of defense, refusing Leclerc the right to land 
without specific orders from Toussaint, writing: 
I cannot permit you to land.  If you make use of the force with which you threaten me, I shall of-
fer all the resistance worth of a general officer; and if the struggle should be favorable to you, you 
shall not enter Le Cap until it is in ashes, and even then I will oppose you.16 
On the third day of the siege, as Leclerc vacillated at Cap Français, his second in command Gen-
eral Rochambeau, who had led the French forces in the American War of Independence, mount-
ed an attack on Fort-Liberté.  That evening, with Leclerc’s fleet, pressed into action, beginning to 
                                                
13 Cole, Christophe, King of Haiti, 108–109. 
14 Wim Klooster, Revolutions in the Atlantic World  : a Comparative History (New York: New York University 
Press, 2009), 108. 
15 Cole, Christophe, King of Haiti, 81. 
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move, Christophe gave the order to burn the city. He began with his own house. He had distrib-
uted barrels of tar throughout his rooms of his mansion of Rue Royale that afternoon. At the first 
report of gunfire he ordered his soldiers to break the barrels as he lit the torch himself. 
While the restoration of the plantation economy and its consequent rebuilding of the At-
lantic trade routes was outlined in Toussaint’s constitution as a priority, a policy of scorched 
earth was the last resort of the revolution.  At the threat of an overwhelming invasion the revolu-
tionaries could always take to the hills – abandoning the affects of European civilization and the 
wealth that it promised and returning to the condition of maroonage to forge an insurgent cam-
paign against any power that would reinstitute slavery.  Toussaint’s constitution that built an ag-
ricultural export economy upon the institution of state was effectively dissolved with the 
torching of the domestic condition of Christophe’s home at the center of commercial trade.   
Cap Français burned once at the hands of enslaved people excluded from the universality 
of rights that the occupying state was ostensibly founded upon. The state was an occupying force 
grounded in racial violence, and violence against the state was the consequence.  It was only later 
that these revolutionaries came to the French cause.  Cap Français burned a second time in de-
fense of the revolutionary order that guaranteed protection from slavery in opposition to a white 
planter elite. They fought against an effort to establish a “state of exception” that would elevate 
whites above the purview of law while denying blacks its recourse.17  An autonomous extension 
of the revolutionary republic fought the last bastion of the ancien régime in exile attempting to 
hold on to its last tow hold in the colonies.  Cap Français burned a third time neither in opposi-
tion to a state, nor to simply preserve the revolutionary order against its establishment (Chris-
tophe allowed Leclerc to land at the scorched Cap). In this case it was a state of the colonial rev-
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olution’s own making that was destroyed – the enterprise of state was readily abandoned at the 
necessity of revolution. 
Leclerc’s forces were defeated at the Battle of Vertières on November 18th 1803 and Ro-
chambeau departed from the island on the 30th.  The nation of Haiti, the first independent black 
nation in the western hemisphere, was founded on January 1st 1804 with Dessalines as its gover-
nor for life.  Having been deprived the capacity to build a navy, and suddenly left to their own 
devices by the British and the Americans, the revolutionaries found their system of coastal de-
fenses inadequate against the capacities of the European forces. 
Lost Histories 
Dessalines turned to the hills to formulate his strategy to defend the new nation, abandoning the 
defense of Haiti’s ports in order to create a stronghold in the agricultural interior.  The vast fertile 
Plaine du Nord became the focus of the nation’s defenses.  Surrounded by mountains, the Plaine 
was only accessible through a limited number of narrow valleys. On the hilltops of Massif du 
Nord, Dessalines constructed a system of fortifications, fourteen in the north alone, to deny ac-
cess to the country’s interior.  From the approach of Port de Paix he built the Fort des Trois Pa-
villons; from Fort Liberté was Fort Riviere and Fort Neuf; from Gonaives was Fort Bayonnais, 
the Forts de Marchand, and Fort Orangers, from Saint-Marc was Fort Besse, Fort Delpêche, and 
Fort Drouet, and from Cap Haïtien there was Ramiers, the Fort Crete rouge, Fort Rivière, Fort 
Neuf.  The Citadelle Laferrière was at the time just one of these fortresses defending the strategic 
corridors from Cap Haïtien to the north and Gonaives to the west.18 
The coastal defenses had that employed the Montalembert system of “a fleet in being” 
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towards a strategy of sea denial were turned in on themselves. A similar strategy was employed 
in the new forts, where the 365 cannons appropriated from the European armies in retreat were 
no longer turned outwards to the coast, but inward towards the valleys.  The Citadelle was initial-
ly part of this “fleet in being” to provide a strategy of territorial denial in support of a guerilla 
army operating in the hills. The site of the revolution had regained its proper place in the moun-
tainous regions of the country. 
A portrait depicting Henri Barré and naming him architect of the Citadelle Laferrière 
hangs at the Musée du Panthéon National Haïtien, Haiti’s national museum – a concrete bunker-
like building dug into the earth at the center of Port-au-Prince’s heavily-damaged capital district 
– alongside the anchor of Christopher Columbus’ Santa Maria, the pistol with which Henri 
Christophe committed suicide, and the sunglasses with which Pap Doc employed to terrify his 
nation into submission. Barré has been so widely recognized as the architect of the renowned 
Citadelle Laferrière that he is credited with this design in the official UNESCO documentation 
designating the Citadel, the palace of Sans Souci, and the bastion of Ramiers as a World Heritage 
Site.19  The alternative name of Martial Besse is best known through Césaire.  The names Henri 
Barré and Henri Besse are often used interchangeably with the construction of the Citadelle, the 
palace of Sans Souci, or both.  Hubert Cole credits unnamed “German military engineers” with 
the construction of the Citadel, seemingly influenced by the name of Sans Souci.20 Several other 
sources point to a Laferrière, failing to note that the complex rests on the Pic Laferrière of the 
Bonnet a L’Eveque. 
Mangonès notes the name of Henri Barré in association with the construction of the Cita-
                                                
19 “National History Park – Citadel, Sans Souci, Ramiers,” United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural 
Organization [UNESCO], accessed April 20, 2016, http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/180. 
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delle, but acknowledges knowing nothing about him.21  Patrick Delatour and Jean-Hérold Pérard 
identify a Henri Barré born in France and having served under Napoleon in Africa. He was then 
placed under the command of the French colonial army in Saint-Domingue under Toussaint be-
fore rejoining Napoleon’s army in the Egypt campaigns.  He then retuned again to Saint-
Domingue as Battalion Chief in the armada that Leclerc brought to retake to rebellious colony.  
According to Delatour and Pérard, the British arrested Barré along with Rochambeau after the 
surrender of French troops at Vertiéres, and he never served in the engineering corps but was a 
naval officer. Having ruled out this Henri Barré as the architect of Sans-Souci, Delatour and 
Pérard offer another Barré in his place.  This one had the name of Jean-Étienne Barré and 
worked in the Corps of Engineering. Perhaps, Delatour and Pérard suggest, he wrote his initials 
J-É in a way that resembled an H, garnering him the inevitable moniker of Henri.22 
As for the other name commonly invoked, Henri Besse, Delatour and Pérard identify as a 
Haitian from Terrier-Rouge who served as secretary to Toussaint during his imprisonment at 
Fort-de-Joux in the Jura Mountains.  He then returned to Haiti to serve under Dessalines and 
Christophe.  Again, no primary sources verify Besse’s involvement in the construction of the 
Citadelle, yet it is worth considering a relationship between Fort-de-Joux and the Citadelle Lafer-
rière.  It is not much of a stretch to find similarities between these two complexes.  The large 
stone forts surrounded by ramparts are quite similar in form.  Fort-de-Joux is a fortified castle 
whose location atop the ridge of a narrow gorge made it inaccessible to invading armies [figures 
3.6, 3.7].  Vaubin reinforced this expansive stone complex with ramparts between 1678 and 1693 
to form the Maginot Line at the France’s Swiss border.  Much like the Citadelle, it could serve as 
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both a territorial defense and a refuge to sustain a nobility in retreat during times of war.  There 
are some differences as well.  While Fort-de-Joux is a fort protected by ramparts, the Citadelle is 
a massive ramparted structure.  The 1816 Royal Almanac of Haiti describes the responsibilities 
of the Corps of Engineering, which included the sappers charged with overseeing forts, batteries, 
arsenals, magazines, and casernes.  This corps, headed by Baron de Faraud, reported to the Min-
istry of War and was and counted Revinchad, Thélémqaque, Lacroix as its top lieutenants.  No 
mention is made of either a Barré or a Besse.  But if Fort-de-Joux were a model for the Citadelle 
it would be quite prescient; the secretary of Toussaint L’Ouverture building a replica of the revo-
lutionary leader’s final prison as the last resort of Christophe’s kingdom and the complex that 
would ultimately serve as his tomb. 
The story of the Palace of Sans Souci is similarly opaque.  That Christophe would happen 
upon the same name for a palace that Fredric the Great gave to his complex at Potsdam would 
seem too much of a coincidence.  Many have argued that in an effort to invoke the customs of 
the European aristocracy Christophe adopted an established name.  Another faction assumes that 
Christophe must have employed German engineers familiar with Potsdam who themselves at-
tempted to form a replica. 
For Francis Leary, writing in the UNESCO Courier, Sans Souci is an amalgamation of 
diverse European precedents. 
King Henry created the finest mansion in America, rising four stories above a broad open terrace 
where fountains played, with canals and basins in the gardens, as at Versailles. The terrace was 
reached by a double marble staircase, reminiscent of Fontainebleau. With red-tiled roof and 
peach-brick walls, this rose coloured palace was called "Sans-Souci" in imitation of Frederick the 
Great.23 
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Even the most cursory glance at these precedents quickly dispels any claim of influence.  The 
staying power of the Potsdam connection is all the more impressive for its being so clearly im-
plausible. Both are built atop a berm, but similarities end there; the ornate rococo caryatids that 
line the perimeter of the Potsdam Sanssouci could not be further from the austere classisim of the 
Milot Sans Souci. 
Vernigaud Leconte credits one Chéri Warloppe with the design of Sans Souci, though as 
Michel-Rolph Trouillot points out, he offers no references or sources.24 Michael Hall repeats this 
claim in his Historical dictionary of Haiti while invoking Versailles, rather than Potsdam, as his 
influence, “The Palace name means “without worry” in French. Designed by Chéri Warloppe it 
was built to mirror the beauty of Versailles and highlight the potential for wealth and prosperity 
in Haiti.”25  The 1816 Royal Almanac of Haiti does list a Chéri Warloppe as one of the chief me-
chanics for the department of gardens, waters, and forests, which, among other duties, was 
charged with the masonry and carpentry of factories, manufactories, and other public services.26 
The palace was remarkable for its plumbing that provided for the multiple fountains on its 
grounds and even offered running water to the toilets.  If our Chéri were charged with maintain-
ing the waterworks of Sans Souci and its gardens, it would certainly have been a noteworthy ac-
complishment. 
Cole repeats the Potsdam claim, while also alluding to another Sans Souci, “[Christophe] 
built Sans-Souci, naming it out of admiration for Fredrick the Great and despite the fact that it 
                                                
24 Verginaud Leconte, Henri Christophe dans l’histoire d’Haïti (Paris: Berger-Levrault, 1931). Cited in: Michel-
Rolph Trouillot, Silencing the Past: Power and the Production of History (Boston: Beacon Press, 1995), 61–62. 
25 Michael R. Hall, Historical Dictionary of Haiti (Lanham: Scarecrow Press, 2012), 233. 
26 P. Roux, Almanach Royal d’Hayti Pour L’année Bissextile 1816, Treizième de l’Indépendance, et La Cinquième 
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was also the name of a bitter enemy whom he had murdered.”27  A similar approach has pointed 
to General Jean-Baptiste Sans Souci of Toussaint’s army as the builder of the palace, who then 
named it after himself. This misattribution, however, may contain a seed of truth.  
The Palace of General Sans Souci  
Michel-Rolph Trouillot offers a compelling interpretation wherein this little-known general of 
Toussaint’s army serves as the origin of the palace’s enigmatic name.28 Trouillot’s explanation is 
compelling and warrants a detailed description. Jean-Baptite Sans Souci was a Congo-born revo-
lutionary leader who led the slave uprisings on the Cardinaux plantation in the Grand Rivière in 
1791.  He rose to the rank of Colonel in Toussaint’s army by leading his band of Bossales, or, 
African-born ex-slaves mainly from the Congo, in their guerilla tactics and soon became one of 
the revolution’s key players.  According to Trouillot, the story of Sans Souci the man intercedes 
with that of Sans Souci the palace in the war-within-the-war following Leclerc’s 1802 invasion 
of the colony.  When Christophe, followed by Toussaint and Dessalines, acquiesced to recognize 
Napoleon’s right to the colony and became absorbed within Leclerc’s army, a number of hard-
ened fighters refused. These rebel bands, with Colonel Sans Souci among them, was largely 
comprised of former slaves who (correctly) suspected Napoleon of wishing to reinstitute slavery, 
choosing instead to continue the fight.  It fell to the black generals schooled in guerilla warfare, 
Christophe in particular, to fight these bands in the name of Napoleon’s France. Toussaint, serv-
ing as a general of the French army under Leclerc, was arrested for sedition and shipped off to 
Fort-de-Joux, all but confirming suspicions of Napoleon’s true aims. Despite being able to bring 
Saint-Domingue’s top generals to his side, Leclerc soon learned that the revolution was general-
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ized.  Even without the guidance of their generals, the population would continue to resist any 
return to servitude.  Leclerc would soon write to Napoleon insisting that all people of color 
(blacks and mulattos alike) over the age of 12 must be killed.29 As Leclerc’s health declined the 
rebel bands allied behind Colonel Sans Souci gained traction. The remaining generals switched 
sides once again, joining the rebellion and eventually forcing Napoleon’s army, then under Ro-
chambeau, from the island. 
With the French expelled from the island, the autonomy of Saint-Domingue was restored 
under Dessalines with Christophe and Pétion as his Generals.  According to Trouillot, this began 
the second phase of the war-within-the-war, where the guerilla fighters under Colonel Sans Souci 
again refused to acquiesce to the revolutionary order.  As leader of the rebels who continued to 
fight after the generals had surrendered to Leclerc, Colonel Sans Souci believed himself above 
the authority of the newly established state. After months of negotiation Colonel Sans Souci 
came to an agreement with Dessalines to rejoin fray, but he continued to hold Christophe in dis-
dain, considering him the traitor who forced the revolution’s capitulation by switching to 
Leclerc’s side without warning.  Christophe invited the Colonel Sans Souci to a meeting at the 
Grand Prè plantation near Milot to resolve their differences. It was an ambush; when Colonel 
Sans Souci arrived Christophe’s soldiers murdered him. 
Trouillot argues, convincingly, that Christophe’s decision to build a palace at Milot and 
to name it Sans Souci was “a transformative ritual to absorb his old enemy.”30  In this account, 
Christophe was playing out the Dahoman legend of that country’s founding by Tacoodonou after 
the defeat of Da. Tacoodonou literally built the foundation of the state upon the body of his ene-
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my, he “put Da to death by cutting open his belly, and placed his body under the foundation of a 
palace that he built in Abomy, as a memorial of his victory, which he called Dahomy, from Da 
the unfortunate victim, and Homy his belly: that is a house built in Da’s belly.”31  To build the 
Palace of Sans Souci at the site of his enemy Sans Souci is to found the state upon the defeat of 
his enemy. 
Yet there is a difference in the two legends.  In the case of Dahomy, the new state was 
built upon the remains of the old. For Trouillot, the story of Sans Souci is a case of “silencing the 
past” by which a rebellious colonel is erased from historical memory by replacing his name with 
a palace. But the Palace was built on the tomb of an implacable revolutionary power.  In the 
combat alongside Leclerc, Christophe and Dessalines pursued the strategies of a regular army 
against guerilla fighters. They soon joined the side of these rebels, but in their victory they trans-
formed the revolutionary order into a political order – the top generals becoming heads of state. 
It was Colonel Sans Souci who took the form of a war machine by employing his vast 
knowledge of local topography and personal relationships to a population that refused the planta-
tion regime in order to fight an asymmetric battle. With the post-revolutionary return to order it 
was also Sans Souci who refused the apparatus of capture, preferring to remain in the impossible 
position of the perpetual guerilla force rather than to have his revolutionary practice absorbed 
into the state.  Perhaps it was not personal animus, but the absolute necessity of the state that 
Sans Souci be eliminated. Perhaps, then, the transformation of Sans Souci the man into Sans 
Souci the building is less a “silencing the past” than a return of the repressed that gives perma-
nence to revolutionary capacity of the rebellious leader. 
The Citadelle of King Christophe 
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In the case of the Citadelle, the slippage between the oral histories of its construction and the 
legend of Christophe was not lost on the Negritude authors. The Citadelle acted as an index of 
the very tragedy of King Christophe; a monument to the autonomy of the first black nation as 
well as to the folly of its tyrannical leader.  Carpentier describes Christophe’s internment at the 
Citadelle: 
Having chosen his own death, Henri Christophe would never know the corruption of his flesh, 
flesh fused with the very stuff of the fortress, inscribed in its architecture, integrated with its body 
bristling with flying buttresses. Le Bonnet de l’Évêque, the whole mountain, had become the 
mausoleum of the first King of Haiti.”32 
For Céaire, the two figures are likewise indistinguishable: 
[Know] that my soul stands upright, inviolate, sound, just like our Citadel 
Stricken yet unshaken, the very image 
Of our Citadel is Christophe!33 
The Citadelle stands as the repository of the legends of Christophe as the myths of one found 
their way to become the material form of the other. It was the optic stronghold of an all-seeing 
sovereign; it was the site of a mythic sanction of death; and, ultimately, it was the tomb of its 
builder. 
What to make of these ancient enemies – the Citadelle that is Henri Christophe and the Palace 
that is Jean-Baptite Sans Souci?  They stand as the apparatus of capture of the jurist-king and the 
war machine of the magician-emperor.34  The two buildings live for each other, interlocked in 
history by the animus between them. Is the Citadelle the stronghold of the revolution with Sans 
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Souci as the reification of the state apparatus, or is is Sans Souci a critical metonym of the west-
ern powers with the Citadelle as the last resort of the state?  
Sans Souci 
The portrait of Christophe in the Musée du Panthéon National Haïtien shows him outfitted in the 
restrained regalia of an English monarch of the beginning of the nineteenth century. While his 
predecessor Dessalines had crowned himself Emperor of Haiti a mere six weeks before his mod-
el Napoleon Bonaparte took the same title for France, Henri Christophe broke from France to 
follow an English model.  He wears the medallion of his self-fashioned Order of Saint Henry on 
his left breast, which is a clear imitation of the medal of the Order of Saint George worn by his 
model, George IV but with the Saint George’s cross modified to form a compass rose, perhaps as 
a symbol of his nation’s reliance upon the sea. Some reproductions of this painting have included 
the Citadelle, high in the background above Christophe’s right shoulder.  
In The Tragedy of King Christophe, Baron Vastey, Christophe’s secretary, celebrates the 
Kingdom of Haiti as, “this black kingdom, this court, a perfect replica in black of the best old 
Europe has to offer!”35 Hugonin, a “mixture of parasite, fool, and political agent,” sings his pa-
rodic counterpoints to Christophe’s heroic prose.  Christophe built his court in a day, creating on 
April 5th a hereditary nobility that included a sundry array princes, dukes, counts, barons, and 
knights who took the titles from the plantations that they owned, and more often than not, on 
which they once served, forming such titles as the Duc de Lemonade and the Comte de Sale-
Trou [Stinkhole].  The colonial practice of giving slaves the names of their masters was rede-
ployed as a marker of nobility.  On April 7th he established a religious hierarchy, personally ele-
vating Corneille Brelle to Archbishop of Haiti (and precipitating the chaplain’s excommunica-
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tion by Rome). Christophe himself was crowned on July 20th as Henry, by the Grace of God and 
Constitutional Law of the State, King of Haiti, Sovereign of Tortuga, Gonave and other adjacent 
Islands, Destroyer of Tyranny, Regenerator and Benefactor of the Haitian Nation, Creator of 
Her Moral, Political, and Martial Institutions, First Crowned Monarch of the New World, De-
fender of the Faith, Founder of the Royal Military order of Saint-Henry.36 
Sans Souci was an expansive complex housing the royal family, the executive offices, 
and the military high command [Figure 3.8].  The centerpiece of this complex was, of course, the 
Palace of Sans Souci.  Adjoining the Palace were the executive offices of the Council of State 
and Chamber of Minsters.  In the low valley to the north the Champs de Mars housed the mili-
tary command and exercise grounds. Finally, the church of the Pantheon adjoined the palace 
gates and held the remains of Haiti’s revolutionary heroes.  Sans Souci was the state in itself, 
holding together the political, religious, and military orders. 
Several historians have observed that the Palace of Sans Souci is something of assem-
blage of elements that do not fit cleanly into any single architectural style.  The German geogra-
pher Carl Ritter visited Sans Souci several weeks after the overthrow of Christophe and provides 
the earliest-known rendering of the palace and its surrounding grounds in their original condition 
[figure 3.9, 3.10]. Delatour and Perard argue that Sans Souci is work of a French “revolutionary 
architecture,” knowledge of which would have been brought to Haiti through the military engi-
neers of Leclerc’s army. The triumphal arch of the main staircase [figure 3.11], the baseless col-
umns of the front gates [figure 3.12], and the “Phrygian cap” roofs of the guard houses [figure 
3.13] all operate with in the formal grammar of an “architecture parlante.”  Delatour and Perard 
conclude that the Palace of Sans Souci must be seen in the light of the Revolutionary Projets de 
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l’An II, joining (they argue) Jefferson’s University of Virginia and Monticello as the American 
exemplars of a French revolutionary architecture.37 
There is some cause to recognize such precedent.  The simple propylaea set upon it aus-
tere façade does somewhat recall the work of Charles de Wailly, yet this palace is reached by a 
grand Baroque staircase; the baseless columns at the gatehouses with their squashed Tuscan 
capitals and abacuses that extend beyond their architraves certainly could claim the Barrière at 
Parc Monceau as precedent, yet these designs follow a classical order rather than giving them-
selves over to the geometrical austerity and the playful elemental compositions of Ledoux.  This 
classical order breaks down at the guardhouses surrounding the Palace in a manner highly evoca-
tive of Ledoux.  The horizontal reveals of the block courses and the dentals are rendered out of 
scale with the small pavilions, disrupting the proportional harmony of the classical order and ar-
ranging its elements as discreet units within an architectural assemblage. 
What is most disruptive to this claim of French precedent is that this complex certainly 
does not perform a classical elemental separation of buildings according to function. The organi-
zation of the complex is quite intricate and its formal and spatial gestures are remarkably subtle. 
It is in the composition of its layout that we can begin to discern a political space that the palace 
negotiates. 
The palace is place atop a berm with three of the four façades open on to unique spaces, 
such that it becomes the fulcrum around which the multiple political and ceremonial functions of 
the state operate.  The north elevation, raised high atop this berm, provides the ceremonial en-
trance from the town of Milot. The palace must compete in scale with the grand multi-tiered 
staircase that it sits atop.  There is a something of a disjoint between the elaborate baroque stair-
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case with its rusticated triumphal arch and the austere neoclassical building above.  In its full re-
alization these two elements must have provided a tenuous balance, but with the damage to pal-
ace caused by the earthquake of 1848, this balance is lost and the staircase dominates the compo-
sition.  
Visitors approach the building obliquely.  The main gates open to the east side of the 
building while a slight asymmetry of the façade (in which there are eight bays to the east and 
nine to the west of a central propylaea) effects the perspectival articulation of the approach.  This 
works almost inverse of a forced perspective by which the elements nearest to the vanishing 
point expand rather than shrink, creating a visual compression that counteracts its geometric ex-
tension. The plane of the façade is thus rendered as though perpendicular to the viewer. With the 
palace looming above and this subtle perspectival shift, the approach to this building is both os-
tentatious and uncanny [figure 3.14].  Set against the backdrop of the Bonnet a L’Eveque, Chris-
tophe’s monumental edifice takes on an element of ephemera. 
The palace of Sans Souci is a rare example of a double façade, with the north being the 
public approach and the south as the private space of the royal family.  The Jardins de Roi are set 
in the far more gentle grade of the southern elevation and approached by a pair of curved stair-
ways [figure 3.15].  The scale of the southern façade in relation to the gardens is far more inti-
mate that the imposing north entrance and its curved elements respond to the intimate setting of 
the garden. It is the only one of the three public façades not flanked by guardhouses. This has 
been compared to the layout of Versailles, but the comparison does not quite hold in light of the 
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This ceremonial space located at the Patio de Caimitier, named after a succulent Caribbe-
an fruit, is a rectangular garden atop the berm of roughly the same footprint as the Palace and 
located between it and the Palais de Prince Royale. It faces the thin eastern façade of the adjacent 
palace, which combined with the relatively narrow proportions of the lot, creates an intimate 
gathering space [figure 3.16].  In the center of the Patio is a tree of liberty, which is still standing 
and said to have been planted by Christophe himself. This Patio provides views over the both the 
rear of the palace with its Jardins du Roi and its military yards as well as the front that overlook 
the gatehouse, the Pantheon, and the town of Milot. Ceremonial functions held in this plateau 
would have offered a panoramic view of the order of the state. 
The palace of Sans Souci, while monumental, is not univocal.  Each façade opens up a 
unique mise-en-scene upon the palace grounds, and each presents a different aspect of the king-
dom and the court. These aspects taken together –the oblique monumentality of the north façade, 
the playful fantasy of the south, and the intimacy of the east – refuse the coherence of a singular 
architectural edifice to instead figure a disjoint set of fragmentary image-spaces. The architectur-
al order that determines and codifies the state apparatus – public representation /domestic gar-
den; palace / court – and that is so succinctly organized at Sans Souci is immediately disrupted 
by the decoherence of formal and aesthetic affects. 
The Architecture of a Fleet in Being 
Hubert Cole notes that Christophe was a “genuine admirer of all things English.” His decision to 
mimic the English aristocracy was driven by both his respect for Britain and an animosity toward 
Napoleon’s France. As a practical matter, with trade to France being impossible he had to rely on 
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continuously outraged at the British refusal to acknowledge his title.38 There is a reason that 
Christophe flew into a rage when a British Admiral insisted on referring to him as “General” ra-
ther than his proper title of “King”; this was not to be interpreted as an offhanded slight to his 
station, but taken as a direct threat to his life. In the Atlantic word of the long eighteenth century, 
to be recognized as King offered certain protections.  To invade a colony, or even a republic for 
that matter, was a legitimate undertaking in the world of mercantilist advantage.  But to invade a 
kingdom was another thing entirely; the King stood in a “state of exception” to everyone but the 
hereditary nobility.  The courts held to laws that were above the mere exigencies of commercial 
trade, one had to have at least the pretense of just cause. 
This sovereign state of exception is essentially the power to suspend right; it is the right 
of non-right.39 The palace of Sans Souci is not simply a component within an unproblematic ap-
propriation of the conventions of European aristocracy.  It divulges the chasm between the af-
fects of aristocracy and the inherent lack of legitimacy of Haiti as anything other than a depend-
ent colony. It calls into question the capacity of those affects, revealing them to be nothing other 
than chimera. To appropriate that right – to be black and a King, to create a nobility in a single 
day and call it hereditary, to form a religious order without the sanction of Rome – is to perform 
its underlying absence of right.  
The enlightenment of a universalized subject proves illusory upon the racial encounter, 
and enlightenment’s radicalization is to fashion a space outside of itself. Governance according 
to enlightenment ideals proved over and again to be a chimera that ultimately fell back to its base 
condition of state violence.  This enlightenment reached Haiti coded in the name of the Republic. 
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The French Republic’s omission of its colonial slaves from the Rights of Man was renewed un-
der the Empire as the American Republic proved its own republican ideals likewise vacant in the 
face of slavery. Pétion sought to fashion Haiti within the mode of the republic, to expand the 
scope of enlightenment to include a black republic within its terms, yet he brought an end to the 
republic by declaring himself president for life in 1816. Pétion’s effort to achieve an enlighten-
ment state through a black republic was already foreclosed. In the colonial construction, to be 
black was the prohibition within the authoritative discourse of enlightenment itself.40 To have 
seen through the mythically of enlightenment at the beginning of the nineteenth century must not 
have been difficult for Christophe, who, rather than try to acquiesce to its normative condition, 
implemented instead its radicalization. He cut to the heart of the republic, which he knew had its 
ground in sovereign power and its last resort in violence by appropriating the ultimate marker of 
its power and declaring himself King of Haiti. Christophe did not simply to expand the scope of 
enlightenment, but he estranged it from itself to make it other. 
The Palace of Sans Souci formulates an imaginary that performs the immanently political 
act of rendering this architecture incommensurable with its normative delimitations. Within the 
territory of the colonial enlightenment, this architecture first appears to be, at best, a mode of co-
lonial mimicry that is epistemically inadequate to the enlightenment that it would claim.  The 
extensive effort by historians to determine exactly which precedent it fails to adequately fulfill 
speaks directly to this.  On reflection, though, Sans Souci’s employment of precedent is not re-
ducible to the precedent itself; it seems to empty out these forms, showing them to be internally 
vacant.  “In the ambivalent world … on the margins of metropolitan desire, the founding objects 
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of the Western world become the erratic, eccentric, accidental objets trouvés of the colonial dis-
course – the part-objects of presence.”41  Sans Souci strips these forms of their representational 
authority. The architecture may be parlante, but nobody is listening; it is merely empty speech to 
displace the violence that the state is founded upon.42 It then renders upon this absence a phan-
tasmal surface that sets this enlightenment in excess of its proper delimitations. 
Atop the Bonnet a L’Eveque the Citadelle completes this strategy.  The northernmost 
structure atop the plinth placed above the raking angle of the Citadelle’s Prow, and overlooking 
Cap Haitian is the Governor’s House: the palace in exile that Christophe would retreat to in the 
event of war. Its northern elevation with its heavy stone buttresses is capped by the delicate 
sculpted entablature of Sans Souci while two of the palace’s stuccoed guardhouses flank its low 
rectangular door [figure 3.17].  This façade steps on to the Batterie de Pont Levie, whose can-
nons pivot around the vertical loopholes of its defensive walls. This fourth façade of Sans Souci, 
displaced from the palace grounds, overlooks the fields of war.  
Mangones argues that the Citadelle is a hybrid of the Vauban and Montalembert systems 
of fortification.43  In this way it anticipated the “Bernard system” that placed ramparted forts 
along the Atlantic coast of the United States that would both serve as sea defense while holding 
the perimeter of coastal territories.  Mangones offers an critical caveat to this comparison: “An 
important difference should be noted, however; the ‘Bernard system’ is used for coastal defense, 
whereas the Citadel is located some fifteen kilometers inland at an altitude of 875 meters.”44 
While there may be a formal similarity between the Citadelle and a Bernard system of defenses, 
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this appears purely coincidental; Dessalines placed forts atop the mountains of the Masif du Nord 
to deny access to the Plaine Centrale, not to demarcate a territory contiguous with the state. 
Christophe’s transformation of the fort at Laferrière into the Citadelle determines the state, but it 
does not demarcate a territory.  Rather than serving as one junction along the perimeter of the 
defensible state, it encloses that entire state within its walls.  
The Tragic Architecture of the Colonial Enlightenment 
The final article of Dessalines’ 1805 constitution declares that “at the first shot from the warning 
gun, the towns shall be destroyed and the nation shall rise in arms.” This codified Christophe’s 
act torching of Cap Français into law as a strategy of national potlatch.45  The constitution en-
shrined its own negation – with the state itself to be slated for destruction upon the reemergence 
of the revolutionary order. Dessalines’ organization of inland fortresses was the architectural re-
alization of this strategy.   
Christophe’s own home in Cap Français had been the first to burn, which was slated to be 
ultimate role of Sans Souci.  But if Sans Souci burned, Christophe formulated a plan to preserve 
the state. According to Vastey, this would be the ultimate role of the Citadelle. 
“My children,” would the king say to the Haytians,  “in the first war of independence we had to 
encounter every sort of privation, this time we shall be in want of nothing, I have provided every 
thing. While you are engaged with the enemy, your wives and children will be in safety, they will 
be protected by the impregnable citadels with which I have covered the country. You will have 
for yourselves and families necessaries of every description, which I have collected for the wants 
of the army and the people.”  “Heretofore,” he would again say to them, “we were obliged to 
traverse the mountains without a place for shelter; our warlike stores, our treasures, and our boo-
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ty, were all at the mercy of the enemy. Now this is no more the case, we can defend ourselves se-
curely in impregnable citadels”46 
Dessalines’ strategy of fortification was to preserve the revolution. With Christophe’s transfor-
mation of these fortresses into citadels – to protect their treasures and their booty – the nation 
could be lost, but the state would be preserved. All of Haiti is left outside the boundary of the 
enclosed siege-state. Its population would remain subjects of the King, yet without recourse to 
the state itself: colonial subjects of the Citadelle’s metropole. 
For Césaire, Haiti was the proper site of Negritude.  By the time of the Citadelle’s in-
scription as a UNESCO World Heritage site, this Negritude had fashioned a schism. On one side 
was a Marxist branch, typified by René Depestre, who sought global solidarity.  On the other 
side, its “delirious mystification” in the nationalist movement of François “Papa Doc” Duvalier, 
who deployed a reactionary notion of Negritude to harness his agenda of terror towards the polit-
ical capacities of the Haitian peasant, solidifying power through racial conflict.47  In 1976 the 
poet Léopold Senghor, among the most poignant voices in Negritude literature, began the push to 
global recognition of the Citadelle by donating $60,000, in his capacity as president of Sénégal, 
to create a fund to restore these monuments of Negritude.  The following year Jean Claude “Ba-
by Doc” Duvalier turned the restoration into an official state project.48  The first generation of 
architects and preservationists who worked to restore the Citadelle deployed The Tragedy of 
King Christophe towards an argument for the necessity of the Citadelle’s reconstruction.  But for 
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Sequel to the Political Remarks Upon Certain French Publications and Journals Concerning Hayti, trans. W.H. and 
M.B. (Exeter: Western Luminary Office, 1823), 187. 
47 David Nicholls, From Dessalines to Duvalier  : Race, Colour, and National Independence in Haiti (New Bruns-
wick: Rutgers University Press, 1996), 231–232. 
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them, serving under the Duvalier regime, the essence of the tragedy was only that Christophe 
was struck down too soon and left unable to see his great national project to its completion. 
In “The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte,” Marx alluded to an incommensurabil-
ity between the revolutionary capacity of the proletariat and the state: “the republic is generally 
only the political form for the revolutionizing of bourgeois society, and not its conservative form 
of existence.”49  Revolutionary victory is always necessarily a chimera as the politics of the revo-
lutionary establishment runs counter to the political impetus of revolution. The procedure of de-
mocracy [the political] is incommensurable with its regime [politics].50 Claude Lefort shows that 
the political that precedes politics remains concealed as its space is seen as particular.51  The rev-
olutionary potential of the political is self-annihilating; at its moment of its realization as a gov-
erning body it proves spectral, unrealizable as a mode of power.   
On May 20th 1805, Dessalines ratified Haiti’s first constitution.  This document did not 
simply declare all slaves to be free, nor all blacks to be full citizens of Haiti.  It declared all Hai-
tians, whatever their origin, to be black. Rather than resort to the universalisms of enlightenment, 
Dessalines’ Haiti generalized the particularity of blackness as the foundation of the state.  En-
lightenment’s radicalization was to privilege those without recourse to enlightenment itself, to 
determine a particularity that preceded the universal.52 
The tragedy of King Christophe is the transformation of this revolutionary order into the 
apparatus of state.  Within the context of colonial enlightenment, the imagined entity of an inde-
                                                
49 Karl Marx, “The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte,” in Surveys from Exile, ed. David Fernbach, trans. Ben 
Fowkes, Political Writings, V. 2 (New York: Penguin Books in association with New Left Review, 1992), 155. 
50 Cornelius Castoriadis, “Democracy as Procedure and Democracy as Regime,” Constellations 4, no. 1 (April 1, 
1997): 1–18. 
51 Claude Lefort, Democracy and Political Theory, trans. David Macey (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1988), 11; As 
discussed in Stathis Gourgouris, Lessons in Secular Criticism (New York: Fordham University Press, 2013), 123. 
52 Jacques Rancière, “Who Is the Subject of the Rights of Man?,” in Dissensus: On Politics and Aesthetics, ed. and 
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pendent black state is not a particularity preceding the universal, but a universalization of the 
particular.  More generally, though, it is the tragedy of the revolutionary state as such. The chasm 
between politics and the political is not visible from the perspective of the revolution, whose ul-
timate aim is to become generalized into a new universal order.  The condition of radiaclity is 
singularity, and the paradox of a revolution that must form a universal particularity is the tragedy 
of the revolutionary order. The tragic figure is the actor in his destiny, not the author, and his ac-
tions play out the discovery of this destiny; he is never recognizes the hubris of his actions until 
fate exacts its toll.53  With the aim of rendering the revolution permanent, Christophe preceded 
beyond that point that he must never have passed: into the realm of the state.  Yet he necessarily 
could not have recognized this boundary even as he passed it because its markers were not visi-
ble from the perspective of the state actor – the moment that the revolution is annihilated appears 
exactly the same as the point at which it is generalized.  
On the evening of the 8th of October 1820, Henri Christophe’s Palace of Sans Souci was slated to 
burn. 
The revolutionary order fired the volley that would declare the final article of Dessalines consti-
tution a fact and signal the dissolution of the state. It was not Christophe who gave the order, but 
the rebellious troops facing off against the last of the royal guard while shouting “Liberty! No 
slavery! No King!” and “Vive la libertré! Brissons les chaînes de l’esclavage!” Christophe shot 
himself in the heart, with a silver bullet according to some, as the rebellious army approached 
under the leadership of the Duc de Marmelade, who had shed his noble title to reclaim the name 
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General Richard.54  For Césaire the Kingdom of Christophe had been a dance with death all 
along as in the final scene Hugonin, the King’s longtime aide, brings home to Christophe his 
tragic folly by reveals himself to be Bawon Samedi. The impregnable Citadelle Laferrière, as the 
last vestige of the Kingdom of Haiti, fell without a shot fired. Like the titles of nobility cast-off, 
its defensive capacity simply dissolved.  Christophe’s Citadelle had been designed to stand 
against the collected powers of Europe, but it proved ultimately helpless against the simple with-
drawal of consensus by its own subjects. 
                                                









Figure 3.1 – Citadelle Laferrière, 1806-1820 










Figure 3.2 – View from upper plinth of Citadelle Laferrière overlooking Cap Haitian. 










Figure 3.3 – Henri Christophe’s Palace of Sans Souci. 1806-1813. 









Figure 3.4 – Forward rampart, or “prow” of Citadelle Laferrière. 










Figure 3.5 – Mortar slag said to be tomb of Henri Christophe. 










Figure 3.6 – Fort de Joux, La Cluse-et-Mijoux, Doubs, France, 11th -19th C. 










Figure 3.7 – Fort de Joux, La Cluse-et-Mijoux, Doubs, France, 11th -19th C. 










Figure 3.8 – Palace of Sans Souci – Ariel View 









Figure 3.9 – Carl Ritter, "Sanssouci, Lustschloss des Königs Christoph auf Hayti," in Naturhistorische 










Figure 3.10 – Carl Ritter, "Exercier-Platz in Sans-Souci auf Hayti," in Naturhistorische Reise nach der 










3.11 – Palace of Sans Souci; north elevation with fountain and guardhouse. 










Figure 3.12 – Palace of Sans Souci; gates. 










Figure 3.13 – Palace of Sans Souci; guardhouse. 











3.14 – Palace of Sans Souci; approach, north elevation. 









Figure 3.15 – Palace of Sans Souci; south elevation. 










Figure 3.16 – Palace of Sans Souci; south elevation from Patio de Caimitier. 










Figure 3.17 – Citadelle Laferrière; Governor’s House, north elevation. 

























Southern towns and plantations, where it often killed 
the slaves it gave Roman names for dumb insolence, 
small squares with Athenian principles and pillars 
maintained by convicts immigrants who had fled 
persecution and gave themselves faces with laws 
to persecute slaves. A wedding-cake Republic. 
Its domes, museums, and ornate institutions, 
its pillared façade that look down on the black 
shadows that they cast as an enraging nuisance 
-Derek Walcott, Omeros 
Architectures of Finance in the Early American Republic 
One could take slavery to be the “peculiar institution” of a democratic United States that was in-
evitably to be corrected.  In this sense classical architecture represents democracy’s subdued 
avant-garde: a promise to be fulfilled that would sustain throughout the period of slavery to one 
day reassert its principles. Vincent Scully took this approach in comparing the works of Thomas 
Jefferson to Frank Lloyd Wright in 1970, writing: “An archeologist of some later age, with only 
these ghosts to go on, might be led to believe that they revealed a century which was wholly sin-
gle-minded in its speculation about a single theme.”1  This theme was freedom, a political free-
dom of the Republicans as articulated in the open composition of volumes in Jefferson’s Monti-
cello and reemerging with the pastoralism of Wright’s Ward Willitts House.  With the shift away 
from an agrarian ideal and cession to a Jacksonian democracy, architecture, according to Scully, 
became the vehicle that carried forward a freedom that was no longer accessible to politics.  The 
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classical would in this sense serve as the avatar of a democracy that was not accessible to the 
United States under slavery, but would reassert itself with the inevitable emancipation. 
With the same evidence of these architectural ghosts, one could take the converse posi-
tion by taking the United States to be a slave nation that belatedly shed this foundational institu-
tion while maintaining its operations and apparatuses. The architecture of the early republic be-
comes an architecture of slavery, monumentalizing this legacy in the representation of the state. 
The following two chapters will examine a moment in the history of the early American Repub-
lic – from roughly 1790 to 1800 – in relation to the formulation of slavery in the early republic.  
The United States, striving to be a republic engaged in free and open trade with all nations, had 
found itself imbued within the European struggle over colonies and forced into shifting alliances 
that compelled exclusive trade agreements. The colonies generally held a somewhat tenuous re-
lation to the metropole, seeing the economic advantage in the liberalization of trade that would 
allow goods to move freely across the wider Atlantic, yet being dependent upon the military 
powers of the metropole to protect this trade.  The concerns of the metropoles were at odds with 
this vision and they demanded that the protection of the colonial order that guaranteed white 
planters and traders a privileged position on the global outremer come at the price of preferable 
trade agreements.2 The United States, having no colonial holdings, saw a greater advantage in 
liberal trade policies among multiple nations than being bound to any exclusive relationship.  
However, trade with any power was to be taken as an affront to the mercantilist policies of the 
others would open the United States up to state-sanctioned privateering.  The United States was 
unable to break out of a cycle of conflicts and thus found itself in shifting alliances with France, 
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Spain, and the United Kingdom. But while these alliances, from the standpoint of the metropole, 
had the ultimate aim of finding an advantage in a mercantilist system, the policy of the United 
States (as well as the colonies in rebellion) was generally to leverage their position as an inde-
pendent producer with whoever could offer the best terms and protections towards their ultimate 
goal of free and open trade. 
The XYZ Affair, the quasi-war between France and the United States of 1797-1798, il-
lustrates these complex relationships between metropole, colony, and independent state, each 
harboring different aims.  In 1795 England and the French Directory became embroiled in a war 
over attempts to restore the French Monarchy, with both powers routinely attacking American 
ships for trading with their respective enemies. The United States signed the Jay Treaty with 
England in 1795 to regularize trade in return for a cessation of attacks and to cooperate in mutual 
defense against the French.  This angered the French who stepped up their attack on American 
trade.  The United States then formulated its “Toussaint’s Clause” to build trade relationships 
with the revolutionary colony of Haiti under Toussaint L'Ouverture in order to weaken France’s 
position in the Atlantic. Haiti, ostensibly still a colony of the Revolutionary Republic, found it-
self cut off from trade with their metropole and compelled to an exclusive arrangement with 
England and the United States.3 
 Assumption and Redemption 
The end of the Revolutionary war left the United States with roughly $11 million in foreign debt 
and an estimated $25 million in state debt.4  Alexander Hamilton, Secretary of the Treasury, and 
                                                
3 Gordon S. Brown, Toussaint’s Clause: The Founding Fathers and the Haitian Revolution (Jackson: University 
Press of Mississippi, 2005). 
4 John Steele Gordon, Hamilton’s Blessing: The Extraordinary Life and Times of Our National Debt (New York: 
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a Caribbean from Nevis in the British Leeward Islands, proposed a two-fold plan of “Redemp-
tion” and “Assumption” that would found both the Treasury Department and a national bank – 
the First Bank of the United States – to normalize national finances.  The first part, described in 
his First Report on the Public Credit,5 offered to the House of Representatives on the 9th of Jan-
uary 1790, described his proposal to manage the substantial debts that the national and state gov-
ernments had accrued throughout the Revolutionary war.6 
These debts came in a number of forms.  First there was foreign debt owed to bankers in 
France, Holland, and Spain, whose proper servicing everybody agreed was a top priority in order 
to sustain international credit relations.7 Added to this was a sundry mix of state and federal ob-
ligations including national certificates; treasury bonds; IOU’s from the quartermaster, commis-
sary, hospital, clothing, and marine departments for goods largely appropriated without consent; 
and a flood of Continentals, a currency printed by fiat with no backing and which lost most of its 
value immediately upon issuance (hence the phrase “not worth a Continental”).8  Hamilton pro-
posed that the treasury assume all of these state and national obligations and issue federal bonds 
in their place. 
Hamilton’s proposal of “Assumption,” as it came to be known, was largely supported by 
debt-ridden northern states in opposition to the southern.  From a fiscal perspective, the south 
opposed Hamilton’s parallel proposal of “Redemption” (in Christian Eschatology you can not 
                                                
5 United States Dept. of the Treasury, “Reports by Hamilton on Public Credit,” in Reports of the Secretary of the 
Treasury of the United States, Prepared in Obedience to the Act of the 10th May, 1800 to Which Are Prefixed, the 
Reports of Alexander Hamilton, on Public Credit, on a National Bank, on Manufactures, and on the Establishment 
of a Mint ... Printed by Order of the Senate of the United States, vol. 1 (Washington: Printed by D. Green, 1828). 
6 Robert E. Wright, One Nation Under Debt: Hamilton, Jefferson, and the History of What We Owe (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 2008); Gordon, Hamilton’s Blessing; Max M. Edling, “‘So Immense a Power in the Affairs of War’: 
Alexander Hamilton and the Restoration of Public Credit,” The William and Mary Quarterly, Third Series, 64, no. 2 
(January 1, 2007): 287–326. 
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have Assumption without Redemption), where in combination with Assumption the United 
States would recognize state bonds at their face value at issuance. Northern industrialist had al-
ready bought up most of the war debt at a fraction of its value – often from farmers desperate for 
liquidity – but would be issued secure government bonds at their full value. The burden of the 
bond’s issuance would come at the expense of the southern states, which had largely managed 
their debt responsibly and opposed becoming indebted to a central government.9 Redemption 
was thus seen as a consolidation of wealth on northern hands at the direct expense of the south.  
It did not help matters that the proposal for Redemption quickly reached New York financiers, 
who feverishly began to buy up state bonds in anticipation of the new law before the information 
could reach the bondholders. 
The desire for the preservation of the institution of slavery was implicit in southern cri-
tiques of Redemption and Assumption.  Southern states had allowed for the purchase of western 
lands at the face value of Revolutionary War bonds. As the bonds depreciated these lands could 
be bought at a fraction of their nominal value.  It was feared that replacing these with federal 
bonds that would hold their value would, in effect, bring about an inflation of land prices and 
thus upend southern real estate markets.10  This struck at the heart of the southern plantation sys-
tem, which depended upon a ready supply of cheap lands to replace those succumbing to soil ex-
haustion. 
This debate on Assumption precipitated the compromise that would bring the Capital to 
its present site on the Potomac. Hamilton’s proposals were continuously voted down by the nar-
rowest of margins. Desperate to shore up a deal before his own support began to wane; he met 
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with Jefferson and Madison to forge a compromise.  Among their reservations was fear of the 
further centralization of power in the north.  In addition to the seat of government already resid-
ing in New York, the creation of a national debt would consolidate the nation’s finances in the 
north. Hamilton, Jefferson, and Madison thus agreed that the seat of government would move to 
the south in exchange for the necessary votes for the passage of Hamilton’s financial agenda.  In 
return locating the capitol in the south, Hamilton was thus authorized to borrow $12 million from 
Dutch bankers to consolidate foreign loans, to discount the old Continentals at 100 to 1, and to 
issue new three- and six-percent federal bonds in place of the various state and federal debts.11 
The Creation of a Bank 
The next part of Hamilton’s economic agenda was the creation of a national bank. With Revolu-
tionary War debt consolidated, Hamilton sought a means to regularize the nation’s money sup-
ply.  The bank would serve a number of purposes: to ease the collection of taxes and provide a 
reliable resource for funding the federal government, to establish credit, to form a common na-
tional currency backed by capital holdings, and, most importantly, to serve as the basis for indus-
trial and commercial growth.12 
Hamilton’s proposal for a national bank further opened a rift with the Jeffersonian Re-
publicans.  From a philosophical perspective, Hamilton’s plans flew in the face of an agrarian 
democracy based on physiocratic economic theories.  For Jefferson all wealth had its basis in the 
land.  Should there be any banks at all, they would come in the form of informal lending net-
                                                
11 Three types of bonds were issued. For old debt two-thirds would be paid at six percent beginning in 1791, one-
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works negotiated at the local level. As a direct affront to Jeffersonian physiocracy, Hamilton in-
voked Malachy Postlethwayt’s Universal Dictionary, in arguing against the use of land as a fi-
nancial security because of volatility in real estate prices, and following Adam Smith, he de-
signed the bank to increase trade and commerce rather than to secure the riches of the earth.13   
Hamilton thus sent his Second Report on Public Credit, better known as The Report on a 
National Bank, to Congress on the 14th of December 1790.14  He proposed to establish a bank, to 
be located in Philadelphia, with a twenty-year charter based on $10 million of initial capital.  On-
ly $2 million of this capital would come from the federal government, with the rest being sup-
plied by private shareholders. The bank would accordingly be privately run, as Hamilton did not 
trust the state to manage its own finances. However, the creation of a national bank in the United 
States faced a unique problem; as opposed to the European Nations, the United States was ex-
tremely poor in specie. While institutions such as the Bank of England could extend credit 
backed against specie, an American national bank would have little of such assets. There was 
simply not enough specie available in the United States – either in public or private hands – to 
actually fund such a bank.  Hamilton resolved this problem by allowing for these shares to be 
paid in five installments over a two-year period and for 75% of them to be paid in federal bonds 
– the same sixes that had been issued in place of Revolutionary War debt – moreover, the $2 mil-
lion that the federal government would supply was only to be paid over a ten-year period.15 
Hamilton’s most important innovation was to “capitalize” a national bank almost entirely with 
                                                
13 Cowen, The Origins and Economic Impact of the First Bank of the United States, 1791-1797, 16. 
14 United States Dept. of the Treasury, “Reports by Hamilton on National Bank,” in Reports of the Secretary of the 
Treasury of the United States, Prepared in Obedience to the Act of the 10th May, 1800 to Which Are Prefixed, the 
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debt. The First Bank would then issue notes, secured by this debt, which would circulate as 
though it were money. 
The Treasury and the First Bank of the United States represent two aspects of this liberal 
financial apparatus acting in consort. The Treasury transformed money expended in the Revolu-
tionary war into federal bonds; the First Bank transformed these bonds into bank notes circulat-
ing as money; the Treasury held only debt obligations, the First Bank held federal bonds; taken 
in tandem they transformed money expended into circulating currency.  Daniel Webster recog-
nized the mythical properties of this alchemy: “he smote the rock of natural resources, and abun-
dant streams gushed forth. He touched the dead corpse of public credit, and it sprung forth to its 
feet.  The fabled birth of Minerva from the brain of Jove was hardly more sudden or more per-
fect.”16 
Slavery and the National Debt 
The question of how this debt was secured raises the issue of slavery.17  By 1774 a full third of 
southern wealth was in the form of human capital, i.e. the property value of slaves.  By the 
1860’s this would rise to almost fifty percent.18  Whereas in the north real estate served as the 
property upon which debt was collateralized, in the south it was slaves. Gavin Wright has thus 
shown the importance of slavery in American economic development not simply as the source of 
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natural resources upon which northern industrial enterprise depended, but as the collateral upon 
which the southern banking system was built.  This is the very collateral that would make a na-
tional banking system viable, that would extend credit markets in the north, and that would ulti-
mately serve as the foundation of the nation’s credit rating within international financial markets. 
Thus was the national debt that Hamilton called “a national blessing” which would be “a power-
ful cement to our union.”19  
Bonnie Martin shows the great extent to which slaves were employed as financial securi-
ties during the colonial period. In the first instance slaves operated as simple securities; a seller 
could retain the title of a slave until the purchase was fulfilled, and once owned outright, a slave 
could be considered capital to be borrowed against.  But much as any other security, slaves could 
be bundled and commoditized, becoming divisible and interchangeable subjects of complex fi-
nancial instruments. In cases of aging, injury, or illness, different slaves could be substituted as 
the securities in a contract; skilled slaves could appreciate in value and be remortgaged on better 
terms; and loans could be over-collateralized to allow for multiple slaves to secure a contract for 
a single purchase.20   
In Marxist alienation, the commodity forms the crystallization of labor to be expropriated 
by capital.  The slave, however, cannot be alienated of labor because that aspect of the self that 
can own property is property already.  For the slave, the threshold of alienation is in the expro-
priation of the self entirely when selfhood – that which is proper to the self, or one’s own-ness – 
becomes property. 21  This reflexive self that Locke devised as the abstract site of private proper-
ty is the philosophical basis on which the founding fathers developed their conception of univer-
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sal rights.  The slave is bifurcated into two opposing figurations becoming both corporeal labor-
ing individual and substanceless financial instrument.  And that instrument, that selfhood, that 
own-ness circulates – first within local exchanges, then within the national financial system, and 
finally, within global credit markets. 
Martin points out that these networks initially “operated alongside, but not directly 
through, the emergent banking system: banks were used as facilitators and as places for repay-
ment, rather than as the primary lenders.”22 Hamilton’s banking system had the effect of regular-
izing these informal networks into a national system. These informal lending networks, through 
which slaves passed as commodities, conformed precisely to the Jeffersonian ideal of a physio-
cratic financial arrangement of all wealth stemming from the earth and circulating outside of any 
institutional frameworks. Hamilton, the lifelong abolitionist, may have sought to destroy the 
southern plantation system through a reorientation of the nation’s economy away from physioc-
racy towards a classical economic system – which is what many at the time, including Jefferson, 
suspected.  The effect was quite the opposite.  Hamilton’s banking system merely formalized 
these networks, inscribing agricultural exchange and the commodification of slavery within a 
nationally organized central banking system. 
Slavery and the Federal District 
For Manfredo Tafuri, the “naturalism” of the industrial city is a sublimation of the loss of physi-
ocratic naturalism to a capitalist rationalism.  Washington D.C., then, demonstrates a Jeffersoni-
an “bad conscience” in which its monumentality depicts the destruction of European values by 
capitalist development.  For C.M. Harris, the stakes of Washington D.C. are not between capital-
ism and European values, but between monarchism and democracy. Harris argues that opposition 
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to L’Enfant, from both Jefferson and the district’s Board of Commissioners who oversaw the 
planning of the city and came to a head over a dispute regarding the reach of his personal author-
ity in the establishment of the Capital, actually veiled a power struggle between the Jeffersonian 
Republicans and Hamiltonian Federalists.  For Harris, then, Hamilton’s plans were essentially 
monarchic, serving first and foremost to establish the Federal district within “the requirements of 
an energetic central government of privilege and preference.”23  The scale and grandeur of 
L’Enfant’s plan thus reflected an encroaching Federalist monarchism (invoking a different set of 
European values), in opposition to a Jeffersonian agrarian democracy.24  I follow Tafuri in view-
ing the city as a transformation of physiocratic aims to a site of capitalist accumulation, yet I take 
this mode of accumulation to operate within a particular form of financial capital. Rather than 
take the city to be an anguished expression of classical alienation, I perceive it as playing out the 
terms of two opposing modes of an economic system built on slave capital – one following a Jef-
fersonian physiocratic model, and the other a Hamiltonian financial apparatus.  I thus follow 
Harris in describing a proxy battle between Federalists and Republicans, yet I argue that the 
stakes of this conflict are quite different.  On one side is a notion of property that is grounded in 
its relation to agricultural production, and on the other is property as abstract financial instru-
ment, traveling upon global networks of capital.  
These debates play out spatially in the planning of the Federal District of Columbia, 
where the differing notions of property and wealth held by Jefferson and Hamilton found their 
expression in competing urban plans. While the bill authorizing the creation of a federal district 
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did specify the cession of an area of 10 miles square (or 100 square miles), it was never specifi-
cally presumed that the city of Washington D.C. would actually take up the near entirety of this 
district, and certainly not at its conception.  It would have been reasonable to assume that the city 
would be built at a modest scale within the district, forming some distinction between the urban 
settlement and a surrounding countryside. 
The city’s planner and architect, Pierre Charles L’Enfant, worked as an artist in the Bour-
bon court before following Pierre Augustin Caron de Beaumarchais to the Americas to work as a 
military engineer, illustrator, and mapmaker for the French-backed American revolutionary forc-
es.  L’Enfant was admitted to the Society of Cincinnati, which was composed of former officers 
of the continental army, and there forged friendships with Washington and Hamilton that would 
initiate his career as an architect. Washington quickly recognized L’Enfant’s talents and he was 
soon employed in an official capacity as a portrait artist and a designer of state festivals. In this 
capacity L’Enfant attained the commission to renovate New York’s Federal Hall as the first seat 
of the government of the United States, and was soon thereafter appointed architect of the new 
Federal district.25 
The formal aspects of L’Enfant’s well-known plan for the Federal District can be traced 
back to Laugier’s ideas of enlightenment city planning wherein the regulation of the city is in-
fused with instances of naturalism and the picturesque [figure 4.1].26  This urban naturalism, 
however, played out within an elaborate financial apparatus that was almost certainly conceived 
and directed by Hamilton.  To this end L’Enfant’s plan for the Federal District may be taken as 
                                                
25 Harris, “Washington’s Gamble, L’Enfant’s Dream: Politics, Design, and the Founding of the National Capital,” 
537–539. 
26 Tafuri, Architecture and Utopia: Design and Capitalist Development, 3–8; Pamela Scott argues that L’Enfant 
employed French precident in garden design to coomemorate France’s contribution to American independence, 
Pamela Scott, “‘This Vast Empire’: The Iconography of the Mall, 1791-1848,” in The Mall in Washington, 1791-
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proof-of-concept for Hamilton’s financial machinations of the Redemption and Assumption and 
the foundation of the First Bank of the United States. 
L’Enfant’s plan [figure 4.2] was to extend the capital city of Washington D.C. across the 
near entirety of the federal district. Fifteen squares (designating one for each of the fifteen states) 
would overlay a regular grid of lots and be connected by a network of wide boulevards.  The 
centerpiece of this composition was to be the “President’s House” and “Congress House,” sepa-
rated by a vast public park.  These formal aspects of L’Enfant’s plan served as the medium of an 
elaborate financial apparatus conceived by Hamilton. The territory of the Federal District would 
be divided into lots, half of which – on an alternating basis – would be ceded to the federal gov-
ernment by their existing proprietors [figure 4.3]. Any further land necessary to establish the seat 
of government – such as roads, squares, or public spaces – would be taken by eminent domain at 
double the value of the land had no city been planned (estimated at $200 per acre).  As each lot 
was developed, L’Enfant presumed, the value of its neighboring parcels would increase. The in-
creased valuation of the properties retained by the proprietors with the establishment of the Fed-
eral District would more than compensate the cost of turning over their private property.  Like-
wise, that same increased valuation of lots owned by the government would provide the securi-
ties against which the government could borrow funds for construction of the city.  For this to 
work, the city would have to be simultaneously developed around its fifteen monumental 
squares, each of which would be considered prime real estate. It would then expand from these 
nodes, growing evenly along the monumental avenues connecting them. In principle, L’Enfant’s 
scheme for the city would be self-funding as the entire city underwent uniform growth. 
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How do we understand the deployment of the classical by an American Republic that formulated 
its democracy within both a shift away from the European mercantilist project and a reconfigura-
tion of plantation slavery? Let us take at face value the pretense that the American Republic is 
informed by, among other things, the model of the Athenian polis, wherein the classical repre-
sentation of the Republic has its ground in the social and political model of this first democracy. 
The Athenian polis might serve as a useful way into these questions in that, in addition to being a 
democracy, Athens was the greatest slave society of the classical world.  To examine the classi-
cal through the lens of slavery we can perhaps find points of comparison between the slave so-
cieties of the Athenian polis and that of the American Republic. 
Ellen Meiksins Wood examines the relationships between Greek democracy and slavery 
in her study of the transformation from the “redistributive” Mycenaean kingdoms to the tribute-
free polis of Athenian society, Peasant-Citizen and Slave: The Foundations of Athenian Democ-
racy.27 The principle of the redistributive economy was that all land was ultimately the property 
of some central authority, and that land tenure would come with obligations to that body. As 
Meiksins Wood observes, “The peasant’s condition was by definition one of juridical depend-
ence or political subjection.” In the case of the Mycenaean kingdoms (1600-1100 BC), the store-
houses of the palace at Knossos and the notational system of Linear B stand as artifacts of a 
Bronze Age bureaucratic-redistributive economy.28  With the fall of the Mycenaean kingdoms 
and the commencement of the Greek Dark Ages (roughly 1100-800 BC), the former office hold-
ers of the old bureaucracies emerged as an autonomous nobility having appropriated juridical, 
military, and political powers. This era saw the transference of public property that had been the 
                                                
27 Ellen Meiksins Wood, Peasant-citizen and Slave: The Foundations of Athenian Democracy (New York, London: 
Verso, 1988). 
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realm of the state to a new notion of individual private property. The reforms of Solon (594/3 
BC) marked the beginning of the Athenian polis. These economic laws, particularly the 
seisachtheia – the “shaking-off of burdens” – which nullified the obligations of the hektemoroi – 
those required to hand over a portion of their product – ended a system of tribute from dependent 
peasants to their lords. According to Meiksins Wood, this marked a transition in the relationship 
of peasant to landlord from juridical/political to nonmonetary yet “economic.” “In the post-
Solonian era,” Meiksins Wood argues, “the more informal economic arrangements would have 
entirely replaced the traditional forms of juridical dependence.”29 
It was in these gradual transformations between the Bronze-Age redistributive society 
and the Athenian polis that the figure of the slave could cohere within social production. In a re-
distributive economy all property was public and everyone was bonded to the state, hence no 
particular mode of labor could be determined as slavery. With the Dark Age appropriation of 
state holdings as private property by an emergent nobility, the peasant became bonded to private 
estates rather than to the public collective. Only then could the determination of the slave begin 
come into focus, yet the category remained so generalized as to best be described as bonded-
peasantry. The Reforms of Solon forbade debt bondage from the agricultural production that 
served as the basis of the Athenian economy. Slavery cohered in Athens as the redistributive 
state receded. With the removal of the peasantry from bondage, the bonded classes were particu-
larized and became legible as a slave regime. The moment that the peasant became citizen and 
that the category of the slave was came into being were, in a manner of speaking, co-emergent 
with the formulation of the polis. Athens thus became a slave society when its systems of bond-
age were pushed to the peripheries of the economy, apart from its productive center.  
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The question for Meiskins Wood, then, becomes one of what social and productive role 
slaves played within the polis of Athens. Slavery would accommodate the needs that free labor 
could not fulfill, performing social functions ruled out by democracy.30 These included the 
Scythian archers who served as a police force and the silver miners who extracted the specie of 
an emerging money economy.  With the civil order and the market economy being central to a 
conception of the polis, roles performed by slaves were constitutive of the polis yet excluded 
from it. Slavery emerges as one of the heterotopias that Foucault defines as “places that are de-
signed into the very institution of society,” in which “the real emplacement which can be found 
in the culture are, at the same time, represented, contested, and reversed.”31 Slavery becomes the 
shadow that gives the polis its own visibility. In Athens, the greatest portion of slaves served in 
domestic service to the citizens; partitioned from the polis into the space of the oikos. “To be a 
citizen,” Meiksins Wood explains, “to belong to the polis, was precisely not to be long to an 
oikos other than one’s own.”32 
With Jefferson’s recourse to the Athenian polis as one of the key touchstones of his political ide-
ology, this “economic” relationship between peasant and landowner may be taken as akin to the 
rudimentary laissez-faire economics of his physiocracy.  We can extend this comparison to the 
Mycenaean expropriative state and the European mercantilist project that placed the state at the 
center of the economy.33 The redistributive economies of the bronze-age kingdoms and agrarian 
economics of the Athenian polis are not the same as the eighteenth-century mercantilism and 
                                                
30 Ibid., 82. 
31 Michel Foucault, “Different Spaces,” in Aesthetics, Method, and Epistemology, ed. James D. Faubion, trans. Rob-
ert Hurley, vol. 2, Essential Works of Foucault, 1954-1984 (New York: New Press, 1998), 175–86. 
32 Meiksins Wood, Peasant-citizen and Slave, 114–115. 
33 See Foucault’s comparison of eighteenth-century physiocracy and mercantilism. Michel Foucault, Security, Terri-
tory, Population: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1977-78, ed. Michel Senellart, trans. Graham Burchell (Basing-
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physiocracy, but Jefferson did make a clear case against state appropriation and in favor of an 
autonomous peasant-citizen in his notion of the yeoman farmer.  
The terms of Jefferson’s “contradiction” on slavery might be found in this distinction be-
tween the redistributive state in which all were subject to a central authority, and the polis where 
servitude was particularized.  Jefferson feared the power of centralized authority and was skepti-
cal of the endeavor of a capital city from the beginning.  Perhaps the autonomy of the plantation 
system – sustained by slavery – served to guard against the greater fear of a redistributive state; a 
notion, to invert Pierre Clastres’ terms, of “Slavery Against the State.” 
While classical Athens partitioned slavery from the polis, the contradiction of the Ameri-
can republic to place slavery at its center. The Big House of the plantation economy is the oikos 
partitioned from the polis of democracy yet located at its sites of production. If the plantation 
serves as the economic base of the polis, then it the Republic is, in a sense heterotopic to itself. In 
the American Republic, democracy itself becomes that estranged figure that must remain parti-
tioned in order to sustain a slave society. 
Perhaps the classical representation of the capitol building is not simply a phantasmagoria 
that would provide an ideological gloss to veil the real conditions of slavery; the Athenian polis 
in which this precedent is founded was a slave society as well. The classical could represent the 
modern polis because the heterotopia of slavery was partitioned from it. The crisis of classical 
representation in the American Republic hinges upon the externalization of slavery from the ide-
ological construct of the polis. The Republic as the political enfranchisement of the polis is in-
commensurable with the Republic as social and political production. This paradox at the center 
of the American Republic, conflating the categories of liberty and slavery, is perhaps its very 
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the Athenian polis as ground of legitimation. This classicism calls forth an outside-in condition 
that only reflects its foreignness to itself. 
Jefferson’s Agrarian Capital 
In the few months between the compromise that brought the capital to the Potomac and the ap-
pointment of L’Enfant as city planner, Jefferson proposed his own plan to Washington for the 
establishment of a city [figure 4.4].  This offers an alternate understanding to the nature of the 
capital city of a democratic republic. Rather than an extensive city covering the greater part of 
the district, Jefferson proposed a modest gridded city on the bank of the Potomac, located south 
of Georgetown on the north bank of the small tributary Tiber Creek.34 
Jefferson understood the importance of the western expansion of the nation to be the ag-
grandizement of agricultural resources, and hence of the physiocratic wealth, of the nation. A 
pass through the Appalachian Mountains, which stood as a natural barrier to the west, would be 
critical in forming this expansion.  For Jefferson the Potomac was the best candidate for to open 
a route connecting the open west to the eastern networks of agricultural trade.  He thus envi-
sioned the Potomac linking up to the Ohio River and extending access to the west, and subse-
quently making the connection to the Great Lakes [figure 4.5].   
A city located on the banks of the Potomac would be a nexus of trade between the yet un-
tapped west and the Atlantic and east-coast networks of agricultural commerce. Jefferson’s ar-
guments for Georgetown as the specific site of the capitol highlighted its advantages in agricul-
tural trade above all other considerations.35  The river was deep enough for navigation of large 
                                                
34 Tiber Creek is located at the present north edge of the Washington Mall.  It was first extended to become the 
Washington City Canal, then subsequently paved over to form the present-day Constitution Avenue. 
35 “Thomas Jefferson to George Washington, 17 September, 1790.” in Saul Kussiel Padover, ed., Thomas Jefferson 
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ships, it was far enough inland to offer a safe harbor, it was clear of ice in the winter, and it was 
close enough to the Eastern Branch [Anacostia River] to offer alternate navigation.  Most im-
portantly, though, Georgetown stood at the junction of upper and lower navigation of the Poto-
mac; riverboats could not navigate its lower part heading into the Atlantic and ocean faring ves-
sels could not navigate the shallow rivers. Goods had to be unloaded and transferred at that loca-
tion, making it a perfect entrepôt for agricultural commerce on its way to market.  A capital at 
the Potomac was to be an agricultural capital, and arguments in favor were specifically in oppo-
sition to proposed sites on the eastern Chesapeake Bay, which would favor the Susquehanna and 
connect to networks of river routes across the northeast.  Jefferson specifically intended the loca-
tion of the Federal District at the Potomac to found the wealth of the Capital, and hence of the 
nation, on agricultural over industrial resources.36 
As an agricultural capitol, the success of this city would hinge upon the development of 
that sector of the economy, growing in conjunction with the extension of American agricultural 
interests.  From the initial modest settlement at Georgetown, through which local agricultural 
products would pass, it would expand organically with increase in trade across the Appalachians 
and even further with the establishment of networks extending further to the west.  The growth 
of the city would be an index of the success of the American agricultural economy.  Jefferson 
proposed a city of initially 1500 acres on the banks of the Potomac at Tiber Creek, occupying 
less than 2.5 square miles of the District (in comparison with the 100 square miles of L’Enfant’s 
                                                                                                                                                       
L’Enfant, Ellicott, Hallet, Thornton, Latrobe, the Commissioners, and Others, Relating to the Founding, Surveying, 
Planning, Designing, Constructing, and Administering of the City of Washington, 1782-1818 (Washington: U.S. 
Govt. print. off., 1916), 28–29. 
36 For a discussion of the larger debates in favor of the Potomac site: Kenneth R. Bowling, The Creation of Wash-
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plan), of which 300 acres would be reserved for public buildings and the remaining 1200 to be 
divided into quarter-acre lots. 
Since Jefferson’s scheme was that the city’s growth would follow the gradual increase in 
agricultural commerce, his plan was to purchase the limited territory of the capital city as emi-
nent domain at double the existing value.  This demanded both the vast reduction of the scale of 
the city, to which he proposed the initial purchase of a vastly smaller area with subsequent acqui-
sition of the remainder of the District to follow. Ironically, under Jefferson’s scheme, it would be 
the Federal Government who would incur the costs of a rise in property values, rather than, as in 
Hamilton’s plan, reaping the benefits.  He specifically questioned plans to finance the city 
through the donation and sale of lots, raising the question in several letters: 
“It was also suggested as a more certain means of ensuring the object, that each proprie-
tor within the whole ten miles square should cede one half his lands to the public, to be 
sold to raise money; perhaps this would be pushing them too far for the reputation of the 
new government they were to come under, & further than is necessary when we consider 
the sum which may be raised by the sale of lots”37 
Funds for the purchase and construction of this city, according to Jefferson, would come through 
donations by the states of Maryland and Virginia.38 
Slavery and Capital … and the Capital 
Through the establishment of the Department of the Treasury and the First Bank of the United 
States, Hamilton’s financial apparatus was able to transform state war debt into federal bonds 
and those bonds into bank notes that would circulate as money.  L’Enfant’s financial scheme to 
fund the construction of the Capital was the natural extension of this program as the capitaliza-
                                                
37 Thomas Jefferson. “Proceedings to be had under the Residence Act,” 29 November, 1790. Padover, Thomas Jef-
ferson and the National Capital, 34–35. 
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tion of the city mirrored the commodification of slavery.  Once the initial securitization of the 
First Bank was established with Federal Bonds, the Bank offered a model of growth that was al-
ways in surplus of the material wealth of the nation.  This is opposed to physiocratic capital that 
depended upon the creation of agricultural production to precede capital production. For Jeffer-
son, wealth would be created in exchange for goods placed on the market; an increase of wealth 
would occur through exchange and would always be limited to output.  Speculation, in this mod-
el, could only be artificial wealth that must inevitably be corrected. For Hamilton, wealth would 
always precede the market; its expansion would create spaces for the market to fill. Speculation 
could become an operative means to expand output, as the wealth of the nation would become 
self-same with the wealth that the nation could imaginably attain – an ever-undefined future 
wealth. 
L’Enfant’s plan for the Federal District would formulate such an imaginary space for the 
speculative growth of the Nation’s wealth. Real estate values would not grow at the expense of 
the nation’s wealth by soaking up limited resources of capital; their growth would only increase 
wealth as it increased the scope of the nation’s securities.  Hamilton described public credit as “a 
property subsisting in the faith of the Government. Its essence is promise. Its definite value de-
pends upon the reliance that the promise will be definitely fulfilled.”39  In the same way that the 
solvency of the First Bank ultimately depended on the collective belief that the Treasury would 
continue to make interest payments on its bonds, the viability of the Federal District depended 
only upon a collective belief in the constancy of the federal government. The financial imaginary 
of the district became self-same with the social imaginary of the state; it was not an index of the 
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wealth of the nation as measured in bank stock and federal paper, but the actual ground of that 
wealth itself.  
Jefferson and the Commissioners saw this speculative formulation of the Capital as its fa-
tal flaw, and tried to remedy the situation by focusing on sales around the white house and the 
Capitol to create a more modest city scaled organically to the existing real estate economy.  
L’Enfant required a careful cultivation of speculative interest and had to struggle to quell this 
instinct of the Commissioners to offer premature sales of these prime lots.  If sold off too quick-
ly, these properties would not benefit from an increase of value garnered from the sale of their 
neighbors, and if all of the most desirable lots were put on the market in bulk, they would deval-
ue lots in the rest of the district.  Finally, such premature sales would undermine the funding of 
the federal buildings, which required real estate holdings to serve as securities.40  Jefferson’s ef-
fort would not have saved the city, but undermined its long-term viability. 
L’Enfant’s design for the Federal District manifested a certain “discursive excess” that 
Peter De Bolla calls “an inflationary element within the bounds of legislated territory” to reflect 
a certain financial sublime as the ever increasing production of paper money backed by federal 
securities.41 The machinations of real estate speculation had to operate uniformly throughout the 
city in order for it to become a space of capital expansion.  The city could only grow perpetually 
if individual lots could be treated as commodities – abstract and interchangeable. 
The difference in economic philosophy is legible in the differing scales of the two pro-
posed cities.  Jefferson’s proposal is modest in size as the limits of scale are wholly dependent on 
                                                
40 These sentiments are articulated by L’Enfant: L’Enfant to Washington, 19 August, 1791. Theodore J. Crackel, ed., 
The Papers of George Washington Digital Edition (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, Rotunda, 2008). 
41 Peter De Bolla, The Discourse of the Sublime  : Readings in History, Aesthetics, and the Subject (Oxford; New 
York: B. Blackwell, 1989); Arindam Dutta introduced me to this text. Both De Bolla and Dutta employ these terms 
toward discursive and formal analyses of the Bank of England (respectively). Arindam Dutta, “Mammoths, Inc. Part 
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the financial resources that the government could muster from surrounding states to cover land 
purchasing and construction costs.  Despite his physiocratic inclinations, it is ultimately a city 
based upon a model of austerity – limited in scale by the limitations of its resources. Jefferson’s 
project is ultimately mercantilist; opposing interests – the Potomac and the Alleghany; the agri-
cultural south and the industrial north – must compete for finite resources.  The growth of the 
Capital would be an index of the district’s success in this conflict.  L’Enfant’s city is a proposal 
of classical economics. The city would not depend on outside resources for its growth, but would 
generate the wealth required for its own establishment.  A successful realization of Jefferson’s 
plan would be for its rectangular grid to grow in all directions, gradually filling up the 100 
square-mile expanse of the federal district as the reach of the Capital’s agricultural finance ex-
panded. 
L’Enfant’s city, by contrast, acted as a bank – it abstracted its land holdings in order that 
they would serve as securities.  These securities would serve as the basis for the construction of 
the city itself – its roads and squares as well as its monuments and – most importantly – its archi-
tecture.  The capital city itself became the city-as-finance-capital. L’Enfant thus designed a city 
of distantly-spaced public squares connected by a network of streets to overlay the regular grid 
filling up the entire district. Charles Dickens later described the vast expanses of Washington 
D.C. as: 
“Spacious avenues, that begin in nothing, and lead nowhere; streets, mile-long, that only 
want houses, roads, and inhabitants; public buildings that need but a public to be com-
plete; and ornaments of great thoroughfares, which only lack great thoroughfares to or-
nament.”42 
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 Perhaps these mark the success of its financial imaginary.  The potential scale of L’Enfant’s city 
is not limited to the potential scale of the agricultural economy; it would rather be a site of per-
petual growth, which “Should be drawn on such a Scale as to leave room for that aggrandisement 
[sic] and embellishment which the increase of the wealth of the Nation will permit it to pursue at 
any period however remote.”43  The fact that the eighteenth-century viewer could not imagine a 
completion of the city was precisely its success.  This city was not delimited along the measure 
of space or of time – there was no natural end point to its growth or upper limit to its valuation; it 
could never reach completion. 
As a footnote to this debate, I point to a 1797 letter to the Dutch banking house of 
Staphorst & Hubbard, in which Jefferson directly linked such “town lot schemes” to the culture 
of artificial wealth generated by the banking system: 
“In order to increase their circulating paper and of course their profits, [the banks] issued 
it to every pretender in commerce, gave them thereby the appearance of capitals which 
these people did not possess, and a consequent credit, and facilities for overspeculating 
themselves which they greatly abused. Whilst the enormous sums of paper thus thrown 
into circulation banished all the precious metals, and raised all commodities to double 
and treble prices, the spirit of gambling in paper, in lands, in canal schemes, town lot 
schemes, manufacturing schemes and whatever could hit the madness of the day, spread 
like a contagion to our former good merchants.”44 
It is fitting, though, that the purpose of this letter was to discuss the terms of repayment for a two 
thousand dollar loan from the banking house, which held fifty of Jefferson’s slaves as collateral.  
                                                
43 L’Enfant to Washington, 11 September, I789. Quoted in Harris, “Washington’s Gamble, L’Enfant’s Dream: Poli-
tics, Design, and the Founding of the National Capital,” 539. 
44 “From Thomas Jefferson to Van Staphorst & Hubbard, 27 March 1797,” Founders Online, National Archives 
(http://founders.archives.gov/documents/Jefferson/01-29-02-0261 [last update: 2015-06-29]). Source: The Papers of 
Thomas Jefferson, vol. 29, 1 March 1796 – 31 December 1797, ed. Barbara B. Oberg. (Princeton: Princeton Univer-
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This loan was made to Jefferson in November of 1796, no less, in order to fund the construction 
of his Monticello estate. 
Samuel Blodgett – Banker, Developer, Urbanist 
If Hamilton’s financial system offered a proposal for the nation’s economy in the abstract, Sam-
uel Blodget was a key actor in brining this proposal to reality. Blodget was exactly the type of 
northern financier that the union of Hamilton’s banking system and L’Enfant’s plan of the city 
demanded.  He operated in a space between government, finance, real estate development, urban 
planning, and architecture.  Engaging in the politics of the Federal District, Blodgett connected 
the southern city with northern financial networks by gaining official oversight of the construc-
tion of the city while privately developing its land. In his role within northern intellectual circles, 
he was a theorist of political economy, writing several treatises on the subject, while serving as 
the architect of the First Bank of the United States.  
Blodget was well connected in the financial circles of the early republic and highly influ-
ential in the nation’s nascent banking infrastructure.  He was one of the early shareholders of the 
First Bank of the United States and counted among its initial trustees. He held a vote on the 
bank’s board and eventually rose to the position of secretary and cashier of the Bank.  While in-
vesting in the First Bank, he simultaneously founded a separate bank in his home city of Boston, 
the Union Bank, which was partially owned by the state of Massachusetts, serving a similar 
function on the State level as the First bank would on the Federal, and included among its share-
holders Samuel Adams and a group of “Old Whigs in order some say to counteract in part the too 
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State Governments &c. &c.”45  On both the state and federal level, Blodget was able to navigate 
the union of public and private wealth within financial networks.   
This position within the northern financial sector brought Blodget to play multiple roles 
in the construction and realization of Washington D.C., where he was initially employed in fi-
nancing the construction of the city itself.  His role in the procurement of funds necessary for the 
construction of Washington D.C. perfectly illustrates the new role of financial instruments in the 
development of the city, while offering a sketch of the nascent banking system of the early re-
public. On the 6th of March 1792, Washington approved the procurement of a loan of half a mil-
lion dollars, to be secured by lots surrounding the President’s house, for the construction of the 
city. Blodget acted as an intermediary in this transaction, guaranteeing the funds by taking pos-
session of the real estate securities and, in effect, personally underwriting the loan. Blodget 
would thus advance funds to the government every six months, which, like the deferred sixes of 
the Revolutionary War debt, were to be remitted to the First Bank of the United States no sooner 
than May of 1800, at a rate of six percent interest.46  With the financial crisis of 1792, Blodget 
was compelled to draw the initial payments from both the Boston branch of the First Bank as 
well as from his own Union Bank in Boston. In this capacity as a banker, Blodget was instru-
mental in realizing Hamilton’s idea of inscribing the real estate of the Federal District within 
northern capital networks. 
This role in providing financial resources to construction of the city soon expanded to 
oversight of that construction itself.   By the 13th of November 1792, Jefferson suggested that 
Blodget replace L’Enfant, who had had a falling out with the Commissioners over disagreements 
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on the limits of his authority, in the position of superintendent of the Federal District. The Com-
missioners appointed him “supervisor of the buildings and in general of the affairs committed to 
our care,” a role in which he would oversee all details of the construction of the city.47  Blodget 
fully understood Hamilton’s plan for the economic development of the city, writing, “I doubt 
not, by the next season, that the laying the foundation for the principle Buildings will give due 
encouragement to settlers, many of whom are only waiting to see the principle objects rising at 
their approach to the seat of our future greatness.”48 In conjunction with the city’s public con-
struction he was responsible for the coordination and sale of the city’s lots, thus becoming in-
strumental in advancing public works to encourage such private investment. Once again his posi-
tion within northern financial circles uniquely suited him to this task.  Blodget had the city plan 
engraved in Boston and distributed copies to his contacts in the northern financial circles of Bos-
ton, New York, und Philadelphia.  Through him, the land of the Federal District was taken out of 
its territorial relations of the south, and made to circulate within the financial sectors of the in-
dustrial north. In his unique public/private role, Blodget was himself among those investors in 
the city, proposin g to develop the stretch of Pennsylvania Avenue between the proposed sites of 
the President’s House and the Capitol. The Commissioners were eager to accommodate Blodget 
and quickly advanced work on the infrastructure of these sites. 
Samuel Blodget – Architect 
Blodget thus realized Hamilton’s and L’Enfant’s program as it concerned the transformation of 
landed property into commodity for circulation within the nation’s financial networks.  Being a 
banker himself, he saw an increase in capital stock as the key to unlocking the economic capaci-
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ties of the nation. In his 1801 treatise Thoughts on the Increasing Wealth and National Economy 
of the United States of America49 he specifically credited Hamilton’s Banking system with the 
nation’s economic growth while arguing for a continued expansion in credit: 
“From the commencement of our funding system, till the year 1795, our country pros-
pered beyond all former example.  New villages, towns and cities sprang up as if by mag-
ic: our agriculture flourished, our commerce extended to all parts of the globe: our public 
and private credit became universal: contentment and happiness were everywhere dif-
fused.”50 
Blodget invoked the calculations of a Dr. Morse in claiming that with the nearly unlimited poten-
tial that the nation enjoyed in its untapped resources, and following the principle of exponential 
growth, it would by 1896 reach the European population of 160 million.51 The nascent republic, 
Blodget argued, had far greater capacities than Europe, and the limits to realizing them would be 
in the ability of circulating money to accommodate an increasing scope of commerce and trade. 
Blodget understood the capacity of the public debt to function as money and made a plea 
to expand the public debt in his subsequent 1806 treatise Economica: a Statistical Manual for the 
United States of America.52 Basing his observations on the Bank of England, he warned that any 
diminishment of that debt must be replaced, lest it decrease the nation’s effective capital hold-
ings.  The role of a properly run national bank was to manage this balance of debt to equity such 
that it would serve as a source of inexhaustible wealth: 
“A clear fluid moving in a circle, neither increasing or diminishing except at the pleasure 
of its fiscal guide, and only troubled to prevent that stagnation which would render it use-
less to the professors of this inexhaustible fountain of wealth; a fountain from which all 
                                                
49 Samuel Blodget, Thoughts on the Increasing Wealth and National Economy of the United States of America (City 
of Washington [Washington, D.C.]: Printed by Way and Groff, 1801). 
50 Ibid., v. 
51 Ibid., 7. 
52 Samuel Blodget, Economica: a Statistical Manual for the United States of America (City of Washington [Wash-
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the world are now willing to partake at the market prices in exchange for the most pre-
cious commodities; a fountain, whose magical waters may be made finally to absorb a 
great portion of all the precious metals above ground.”53 
This magical fountain transforms all goods into commodities and circulates them as money, 
bringing private wealth into endless general circulation. Money would thus become an abstract 
form, circulating freely and endlessly between material object and financial instrument, widening 
its scope with every cycle. Even the specie form itself, as the acknowledged materiel of money, 
would become mere commodity to circulate within this new and more abstract medium.   
We can take this description of the Bank as a starting point for Blodget’s design for the 
First Bank of the United States [figure 4.6]. Talbot Hamlin described this three-story marble fa-
cade in a monumental Corinthian order as "a simple, large, dignified three-story house, barely to 
be distinguished from many mansions of the period in Salem and Boston.” For Hamlin this 
building, completed in 1795, was already an architecture of the past: “The white marble portico 
which he put on the facade to give it a public character is noble, but it is still in the tradition of 
English Palladianism."  Blodget’s design is almost certainly a reproduction of Thomas Cooley’s 
1769-1779 Royal Exchange in Dublin, drawn from plans acquired by James Hoban [figure 
4.7].54  Yet while Colley’s austere bank does remain within the narrow delimitations of English 
Palladianism, no reproduction is ever a pure replication. 
Much can be said of eighteenth-century English Palladianism as regards the Baroque, 
such as the accommodation of multiple and diverse traditions and precedents into a single entity. 
Cooley’s Exchange is exactly within a transatlantic imaginary, standing as an outpost British Co-
lonial Empire and an instrument of a mercantilist economic system. The First Bank, while mod-
                                                
53 Blodget, Thoughts on the Increasing Wealth and National Economy of the United States of America, 35–36. 
54 Matthew Baigell, “James Hoban and the First Bank of the United States,” Journal of the Society of Architectural 
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eled on the Bank of England, is not some outpost of a mercantilist system, but the center of a 
classical economic order. Yet Colley’s Palladian precedent is the medium through which 
Blodgett classicism must pass.  Its single monumental order replaces Colley’s Ionic intercolum-
niation to frame the entrances; its clear demarcation of masses achieved by the fluting of the col-
umns of the portico; its unbroken entablature; and its minimal deployment and clean distinction 
of decorative elements as opposed to Colley’s composition of disparate motifs.  In passing 
through Colley’s Palladianism, Blodgett redeploys its voraciousness – its politics of difference 
that incorporates all that is foreign into a single body – as the classical unity of his magical foun-
tain that renders all the same. The Modernity of this classicism, I would argue, is its contempla-
tion and expression of this unity I relation to the money form of value within a slave economy – 
a form that is brought into crisis by the First Bank itself. 
Blodget perfectly understood the First Bank of the United States to be exactly such a 
magical fountain of inexhaustible wealth, and his design for the institution speaks to this capaci-
ty.  The Bank was to absorb all material wealth, and redeploy it as circulating money.  The na-
ture of this material wealth – be it in the form of land, commodity, or actual specie – was inci-
dental; it transforms any commodity into its own value-form.  What mattered was that wealth be 
absorbed into the banking system and placed into continuous motion to forever circulating as 
currency (should it exit this circulating medium and return to its material state, it would be lost to 
wealth production).  The banking system rendered immaterial the tangible wealth of commodity, 
transforming everything into the medium of exchange. Perhaps, then, we can take the white mar-
ble of the Bank façade, its trim fluted columns of the Corinthian order spanning two stories, and 
its deep, monumental pediment to mark this transformation of the material into the immaterial, 
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But in transforming material wealth to circulating medium it fashioned it as the new enti-
ty that we have come to refer to, in all of its “metaphysical subtleties and theological niceties,” as 
exchange-value. This realization of the commodity as exchange-value redeploys its initial basis 
of material wealth as use-value.55 In its absorption into the Bank, material wealth realizes its val-
ue form, whose surplus can be redeployed back into the economy as exchange-value in the form 
of money. The value form of the commodity would not manifest without its realization of a sur-
plus.  That which exceeds the normative determinations of the object thus transforms it from its 
material determination to the supra-sensible form of the commodity.  Exchange-value as the ob-
scure condition of material wealth now stands as the ground of use-value; the obscure precedes 
and delineates its normative condition while the ground of wealth stands as a particular, perhaps 
illusory, condition of a cryptic generality. Perhaps, then, this supra-sensible vision of an immate-
rial architecture precedes and delineates the strange determinations of its ground in wealth.  Per-
haps, that its, its abstract façade that firmly caps the apparatus of the Bank is the architecture 
through which material wealth becomes changed into its obscured form of value.  The façade is 
first the expression of the centrifugal action of a transformation of wealth to exchange value, but 
then also the cryptic form of a centripetal action that reveals wealth as value. 
Blodgett & Jefferson – Physiocracy vs. the Labor Theory of Value 
For Blodget the generative capacity of capital is still not the general ground of wealth itself, but 
only its manifestation.  Blodget’s Bank design can be taken within debates between the Jefferso-
                                                
55 Deleuze and Guattari observe a similar phenomenon in relation to labor: “labor appears only with the stockpiling 
of a surplus, there is no labor that is not devoted to stockpiling; in fact, labor (in the strictest sense) begins only with 
what is called surplus labor.” This stockpiling of labor is, in essence, the ground of exchange value. Value thus fol-
lows the same principle in that the realization of surplus (exchange value) determines its normative condition (use 
value). Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. Brian Mas-
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nian physiocratic view of the origin of all wealth in land and a classical economic view of its 
origin in labor.  Jefferson elaborated his theory of the common natural wealth in Notes on the 
State of Virginia to refute Buffon’s position that the fruits of European soil were superior to 
those of American.  For Buffon, the claim that animal species were smaller in the Americas than 
in Europe was proof that the Americas were inferior in their natural resources.  Jefferson took the 
view that the resources of nature were common to both sides of the Atlantic, each being 
“warmed by the same genial sun,” and having “soil of the same chemical composition.”  Within 
this common was the singularity of unique development on either shore.  While the Americas 
had different native crops and species than Europe, they were not to be considered inferior, 
hence “a Pigmy and a Patagonian, a Mouse and a Mammoth, derive their dimensions from the 
same nutritive juices.”  This notion of the common and the singularity implies an equivalence 
between the natural productive capacity of Europe and the new world.56 
Despite Buffon’s proposition that the resources of the Americas were somehow inferior 
to Europe, for Jefferson, this physiocratic ground of wealth was universal and naturally incor-
ruptible.  Citing Jefferson’s invocation of mammoths as proof of the favorability of American 
soil and climate, Blodget acknowledges the material benefits of land to the national wealth.57 But 
this wealth could only be realized through an increase in capital stock, which was ultimately 
based in labor. Quoting Hume, Blodget argued that “a good policy of the magistrate consists on-
ly in keeping [capital], if possible, still increasing; because, by that means, he keeps alive a spirit 
of industry in the nation.” Capital stock must increase, but this is ultimately a mere step towards 
the amelioration of labor that stands as the ultimate basis of wealth, an accumulation that aims to 
                                                
56 Michel Hardt elaborates these notions of the common and the singularity as an elaboration of Jefferson’s notions 
on race. Michael Hardt, “Jefferson and Democracy,” American Quarterly 59, no. 1 (2007): 41–78 I take them to be 
markers of a physiocratic theory that is embedded within the practices of the American plantation system. 
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“[increase] the stock of labor, in which consists all real power and riches.”  Blodget follows 
Hume’s distinction between labor as the “wheels of trade” and money as “the oil which renders 
the movement of the wheels more smooth and easy.” All wealth stems from labor.  An increase 
in the money supply would free this labor to productive employment, and hence toward an in-
crease in the general wealth.  
If the ultimate ground of wealth is in labor, then Blodget’s design for a national bank that 
transforms wealth into commodity enters a certain crisis.  The supra-sensible is ultimately the 
social.  As Marx would observe some sixty years later, “the commodity reflects the social char-
acteristics of men’s own labor as objective characteristics of the products of the labor them-
selves, as the socio-natural properties of these things.”  This circulation of commodity exchange 
could be materially effected by its origin in slave labor. Slaves, according to Blodget, did not 
work as efficiently as free men nor did their product match that of their European counterparts.  
“Each slave that I have seen,” Blodget observes, “does not while at work perform half as much 
as the common laborer, nor does the business under which his master sits down contented appear 
to be half of what we in England require to be done in the same time.”58 Commodities produced 
by slaves would be diminished in value and thus upend this smooth process.  Moreover, the 
commodity is further and more substantially diminished by the degeneration of the abstract hu-
man labor that is objectified or materialized within it. 
With the ultimate source of wealth in labor, slavery would prove an existential hazard to 
the wealth of the United States.  Unlike the natural capacities of the earth, labor rested within 
social relations and was therefore corruptible.  It is telling, then, that Blodget opens Economica, 
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his 1806 work on political economy, with a discourse on slavery.59 Here Blodget picked up Jef-
ferson’s notions of the common and singularity of nature precisely at their point of crisis within 
Jefferson’s writings: at the question of the natural equality of the African races.  While Jefferson 
had employed these notions to show that Europeans and Native Americans were equal in all re-
spects, he refused to extend this commonality to Africans.  Blodget repeats this claim as the 
opening position in his proposals, stating: 
“Mr. Jefferson, in his philosophical inquiry, has proved, that there are distinguishing 
points to be found in the African, that differ so widely from other traits in our aboriginal 
American, that no one can be long at a loss to define them, or to decide in favor of the lat-
ter as the sublimely more interesting creature.”60 
If all wealth has its ground in labor, then the national wealth is ultimately based in the quality of 
that labor and, by extension, the qualities immanent to the laborer. An increase of European labor 
to the United States would only benefit this stock, but, as he would point out, “we are a nation of 
choice spirits, except alas! In the alloy of our African slaves.” He thus quotes a popular source in 
arguing for the benefits of free labor.61  “The real riches and strength of a nation, consist rather in 
the quantum of industry of its inhabitants, than either in their number, or the quantity of lands 
they possess.”  And later, “All essential labor must ever be carried on chiefly by the poorer ranks 
of people; but a dependent mind will never be able to make any improvement, nor be brought to 
adopt one, however plainly it may be pointed out.”  Blodget thus calls for a form of free labor 
which could offer “every individual a certainty of being able to benefit himself, in the first in-
stance, by every vigorous exertion he can make.”62 
                                                
59 Blodget, Economica. 
60 Ibid., 1. 
61 Blodget quotes a source identified as “Anderson, and monthly reviewers” at length. Ibid., 82–86. 
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Blodgett explicitly defines the value of a slave in terms of the product produced by his 
work, “the price of a slave is no test of his value of a labourer [sic], but the quantity of work and 
its goodness.” He thus rejects the Jeffersonian notion of the slave’s role as purely an intermedi-
ary in realizing the natural wealth of the earth, i.e. his value purely as a laborer, as the basis of 
that slave’s worth. Following Locke’s formulation of the labor theory of value, the product of 
labor is a manifestation of the selfness of the producer, his natural property.  In Blodget’s estima-
tion, when the institution of slavery that encourages listlessness and inactivity to the point of 
“willful destruction and an almost universal disposition to pilfer” corrupts this producer, the 
manifestation of his selfhood is likewise tarnished. While Blodget recognized the source of 
wealth to be in labor, and thus admonished the use of slave labor, he did not necessarily follow 
Locke in claiming that the crime in slavery was the appropriation of the natural property of the 
slave. His argument was that the property of the slave became corrupted upon the institution’s 
debasement of the individual. 
We should then offer another assessment of Blodget’s design for the First Bank. Its mode 
of abstraction is the realization of material wealth as exchange value via the transformation of 
that wealth to its obscured form of use value, yet for Blodget, all of this has its ultimate ground 
in labor.  What we call use-value is in the last instance determined by its embodiment of labor 
within the material product. The efficacy of the Bank’s transformative capacity depends upon the 
quality of that labor, and for Blodget this must be an unadulterated (to be distinguished from an 
unalienated) labor.63  Blodget’s design for the First Bank of the United States is in this way ra-
cialized, it professes “a nation of choice spirits” without “the alloy of our African slaves”; note 
                                                
63 Unalienated labor would come to be understood as the right of the worker to retain the product of his labor, ana-
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the use of alloy as opposed to the specie that would properly circulate within the operations of 
the Bank. All merchandise within the national economy has embedded within it the nature of its 
production – the ownness of its property. The ground of labor upon which the nobility, manifest-
ed in the Corinthian order, ultimately rests must necessarily be a free, white, labor.  
This claim is already lost at the moment of its realization in architectural expression. As 
often as Blodget celebrates the native genius of American production in his Economica – be it in 
the native inhabitants of the continent, the productive capacities of its industry, the commercial 
reach of its shipping, or the talents of its American-born artists Copley, Trumbell, and Stewart – 
there arises the caveat of slavery. This institution of slavery moves furtively within this architec-
ture as relentlessly as it manifests in the pages of this treatise.  The material wealth that grounds 
the First Bank is not founded in the noble efforts of a free people, but in an alloy of free whites 












Figure 4.1 – Andrew Ellicott. Topographic Map of the District of Columbia. Showing L’Enfant’s plan for 









Figure 4.2 – Andrew Ellicott. Plan for Washington D.C. [Ellicott Plan]. Showing the partition of lots for 








Figure 4.3 – U.S. Capitol Centennial Committee. Sketch of Washington in Embryo  : Viz., Previous to Its 































Figure 4.6 – Samuel Blodgett. First Bank of the United States, Philadelphia, 1795. 





































An American Architecture in the Atlantic Diaspora 
Situating Thornton within the Revolutionary Atlantic 
Every tracing of this internally stable metaphor of “triangular” trade across the Atlantic brings 
about a proliferation of replications and counter moves that complicate that animating system. 
Tendrils branch off from every node on this triangle and in their complex paths across the vast 
ocean they inscribe myths, narratives, literary profusions, revolutionary movements, and archi-
tectural forms. Each of these might be taken to be archives of the Middle Passage.  
Bryan Edwards and Moreau de Saint-Méry traversed a particular kind path across the 
Middle Passage. They were members of the colonial merchant class transporting indigo, sugar, 
cotton, and the myriad products across the colonial system, ferrying agricultural wealth from Ja-
maica and Saint-Domingue to London and Paris. For both, this colonial wealth came with a po-
litical agency in the societies increasingly dependent upon colonial production. Edwards served 
as a member of parliament representing port cities in the interests of the rising colonial bourgeoi-
sie and Moreau de Saint-Méry enacted the intimate link between colonial wealth and the Bour-
geois revolution in which he played a key role by fashioning himself as a Lumière while speak-
ing on behalf of the Club Massiac to prevent the Rights of Man from undermining economic ne-
cessity.  Both, finally, in their crossings of the Atlantic, wrote histories of Saint-Domingue warn-
ing their respective metropoles of the spread of revolutionary fervor to the colonies. 
Marcus Rainsford traversed a complex route across this ocean – from colonial officer try-
ing to pry Saint Domingue from French control, to defender of the Haitian revolution. He began 
as a British officer in the colonial military force heading a black regiment in the American War 
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occupied Saint Domingue with the task of recruiting black troops to fight against French forces 
and insurrectionary slaves. He twice landed in Toussaint’s Saint Domingue, passing his time 
once as a spy and once as a prisoner.  Finally, he returned to the metropole as a polemicist and an 
ersatz military officer who spoke in defense of Revolution. 
Toussaint, Dessalines, and Christophe each traversed different paths across this ocean. 
Firstly, they offer a cross-section of the multiple circulations of enslaved peoples across the 
Middle Passage.  Dessalines is said to have been born in Ghana and transported to Saint 
Domingue at a young age; Christophe is thought to have been born in Grenada, though his path 
to Saint Domingue remains unknown; Toussaint was born on a plantation in Saint Domingue, 
most likely at the Bréda plantation in Cap.  These figures emerge against the backdrop of mil-
lions of unknown names and unrecorded passages. The global administrative systems through 
which their modernity was configured did not take note of such details. These revolutionary 
leaders traversed the Atlantic in multiple directions. Christophe is thought to have served at the 
Siege of Savannah while Toussaint died a prisoner at Fort de Joux in the Jura. 
William Thornton traversed a third path across the Middle Passage. Like Edwards and 
Moreau de Saint-Méry, his wealth was brought from his slave-holding family plantation in Tor-
tola in the British Virgin Islands, though his was agricultural, rather than merchant, wealth. As a 
member of this Creole moneyed class he was sent to the metropole at a young age to receive a 
proper education where he became involved in abolitionist circles; he traveled to the Continent to 
advance his medical studies where he discovered the culture of the Lumières; and in pursuit of a 
metropolitan liberty he made his way to the United States to participate in its revolutionary poli-
tics.  In this time he traversed a network of abolitionist circulation that extended from his family 
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Scotia blacks liberated by the British in return for joining the fight to retain the colonies, to 
Granville Town on the west coast of Africa.  
Each of these passages across the Revolutionary Atlantic performed a reinscription of the 
Middle Passage that was preserved in literary and architectural artifacts.  For Edwards and Mo-
reau de Saint-Méry, for instance, these were the Historical Survey of the French Colony in the 
Island of St Domingo and the Déscription de la partie française de Saint-Domingue; for Rains-
ford it was An Historical Account of the Black Empire of Hayti and his Temple of Emancipation.  
Christophe left behind the Palace of Sans Souci and the Citadelle Laferrière as haunted monu-
ments of the Revolution. For Thornton these inscriptions proliferated as he haplessly pursued the 
project of manumission across three continents – a manual on orthography, a discourse on politi-
cal economy, a treatise on world government.  The key years of Thornton’s intellectual and crea-
tive output took place at his Caribbean plantation between 1790 and 1793. All of these works can 
be seen as tied together by an unrealized architectural design for the United States Capitol Build-
ing, which Thornton designed from his childhood home in Tortola in the British Virgin Islands at 
the moment that the slave colonies of the West Indies broke into open revolt. 
Within the context of the greater Revolutionary Atlantic, the American Revolution could be tak-
en as but the abortive first phase process that found its fullest realization in Haiti.  Each began as 
planter and merchant rebellions seeking autonomy from Brittan and France respectively. The 
colonizing classes of the American Revolution quickly consolidated their victory by appropriat-
ing the colonial apparatus. The colony of Sainte Domingue went through several more phases 
that included a slave insurrection, the alliance of liberated blacks with France, and the defeat of 
Napoleon’s counter insurgency to be come the independent black state of Haiti.  The uniquely 
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ing must always be understood as belonging to planter and merchant interests that consolidated 
and normalized the plantation regime whose ultimate recourse was violence.   
Thornton’s classical design for the Capitol Building [figure 5.1, 5.2] represents a particu-
lar moment in the development of the United States in the days just after the ratification of the 
constitution and before the split of the Federalists and Republicans into opposing political fac-
tions.  This brief period also represents a unique moment in the institution of American slavery 
as it transitioned from a peculiar institution that could credibly dissipate with the anticipated 
closing of the American slave trade, to the firmly established the plantation system in the Ameri-
can South with the emergence of cotton as the central commodity of global commerce. “Classi-
cal” in our contemporary usage is, of course, an anachronism; it is a word of the 1830’s – a nos-
talgic longing of romanticism. In the 1790’s this architecture was rightly called “Modern,” and I 
take William Thornton’s design of the United States Capitol Building to be a site of modernity – 
one of those objects that participated in the configuration of the modern phenomenon of the 
Black Atlantic. 
Classical Unity vs. Baroque Rerouting 
By the time Thornton learned of the competition to design a new Capitol for the United States it 
was already closed and a number of designs had been submitted.  None of these, however, were 
entirely satisfactory to Jefferson, who oversaw this effort. Thornton had already proven himself 
in his design for the Library Company of Philadelphia, described as the first American building 
in the “Modern Style,”1 and Jefferson received Thornton’s request to submit a late entry with en-
thusiasm. The frontrunner had been Étienne Hallet, a French-trained architect, whose designs 
                                                
1 Charles M. Harris, “William Thornton (1759-1828),” Biographies and Essays (Center for Architecture, Design, 
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combined an American Federalist architecture modeled on L’Enfant’s Federal Hall in New York 
(which served as the first Capitol of the United States) with Louis Le Vau’s Baroque Collège des 
Quatre Nations [figures 5.3 - 5.5].2 Hallet’s layout for the new capitol arranged the American 
legislative system according to the organization of the French National Assembly, indicating a 
synthesis of American revolutionary practice with the French political institutions.  Jefferson, 
however, was never fully convinced by Hallet’s design, finding the baroque monumentality ill 
suited to his ambition to build a “Temple of Liberty” to an agrarian democracy. 
Hallet’s original Baroque scheme may have been too explicitly colonial for the capitol of 
a new republic. It may have gone too far in formulation the United States as but one more way 
station in the spread of a global mercantilist system.  Yet it may have been another aspect of this 
Baroque that prohibited it from representation of a particularly “American” enlightenment. The 
Baroque rerouting that prefers expansion to quattrocento depth demands the open-ended appro-
priation of new and diverse elements – an incorporation of all that is foreign into its own body – 
over the solid ground of formal unity.3  A world picture of colonial production in a mercantilist 
system imaged a diversity of goods and a differential of power. The serpentine curves of the Ba-
roque index the multiple tendrils of this mercantilist project, forging corridors of colonial appro-
priation to the far-flung corners of the new world. In the opening of new markets and new sites 
of production the colony was always to be foreign to the metropole, yet this otherness was to be 
incorporated into its system. 
This syncretism is manifested repeatedly in Hallet’s design – combining of the dome of 
the Collège des Quatre-Nations with American Federal-style wings; French systems of 
                                                
2 For a discussion of Hallet’s scheme: Pamela Scott, Temple of Liberty: Building the Capitol for a New Nation (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 37–41. 
3 Édouard Glissant, “Concerning the Baroque Abroad in the World,” in Poetics of Relation (Ann Arbor: University 
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knowledge with pragmatic American know-how; the academicism of Le Vau with the pattern 
books of American amateur architect; French institutions of liberty with American revolutionary 
order. The French Baroque was understood to be the architecture of the absolutist state, with the 
Collège des Quatre Nations in particular serving as the locus of official knowledge production.  
Hallet may have offered a solid ground of European tradition to the new American experiment, 
but perhaps his Baroque simply sought to incorporate the otherness of the revolutionary republic 
into the larger project of European domination.  The “style royale” produced by the Académie 
royale de peinture et de sculpture housed within the Collège could easily be taken as the archi-
tectural manifestation of Colbert’s agenda to spread French mercantilist power throughout the 
colonies. 
Thornton’s classicism operated in opposition to Baroque rerouting. His Capitol Building 
lacked any of this dynamism; it was static and tranquil, standing apart, as it were, from the ambi-
tions for Atlantic colonial project. Yet Thornton’s design necessarily embraced transcontinental 
ambitions. The limits of his American Enlightenment were in the United States’ imbrication 
within the larger European mercantilist project. If the Middle Passage was formulated within the 
differential between the European metropoles and its sites of production, then the otherness ar-
ticulated and appropriated by the colonial Baroque was, in the last instance, slavery. The slave 
regime that was most foreign to Thornton’s personal vision was sustained by the exchanges be-
tween the agricultural wealth of the new world and the economic power of the old.   Thornton’s 
scheme necessitated the abolition of this other space of slavery, otherwise, an architecture of en-
lightenment that claims the solid ground of reason over the avarice of the Baroque becomes 
nothing other than the uncanny replication of the Baroque desires.  The particularity of this en-
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solidity of its ground, all that was foreign to it had to be incorporated into itself.  Perhaps this 
awareness lurks in Thornton’s Capitol Building: instead of expunging that which is foreign, it 
incorporates it into a single body and imagines its immanent otherness as similitude. 
William Thornton and Slave Manumission 
Thornton was already in Tortola when he received word of the competition to design a building 
for the Untied States Capitol to be located in the new city of Washington D.C.  What brought 
him back to his childhood home was a contact, made in 1788 through his mentor and fellow abo-
litionist John Coakley Lettsom, with Granville Sharp. Sharp, who would become one of the 
founders of Sierra Leone, had in 1787 purchased an area of land on a West African peninsula 
from the local chief King Tom. Here he founded a free black settlement, eponymously named 
Granville Town [figure 5.6], under the auspices of the British government. Sharp moved to 
populate Granville Town with 411 settlers, 300 of whom were drawn from a group of former 
American slaves who had fought for the British with the promise of manumission, accompanied 
by sixty English women, and a number of artisans, clergy and officials. 
Thornton was eager to be involved, and in 1789 he had organized the “Union Society” in 
Newport, which sought to recruit 2000 free northern blacks to the cause while planning to join 
the settlement himself in the capacity of a “superintendent.”4  The following year he travelled to 
Tortola to further this project by emancipating his own 70 slaves from his family plantation and 
formally petitioned the legislature of the Virgin Islands to entrust him to lead an expedition to 
relocate free blacks.5 
                                                
4 Gaillard Hunt, William Thornton and Negro Colonization (Worcester: The American Antiquarian Society, 1921), 
11–13. 
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Thornton, like Sharpe, saw the west coast of Africa as offering an alternative to the Euro-
pean mercantilist mode of the colonial project. The ambitions of Granville Town cannot be un-
derstated in this respect; it was to offer a new kind of colonial engagement above the fray of the 
old-world battle for colonies, and be populated by a new kind of colonist who would refuse any 
institution of slavery. Granville Town, they hoped, would not be subject to any exclusive trade 
arrangements, and would consequently be able to sign treaties and exchange goods with multiple 
nations.  Set apart from Europe, the Americas, and, especially, the West Indies, an African set-
tlement would be precisely the economic free zone that the founders of United States envisioned 
in their own secession from England.  
Whatever its pretense, however, Granville Town remained a colonial project in the cold 
terms of exploitation founded upon a regime of violence – the violence upon the land which ex-
ploited mineral resources and razed native species to cultivate the products of the global market-
place as well as the violence against individuals that displaced native peoples from territories 
staked for cultivation and replaced them with subjects to toil for the cause of trade.  In addition 
to the natural resources of Africa that had long been a staples of the Atlantic trade – gold dust, 
ivory, gums, dying wood, drugs, and spices – Granville Town would import the trades and skills 
of the West Indies, cultivating cotton and indigo for export to Europe and sugar to the United 
States. Repatriated blacks were not simply to return to some ethnically natural locale to revive a 
premodern mode of existence.  They were rather to be the immanently modern subjects of the 
Middle Passage: bodies transported yet again to alien lands in order to open up new resources for 
the ballooning global commodity markets. The ambitions of this territory, modeled on an Ameri-
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duce model citizens of a lassiez-faire global economy – but these would only have been subjects 
of the violence of global commerce. 
Thornton’s ambition for a center of Atlantic agricultural exchange located in Africa in-
cluded efforts to recruit northern blacks of Boston, New York, Newport, and Providence to join 
the Sierra Leone Expedition. While former southern and Caribbean slaves were to cultivate the 
earth, free northern blacks would play much the same role as their white northern counterparts – 
taking part in trade and commerce and spreading the social and ethical values of enlightened citi-
zens. Northern blacks would thus serve as a civilizing force for former slaves and Africans alike: 
The Negros of the Northern Countries, who have been amongst Christians […] would easily be 
induced to live a regular life, and by example the rest, as well as the Natives, might become a so-
ber religious people.6 
The aim was to impart to Africa an American Enlightenment that had been inaccessible to the 
United States. Ideological claims of universal equality had been prevented from fully taking root 
in the Americas largely due to the presence of slavery. By removing and relocating slaves, 
Thornton believed that the United States might also gain access to the promise of enlightenment 
that had eluded it. 
Sharpe’s expedition ultimately failed.  Of the more than 400 black settlers only 276 sur-
vived the journey to Sierra Leone, among the remaining members many were soon lost to dis-
ease. Within three years the settlement was conclusively dispersed after an attack by the neigh-
boring Temne people, apparently refusing that particular mode of a “regular life” to be offered 
by the colonists.  Thornton’s efforts were equally fruitless.  He came nowhere near his goal of 
recruiting 2000 northern blacks, and those that he did recruit never made any firm commitments.  
                                                
6 William Thornton, “General Outlines of a Settlement on the Tooth or Ivory Coast of Africa [1786],” in Papers of 
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Universal Orthography as Enlightenment Desire 
Thornton composed his chief philosophical work during these years that he pursued the project 
of slave manumission from Tortola. Cadmus, or, A treatise on the elements of written language, 
received a medal from the American Philosophical Society in 1793 and describes the larger phil-
osophical system within which his Capitol Building was conceived.  As its extended title claims, 
Cadmus sought to “[illustrate], by a philosophical division of speech, the power of each charac-
ter, thereby mutually fixing the orthography and orthoepy.” 
For Thornton, orthography, the proper spelling of words, and orthoepy, their correct pro-
nunciation, were self-same.  It was only by received convention that they were seen as distinct 
fields. His understanding of language constitutes a break from the Cartesian order of the Logique 
de Port-Royal, which describes an abstract order of sign and signified.  For Thornton words had 
no determined meaning but were simply the sum of discreet units. This was rather akin to August 
Wilhelm von Schlegel, who proposed to study language as a taxonomy of discreet elements to be 
arranged in multiple permutations, an “amalgamation of atoms easily dispersed and scattered by 
every casual breath. They have no internal connection beyond the purely mechanical adaptation 
of particles and affixes.”7 In essence, he proposed a simplified phonetic alphabet [figure 5.7], yet 
his ambitions for this system illustrate both the claims and limitations of his philosophical sys-
tem. 
Thornton considered the conventional understanding of speech, as composed of vowels 
and consonants by which one could determine discreet syllables making up individual words, to 
be an inherited burden of European orthodoxy.  He sought to simplify writing by looking to the 
                                                
7 Friedrich von Schlegel, “On the Language and Philosophy of the Indians [1808],” in The Aesthetic and Miscella-
neous Works Comprising Letters on Christian Art, an Essay on Gothic Architecture (London: H. G. Bohn, 1849), 
449; quoted in Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (New York: Vintage 
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individual sounds produced in spoken languages, and proposed a new orthography. This system 
was composed of thirty characters representing every discreet sound of which the human voice 
was capable, divided between vowels and aspirates, wherein “a vowel is a letter that is founded 
by the voice, whence its name.  An aspirate is a letter that can not be found but by the breath.”  
Over time, this system would incorporate all of the world’s languages into a single whole.  New 
words would not require transliteration and existing words in any language could be universally 
employed.8 
If then we fix a certain character to each sound, there will be no more difficulty in writing with a 
correct orthography than in speaking with one, as we speak letters, which form words, that make 
sentences; and I must repeat that thus ought we, in reading sentences, to read words, by reading 
letters; and thus will the tongue and pen express every idea with perfect uniformity.9 
This writing derived from speech supersedes speech itself by serving as the common ground of a 
universal system. 
His proposal for a new orthography, then, must be understood as directly akin to his no-
tions of an American Enlightenment – to reject old-world conventions in order to arrive at the 
universal order of Man.  Hence his introduction declared to its audience, his colleagues in the 
American Philosophical Society: 
You have corrected the dangerous doctrines of European powers, correct now the languages you 
have imported, for the oppressed of various nations knock at your gates, and desire to be received 
as your brethren … The American Language will thus be as distinct as the government, free from 
all the follies of unphilosophical fashion, and resting upon truth as its only regulator.10 
                                                
8 William Thornton, Cadmus, or, A Treatise on the Elements of Written Language: Illustrating, by a Philosophical 
Division of Speech, the Power of Each Character, Thereby Mutually Fixing the Orthography and Orthoepy: With an 
Essay on the Mode of Teaching the Surd or Deaf, and Consequently Dumb, to Speak (Philadelphia: Printed by R. 
Aitken & Son, 1793), 17–18. 
9 Ibid., 63. 
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Thornton remained confident that his system would be effective in teaching the deaf to speak. 
The difficulty in teaching the deaf, he reasoned, lies in the impasse of the reproduction of 
sounds. With sound being the ground of speaking, one could not reproduce a sound that one 
could not first hear. But a universal orthography preceding sound would resolve this impasse, as 
pronunciation would become but the application of a more abstract order.  
The practical claims of Thornton’s system were that travelers could easily pick up lan-
guages with little instruction or assistance, and people would begin to write with a common or-
thography.  More importantly, Thornton’s ambitions were social and political; there would come 
to be no distinction in dialects between the different classes, and all people would easily learn to 
read.11 It is telling, then, that Thornton’s realization that the need for a rationalized orthography 
came about through a racial encounter. While attempting to teach one of his plantation’s slaves 
to read he concluded that the only thing preventing the slave’s realization of his natural capaci-
ties was the inheritance of an outmoded orthography. In wiping away all received political and 
philosophical convention, Thornton would unleash the natural capacities of the individual. At 
stake in this was the universal dissemination of knowledge within a new democracy. To offer the 
same access to both knowledge and public debate – regardless of race or class – would destroy 
antiquated systems of privilege and create an order in which all could participate on equal terms. 
Thornton’s orthography refused the consideration, if not the possibility, of semiotics. The 
absolute ground of voice would break any chain of signification. In the architectural equivalence 
this would bypass systems of meaning posed by Viel de Saint-Meux in which the architectural 
work could be taken as an assemblage of signs. Nor did it abide by later notions of character and 
type proposed by Étienne-Louis Boullée or Claude-Nicolas Ledoux.  While this architecture had 
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the affect of French formal experimentation, its ontological claims could not be further apart. His 
design for the Capitol Building becomes instead an articulation passing across the surface of a 
system whose internal structure he refused to acknowledge – a language whose reduction to the 
ideal expunges any grammar. The pretense of Thornton’s classicism is to describe an unmediated 
relationship between citizen and state, but none of the exigencies and agonistics of the political 
process are included. 
Of course, Thornton would bring about no ephphatha by which the deaf were induced to 
speak. His claims for his orthography are of a universal system independent of class or race. The 
reality is quite the opposite; it fashions a racialized speech of the white European as the universal 
norm. Thornton tried to teach his slave to read in order to grant him access to enlightenment, but 
this enlightenment was monological, suppressing a bi-directional interaction, or a translational 
politics.12 The Capitol Building, much like universal orthography, could not entertain conflicting 
voices. It proposes a government devoid of governance, in which all members act in perfect ac-
cord to give immediacy to the will of its citizens. 
Thornton’s Capitol as a “Temple of Liberty” 
Thornton’s design from Tortola replaced Hallet’s French Baroque scheme with a classical edifice 
that elaborated the fusion of Jeffersonian classicism with agrarian virtues by pairing a Pantheon 
rotunda with domestic wings for the House and Senate [figure 5.8]. His approved scheme re-
placed the Pantheon with an open domed structure, employing a progressive French neoclassical 
                                                
12 One could think of this politics of translation in terms of an untranslatable that disrupts the normative systems of 
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form to serve as a mausoleum, or “Temple of Virtue,” for George Washington.13  This was to be 
placed at the center of radial array of monumental avenues that reached the extents of the Federal 
District; the capital of the United States being organized around the corpus of its sovereign. Yet 
unlike the Palais de Versailles of Louis XIV, whose composition and adjoining garden and town 
centered on the body of the absolute sovereign, Thornton’s composition would center on a tomb. 
Early versions of this design are lost,14 but a previous sketch shows a compositional build 
up to the central rotunda [figure 5.9].  In this scheme, the lightly articulated colonnades of the 
east and west wings are recessed behind a heavy, rusticated wall with a swathed fascia and large 
bas-reliefs.  The center of this composition is the multi-story rotunda with its monumental stair-
case.  This indicates the direction of the final scheme with its light, circular tempietto and sculp-
tural figures topping the lower colonnade. These three elements – the wings, the wall, and the 
rotunda – increase in both scale and articulation, formulating the composition as a gradation of 
elements.  Yet contemporary sketches indicate that Thornton’s ambitions for this design are other 
than that of a Baroque concatenation. 
In a series of undated sketches – perhaps created upon Washington’s death in 1799 but 
clearly alluding to his Capitol design – Thornton does away with the substance of the capitol 
building entirely, leaving only its central rotunda as a stand-alone tempietto [figures 5.10 - 5.12]. 
What had been an architecture of the state was rendered in its pure form as a funerary monument. 
                                                
13 For a discussion of Thornton’s scheme: Scott, Temple of Liberty, 42–43, 50–51; Bates Lowry, Building a National 
Image: Architectural Drawings for the American Democracy, 1789-1912 (Washington, D.C.; New York: National 
Building Museum; Walker, 1985), 20–25; Damie Tillman, “The United States Capitol: Icon of the Republic,” in 
Capital Drawings: Architectural Designs for Washington, D.C., from the Library of Congress, ed. C. Ford Peatross 
(Baltimore; Washington D.C.: The Johns Hopkins University Press in association with the Library of Congress, 
2005), 62–65. 
14 Fiske Kimball and Wells Bennett argue that Thornton’s rendering of a Georgian complex represents his “Tortola 
Scheme.” Fiske Kimball and Wells Bennett, “William Thornton and the Design of the United States Capitol,” Art 
Studies, 1923, 76–92; Charles M. Harris argues that the evidence for this attribution does not hold up. Harris, “Wil-
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In these early days of the Republic the temptation to place the body of the first president at the 
center of state representation, as the ground of state legitimation, must have been all too tempt-
ing, especially given the larger-than-life figure of Washington himself lending his support. Yet 
Thornton’s elimination of the capitol complex with his realization of the rotunda as a funerary 
monument speaks to the pitfalls of such a scheme – the secularized reproduction of the Europe-
an-style absolute monarchy must necessarily come at the expense of Republican principles.  
Looking back to the layered composition of the Capitol building, we see it not so much a Ba-
roque escalation to a centralized composition, but the Republic itself receding into the back-
ground of the absolutist state. 
Thornton’s approved plan includes two circular spaces. The first is at the center point of 
the Capitol, a central rotunda that organizes the disparate functions of government around a 
common area. The other is a geometric replication of the footprint of the first, but pushed out to 
the envelope of the building, simultaneously carving an exterior space into the building’s enve-
lope and projecting the building beyond its rectangular perimeter.  The central rotunda is repli-
cated as a tempietto and decentered to a space that is neither interior nor exterior to the Capitol.  
Washington was to be interred beneath this tempietto as determining sovereign representation, 
yet his internment and its monumental representation would bring no sovereign legitimacy to the 
Republic. Beneath its paving stones – not in, but under this space that is neither within nor with-
out – lies the sovereign who is not a sovereign. This approved scheme retains the attenuated 
composition of the earlier sketch, with the rotunda set against a wall, now blank with only a light 
bas-relief articulation. The east and west wings deploy an articulate syncopated classical compo-
sition that is still recognizably intact on the current building. In this scheme, the Capitol building 
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tion into a single composition.  A “Temple of Liberty” to the Republic is itself an object in crisis 
– liberty is that which cannot be monumentalized, whose meaning cannot be preserved in temple 
form. By resituating the Capitol back to the tempietto, the crisis in representation that exists in a 
republican temple to a sovereign is generalized in that of a monument to democracy. 
The slave regime that was most foreign to Thornton’s personal vision was sustained by the ex-
changes between the agricultural wealth of the new world and the economic power of the old.   
Thornton’s scheme necessitated the abolition of this other space of slavery while maintaining the 
global commercial order that it engendered. Here we must recall that Thornton’s American En-
lightenment was, in the last instance, the purview of planter and merchant interests.  Moreover, 
Thornton’s home in Tortola – from which he penned his treatises, planned his resettlements, and 
drafted his design of the capitol – was a mere 250 miles from Saint Domingue, directly in the 
path of the maritime routes that transported goods and equipment between this revolutionary up-
heaval and France’s other West Indian colonies.  In this light we might take all of these plans to 
be a vision of a moderate revolution that might resolve burgeoning tensions before they might 
bring about a generalized insurrection. 
The slave is the test case of this Capitol’s democratic representation. Democracy, as the 
rule of a demos, may be taken to be a continuous mediation between the “Man” and “Citizen,” or 
a displacement of the boundaries of political representation.15 The categorical exclusion of the 
slave enacts a double bind: the set of rights derived from the citizens, and given over to the state 
in the name of democratic legitimation, can only have existed within the context of the state to 
                                                
15 Jacques Rancière, “Does Democracy Mean Something?,” in Dissensus: On Politics and Aesthetics, ed. and trans. 
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begin with.16  The figuration of the citizen as such becomes an illusion: the citizen is not the ba-
sis of the state; the state’s monumental representation is proper only to itself. This absolute 
transparency between citizen and state claims to provide universal access to government, but it 
ultimately renders unseen and unheard the multitude of unrepresented slaves – robbing them of 
their voice – veiling the absolute alienation of these subjects. 
Thornton’s Capitol Building thus betrays the central paradox of liberal democracy: that 
that set of rights derived from the citizens, and given over to the state in the name of democratic 
legitimation, can only have existed within the context of the state to begin with. The figuration of 
the citizen becomes an illusion: the citizen is not the basis of the state, the state’s democratic rep-
resentation is proper only to itself. Perhaps this is put in evidence in the figure/ground relation-
ship of Thornton’s rendering of the Capitol Building. The classicism of the Capitol building rests 
against a blank background. The figure of Thornton’s capitol is the legitimation of the Republic 
in the classical polis where its ground is the knowledge that these two entities are alien to each 
other. Thornton’s capitol sits at the precipice between the figuration of the Republic and the 
abyss upon which it rests ungrounded. 
Just as in his colonization schemes and his work on orthography, the otherness that needed to be 
expunged from Thornton’s Capitol was never actually resolved – it was just displaced.  His colo-
nization schemes would rid the Republic of its bad faith while perfectly maintaining the net-
works of global capital and the place of blacks within it. While Thornton did make a genuine ef-
fort to free his own slaves, to transport free blacks off of the North American continent could on-
ly have divided what might have become common cause amongst American blacks and dissipat-
                                                
16 Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, trans. Daniel Heller-Roazen (Stanford: Stanford 
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ed a potential revolutionary force against a slave-holding nation. His orthography privileged Eu-
ropean speech under the guise of universal participation, formulating a colonial double bind by 
presenting its unequal access to knowledge as a failure on the part of the excluded.   This is the 
very modernity of the Middle Passage in which blacks, to quote David Scott, were unwilling 
conscripts. And this is the modernity of Thornton’s Capitol Building, which reproduced baroque 
avarice by refashioning it as a monument to disinterested reason of the autonomous republic. 
 
Reverse Indemnity in the West Indies 
Thornton’s effort to free his own slaves – the reason that he had initially traveled to Tortola in 
1790 – came to nothing.  He was rebuffed by the Legislature of the Virgin Islands in his effort to 
transport free blacks. As he lamented some years later: 
“I am myself an oppressor.  I feel the injustice of remaining so, inherit the misery of be-
ing a tyrant; yet am thankful to the Almighty that he has not permitted every spark of 
humanity to be extinguished from my bosom.  My slaves are in Tortola, the place of my 
birth.”17 
What prevented Thornton from manumitting his own slaves was a provision in the law of the 
British Virgin Islands.  According to the regulations governing slavery, any person wishing to 
manumit their slaves was to pay a yearly security of 10 Pounds.  The intent of the law was to 
prevent slave owners from freeing slaves who had either been maimed or were too old to be pro-
ductive as a way of ridding themselves of the burden of their care.  In one sense slavery was per-
petuated due to the cost of an indemnity that would have to be paid to free a slave.  Either an 
abolitionist such as Thornton would have to pay individual owners for their property or, as 
                                                
17 William Thornton, Political Economy, Founded in Justice and Humanity: In a Letter to a Friend (Washington 
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Thornton had advised in his proposal for Sierra Leone, the slaves themselves would be expected 
to commit to fixed amount of indentured labor equal to their own value.  But a perpetual security 
on the burden of a freed slave was something quite different.  It was a reverse indemnity in that 
one would have to actually pay a fee in order to dispose of one’s own “property” (this on top of 
any loss of income from a reduced labor force). While the ambitions were to protect slaves from 
privation at the hands of their owners, the effect was to impose a barrier to manumission. 
Thornton thus proposed to the legislature that this fee be lifted in the cases of slaves who 
were of a productive age and could reasonably support themselves.  At a time when the popula-
tion of Tortola was ten blacks to one white, the legislature of the British Virgin Islands rejected 
Thornton’s proposal; any free blacks would either have to be transported off the island lest a 
prohibitive fee be imposed. This gave proof to Thornton that the unintended consequence of the 
law was in fact its central aim: to place a significant financial obstacle before anyone wishing to 
manumit their slaves.18 “Every supporter of the doctrine,” complained Thornton, “was rather 
viewed as a disturber of the peace, than as a friend of humanity.”19 
Being blocked in his efforts to either release his slaves because of the cost of this securi-
ty, and unable to avoid this security by transporting blacks off the island because, with the failure 
of Sharpe’s expedition, he had nowhere to send them, Thornton’s slaves were never to be freed 
during his lifetime. His ambitions for African resettlement and his contemplations on slavery in 
the early American Republic, however, did not end there.  African repatriation would be a life-
long project that would include his involvement in recruitment for the subsequent effort towards 
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the settlement by Sharpe’s Sierra Leone Company, which settled 1100 Nova Scotia blacks in 
Freeport.20 
William Thornton and the Political Economy of Manumission 
Thornton’s experiences in Tortola proved prescient with regard to the new financial conditions 
of slavery under Hamilton’s establishment of the First Bank, and weighed directly on his own 
analysis of economic condition at the time of his recollection in 1804. Much like in Tortola, 
owners wishing to free their slaves in the United States would suffer a form of reverse indemni-
fication. Any debt that had been collateralized by the property of a slave would have to be paid 
by the owner before manumission (once again, on top of any loss of income from a reduced labor 
force).  Moreover, once freed, a slave could never again be collateralized. This permanent re-
moval of the property value of the slave from credit markets would extend the personal loss of 
property to a social loss of the diminishment of the nation’s credit reserves and ultimately its 
standing within international credit markets.   Taken to an extreme, the abolition of slavery 
would destroy a large part of the wealth of the nation. 
In 1804, Thornton published Political Economy, Founded in Justice and Humanity: In a 
Letter to a Friend,21 which, as all of his writings, revolved around the question of Slavery.  In the 
era of an ascendance of Jeffersonian Republicanism that was strictly opposed to the nation’s tak-
ing on of debt of any kind, Thornton proposed an expansion Hamilton’s Federalist banking sys-
tem.  But rather than expand Hamilton’s scheme in a way that would further the economic neces-
sity of slavery, Thornton’s object would be to employ the debt as a mechanism for abolition. 
                                                
20 Hunt, William Thornton and Negro Colonization, 18–19. 
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Thornton defined debt solely as a burden upon the economy; any borrowing that would 
actually extend the nation’s resources would instead be, in Hamilton’s words, “a national bless-
ing.” Hence Thornton argued, “If a great object be obtained, which may be universally deemed 
equivalent to the expenditure, it can not be considered as debt.”22  The Revolutionary War, for 
instance, would be exactly such an object.  Not only was the moral cause of independence well 
worth the expenditure, but also the financial prospect of the United States as an independent na-
tion fully justified the initial investment.  Only expenditure not contributing to the public good 
could be taken to be a true debt.  As long as the interest on the debt was consistently paid, as had 
been Hamilton’s top priority, the economic expansion of a growing country would quickly di-
minish the relative size of this burden, granting it the good credit to borrow for further expan-
sion.23  Rather than follow the objective of Jefferson and the Republicans, who sought to pay off 
the debt as quickly as possible in the name of national financial security, Thornton argued for its 
further expansion. “What absurdity, to pay off a debt that will reduce itself to a mere cypher,” he 
argued, “while we want money for great national objectives of every kind!”24 
Simply put, Thornton’s plan was to add the expense of the indemnification of the nation’s 
slaves to the national debt.  By his reckoning, the natural rate of increase of the nation’s wealth 
would very soon render the cost insignificant.  Yet once this indemnification was resolved, there 
remained another matter. This borrowing would, in effect, transform the nation’s slaves from a 
security against the debt to the debt itself – even with indemnification, value was still lost.  
                                                
22 Ibid., 13 Thornton’s text concludes this sentence with emphasis. 
23 This tracks a 1794 debate between Thomas Paine and a group of English political economists backed by William 
Pitt. Paine anticipated the fall of the British state due to monetary policy in The Decline and Fall of the English 
Banking System, where an unsustainable debt burden would lead to economic collapse. Pitt and others argued that 
an increasing debt would be sustainable as long as it was outpaced by economic growth. Max M. Edling, “‘So Im-
mense a Power in the Affairs of War’: Alexander Hamilton and the Restoration of Public Credit,” The William and 
Mary Quarterly, Third Series, 64, no. 2 (January 1, 2007): 317. 
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Thornton recommended that in addition to indemnification, the former slaves would be subject to 
a period of public works lasting from two to five years, “and if boys still longer.”25  Under his 
previous proposals for African resettlement, that labor was to be the indemnity itself as the prof-
its of such labor would go to the purchase of one’s own freedom.  Under Thornton’s new pro-
posal, that indemnity was already paid, and the fruits of this labor would go to repair the lost part 
of the national wealth. Hence this labor would not go towards the direct creation of wealth in the 
form of commodity production through agricultural labor, but would instead be employed to-
wards an expansion of the productive capacity of the nation.  He thus proposed infrastructure 
projects to build “the roads throughout our country; the bridges; the canals”26 as a capital in-
vestment that would become a source of wealth by building networks for commerce. 
While an extensive infrastructure was being built in the north, it was vastly underdevel-
oped through much of the south – one important reason being the mobility that slave ownership 
entailed.27 For the purposes of asset securitization, infrastructure and slavery were at odds, the 
investment in one devalued the other. Investment in infrastructure would have fixed the location 
of plantations causing both output of production and asset value of its holdings to decline with 
soil exhaustion. What in the north would have been fixed industrial equipment was extremely 
mobile in the south as slaveholders could move entire plantations at will and resume production 
with almost no pause and little infrastructural support. Investment in slaves that allowed for the 
literal mobility of assets would render any infrastructure investment a loss as entire plantations 
could be moved on a whim.  While land was fixed and immobile, slaves were a form of invest-
                                                
25 Ibid., 16. 
26 Ibid. 
27 For a discussion of the mobility of slaves as an investment in the section, see “Property Rights and Economic Ge-
ography.” Gavin Wright, Slavery and American Economic Development (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
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ment that could travel. An additional blow to infrastructure investment stemmed from a disinter-
est in attracting white free laborers with the promise of social amenities.28 Throughout the south, 
land values were driven down as the value of slaves steadily increased.29  Naturally, it was the 
national banking system that provided both a system allowing slavery to act as both securities 
and the infrastructure for planters to maintain credit relationships while relocating these assets 
across great distances.30 
The Universalization of the American Republic 
In 1800, after all of his plans for manumission and black resettlement had come to nothing and 
his design for the Capitol Building taken over and altered by others, Thornton extended his polit-
ical ideas into a proposal to unify the entirety of the Americas into a single order.  His Outlines 
of a Constitution for the United North and South Columbia, following the post-revolutionary 
trend or renaming American entities after Columbus, described a united political body encom-
passing the entire western hemisphere.31  With his Enlightenment ideology in ruins, he proposed 
to reproduce the political order of the United States at a hemispheric scale. Thornton proposed 
that the continents be divided into thirteen sections, and each of these sections into states, with a 
capital of the unified continent located at the Isthmus of Darien (presently the Isthmus of Pana-
ma). North Columbia would be divided into five sections (largely adhering to the present day 
latitudinal divisions between Canada, the United States, and Mexico), South Columbia would 
contain seven sections, and the thirteenth would encompass “all of the West India and Islands.”  
In the center, at the Isthmus of Darien, would be the District of America, which, much like its 
                                                
28 Ibid., 75. 
29 Gavin Wright terms slaveholding planters “laborlords” rather than “landlords”. Ibid., 67. 
30 Ibid., 69. 
31 William Thornton, “Thornton’s Outlines of a Constitution for United North and South Columbia,” ed. N. Andrew 
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American synecdoche, would be federal district outside of the political determination of the 
states. 
The boundaries of the individual sections were to be demarcated along geographic coor-
dinates rather than natural boundaries.  The division of states was explicitly imaginary, serving 
only to determine political representation.  For Thornton ideal governance would become the 
new universal measure, “The cosmometry or measurement of the world, with relation to longi-
tude, shall commence at the Supreme Seat of Government.”32 No conflict between states would 
arise as commerce would pass freely between states and all would offer equal rights; “whoever is 
a citizen of one, is a citizen of all; and … his rights extend through the whole!”33 
The government of the Columbias would mirror that of the United States, with a Presi-
dent, twenty-six senators (two from each state), fifty-two representatives (four from each state), 
and thirteen federal judges (one from each state).  The major distinction would be in their titles, 
which would abandon the cultural inheritance of Europe in favor of the Native American desig-
nations of Inca, Sachems, and Caziques for the executive and legislative respectively (the judici-
ary having the sole privilege of retaining the title of judges).  Thornton’s (cringe inducing) adop-
tion of Native American titles reflected an ambition that the new system of government recover a 
democratic subject free of European inheritance, to “view humanity in a stile of pure, dignified, 
and unadulterated nature.”34 
In his plan for a unified North and South Columbia, Thornton sought to extend the politi-
cal system of the United States to a transcontinental scale.  The empire would be divided into 
sates (thirteen no less) whose abstract political boundaries would allow for the greatest political 
                                                
32 Ibid., 215. 
33 Ibid., 210. 
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representation while not interfering with commerce.  There would be a federal district located 
roughly at the center point of the empire, and government would be divided between its execu-
tive, a legislative, and judicial branches.  But in this scaling of the American political system 
from the particular to the general, something is changed, as geographical conflicts seem to dissi-
pate at greater scales. Perhaps for Thornton it is the particularity of American democracy itself 
that engendered a north south divide.  Perhaps remaining imbued within the European order – its 
networks of trade, its construction of the Middle Passage, and its ongoing battle over colonies – 
prevented the fulfillment of the United States’ democratic self-realization. But perhaps instead 
the universality of the American Enlightenment was only to be achieved by partitioning, rather 
than resolving, the problem of slavery, with any tension arising from racial inequality or inter-
mingling removed to plantations islands.  
While it is never stated in this document that the Caribbean islands would be the purview 
of freed slaves, a proposal two years later for a plantation settlement based upon his earlier 
schemes for the west coast of Africa makes this explicit.  In 1802 Thornton drafted his Sugges-
tion to Buy Puerto Rico for Free Negros.35  Here he recalled his efforts toward the Sierra Leone 
project, arguing that the necessity for a settlement remained. Puerto Rico, controlled by Spain at 
the time, offered much the same benefits as the West Coast of Africa: it had fertile land for sugar 
cane and safe ports. The caveat that it was part of the Spanish Empire could easily be overcome; 
the island could be traded, or simply taken, or better yet, taken by an interceding power (Eng-
land) for sale to the United States. 
Thornton would remain dedicated to the cause of black resettlement throughout his life.  
Upon the Louisiana Purchase he immediately envisioned the west as a site of black settlement.  
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Rather than “[running] counter to the legitimate institutions of government by attempting to rule 
a people whose situation would render it more convenient to establish a government of their 
own,” Thornton proposed to “magnanimously cede to them a soil which is valuable, though it 
cost such a trifle, [in] generous consideration of natural rights.”36  He thus offered an alternative 
vision of the west – another mode of Manifest Destiny – in which the westward expansion of the 
slave regime would be replaced by the settlement of an autonomous population.  The constitutive 
crisis that resulted in the Civil War could perhaps be set right. With the 1820 establishment of 
the American Colonization Society that sought to establish colonies in Liberia, Thornton once 
again set to work, drafting a plan for settlement in Mesurado, whose geometric plan speaks to his 
ambitions for the expansion of an American enlightenment with the resettlement of freed slaves. 
 
Thornton, in his classicism, might best be understood as a failed Ulysses of the Black Atlantic. 
He pursued his ever-receding cause of abolition from the sugar colony of the British West Indies, 
to the European Metropoles through correspondences with abolitionists John Coakley Lettsom 
and Etienne Calvière, to the intellectual abolitionist circles of the American Republic, to his un-
realized journey to the fleeting free black colonies of Western Africa, to the center of the Ameri-
can government. The Hermes, the God of commerce, always steered the winds to his disfavor 
and his ambitions receded faster than he could sail. The legislature of the British Virgin Islands 
rejecting his petition to manumit slaves, the Girondist Calvière committing suicide in the face of 
the Terror, the Union Society of Newport dissolved, Granville Town overrun and the Sierra Leo-
ne Company dismantled, and, finally, his Capitol building left unrealized. In the wake of these 
                                                
36 Thornton, “Thornton’s Outlines of a Constitution for United North and South Columbia,” 207–208, footnote add-
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failures his vision only expanded, as if the scale of the Atlantic and was not too vast, and the 
mercantile institutions of the Middle Passage not too embedded, but his ambitions were simply 
too limited; his enlightenment vision could only operate at the scale of the universal. He ended 
his hapless pursuit of the receding horizon of manumission and determined that all would adhere 
to the absolute. His vision expanded outwards from the capital of his Americus at the Isthmus of 
Darien, to encompass the continent of “South Columbia,” and, ultimately, the Western Hemi-
sphere in its entirety.  His Capitol Building would stand at its center; manumission societies and 
free settlements proven unnecessary; the moderate revolution won; the West Indies becoming a 
state within a hemispheric democracy; all would have an equal voice in the universal tongue. At 
the center of this expanse we can take the Capitol Building, with its immanent incommensurabil-










































Figure 5.4 – Pierre Charles L’Enfant, Federal Hall, New York, 1788. Plate: Amos Doolittle. Federal Hall, 




















Figure 5.6 – Granville Town, looking north to Bullom Shore. From John Matthews, Voyages to the River 








Figure 5.7 – Table of Notations. William Thornton, Cadmus, or, A Treatise on the Elements of Written Language. 





































































Henri Labrouste and Architecture’s Tomb 
We can take the classical to be the first properly modern architectural style as its multiple cross-
ings through the Middle Passage negotiated the transformation from a mercantilist system in 
support of the absolute monarchies, to a complex global assemblage of democracy, slavery, free 
trade, and the nation-state.  Across France, the United States, and the West Indies, this reconfigu-
ration of the classical occurred within the grains of revolutionary upheaval.  What becomes of 
this classicism when the revolution ends and slavery is (mostly) abolished? Is classicism imma-
nent to these conditions or was simply the medium of expression through which they passed? 
The Architecture of Henri Labrouste, from his days as a pensionnaire at the École de Rome to 
the Revolution of 1848, will offer one possible scenario of classicism in a post-colonial condi-
tion. 
Architecture Lost at Sea 
To win the Prix de Rome, or the Grand Prix, was the highest possible achievement of a student 
of the École de Beaux-Arts.1 The winner, drawn from among the most advanced students, would 
be awarded with a five-year residency at the École de Rome as a pensionnaire to study the antiq-
uities of Italy.  On his return to Paris he could expect an advanced position in the state building 
administration, the service d’architecture, and a successful practice. The competition was a gru-
eling four-month ordeal. It operated as a three-stage competition, with each phase increasing in 
scale and complexity from the first essai being a sketch to be completed in twenty-four hours and 
the final phase being a three-month project. Of a wide-open field that included dozens of en-
                                                
1 For a larger discussion of the organization of the École des Beaux-Arts and the Prix de Rome competition: Richard 
Chafee, “The Teaching of Architecture at the École de Beaux-Arts,” in The Architecture of the École Des Beaux-
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trants, only six made it to that final stage.  In its final weeks of the Grand Prix, the entrant would 
become the effective chef d' atelier, enjoining the efforts of the entire studio towards the comple-
tion of the project. 
Once in Rome, the winner was expected to spend his stay documenting the architecture 
and artifacts of ancient Rome. This was to culminate in two envoys in the pensionnaire’s final 
years, a complete architectural reconstruction to be undertaken in fourth third year and the design 
of an original work of architecture in his fifth. Both were to be submitted to the Académie des 
Beaux-Arts for inspection and approval. 
Labrouste’s fourth-year envoy of a reconstruction of the Temples of Paestum had generated a 
great deal of controversy in the Académie.2 His unconventional assessment of Greek architecture 
as functional and structural, rather than stylistic terms was taken to be a rejection of Beaux-Arts 
practice.  However, it was his fifth-year envoy, a “Plan for a Border Bridge between France an 
Italy,” that raised fundamental questions about the nature of Beaux-Arts Architecture [Figure 
6.1, 6.2]. 
Labrouste’s Border Bridge did not begin as a bridge, but as a tomb.  In 1826 an English 
explorer named Peter Dillon discovered the remains of a French scientific expedition off the 
coast of Tikopia in the Santa Cruz Island group of what is now the Solomon Islands.3  This 
proved to be the wreckage of an expedition by the explorer Jean François de Galaup, Comte de 
                                                
2 The history of this “Paestum Controversy,” including the particulars of Labrouste’s envoy and the L’Académie’s 
reaction, has been well detailed Henri Delaborde, Notice sur la vie et les ouvrages de M. Henri Labrouste (Paris: 
Firmin-Didot, 1878), 7–9; Neil Levine, “The Romantic Idea of Architectural Legibility: Henri Labrouste and the 
Néo-Grec,” in The Architecture of the École des Beaux-Arts, ed. Arthur Drexler (New York; Cambridge: Museum of 
Modern Art; distributed by MIT Press, 1977), 366–393; Martin Bressani, “The Paestum Controversy,” in Henri La-
brouste: Structure Brought to Light, ed. Barry Bergdoll, Corinne Bélier, and Marc Le Cœur (New York: Museum of 
Modern Art, 2012), 88–93. 
3 Peter Dillon, Narrative and successful result of a voyage in the South Seas performed by order of the government 
of British India, to ascertain the actual fate of La Pérouse's expedition interspersed with accounts of the religion, 
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La Pérouse and his ship the Astrolabe that had been sent by Louis XVI to undertake a voyage 
around the world in order to further the geographical knowledge of France and had disappeared 
in the South Pacific in 1788.  
Barely a decade earlier the Napoleonic Empire had covered the near entirety of Europe. 
A decade before that, France had built a colonial empire that solidified holdings from North Af-
rica to the Sugar Colonies of the West Indies and was competing in the West Indies.  By 1829 all 
of this had vanished and the Bourbon Restoration, a pallid renewal of the former monarchy, was 
in its final days.  The discovery of the La Pérouse expedition tapped the nationalist pride for a 
people still reeling from the loss of an empire. Labrouste, not immune to this imperial nostalgia, 
set to work on a cenotaph commemorating La Pérouse as his final envoy. 
Labrouste’s cenotaph followed the form of a small stone tomb in the Etruscan tradition, 
adorned with a frieze in the Ionic order and classical pediment [figure 6.3, 6.4].4  Inside the ceno-
taph would lie an assortment of artifacts – an anchor and several cannon balls – returned from 
the wreckage and authenticated by De Lesseps, the expedition’s only surviving member.  The 
small courtyard carved out of the rocky hillside of this tomb was to center on a figuration of the 
Astrolabe, rendered as as a globe resting upon a pedestal 
It is interesting to note that La Pérouse’s ship, to which Labrouste offered an allegorical figure in 
his design, happened to be named the Astrolabe. This ship began its commission in 1781 as a 
flûte, a type of military transport ship, for the French Navy christened as the Autruche [Ostrich]. 
With the military wind down after France’s involvement in the American War of Independence 
the Autruche was rechristened in 1785 as the Asrolabe and given over to La Pérouse for scien-
                                                
4 Bergdoll offers a thorough description of the cenotaph and its history. Barry Bergdoll, “Labrouste and Italy,” in 
Henri Labrouste: Structure Brought to Light, ed. Barry Bergdoll, Corinne Bélier, and Marc Le Cœur (New York: 
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tific exploration. In the history of navigational instruments, an astrolabe is a type of inclinometer 
used up to the seventeenth century that replaced the portolan chart as a navigational instrument 
and signaled a fundamental shift in ocean exploration. 
Sailors had once relied on an array of empirical devices such as wind direction, currents, 
and colors of the water to carry them across the subtly variegated expanse of the sea.  With the 
portolan chart, lines of trajectory connecting discreet points were drawn across what then became 
an empty expanse; these lines remained abstract, containing no specific information regarding 
location, but only describing bearing. With the astrolabe, sailors employed declination to locate 
their absolute position in relation to celestial bodies, whose locations in the heavens were always 
known in relation to Paris, where their paths were monitored and tabulated by the Académie 
Royale at the Observatoire de Paris.5  In order to locate oneself anywhere in the world, one had 
simply to deploy to a tabulation of declinations to envision how the heavens would appear from 
Paris, and an astrolabe as a device to observe the sky from their own locale.  The stereoscopic 
disjunction between the two views contained all the information necessary to determine precise 
location. The astrolabe, then, transformed the local knowledge of navigation into a codified set 
of coordinates.  The difference between the portolan chart and the astrolabe was that the portolan 
chart could only work in one direction; it could guide sailors between known points.  With the 
astrolabe, locations not yet known could be located on the earth, and that information could be 
transcribed and sent back to the metropole. The moment that navigation escaped the “smooth” 
affects of the unlocalizible space of the ocean to become absorbed within a regime of mapping 
                                                
5 As Edney points out, this abstract order of modern navigation is incommensurable with local knowledge and prac-
tice. Matthew H. Edney, Mapping an Empire the Geographical Construction of British India, 1765-1843 (Chicago: 
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marked its transition, in Deleuze and Guattari’s terms, from a nomadic practice to a “royal sci-
ence.”6   
The bi-directional of transcription that the astrolabe allows is be found in architecture in 
the practice of descriptive geometry developed in the eighteenth century by the French mathema-
tician Gaspard Monge. Descriptive geometry formed the basis of Academic dessin theory that 
Beaux-Arts pedagogy rested upon.  Dessin theory employed three distinct processes.  First, la 
correction was to view the general contours of a design planimetrically and as a unified whole; 
an orthographic view, a dessin géométral, was to place the overall design within an objective 
representation, and the design was approached as a unified schema, through its contour extérieur, 
rather than as the assembly of discreet parts.7  Architectural elements in this system were then 
submitted to développement, the drafting of a three-dimensional axonometric volume, developed 
around a stationary point d’appui, a stable, abstract center.8  Ornament was then applied in the 
final step of turning these abstracted volumes into architecture. 
This method of designing the building by first envisioning it as a grouping of solids in an 
abstract space, “to make known without any equivocation or visual impairment these dimensions 
of the surfaces,”9 also underlies the practice of stereotomy – the preferred construction method of 
Beaux-Arts Architecture. Stereotomy, or the science of cutting stones into regular geometric 
units, allowed discreet architectural elements to be abstracted from the greater design and envi-
sioned as discreet solids in an abstract. Geometrical operations on the two-dimensional plane al-
lowed for complex operations on the imaginary object in virtual space. Stereotomy stood as one 
                                                
6 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. Brian Massumi 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987), 479. 
7 Richard A. Moore, “Academic ‘Dessin’ Theory in France after the Reorganization of 1863,” Journal of the Society 
of Architectural Historians 36, no. 3 (October 1, 1977): 146. 
8 Ibid., 147. 
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of the essential courses in Beaux-Arts pedagogy, warranting its own concours and special priz-
es.10   
The still life, like the portolan chart, follows a unidirectional path from object to paper. 
Once stored in the two-dimensional medium it is there to remain as a singular observation of a 
non-replicable time and place. Descriptive geometry operated in two directions. It served as the 
basis of deigning a building by offering a method of partitioning and manipulating individual 
elements of a design, and it also served as a mode of transcribing objects in the world onto paper. 
The pensionnaires of the École de Rome, those who had mastered their studies in stereotomy and 
dessin theory, were then sent to survey the artifacts of the ancient world and apply those same 
practices to transcribe them onto reproducible media. From object to paper, architects like La-
brouste envisioned things in the world within an abstract, metered geometrical space by reducing 
them to a set of data points to be carried into a two-dimensional field. From paper to object they 
performed operations on three-dimensional objects within that abstracted two-dimensional space. 
The maps of La Pérouse and the drawings of Labrouste fell within a royal science that 
could only reproduce the networks of power within which they were epistemologically deter-
mined.   While both were to further contribute to this knowledge by identifying new objects, the 
scope of what was to be known, and what could be known, was already determined by state ad-
ministration.  La Pérouse was to fill in geographic knowledge by seeking uncharted territories 
within an existing area of geopolitical interest.  Labrouste was to offer a fuller definition of the 
classical by identifying and charting whatever detritus might have remained overlooked. In this 
                                                
10 Richard Moore argues that the ultimate failure of the later 1863 reform of the École des Beaux-Arts was its failure 
to privilege scientific rationalism from architectural formalism. This failure was evidenced, for Moore, by the perva-
siveness of stereotomy in the École programs to the detriment of structural calculation, or to put it another way, the 
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way, their output must be taken as both the product of administration and the furthering of state 
interest.  
Both La Pérouse and Labrouste employed modes of transcription to abstract their objects 
of research into systems of instrumental knowledge for reproduction and proliferation within the 
administrative apparatuses.  Ultimately, though, these elaborate techniques of transcription are 
meaningless unless they circulate.  Bruno Latour happens to invokes the case of La Pérouse to 
describe the importance that the movement of drawings contains: 
He is passing through all these places, in order to take something back to Versailles where many 
people expect his map to determine who as right and wrong […], who will own this and that part 
of the world, and along which routes the next ships should sail.  Without this particular trajectory, 
La Pérouse’s exclusive interests in traces and inscriptions will be impossible to understand.11  
The maps and charts of La Pérouse were to constitute the archives of colonial administration, 
circulating between office holders, vessels, surveyors, and soldiers.  They grounded the French 
colonial project in documentary knowledge.   Much of the same could be said for Labrouste: the 
drawings of the pensionnaires were to constitute an archive of the École, fueling architectural 
production with new precedent as it circulated through the ateliers.  This structured process of 
the revitalization of the art allowed the rendus some sense of formal progression while legitimat-
ing the students’ designs in documentary truth.  In both cases, the techniques of the survey be-
came self-same with those of the realization of state-administrative desire through their circula-
tion. The drawings expected of a pensionnaire did not specifically serve the same military and 
colonial purposes as La Pérouse’s charts, but they were of the same logic and passed through the 
                                                
11 Bruno Latour, “Drawing Things Together,” in Representation in Scientific Practice, ed. Michael Lynch and Steve 
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same networks of administration that constituted the “empire of space”12 supporting the colonial 
aspirations of modern France.13 
In the process of giving architectural form to this popular nostalgia for colonial strength, La-
brouste might have had a moment of doubt and suddenly felt a personal commonality with La 
Pérouse. Both had been sent to foreign lands to perform acts of transcription – to describe the 
physical makeup of a territory.  Neither of their projects was intended to be categorically original 
as each was sent to retrace and refine the observations of their predecessors.  La Pérouse set out 
to follow the routes of Captain James Cook, verify his results, and resolve any outstanding dis-
putes.  Labrouste was sent to Rome to reexamine the ruins observed by previous generations of 
envoys and refine their measurements.  In both cases, their observations and measurements ex-
isted within the logic of a state apparatus.  They were transcribing their world at the behest of the 
state to further its various interests, and moreover, their mode of transcription was itself an appa-
ratus of state.  It might have seemed auspicious, then, to Labrouste that La Pérouse was lost at 
sea: his charts failing to return, failing to circulate, and failing to negotiate the colonial project.  
The loss of the expedition disrupted the relationship between transcription and state administra-
tion.  Perhaps Labrouste’s nostalgic effort to recall the glory of empire’s lost became, unwitting-
ly, a marker of that loss itself. 
This monument can be “read” according to the art-historical practice of identifying prec-
edents from Labrouste’s travels and locating them in the architectural work.  Barry Bergdoll ob-
serves that Labrouste’s decision to design a tomb in the style of the Etruscan rock tombs derives 
                                                
12 To borrow a concept from Innis. Harold Adams Innis, The Bias of Communication (Toronto: University of Toron-
to Press, 1951). 
13 They would, however, come to find their own afterlife in the colonial project, serving as the basis for a colonial 
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rom his studies of the Etrusan tombs at Corneto, that the form of the tomb is taken directly from 
the Etruscan temple at Cori, and that the application of Quadrata lettering is borrowed from his 
diverse studies of murals, mosaics, and coins.14 Yet, at the moment that the classical ceases to 
signify its ground of meaning and begins instead to mark only its loss, then its codes, no matter 
how carefully applied, lose their capacity to operate, leaving behind only the detritus of meaning 
as a schizophrenic assemblage. What better time to build a bridge. 
Labrouste’s Border Bridge 
In 1829, for reasons either unknown or unrecorded, Labrouste abandoned his nearly complete 
final envoy of a “Cenotaph Commemorating La Pèrouse” to begin instead a new project that he 
would submit to the Académie as a “Plan for a Border Bridge between France an Italy.” This 
minimally adorned stone bridge is presented in two renderings. An elevation shows double 
rounded-arch span crossing a narrow, rocky ravine.  A perspective of the approach to the bridge 
displays economic design of two simple Roman arches, the far arch on the French side of the 
Border displays the single word FRANCE in Roman quadrata lettering, the near arch on the Italian 
side shows its obverse side of a diminutive row of Ionic columns etched in Bas-relief.  
This minimally adorned stone bridge crossing a narrow ravine that marked an interna-
tional border has garnered diverse and contrasting interpretations. Delaborde, writing an official 
biography of Labrouste for the Académie des Beaux-Arts in 1878, took Labrouste’s bridge to be 
a statement on architectural rationalism and material efficiency.15 Writing at the moment of ar-
chitecture’s postmodern “graphic turn” and in the context of the Museum of Modern Art’s 1975 
show The Architecture of the École des Beaux Arts, Neil Levine has taken it to be a rejection of 
                                                
14 Bergdoll, “Labrouste and Italy,” 73–74. 
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the Rome-Paris axis of classicism in favor of a new set of principles based on Etruscan prece-
dent.16  Vincent Scully took the Border Bridge is a rejection of the classical order, where La-
brouste “throws away” all of the lessons of Italy by rendering the orders pure signs.  Labrouste’s 
architecture would be a placard of the classical  “resembling the signs of Las Vegas” in much the 
same way that Robert Venturi signaled the end of the modernist project by transforming its 
forms into mere conventional signs.17 In the recent reassessment surrounding the Museum of 
Modern Arts one-man show Henri Labrouste: Structure Brought to Light, Barry Bergdoll has 
taken the Border Bridge to be an opportunity for positive architectural reform; the amalgamation 
of Etruscan precedents would offer a new way forward for the Beaux-Arts.18  
Once again, the practice of identifying precedents offers an interpretation of the Border 
Bridge as an expansion of the classical order.  The rounded-arch gates topped by a frame con-
taining pilasters in the Ionic order borrow from the Porta Augusta in Perugia, which he visited in 
1825, with the articulated bases of the upon which the arches rest coming from the Etrucan Porta 
dell’Arco in Volterra, and its oversize Quadrata lettering being prevalent throughout Rome.19 Yet 
this bridge grows out of a tomb, taking the bulk of its iconography from his abandoned Cenotaph 
Commemorating La Pèrouse.  The motif of Ionic pilasters above the entrance with the Quadrata 
lettering that had commemorated the dead (being reduced to the single words “France” and, we 
presume, “Italy”) are taken directly from this project.  The center of the bridge, and the meeting 
place between the two nations, is marked by simple stone mounds that can be taken as either an 
                                                
16 Levine, “The Romantic Idea of Architectural Legibility.” 
17 Vincent Scully, “Extemporaneous Remarks,” ed. Anthony Vidler, Oppositions 8: Paris Under the Academy: City 
and Ideology, Spring 1977, 167–68. 
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Etruscan “cippi,” boundary stones, or more aptly, “tumuli,” or burial markers.20  The monument 
commemorating Labrouste’s own return from Italy to France contains a certain melancholy; it is 
both a monumental gate and a marker of death. 
This rendering of classical precedent as markers of loss continues into the design itself. 
Its elements are taken out of their proper relationship to each other and float freely upon the sur-
face of the composition. The arch is not given the proper entatic articulation of carrying its force 
to the ground; the garlands surrounding the bridge are too light; the Ionic columns float above 
the composition with no relation to the earth. The Académie seemed to recognize this disman-
tlement of classical through the medium of the classical, and took issue with its uncanny applica-
tion of architectural order.  They found the overall composition to be inadequate for the pretense 
of such a project “The profiles of the project and the garlands placed under the cornice of the 
bridge [are] treated meagerly and seem to bear little relation or analogy to the gravity of a mon-
ument of this sort,” and recognized the reduction of the classical order to mere image, “We fail 
to see why the attic is decorated by a small Ionic order which seems to take the place of a bas-
relief.”21 
In rendering the Ionic as in this way, Labrouste seems to refuse the orders’ capacity for 
classical representation. The elements of the Border Bridge become forms without recourse to an 
original meaning, signifying only their incapacity to carry the symbolic weight of classicism.  
Consequently, the monumental gate puts on display it dearth of conventional monumentality – a 
monumentality that has its ground in the ineffable. The rendering of the orders as bas-relief and 
the lack of severity in its monumental form could be taken as a rendering of the bridge as a series 
                                                
20 The Academy referred to these only as boundary stones, and Levine follows suit with “cippi,” Levine, “The Ro-
mantic Idea of Architectural Legibility,” 400–401; Bergdoll offers both “cippi” and “tumulti,” Bergdoll, “Labrouste 
and Italy,” 76. 
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of signs. But if so, they stand as discreet elements with no relation to their neighbors. They re-
fuse the set of relations that would constitute a language, performing a schizophrenic dismantle-
ment by which architectural forms lose their capacity to mean through a rupture within the 
ground of signification.22 
With the conventions of the classical retained but reduced to pure image, all that re-
mained was the specter of the classical stripped of its animating content.  Labrouste’s project ar-
ticulates the loss of the classical at the very moment of its realization as a codified architectural 
system.  The word classique in the arts, understood as recalling the ancient manner or following 
the strictures of tradition, first appeared in 1835; a product of French Romanticism.23  The emer-
gence of this word illustrates Nietzsche’s claim that naming happens only after the fact; that once 
something is named it has already been transformed into convention, thus lost to the contingent 
world of creative production. Labrouste’s reduction of the orders to placards, and of the trium-
phal arch to a thin partition eviscerates the timelessness and monumentality from the classical. 
Once named as such, the classical becomes a signifier without a signified, an empty sign; rather 
than conform itself to the timeless, it determines a void. 
This bridge has a real location and even a model, the Pont-de-Beauvoisin, which crosses 
the Guiers on the road from Turin to Lyon in its eponymous town of Pont-de-Beauvoisin.24 It 
was to be built along the route home from what had until recently been an outpost of the Napole-
onic Empire. Labrouste designed his Border Bridge with the recognition, following his cenotaph 
                                                
22 This is similar to Jameson’s discussion of postmodernism as schizophrenic dismantlement. Fredric Jameson, “The 
Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism,” in Postmodernism, or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 1991), 30–31. 
23 “Classique,” Centre National de Ressources Textuelles et Lexicales, accessed January 22, 2014, www.cnrtl.fr. 
24 Bergdoll, “Labrouste and Italy,” 75 Qouting L’Abbe H. -J. Pernin, Histoire du Pont-de-Beauvoisin (Paris: Picard, 
1897).  Bergdoll apparently mistakes the town of Pont-de-Beauvoisin in the Isère department near Chambéry for 
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to La Pérouse, that at the moment that classicism becomes nostalgic it can represent only loss. 
His perspective drawing, from the vantage of Italy looking across the ravine to France, indicates 
a way back.  Perhaps this bridge was to be a project to reform the Beaux-Arts through a recon-
figuration of classical elements for a post-classical age.  Yet there is no sign of the picturesque 
hamlet of Pont-de-Beauvoisin, Labrouste’s rendering shows only to a barren and uninhabited 
landscape.  His Border Bridge might have reinstituted the classical by connecting the sign (Italy) 
back to its signified (France); it instead leads to nowhere. 
Labrouste’s Border Bridge articulates a loss of the classical, a recognition that its animat-
ing force, its solidity and timelessness, has been reduced to a regime of reproduction and repre-
sentation.  This final envoy renders the classical conventional by reducing its lived space to ele-
ments of poésis to be determined and demarcated.  The classical is recognized, in Rancière’s 
terms, as a “Poetic/Representative Regime” by which art becomes a descriptive practice to define 
its proper forms.25  But the classical thus understood is not strictly the rendering of art into con-
ventional sign, it is the articulation of a sense of loss upon the discovery that that which could be 
called “classical,” upon its recognition as such, is already lost. The codification of the classical 
into artistic convention, for Labrouste, is legible as this loss.  The Ionic columns and triumphal 
arch rendered pastiche is the reduction of the lived space of the classical to a regime of signs, but 
moreover, this transformation renders it dead, marking it irretrievable. Labrouste’s Border 
Bridge is a funerary architecture, serving as a tomb to the classical that it memorializes. 
Spectral Hauntings of the Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève 
                                                
25 Jacques Rancière, The Politics of Aesthetics: The Distribution of the Sensible, trans. Gabriel Rockhill (London: 
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To enter Labrouste’s first major commission after his return to Pairs – the Bibliothèque Saint-
Geneviève [figure 6.5], the former library of the Abbey of Saint-Geneviève located adjacent to 
the Pantheon – is to negotiate a series of signs, notices, and inscriptions. The first, on the cornice 
above the main entrance flanked by two candelabras, BIBLIOTHÈQUE SAINT-GENEVIÈVE is in-
scribed in quadrata lettering. On the far wall of the ground floor vestibule on axis with the main 
entrance, after the fist rise of the staircase a plaque describes the library’s foundation by the or-
der of Sainte-Geneviève in 1624, its nationalization in 1790, and, finally, its transfer to the new 
locale in 1850 [figure 6.6]. On the floor beneath this dedication is a paving stone with the in-
scription “1850,” marking again the library’s foundation. The stairs ascend past a full-scale re-
production of Raphael’s School of Athens. Finally, on entering Labrouste’s grand reading room 
on the piano nobile, one is surrounded by signs and symbols – male and female busts engraved 
onto column bases; a painting L’Etude personifies study; book bindings line the walls displaying 
their contents; and on the their side of these bindings, lining the exterior perimeter of the library, 
the names of their authors inscribed in a monumental catalog facing the city. 
All of these elements are cataloged in the archives of Labrouste’s design and construction 
of the Bibliothèque Saint-Geneviève, rendered in his careful line and wash drawings. But upon 
entering the library, beneath the inscription of the main entrance in the center of the small pin 
supporting the engraved garlands, lightly, barely visible, almost vanished after more than a cen-
tury-and-a-half of weather, is another engraving: 1848 [figure 6.7].26  The engravings of the main 
entrance are known to have been carved by the stoneworker Deutsch in September of 1850,27 
after the future Napoleon III had been installed as president by the Party of Order, yet long after 
                                                
26 The 1848 inscription and those on the candelabras are observed by Levine: Levine, “The Romantic Idea of Archi-
tectural Legibility,” 351. 
27 Marie-Hélène de La Mure, “Genèse d’une façade: un itinéraire graphique à travers les dessins de Henri La-
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the June days.  This inscription, however, is not to be found in any archive.  Nor is the inscrip-
tion the Republican motto Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité on the candelabras located on either side 
of the entrance [figure 6.8]. The archives show the design for both the main entrance as well as 
the candelabras, yet they are absent any such markings [figure 6.9]. The dates on the building’s 
official dedication, whose many iterations are well preserved in the archive, tell one story of the 
library. It was founded by a religious order in 1624 during the reign of Louis XIII during the 
Thirty Years’ War between Catholics and Protestants; nationalized in 1790 with the Revolution’s 
destruction of the religious orders; rebuilt in 1850 with the conservative and autocratic turn of 
the short-lived Second Republic.  Perhaps these revolutionary inscriptions serve as a conter-
narrative to the official dedication, a spectral haunting, or a history of its architecture that is not 
accessible to the archive; inscriptions that reconfigure the journey through the Bibliothèque to 
the main reading room, and ultimately into the regime of knowledge that it contains.  
The most widely recognized aspect of the Bibliothèque is its exterior engraving, what Labrouste 
called the “monumental catalog” inscribed chronologically with 810 names from Moses to 
Chàteaubriand and Brzelius [figure 6.10].  As Labrouste described this inscription, it was to mir-
ror the library’s holdings: “on the façade of the building, at the main floor that corresponds to the 
interior shelving that holds the books, the names of the principal authors whose works are con-
served in the library is inscribed the in large lettering.”28 Within months of completing the in-
scriptions of names on the façade of the Bibliothèque, Auguste Comte published his Calendrier 
Positiviste ascribing a historical figure to each day of the year [figure 6.11].29  If Labrouste’s 
                                                
28 Henri Labrouste, “A M. le Directeur de la Revue d’Architecture,” Revue générale de l’architecture et des travaux 
publics 7 (1852): 383. 
29 I follow Levine in relating the inscriptions of the Bibliothèque to Compte’s Calendrier Positiviste. Levine, “The 
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Bibliothèque is to be taken as another such catalog of human knowledge, Comte’s calendar de-
scribes its aporias, making visible reason’s spectral other.  Beginning with “initial theocracy” of 
Moses and ending with the “modern science” of Bichat, Comte’s calendar described the same 
historical arc as Labrouste – both echoing Hegel’s historical dialectic whose terminus was in the 
Romantic realization of the Geist.   Comte’s calendar was arranged into thirteen months of four 
seven-day weeks each – totaling 364 days.30 Within his calendar each week and each month were 
to commence on a Monday and finish on Sunday, providing a uniform year-round system.  This 
system, however, had the critical flaw of a single day unaccounted for, which threatened to un-
dermine its perfect harmony.  The inclusion of an extra day anywhere would throw the uniform 
cycle of days within weeks and the even distribution of weeks within months off kilter, ultimate-
ly disrupting the entire calendar as the first day of the year would slowly migrate through the 
seasons.  Comte’s solution was to mark this the day the Fête Universelle des Morts, a day of the 
dead.  Situated entirely outside of the calendar it was ascribed no historical figure, assigned no 
day of the week, and excluded from the enumeration of the months.31  In a description of the his-
torical dialectic, this day stood outside of history, and within the perfect demarcation of the year, 
it stood outside of time.   
As the dynamics of the celestial spheres escaped the delimitations of universal reason, 
their disjunction had to be resolved by the creation of an entity alien to the closed system of con-
signation.  One could say that the calendar was made feasible by the exclusion of the Fête des 
Morts, that by jettisoning a single day, its perfect system could remain intact and unperturbed, 
but more to the point, within the calendar Comte carved out a space to which all that escaped its 
                                                
30 Auguste Comte, Catéchisme positiviste, ou Sommaire Exposition de la religion universelle en treize entretiens 
systématiques entre une femme et un prêtre de l’humanité, ed. Jorge Lagarrigue (Paris: Apostolat positiviste, 1891). 
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totalizing logic was consigned.  The Fête des Morts did not simply lie outside of the positivist 
calendar, it was incorporated as a constitutive exterior to its rational system. 
The rationalism of the positivist calendar was not sustained by the exclusion of the Fête 
des Morts, but rather by the very fact of its inclusion.  The relationship of rational signification to 
inert objects establishes within positivist thought what Horkheimer and Adorno call the “mythi-
cal powers of the medicine man” as the totalization of enlightenment reproduces traditional fatal-
ism.32  Pushing death outside of the bounds of positivist calendar, only to reincorporate it as its 
other thus radicalizes the mythic fear that is enlightenment. The positivist calendar becomes a 
totem that transforms anything irresolvable by its own reason into illusion, expelling the specter 
of death.  Comte’s effort to fulfill the project of enlightenment through the dispelling of myth 
imbues his positivism with that mythic fear that sustains it.   
Of course, there is no literal equivalent to a Fête des Morts in Labrouste’s monumental 
catalog – no missing volume that fashions a void in the realm of knowledge.  Yet I would argue 
that a Romantic notion of history already present in Labrouste’s works demands the recognition 
of an immanent void within the consignation of knowledge that is the library. As an academic 
library, the Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève stands as the very site of the consignation of human 
knowledge.  Yet assembled from the library of the abbey of Sainte-Geneviève, housed in the 
dark and crumbling attic of the Lycée Henri IV, this site of knowledge for the age of Romanti-
cism, founded upon the religious and monarchal institutions of the Ancien Régime would erase 
its mythic and spiritual foundation. Rather than suppress the mythic fear of enlightenment, La-
brouste renders it explicit.   
                                                
32 Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment: Philosophical Fragments, ed. Gunzelin 
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Markers of death abound in the Bibliothèque Saint-Geneviève.  Levine observes that in Ray-
mond Balze’s original study for the lithograph of for L’Etude located in the main reading room 
[figure 6.12], the personification of Study rests her arm on a model of the Bibliothèque, which is 
replaced in the executed version by an antique funerary altar; the piers separating the books in 
the Bibliothèque are modeled on sarcophagi of the Malatesta court humanists in the lateral ar-
cade of Alberti’s S. Francesco at Rimini.33 Bressani and Grignon offer a more extensive reading 
of the form of the Bibliothèque as sarcophagus. They recognize the memorial character of the 
names inscribed in the façade, reinforcing speculation that Deutsch, the stoneworker for this par-
ticular task, may well have practiced as a monument carver;34 they point out a simplicity and 
plainness of Labrouste’s composition usually reserved for tombs and monuments, taking the ex-
terior articulation of the library as a simple stela with minimal floral decoration to follow La-
brouste’s own definition of the archetypical funerary monument as “a bit of earth surrounded by 
a fence, a few flowers and an inscription;” and  they describe Labrouste’s own longing for a 
meditative garden fronting the building.35 
Beneath the “monumental catalog” of the main reading-room façade, the street-level ele-
vation consists only of a blank wall interrupted by small arched windows, and topped by simple 
garlands borrowed, again, from the tomb of Caecilia Metella in Rome.  At this lower vestibule 
level, the coordination of the elevation to its interior organization, displayed so prominently 
                                                
33 For Levine these examples are offered in support of his well-known thesis that the Bibliothèque Saint Geneviève 
is a built interpretation of Victor Hugo’s “This will Kill That,” wherein Labrouste’s pervasive iconography of death 
describes the death of the building in the era of the book. Neil Levine, “The Book and the Building: Hugo’s Theory 
of Architecture and Labrouste’s Bibliothèque Ste-Geneviève,” in The Beaux-Arts and Nineteenth-Century French 
Architecture, ed. Robin Middleton (London: Thames and Hudson, 1982), 136. 
34 Barry Bergdoll, “Conversation and Q&A” (Revisiting Henri Labrouste in the Digital Age: A Symposium, Muse-
um of Modern Art, March 28, 2013). 
35 Bressani and Grignon take the multiple iconography of the sarcophagus on a metaphorical register, the library 
being a mausoleum for the book Martin Bressani and Marc Grignon, “Henri Labrouste and the Lure of the Real: 
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above, is absent. In fact, there is no hint of an elemental relationship between stories. The 
ground-floor vestibule behind this blank wall consists of a constrained and darkened space com-
posed by a columnar grid and flanked by the busts of France’s great authors.  The busts are set 
within niches before a three-quarter-height wall, above which is a painted garden whose flora 
correspond to their respective authors [figure 6.13].  As Labrouste describes the setting, “the ves-
tibule is a bit somber; but the scholars in crossing it perhaps think for a moment that this obscuri-
ty is none other than the shade of the trees against their view.”36 A section drawing of the vesti-
bule, located in the Labrouste archive, recalls his earlier drawings of the Etruscan tombs that he 
had studied as a pensionnaire.  If the Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève is a tomb, the ground-floor 
vestibule is its crypt.  Bressani and Grignon discuss an 1851 plate to illustrate the vestibule 
bathed in an uncanny light emanating from the painted garden beyond its walls as the mystic 
realm of the afterlife meeting the lived space of the Bibliothèque [figure 6.14].37  It is here that 
the busts of the authors are displayed before the bucolic sites of their repose. 
This vestibule rests directly beneath the main reading room of the Bibliothèque; it is the 
space that is permanently hidden from view, its animating sanctity alien to the regimes of 
knowledge that it legitimates.  The crypt of the Bibliothèque is both the foundation of knowledge 
and the rendering of that which is not reducible to the practices of knowledge’s legitimation. It is 
the space of mythic fear expelled in the transformation of this library of the abbey of Sainte-
Geneviève to an academic library whose modes of knowledge would suit a secular state.  The 
crypt is the haunting presence expelled by regimes of knowledge. 
                                                
36 Labrouste, “A M. le Directeur de la Revue d’Architecture,” 382. 
37 This is described in Bressani and Grignon, “Henri Labrouste and the Lure of the Real,” 727–729.  Bressani and 
Grignon take this vestibule to offers an afterlife to its authors whose corresponding plants “[spring] forth from books 
after the death of their authors” while “their voices could indeed be heard in the imagination of their readers.”  The 
vestibule is thusly employed in their narrative of the fictional world partaking in a “spiritual, quasi-magical com-
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A row of eight cast-iron columns runs through the center of the main reading room, following 
the disposition of the columns in the portique at Paestum, which Labrouste had examined as a 
penssionaire of the École de Rome. At each of their bases, capping the ends of the center aisle of 
bookshelves rest a pair of terms – or, terminal figures, busts placed onto tapering pillars – facing 
east and west [figure 6.15, 6.16].  
An alert west-facing female term is set within an autumnal array of winter fruits and foli-
age; the personification of life framed by decline and death.  A vernal scene of leaves and flow-
ers surrounds a drowsy east-facing male term; the personification of death in a fecund frame 
springing into life.  These terms are entitled Day and Night, but which is which?  Precedent is 
clear; in Michelangelo’s Day and Night in the Medici Tomb at Saint Lorenzo, for instance, a 
wakeful male Day faces east and a resting female Night faces west.  Yet Labrouste’s terms seem 
to be facing the wrong way – the one facing east drifts towards sleep while that facing west is 
fully awake. Labrouste’s terse description confirms, “On these pedestals are sculpted heads 
turned towards the orient and the sun set, representing day and night,”38 Day faces east with the 
rising sun and Night faces west with the dusk. The flora surrounding each term supports this. The 
vernal setting faces east while the autumnal faces west; the sun rises on spring and life while it 
sets on autumn and death. It becomes clear that there is a conscious inversion of precedent, a 
mixing of referents by which day and night, life and death, stare into the wrong horizons, framed 
by their antithetical others. 
Delving briefly into the historiography, Levine assigned the title Day to the west-facing 
term and Night to the east-facing one.  These are taken to represent the activity in the library, 
naming the terms vita activa and vita contemplavia to “describe the cycle of reading and thinking 
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involved in the act of study.”  He neatly resolves any confusion caused by their arrangement by 
arguing that each figure is to be viewed in relation to the scene unfolding behind them, hence 
looking past Day one sees the rising sun and beyond Night is the sunset, “they do not embody 
some abstract idea,” he argues “but are the labels placed under the real thing.”  Keeping tightly 
within his narrative of the building as book, Levine likens these figures to recto and verso pages, 
indicating what lies between their covers.39  Yet the floral scenes surrounding the terms do not 
support this interpretation, they are facing their correct horizons.  Bressani and Grignon follow 
Levine’s designation while motivating it to different effect. The terms are taken to be common 
alchemic tropes of romantic literature, serving as multifaceted icons of day and night, the sun 
and the moon, sunrise and sunset, and finally, the alchemic “transmutation of the book into new 
knowledge.”40  The reversal of precedent does not specifically contribute to this argument. In 
their later collaboration Bressani and Grignon revise their interpretation, with the terms repre-
senting Fourierist dissolution of man into cosmic harmonies, the direction of the terms is not 
mentioned.41 
Day and night appear in Balze’s lithograph L’Etude situated behind the circulation desk 
in the center of the library. Two putti hold the cloak of evening over the personification L’Etude 
as she reads by the light of the rising sun. Are they casting it off of her or drawing it over her 
eyes? Perhaps the cloak of irrreson is removed to allow her access to the light of knowledge, but 
perhaps it is meant to envelop her within the mythic realm, shielding her from enlightenment’s 
vacant glare. Perhaps the Bibliothèque Saint-Geneviève maps Labrouste’s earlier realization of 
                                                
39 Levine, “The Book and the Building,” 169–170. 
40 Bressani and Grignon, “Henri Labrouste and the Lure of the Real,” 737. 
41 Martin Bressani and Marc Grignon, “The Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève and ‘Healing’ Architecture,” in Henri 
Labrouste: Structure Brought to Light, ed. Barry Bergdoll, Corinne Bélier, and Marc Le Cœur (New York: Museum 
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the depthlessness of the classical onto knowledge itself.  In laboring to build an archive of the 
classical he came to the realization that all the detritus or Roman fragments could not reassemble 
a classicism whose ground of meaning was already lost.  Perhaps in the Bibliothèque, an archive 
of sorts, he discovered that however thorough its consignation of knowledge, it was ultimately 
construed to a myticality to which it had no proper recourse. 
The west-facing term, Night, stares into the setting sun surrounded by an autumnal scene 
that recalls death, yet his wakeful and alert expression is not that of a recumbent effigy. The clas-
sical that garners symbolic content can, in a post-classical moment, only stand as its memoriali-
zation. It is both the ground of signification and the marker of its loss. Night, then, stares wide 
eyed into the sunset, anticipating the darkness as the proper site of Labrouste’s symbolic order. 
The east-facing term, Day, offers a dream state. The real, material space of the library is rendered 
abstract; this center of knowledge speaks only to the fictionality of reason.  The passage to 
knowledge that concludes in positivist catalog must first pass though the crypt.  Behind the dedi-
cation to an institution on the threshold of the Second Empire lurks the counter inscription 1848. 
Rather than partition the spaces of myth, the Bibliothèque describes the mythic fear hidden away 
by the project of enlightenment.  Labrouste’s symbolic order of the library and its determination 
of knowledge mark the dreamscapes of Romanticism.   
These terms, Day and Night, that frame the Bibliothèque – the dream state of the real and the site 
of death – are indissociable.  “Right on that which permits and conditions archivilization,” ac-
cording to Derrida, “we will never find anything other than that which exposes to destruction, 
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[archive destroying] into the heart of the monument.”42  Eight slender cast-iron Corinthian col-
umns are set upon this dual representation of the sleep of reason and the dream space of the real.  
Rather than bearing the load of a crushing pediment, they seem stretched to their limit, pulling 
down the billowing cast-iron ceiling [figure 6.17]. The orders are rendered abstract in these col-
umns whose grounding in the system of classicism is groundless.  They do not recall the time-
lessness of the classical, but show only the fictionality of any claims of classical representation.  
The only proper decoration in the Bibliothèque, then, is to be found above the level of the 
book stacks and their corresponding exterior inscriptions – above the library’s regimes of order 
[figure 6.18].  On the exterior it begins with the cap of the pilasters at the spring of the arched 
windows, and in the interior, at the same level, with the Corinthian capitals of the cast-iron col-
umns.  These, of course, can no longer be a configuration of the classical assembled from the ar-
chive of the generations of pensioners at the Académie de France in Rome. It is a figuration for-
ever lacking determination of meaning, escaping the confines of proper representation, assem-
bled from the classical archive yet irreducible to it.   The sublime terror of enlightenment finds 
its outlet in the strange embellishment toping the Bibliothèque, above the regimes of order.  This 
constitutes, in the terms of Deleuze and Guattari, a Body without Organs: “in order to resist us-
ing words composed of articulated phonetic units, it utters only gasps and cries that are sheer un-
articulated blocks of sound.”43  The return to the inorganic renders the Bibliothèque a site of im-
manence, a virtual space whose affects and traits are forever indeterminate. 
 
                                                
42 Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression, trans. Eric Prenowitz (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1996), 12. 
43 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. Robert Hurley, Mark 









Figure 6.1 – Henri Labrouste, Plan for a Border Bridge between France and Italy, perspective, fifth-year 










Figure 6.2 – Henri Labrouste, Plan for a Border Bridge between France and Italy, lateral elevation, fifth-









Figure 6.3 – Henri Labrouste, Plan for a Cenotaph Commemorating La Pérouse, main elevation, fifth-










Figure 6.4 – Henri Labrouste, Plan for a Cenotaph Commemorating La Pérouse, section, fifth-year envoi 





















Figure 6.6 – Henri Labrouste, Bibliothèque Saint-Geneviève, dedication. 










Figure 6.7 – Henri Labrouste, Bibliothèque Saint-Geneviève, garlands, main entrance. 










Figure 6.8 – Henri Labrouste, Bibliothèque Saint-Geneviève, candelabra, main entrance. 










Figure 6.9 - Henri Labrouste, Bibliothèque Saint-Geneviève, façade study – garlands and candelabra at 

















































Figure 6.14 – Anonymous, Bibliothèque Saint-Geneviève, lower vestibule. From L’Illustration, 17. 10–17 




















Figure 6.16 – Henri Labrouste, Bibliothèque Saint-Geneviève, terms, reading room, Night (left) and Day 
(Right). 














































Phantasmagoria of the Second Empire 
27 January 1871 
“What fated fortune awaits us? How can we conceive of such a succession of disasters, and what 
is going to happen to our poor country?”  Thus opens a dialogue between X and his interlocutor, 
identified only as XX.  The conversation is dated January 27, 1871 the day before the capitula-
tion of Paris to the Prussian army, placing Adolphe Thiers at the head of the Third Republic lo-
cated in Versailles. The provisions of the surrender included the recognition of Wilhem I as Kai-
ser of a newly formed German Empire, a significant monetary indemnity, and the cession of Al-
sace and parts of Lorraine.1 
We can assume the unnamed X to be a member of the Garde Nationale, the civilian de-
fense force separate from the regular army of the Second Empire, defending the city from Prus-
sian aggression. XX, we can presume to be Eugène Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, as this dialog 
opens his Mémoire sur la défense de Paris, an 1871 technical treatise on the fortifications of the 
city published just after the Semaine Sanglante, the “bloody week” from the 21st to the 28th of 
May that ended the three-month revolution of the Paris Commune.2 
After lamenting the loss of Alsace and Lorraine, the Guardsman, X, wryly pointed out 
that France should have no reason to be surprised that Bismarck would take advantage of its 
weakness, just as France had previously done to other countries.  “Your reasoning of the Prus-
sian,” Viollet-le-Duc exclaimed, “is that ‘might makes right.’” The Guardsman countered: 
 At the origin of any society, force alone establishes right, and there are few rights that were not 
the consequence of a conquest.  Property rights, political rights, civil rights, the Rights of Man are 
                                                
1 Geoffrey Wawro, The Franco-Prussian War: The German Conquest of France in 1870-1871 (Cambridge; New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2003). 
2 Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, Mémoire sur la défense de Paris , Septembre 1870- Janvrier 1871 (Paris: Vve 
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all of conquest, which is to say the results obtained by the employment of force upon a previous 
weakened force, or upon chaos, or upon anarchy.  The civilized nations then established among 
themselves certain conventions to which we ascribe the terms law of nations, neutrality, belliger-
ents, etc.  And right now, one dominates the others. 
France, the Guardsman observed, never invoked any law of nations when Napoleon marched 
across Europe; in fact, it had taken the same liberties with Prussia after the Battle of Jena that 
Bismarck was taking in turn.  Even with the defeat of Napoleon France never repudiated his pol-
icies and war was still celebrated in popular culture.  “Beaten and abandoned by our allies at 
Leipzig, defeated at Waterloo,” he explained, “we have never taken these defeats as the fair re-
prisal of law against force.”  Taking the conquest of Alsace and Loraine as an exemplar of this 
right of the strongest, if France could not protect these provinces, then by all rights, they belong 
to the conqueror. 
 Surely in the nineteenth century, Viollet-le-Duc exclaimed, the populations of Al-
sace and Lorraine had rights, and could not simply remain, “like a flock of sheep,” passively at 
the disposal of their conqueror.  But France, the Guardsman countered, had been a “docile flock” 
since the absolute monarchy and state centralization under Louis XIV. State centralization was 
itself a form of conquest, not by an outside power, but by a sovereign, in this case Louis XIV be-
ing the “first instigator of our misfortunes by his spirit of conquest and his and manic domination 
of everything and everyplace,” the French became well penned sheep, “grazing at the discretion 
of master we gave it the name of national unity.”  State power, consolidated and centralized by 
Louis XIV did not resist the arbitrary rule of force, but rather furthered it.  Napoleon needed only 
seize the levers of power – those diverse modes of domination comprising the state apparatus – 
in order to gain full control the nation.  It would be much the same with Bismarck, who refused 
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The Guardsman then framed the project of the Garde Nationale against the aggression of 
both the right of force, and that of the rule of the state; of Bismarck and Versailles respectively: 
“it is up to us to guard ourselves, without the Sheppard and without the dogs.” Only under one’s 
own protection, according to the Guardsman, can there be a discussion of rights. The obligations 
of citizenship, paying taxes, conscription into the army, voting, holding political offices, and 
serving on juries are all merely tasks of passive acquiescence to state power. One’s real respon-
sibility is to utilize all productive capacity over and above these obligations, to actively contrib-
ute all physical and mental means to the cause of liberty. Rights not are acquired through the dis-
tribution of obligations, they manifest through collective contribution. 
Writing in the Journal Centre Gauche in 1857, Viollet-le-Duc first articulated this notion 
of the state apparatus as an alienation of the individual.3  Being true to his medievalist roots, it 
was organic relations of the Middle Ages that had been destroyed by state sovereignty.  “The no-
bles killed the aristocracy, with the king at their head; the clergy killed religion, with the pope at 
their head; the third-estate killed regulated government, with their jealousies and petty ambi-
tions.”4  The absolutist state, organized religion, and the bourgeoisie had exceeded the rules of 
right whose basis lay in the people, becoming autonomous of any social grounding of their legit-
imacy.  Echoing Marx’s Eighteenth Brumaire, published five years earlier, Viollet-le-Duc de-
scribed the people as being the very instrument by which a newly dominant bourgeoisie imple-
mented the alienation of popular sovereignty; “The people,” he wrote, “aid all those who wished 
to destroy; they appear and disappear like a sword from its sheath.”5 
                                                
3 Paul Gout, Viollet-le-Duc, sa vie, son oeuvre, sa doctrine, (Paris: É. Champion, 1914), 136–139. 
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Viollet-le-Duc was himself a Lieutenant Colonel in the Garde Nationale serving under Jean-
Charles Adolphe Alphand and overseeing a group of architects – Davioud, Ballu, and Baudry, 
among others6 – as sappers in the Auxiliary Corps of Civil Engineers, charged with the construc-
tion of trenches and batteries, the clearing of roads to aid the artillery, the construction of barri-
cades, and the serrating of walls. Within Viollet-le-Duc’s discourse, though, fortification stood as 
an architecture of the state – a formulation of sovereign power.  For the defense of Paris, fortifi-
cation had to give way to a contra-form against architecture’s proper construal.  Thus his secre-
tary, Massillon Rouvet, described the fortifications built under Viollet-le-Duc: “architectural ele-
gance disappeared to give way to a utile construction having but one aim: to protect.”7 
 The defense of the city enacted a political territory outside of the logic of domination and 
described a set of rights supplemental to those personal rights – property rights, political rights, 
civil rights, the Rights of Man – acquired through conquest.  Moreover, Paris was defended 
through an act of mutualism outside of the auspices of the fallen state, and thus fighting for rights 
of governance outside of the recognized laws of nations.  Hence Viollet-le-Duc marked a distinc-
tion between the fortification of the city, the subject to which the greater portion of his memoire 
is devoted, and the defense of the city described in his title.  Fortification, as a strategy, had 
failed because it was merely a symptom of state centralization under the powers of the sovereign. 
A conquering army need only take Paris to control all of the levers of power, to seize the appa-
ratus of state, to render the rest of the nation helpless.  The defense of Paris, however, refused the 
impulse to centralization that marked a sovereign power.  By standing in defense of the city they 
                                                
6 Jean Baptiste Massillon Rouvet, Viollet-Le-Duc et Alphand Au Siège de Paris (Paris: Librairies-imprimeries 
réunies, 1892), 45. 
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provided a service supplemental to the obligations of citizenship and over and above the delinea-
tion of state.  Defense stood in opposition to the state as such, rendering its capture impossible. 
At the moment that the Second Empire sought to exert greater control over its architectural for-
mulation, architecture itself began to display a rupture between cloture of a totalizing state repre-
sentation and a drive in the project of late Romanticism that was antithetical to such universaliz-
ing values.  Beaux-Arts representation entered a moment of crisis.  If the Second Empire was 
itself a “world historical necromancy,” then its architecture took on a spectral value.  On one 
hand, the unproblematic employment of Beaux-Arts representation to paper over the crises of the 
Revolutionary city began to display fissures.  On the other hand, the logic of the Beaux-Arts was 
itself inadequate to postulate any viable alternative.  Architecture played the role of being both a 
phantasmagoria of the Second Empire city, as well as the very site of that image’s occlusions and 
ruptures. 
The Modernity of an Architecture Moderne 
Walter Benjamin takes nineteenth-century phantasmagoria – those “magic lanterns” that situated 
an audience between a mystical space of the unknown and the technological mediation of rear-
projected imagery – as a metaphor for a mode of alienation proper to the nineteenth-century city 
where the affects of urban life veiled the hidden workings of capital. As he observed: 
The temples of the bourgeoisie's spiritual and secular power were to find their apotheosis within 
the framework of these long streets. The perspectives, prior to their inauguration, were screened 
with canvas draperies and unveiled like monuments; the view would then disclose a church, a 
train station, an equestrian statue, or some other symbol of civilization. With the Haussmanniza-
tion of Paris, the phantasmagoria was rendered in stone.8 
                                                
8 Walter Benjamin, “Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century,” in The Arcades Project, ed. Rolf Tiedemann, trans. 
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Benjamin quotes Dubech and d’Espezel, in their critique of Haussmann’s city with its arbitrary 
gestures that “begin anywhere and end up nowhere” and awkward deployment of perspective, as 
stating, “We must not accuse him of too much Haussmannization, but of too little.”9  Haussmann 
was not faulted for going too far in the rationalization of the city so as to demolish its historical 
and cultural ground. Haussmann’s failing was that he didn’t go far enough: his rationalization 
was anything but rational.  Beyond being a fetish object veiling the machinations of capital, Ben-
jamin’s notion of phantasmagoria alludes to the preservation and perpetuation of class privilege 
through the guise of progress. The demolition of the orders of traditional association were never 
to disempower the old regimes of privilege, they were rather to render the “bourgeoisie's spiritual 
and secular power”10 as progress.  Haussmann’s phantasmagoria is not simply the fetish object 
veiling the transformation of the city into commodity circulation; this phantasmagoria is the ren-
dering regimes of privilege as reason. 
Haussmann had transformed the molar organization of Paris as the site of revolutionary 
association to a space for the circulation of capital.  As David Harvey has shown, Haussmann’s 
city enabled greater ease of communication and transportation by creating a networked economy 
to facilitate production, industry, and finance.  As the city became an instrument of state liberal-
ism, urban space was itself monetized as financial instruments were developed to fuel a real es-
tate speculation bubble along the new corridors of bourgeois habitability.11  The opening up of 
space is the expansion of the purview of civic authority.  Benjamin cites Rattier’s dream of “the 
false Paris” to describe this centrifugal always-expanding space: 
                                                
9 Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project, ed. Rolf Tiedemann, trans. Howard Eiland and Kevin McLaughlin (Cam-
bridge: Belknap Press, 1999), 132 Quoting Dubech and d’Espezel, Histoire de Paris (Paris, 1926), 416. 
10 Benjamin, “Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century,” 24. 
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 One of these fine mornings, France will have a rude awakening when it realizes that it is con-
fined within the walls of Lutetia, of which she forms but a crossroads…the next day Italy, Spain, 
Denmark and Russia will be incorporated by decree into the Parisian municipality; three days lat-
er, the city gates will be pushed back to Novaya Zemlya and to the land of the Papuans.  Paris 
will be the world and the universe will be Paris.12 
This is less an allegory French military expansion or an anticipation of the race for colonies than 
the fever dream of Paris’ relentless administrative integration.  The points furthest outside of civ-
ic administration would be incorporated into the state apparatus, and Paris would soon contain 
nothing foreign to itself.  Paris would become a universe, a single entity, an undifferentiated 
whole – the relentless incorporation of all that is alien into the terror of an administrative sub-
lime.  
The condition of the Second Empire city as an instrument of state liberalism was reflect-
ed in civic architecture that transformed the sovereign privileges of the individual into biopoliti-
cal institutions.  Benjamin comments that the axis formed by the Avenue de l’Opéra to the por-
ter’s lodge of the Louvre marks Haussmann’s unrestrained megalomania.13  This makes the di-
rect relationship between the institutions of the Ancien Régime and bourgeois culture explicit.  
Garnier’s Opera can be taken as precisely the phantasmagoria of the bourgeois city rendered in 
architecture. 
The aimless wanderings of the Second Empire flâneur are transformed into theatrical per-
formance by the Opera.  “It was the stage on which imperial Paris could gaze upon itself with 
satisfaction […] a theater conceived as an urban center.”14  The fly tower that frames the elabo-
rate classical façade flashes stage-set images to an immobilized consuming public. The stage of 
the Opera thus provides to the audience the same phantasmagoria that its façade provides to the 
                                                
12 Benjamin, The Arcades Project, 137. Quoting Paul-Ernest Rattier, Paris n’existe pas (Paris, 1857), 47-49. 
13 Benjamin, “Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century,” 24. 
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Avenue. It is likewise with the circulation through the Grand Staircase.  Garnier jettisoned the 
Beaux-Arts convention of the marche that organized a linear procession through the traditional 
composition in favor of a unique concept of circulation predicated on a complex exploratory 
path. The concept of the marche organized the building as a fixed composition of spaces oscillat-
ing between openness and enclosure along a determined path. A section drawing by Emmanuel 
Brune for his 1863 Grand Prix winning L’Escalier Principal d’un palais d’un Souverain offers 
an example of such a determinate path with its playful spatial configurations [figure 7.1].  Circu-
lation, on the other hand, was indeterminate, creating complex paths through a space to be ob-
served and to view.  The aim was no longer the set experience of the privileged viewer, but the 
multiplicity of perspectives from different locations.  In the architecture of procession and obser-
vation, operagoers would ascent the grand staircase under the gaze of others to complete their 
circut by taking the position of observer. The visitor would first be experienced, and then experi-
ence others, with passing indifference. The flâneur, in both the detached consumption of visual 
experience and the undirected wandering in an indeterminate space, had been incorporated into 
the bourgeois experience – the self as reduced to commodity value – of the opera. 
A section model of the Opera, completed in 1986 by Richard Peduzzi that stands in the 
Musée d’Orsay, makes the mediation of the bourgeois experience explicit [figure 7.2].  The stage 
is set between its vast fly space and a multi-story trap structure.  The auditorium rests between a 
network of corridors that feed its floor and boxes and a multi-layered false dome.  A network of 
back-of-house corridors surrounds Foyer de la danse. The interlinked spaces for the public are 
legible as a contiguous hollowed-out void floating within a greater mechanism of illusion. 
The false dome of the opera serves as the junction between the intimacy of the theater 
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mediation creates a disjoint between the interior experience of the building and its public repre-
sentation.  The scale of the fly towers required to bring the immediacy of experience to the view-
ing public, for instance, creates a disjunction between the intimacy of that experience and the 
scope of its mechanical assemblage.  The interior dome appropriate to the scale of the theater is 
not the same as an exterior dome proportional to the enclosure of this assemblage. The dual 
domes of the opera thus give architectural form to this mediation of experience. 
Photographs of the construction site show the camera to have had a ubiquitous presence 
in the making of the Opera, serving both to create a record of the construction and to catalog its 
architectural elements. As the camera intervened in the construction process, the building be-
came a contemplation on technological reproducibility.  The mechanized mediation of experi-
ence played out in architecture of the Paris Opera indicates an awareness of its own dissolution 
of “aura” in the age of the camera.  The mechanized stage sets are the magic lanterns of an Opera 
furnished as a giant camera to house a mass bourgeois consumer. 
If the Avenue de l’Opéra marks Haussmann’s “unrestrained megalomania,” Louis Duc’s 
Palais de Justice offers another type of intervention [figure 7.3].15  Through its architecture and 
its urban situation, the Palais de Justice serves as another kind of phantasmagoria of the Second 
Empire.  Duc called for the demolition of Henri IV’s baroque Place Dauphin to create another 
direct visual axis to the Louvre [figure 7.4] (a portion of this was plan was actually carried out; 
the bottom leg of the triangular Place was demolished, turning Duc’s Façade de Harlay into the 
western boundary of an enlarged courtyard).16 The urban traces of the Ancien Régime were to be 
destroyed to make way for a Grand Boulevard absent material exigency of a medium of com-
                                                
15 David Van Zanten offers a thorough account of the design and construction of Duc’s Palais de justice. David Van 
Zanten, Designing Paris: The Architecture of Duban, Labrouste, Duc, and Vaudoyer (Cambridge: MIT Press, 
1987), 176–223. 
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modity circulation, leaving only its visual corridor.  The Palais de Justice, however, was not to be 
simply one among the “various monuments” placed “at the end of his wide avenues” only “for 
the sake of perspective.”17 Much like the Opera, the Palais itself was to produce its own phan-
tasmagoria.   
The destruction of the Place Dauphine to open an urban axis works to transfer the spiritu-
al and secular power of the Ancien Régime to the biopolitical apparatuses of the Second Empire; 
it performs the destruction of the old order only to preserve it in the bourgeois order of a juridical 
apparatus. Even its partial realization opens up the enclosed baroque space of an endogamic rul-
ing class situated in the elite Place Dauphine to an administered urban space. Following Fou-
cault, Justice is no longer to maintain essences by determining prescriptions and prohibitions or 
by demarcating the sovereign categories of right and wrong.18 Duc’s project appropriates that 
“essence” to form an institution of State.  Here, the abstract notion of “justice” once codified by 
enlightenment thought becomes alienated through its institutionalization as state apparatus, per-
forming the dialectic motivated by the mythicality of enlightenment.19  Much the same can be 
said for other great works of Néo-Grec architecture undertaken at the end of the Second Empire, 
such as Léon Vaudoyer’s Marsaille Cathedral which determined a state religion and Henri La-
brouste’s Bibliothèque Nationale which transformed knowledge into an institution of state 
through the establishment of a national library of last resort.  In coordinating bodies as popula-
tions, these ideals were henceforth to negotiate a field of relations.   
                                                
17 Quoting Dubech and d’Espezel: Benjamin, The Arcades Project, 132. 
18 Michel Foucault, Society Must Be Defended: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1975-76, ed. Mauro Bertani and 
Alessandro Fontana, trans. David Macey (New York: Picador, 2003), 312. 
19 Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment: Philosophical Fragments, ed. Gunzelin 
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Duc thus monumentalizes the social institutionalization of the abstract notion of “jus-
tice”; an immanently political notion that had held a revolutionary capacity.  In constructing the 
Palais de Justice, Duc construed one of the great biopolitical apparatuses of the Second Empire, 
and the architecture can be thoroughly “read” as an exegesis on justice as such an institution.  
David Van Zanten accomplishes this by showing that the duality of force and justice that de-
scribed French law under the Second Empire is made legible in the symbolic content of architec-
tural motifs. The interior Vestibule de Harlay employs the iconography of the feminine to repre-
sent justice. Caryatids flank the relief “Justice” by Jean Joseph Perraud, the “feminine" Ionic or-
der is employed in this space and female figures abound. Duc, according to van Zanten, rendered 
the space “alive” as the formal personification of justice. The exterior, in contrast, describes 
force through the Doric order, the lions flanking the monumental staircase, and the shield and 
sword motif of the frieze.20  The government of Napoleon III was thus represented as “a chief 
executive answerable solely to the people and restrained by law.”21 The Palais de Justice thus 
transforms social imaginary into state institution.  The rendering of such a concept of “justice” 
into the architectural form of the Palais speaks to a totalizing appropriation of the revolutionary 
demands of social equity. 
Duc’s rendering of the ineffable notion of justice into apparatus of the Second Empire is perhaps 
why his design for the Palais de Justice won the first (and as fate would have it, only) quinquen-
nial Grand Prix de l'Empereur – a 100,000 Franc award given to the best work of painting, 
                                                
20 Van Zanten, Designing Paris: The Architecture of Duban, Labrouste, Duc, and Vaudoyer, 216–217.  This legibil-
ity of Duc’s system remains questionable, as his contemporaries had some difficulty in discerning its meaning.  For 
Charles Clément, for instance, the columns of the Vestibule de Harlay referenced the Temple of the Winds in Ath-
ens, yet for Paul Sédille they pointed to a tomb at Stratonica, 214. 
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sculpture, or architecture of the previous five years22 – and perhaps also why it was subsequently 
torched during the Commune.  Duc used this award to endow the Prix Duc, to be given annually 
to a student of the École des Beaux-Arts for compositions to found “the style and shape of the 
elements of an architecture moderne.”  For Duc, architecture had ceased to express the social 
unity that had existed in the past; the classical had lost its organic relationship to society. His 
proposed modern architecture was to be born of a Saint-Simonian theory of history that opposed 
critical periods of social disharmony to organic periods of synthesis: 
The spirit of art has become critical instead of being organic, and today it is too often expressed 
by productions whose individual form originates from retrospective inspirations. No link, no au-
thority, no faith is given to the national unity that characterized past eras, and the only character 
of our own, that of absolute freedom, tends to decay of our art.23 
The classical was no longer rooted in the social coherence to which it sought to give expression. 
Its turn towards eclecticism – an expression of absolute freedom – had instead become a critical 
form, detached from any cultural legitimation. The Prix Duc, then, would foster a new architec-
ture – an architecture moderne24 – elementally constituted to rebuild the classical from the 
ground up.  Being overseen directly by the Académie, this would stand as an internal critique of 
the École, challenging the ability of the institution to reinvent itself.  The aim of the competition 
was not to offer yet another elaborate and complex program, as in the official Concours of the 
École, but to focus on “the most concise expressions of the essential elements of architecture.” 
The goals of the Prix Duc should be distinguished from the eighteenth-century project of 
Viel de Saint-Meux in which each architectural element acted as a hieroglyph with an absolute 
meaning from which a coherent architectural “language” could be construed through combina-
                                                
22 As Van Zanten argues. Van Zanten, Designing Paris: The Architecture of Duban, Labrouste, Duc, and Vaudoyer. 
23 César Daly, “Les Hautes Études en Architecture: Le Prix Duc,” Revue Générale de l’Architecture et des Travaux 
Publics 29, no. 1 (1872): 33. 
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tion.25  Where the classical was seen as constituting a grammar in which each element stood in 
for a discreet sign, what Duc proposed was a shift that saw architecture in terms of philology, as 
a social-linguistic form.  Grammar examined the relations between signs, regardless of the sub-
ject while philology sought to understand how the collective subject of a population would trans-
form a language. The distinction being similar to that between the subject’s relation to a sover-
eign versus man’s relation to a population.26  By construing a new elemental architectural order, 
this displacement of the eclecticism of the Beaux-Arts would perfectly accommodate the vast, 
interlinked administration of the Second Empire state apparatus.  This mode of architectural pro-
duction would constitute within Beaux-Arts pedagogy a biopolitical turn that would transform 
the classical from the sovereign relation to fixed signifier to a new mode of knowledge that 
would aggregate populations.  This, being precisely the condition of a certain type of modernity, 
was made explicit by Duc’s call for an architecture moderne. 
For Duc, the preservation of the classical orders in any new system remained essential. 
The orders, being based on the proportions of man, he argued, offer the measured unity of archi-
tecture.27  The classical is the transcendent quality of architecture, its a priori that transforms 
mere building into an architecture properly construed.  The gothic, as he points out, retained the 
orders at critical junctions to describe structural effort.  Without this affect of the classical, the 
gothic would remain only a display of structural forces, “masses of inert matter” that could “star-
                                                
25 Anthony Vidler, “Symbolic Architecture: Viel de Saint-Meux and the Decipherment of Antiquity,” in The Writing 
of the Walls: Architectural Theory in the Late Enlightenment (Princeton: Princeton Architectural Press, 1987), 139–
46. 
26 Michel Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1977-78, ed. Michel Senel-
lart, trans. Graham Burchell (Basingstoke; New York: Palgrave Macmillan; République Française, 2007), 77–79. 
27 Paul Sédille, “Joseph Louis Duc, Architecte (1802-1879),” Encyclopédie d’architecture: revue mensuelle des tra-
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tle and dazzle the eyes, but never delight.”  The classical serves to anchor the building’s form 
and proportion with the poetic essence that underlies the very condition of beauty.   
Yet within this turn there is a certain lateness – a tacit recognition of the constructedness 
of his system and a desire to operate within the space of its conventionality.28  Duc thus follows 
this explication of the essentialism of the classical with a description of its fictionality: 
Fiction must occupy the first position in architecture, and that is the essence.  Is the Greek temple 
not a legend in stone?  All of the members composing it were but natural objects which, by their 
transmutation in stone, not by imitation, but more by translation, became fictions or falsehoods.29 
While raising the banner of the classical, he simultaneously dismantles its ontological founda-
tion.  On its surface, Duc recognizes the loss of classical mimesis in what Levine describes as a 
“post-classical act of reattribution of meaning,” where the mimetic function of the classical is 
rejected in favor of a more abstract notion of grandeur or nobility.30 Duc certainly takes part in 
the Romantic rejection of mimesis, but perhaps he is actually taking the classical to demarcate 
another mode of meaning entirely – fictionality as the Romantic notion of the imaginary as nego-
tiating the real.  The way to comprehend such an architecture is not through an effort to perform 
an exegesis upon its formal elements so as to “read” this fiction as a legible sign.  Perhaps Duc’s 
employment of the classical orders is, rather, to put on display the very fictionality of architec-
tural signification.  In representing this mythicality of architecture’s a priori at the vey moment 
of its biopolitical appropriation of the sovereign regimes of meaning, it represents the ground-
lessness of its essences and the impossibility of its own proper construal.  The proper ground of 
architecture is fiction and Duc’s Architecture Moderne speaks only to the impossibility of repre-
                                                
28 I employ Adorno’s notion of lateness. Theodor W. Adorno, “Late Style in Beethoven,” in Essays on Music, ed. 
Richard Leppert, trans. Susan H. Gillespie (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), 564–68. 
29 Sédille, “Joseph Louis Duc, Architecte (1802-1879),” 68. 
30 Neil Levine, “The Romantic Idea of Architectural Legibility: Henri Labrouste and the Néo-Grec,” in The Archi-
tecture of the École des Beaux-Arts, ed. Arthur Drexler (New York; Cambridge: Museum of Modern Art; distributed 
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sentation and the ephemera of meaning. An Architecture Moderne is the subtle transformation of 
regimes of privilege into apparatuses of state, but perhaps its modernity lies in a mode of abstrac-
tion that self-consciously renders this transfiguration explicit. 
Race, Place, and Milieu in Beaux-Arts Pedagogy 
With the 1863 reforms of the École des Beaux-Arts, the Second Empire sought to exert greater 
control over design pedagogy.31 Hippolyte Taine, The new director of the École appointed by the 
Emperor after the brief and tumultuous tenure Eugène Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc,32 played an 
important role in reforming Beaux-Arts pedagogy to suit the aims of the state. Taine employed 
his theory of Race, Place, and Milieu as a means to introduce a sociological positivism to the 
Romantic notions of history that drove the Beaux-Arts style and as the basis of a design method-
ology.33 Briefly, Taine’s theory argues that historical events may be understood solely through 
their social, geographic, and ethnographic contexts.  In Taine’s two-stage historical method, sys-
tematic application of context is fleshed out by expressive description of detail.  As concerns its 
application to the history of art, the figure of the great artist – the singular man of genius embod-
ying a grand epoch by synthesizing the real and the ideal – gives way to the artist as a cultural 
product.  All places and times are equally endowed with the artistic talent to manifest their 
unique and specific contexts. 
In place of an ideal of beauty, Taine took a relativist approach that understood the work 
of art to manifest a specific cultural context.  For Taine, there is no genius, properly understood, 
                                                
31 Beaux-Arts pedagogy after the 1863 reforms is described: Richard A. Moore, “Academic ‘Dessin’ Theory in 
France after the Reorganization of 1863,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 36, no. 3 (October 1, 
1977): 145–74. 
32 Richard Chafee, “The Teaching of Architecture at the École de Beaux-Arts,” in The Architecture of the École Des 
Beaux-Arts, ed. Arthur Drexler (New York; Cambridge: Museum of Modern Art; distributed by MIT Press, 1977), 
97–104. 
33 Taine’s writings on art as they pertain to his theory of “race, place, and milieu” are best described in: Hippolyte 
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as a transcendental condition that will present the same way regardless of context.   The figure of 
the genius is displaced by the identity of an entire people, with the work of art being the expres-
sion of an epoch.  Consequently, Taine recognizes no means of teaching art; “if you are to grow 
you will do it on your own, without my intervention.”34  A pedagogue has no recourse to some 
font of artistic creation to impart to the students, but can only describe great works of the past 
and put them into context. The students, for their part, can only articulate their own historical 
moment and serve to express what is ultimately a collective work.   The source of the aesthetic 
does not come from above as some abstract realm to which the artist might strive for recourse, 
but from below in the matériel of an epoch. 
In his 1866 article, “L’Esthetique professée à l’École des Beaux-Arts,” Emile Zola of-
fered a critique of the École through an examination of Taine’s historical method.35  Zola diag-
nosed in Taine the archetypal qualities of the nineteenth century in which the dry pragmatism of 
the machine was marked with the lost glories of an heroic past.  For Zola, Taine’s heroic prose 
fails to revive an irretrievable past, but merely laments its loss.  “He abandons himself blindly in 
those bygone days when handsome men abounded, and yet, in the background, I seem to hear 
him vaguely complaining of weariness and suffering.”36 This untimeliness of Taine extended to 
the École itself through his implementation of the 1863 reforms.  Taine’s historical method 
stands as a synecdoche for the design pedagogy of the École. Zola’s critique of Taine, “dry and 
rigid in the outline, liberal in the detail, fundamentally weak and unsettled in a vague fashion,”37 
                                                
34 Taine, quoted: Émile Zola, “M. H. Taine, Artist,” in My Hatreds [Mes Haines], trans. Palomba Paves-Yashinsky 
and Jack Yashinsky, Studies in French Literature 12 (Lewiston, Queensland, Lampeter: Edwin Mellen Press, 1991), 
140. 
35 Zola, “M. H. Taine, Artist”.  Originally published as “L’Esthetique Professée à L’École des Beaux-Arts” in Reveu 
Contemporaine, February 15, 1866. 
36 Ibid.,	  135. 
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extends to a critique of the École des Beaux-Arts method of the Dessin au trait in general:38 the 
“dry and rigid outline” being the développement, which constitutes the basis of Beaux-Arts form 
as an abstract geometrical construct, and his “prodigious detail” standing in for the rendering of 
these forms [figure 7.5]. 
Zola’s reveals sociological positivism as ultimately retaining the mythicality of the philo-
sophical systems that it seeks to replace. That Taine perceives in every nuance of an artistic pro-
duction the validation of his theory belies the fact that “race, place and milieu” provides only the 
appearance of a system while ultimately reverting to the intuition of the historian. For Zola, these 
criteria are too reductive to account for the breadth of aesthetic production that Taine describes 
in his writings.  Zola recognizes a sleight of hand – Taine’s system, being too simple to account 
for the diversity of interpretation, demands a degree of invention – and exposes the puppet of 
historical materialism that is set win every time.39 “Adieu to the theory’s beautiful unity.” Zola 
observes, “it is no longer the exact application of a simple, clear law; it becomes free intuition, 
the agile ingenious judgment of the learned intellect.”40 
Any threat that Taine might have posed to Beaux-Arts pedagogy in his openness to dif-
ferent styles and the fostering of eclecticism over the dominance of a single school was subvert-
ed by the mythicality veiled by his system.  As an historical project, the richness of aesthetic in-
terpretation fostered by the freedom from essentializing historical principles is undermined by 
their presumed reduction to universalizing sociological norms. As a pedagogical project, the ar-
tistic freedoms that arise from the removal of an aesthetic ideal are lost to cultural normativity.  
                                                
38 Moore, “Academic ‘Dessin’ Theory in France after the Reorganization of 1863,” 146–148. 
39 Walter Benjamin, “Theses on the Philosophy of History,” in Illuminations, ed. Hannah Arendt, trans. Harry Zohn 
(New York: Schocken Books, 1969), 253. 
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Taine’s method did not bring about the end of the myth of the enlightenment; it rather gave that 
myth a place in the burgeoning machine age. 
Zola, for his part, celebrated the eclectic and the agonistic over universalities and sys-
tems.  His problem with Taine’s theory was not, strictly speaking, with its mechanics, but with 
its transformation of irreason into sociological fact.  Taine’s system is not too mechanistic or too 
neutral, but not mechanistic enough; it does not ultimately reject the universalizing claims that it 
rebuffs, but merely carries them forward in another form.  For the purposes of the École des 
Beaux-Arts, the critique remained the same: the efforts to rationalize the design process within 
the 1863 reforms (a certain legitimation of the Néo-Grec approach) served only to universalize of 
the systems of aristocratic privilege under the guise of a sociological positivism. “The science of 
beauty is a joke,” Zola wrote elsewhere, “invented by philosophers to the great amusement of the 
artists.”41 
While following a certain subjective Kantianism, Zola was, however, able to find in 
Taine’s method the basis of an alternate direction for the Beaux-Arts.  Most critics of the École, 
particularly those of the utopian tradition, lamented the lack of unity in Taine’s method and its 
failure to coalesce around a form that would lead to a new epoch.  Zola, for his part, found this 
lack of unity to be its only saving grace, as it had brought the École into a period of agonistics.  
He thus endorsed the aspect of Taine’s pedagogy that overturned the schools by transforming the 
artist from an imitator of ideal forms to a creator of new expressions. 
The artist must therefore march straight ahead, consult only his heart and his epoch; his mission is 
not to borrow scattered traces of beauty from the past, here and there throughout the ages, and to 
transform them into an ideal type, impersonal and placed outside of humanity; his mission is to 
                                                
41 Émile Zola, “Les Chansons Des Rues et Des Bois,” in My Hatreds [Mes Haines], trans. Palomba Paves-
Yashinsky and Jack Yashinsky, Studies in French Literature 12 (Lewiston, Queensland, Lampeter: Edwin Mellen 
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live, to make art greater, to add new chefs-d’oeuvre to old chefs-d’oeuvre, to do the work of a 
creator, to give us one of the undiscovered aspects of beauty.42 
This perpetual change demands the destruction of the schools in favor of continuous renewal.  
This is the aspect of Taine’s writing that most directly influenced Zola.  As the arc of history, 
refusing ideal end conditions, relentlessly follows the path of perpetual newness, the aesthetic is 
perpetually irresolvable and must forever take on new expression.  
Zola’s approach also offers an alternate theory of history from the utopian tradition. The 
utopians saw the agonistics of art production as a sign of a period of Transition where expedien-
cy ruled over principles and base skills over inspiration.  The period of Evolution, a synthesis of 
art and culture that was to express a greater spiritual unity, was always to come.43  For Zola this 
period of disunity was the historical fulfillment of an escape from the era of idealism.  The re-
fusal of a coherent system reflected in agonistic production was not a symptom of a transitory 
tumult to be overcome.  Implicit in this historical realization is a political one in which the heroic 
individual can achieve neither historical realization nor aesthetic ideal. 
We are in the midst of anarchy, and for me, this anarchy is a curious and interesting spectacle. 
Certainly, I regret the absence of the great man, the dictator, but I take pleasure in witnessing the 
spectacle of all these kings warring against each other, of this kind of republic in which every cit-
izen is master of his own house. There is in all this, an enormous amount of activity consumed, a 
feverish, raging life. Our epoch's persistent, continuous birth-giving is not admired enough; each 
day is marked by a new effort, by a new creation. The task is completed, then taken up again, re-
lentlessly.44 
                                                
42 Zola, “M. H. Taine, Artist,” 141. 
43 “The Law of the Development of Mankind: Verification of This Law by History” and “Conception, Method, and 
Historical Classification” in Georg G. Iggers, ed., The Doctrine of Saint-Simon: An Exposition; First Year, 1828-
1829, trans. Georg G. Iggers, 2d ed., Studies in the Libertarian and Utopian Tradition, SB 371 (New York: Schocken 
Books, 1972), 26–57. 
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The future, for Zola is not an abstract ideal to come, but is perpetually being produced.45 When 
Zola writes “we are creating piece by piece a new world,”46 he refers not to the utopian period of 
unity to come, but a new world of the present, based in the struggle and disorder of the nine-
teenth century.  
Taine realized his theory of Race, Place, and Milieu as a program of aesthetic production where-
in the abstract, geometrical form of an underlying développement would be filled in with prodi-
gious detail.  Duc proposed his Architecture Moderne as a new symbolic order that would be 
amenable to the architectural configuration of new administrative forms.  While the pedagogical 
projects of Taine and Duc, are posed somewhat in opposition to one another, they nevertheless 
enter a certain dialogue. This occurs at the register of population, specifically in its biopolitical 
configuration of the sovereign figure of Man.  In distinct ways, each of these projects responds to 
the nineteenth-century “age of revolution” by formulating masses as populations.  In the biopolit-
ical apparatus, the sovereign configuration of man is transformed from a relation of individual to 
collective to one of the multiplicity to population. In this moment the political agency of an ur-
ban collectivity is dissolved as the individual becomes pertinent only inasmuch as being a relay 
to population.47 
In their distinct ways, Taine and Duc sought to achieve this transformation through a re-
form of Beaux-Arts pedagogy, yet each of these approaches carries the baggage of the Ancien 
Régime.  The preservation of the old systems of privilege were not eliminated, but merely veiled 
                                                
45 A bit of the utopian does remain in Zola, he does posit some great artist to call in the new world, but where for the 
Utopians this future is imminent, with the goal of aesthetic production being only be the realization of this future, 
Zola places this future in an abstract time beyond, less as the product of the current work than a historical inevitabil-
ity.   
46 Zola, “M. H. Taine, Artist,” 142. 
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by their transformation into sociological fact on one hand and elemental reason on the other. Zo-
la seems to diagnose this in Taine by pointing out that behind his heroic prose there remains a 
weariness and suffering symptomatic on nineteenth-century man.  Taine’s system can never truly 
formulate a new architecture; it can only reproduce the hollowed-out forms of the past while la-
menting its loss of meaning.  It is in Duc that, perhaps, a self-reflexive modernity is taking place.  
The elemental rationalism of his Architecture Moderne must necessarily be paired with an 
awareness that the impeccable reason of his system has its ultimate ground in fantasy. 
The Barricade as Epistemic Dismantlement 
Benjamin describes phantasmagoria as the essence of a modernity that “was incapable of re-
sponding to new technological capabilities with a new social order.”48 Blanqui’s description of 
an endless repetition of originary combinations filling infinite expanse shows nature’s fecundity 
to be the phantasmagoria of progress, where “in infinity, eternity performs – imperturbably – the 
same routines.”49  As in Rattier, closed systems of reason constitute a sublime terror, but in 
Blanqui’s case this extends beyond the reckless expanse of administrative logic to become the 
epistemic ground of a mechanistic universe that can only reproduce its own logic.  Blanqui offers 
the appearance of history as eternal sameness – a closed system without the possibility of alteri-
ty, an infinity of finitude.   
Viollet-le-Duc’s distinction between fortification and defense within his discourse on 
sovereignty describes a crisis in architecture under these revolutionary conditions.  Architecture 
as the combination of archē (origin or first cause) and tektōn (builder or mason) denotes the con-
strual of a priori forms: to build out the first cause. Architecture’s manifestation as institution of 
                                                
48 Benjamin, “Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century,” 26. 
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state thus extends the ontological ground of the archē to form a political power.  It is in this 
sense that I want to posit that architecture after the Commune overturned architecture’s archē, to 
render it an-archic, disrupting its proper function as state apparatus. 
Architecture’s revolutionary other overturns the proper form of fortification, stripping 
away its constituent order to expose an ontological void.  Victor Hugo, writing in 1862, recog-
nized this disruption of the architectural in his description of the Barricade of Sainte Antoine in 
the Revolution of 1848: 
You might say: Who built that? You might also say: Who destroyed that? It was the improvisa-
tion of ferment. Here! That door! That grating! That shed! That casement! That broken furnace! 
That cracked pot! Bring everything! Throw on everything! Push, roll, dig, dismantle, overturn, 
tear down everything!50 
Hugo, moreover, recognized a space of political alterity opened by such an architecture of dis-
mantlement: “This barricade, chance, disorder, bewilderment, misunderstanding, the unknown, 
had opposed to it the Constituent Assembly, the sovereignty of the people, universal suffrage, the 
nation, the republic; it was the Carmagnole51 defying the Marseillaise.”52  The rationale of the 
state was, it seemed to Hugo, disrupted with the loss of architecture’s ontological foundation. 
Benjamin observed, “the burning of Paris is the worthy conclusion to Barron Hauss-
mann’s destruction.”53  Haussmann destroyed the workers quarters and the strongholds of revo-
lutionary association to make space for bourgeois habitability while the burning of Paris de-
stroyed indiscriminately. In a sense, the burning of Paris generalized Haussmann’s deliberate de-
struction.  If under the guise of rationalizing the city Haussmann built instead the phantasmago-
                                                
50 Victor Hugo, Les Misérables, trans. Lee Fahnestock and Norman MacAfee (New York: New American Library, 
1987), 1171. 
51 A satirical revolutionary hymn named after the short jackets worn by the sans-coulottes. 
52 Hugo, Les Misérables, 1173. 
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ria of reason by creating an administrative logic that married the class privileges of the Ancien 
Régime to the bourgeoisie, then the burning of Paris destroyed its infrastructure. This reversal of 
Haussmannization may paradoxically be taken as its fullest realization. Haussmann’s destruction 
was itself the phantasmagoria of the construction and solidification of class distinction. The 
burning of Paris was not determined according to class, and its generalized destruction was de-
struction itself – unmediated by illusion.  
For Benjamin, it was the barricade that constructed this initial effort towards the destruc-
tion of Haussmann’s Phantasmagoria: 
 The barricade is resurrected during the Commune. It is stronger and better designed than ever. It 
stretches across the great boulevards, often reaching a height of two stories, and shields the 
trenches behind it. Just as the Communist Manifesto ends the age of professional conspirators, so 
the Commune puts an end to the phantasmagoria that dominates the earliest aspirations of the 
proletariat.54  
The illusion that the revolution could only be achieved through alliance with the Bourgeoisie 
veiled the class domination intrinsic to the capitalist city.  The phantasmagoria of class alliance is 
self-same with that of Haussmann’s city in general – class domination under the claim of com-
mon cause.  As Marx observed, the revolution of 1848 and its aftermath saw proletariat continu-
ously employed to further the interests of the bourgeoisie under the guise of alliance.  Following 
the model of capitalism in general, the proletariat would be alienated of the political achieve-
ments made in common with the bourgeoisie when the bourgeoisie would appropriate these 
gains to leverage them towards new alliances with the party of order.55  The phantasmagoria of 
the nineteenth-century revolutions was the illusion that the revolutionary capacity of the worker 
could not be treated as any other mode of labor power open to alienation.  The dual phantasma-
                                                
54 Ibid., 24. 
55 Karl Marx, “The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte,” in Surveys from Exile, ed. David Fernbach, trans. Ben 
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goria of Haussmann’s Paris – those of the boulevard veiling the circulation of capital and of po-
litical alliance veiling class exploitation – both have their bases in the transformation of the spir-
itual and secular power of the Ancien Régime to the bourgeois Second Empire.  The Commune’s 
resistance to these phantasmagorias demanded a rejection of their institution within the state 
form itself. 
These deterritorializations of Second Empire configurations of urban space and architec-
tural form disrupted classical notions of order and representation.  As Kristin Ross describes the 
barricade, “Monumental ideals of formal perfection, duration, or immortality, quality of material 
and integrity of design are replaced by a special kind of bricolage.”56  While many of the barri-
cades produced under the commune were engineered with remarkable precision, they neverthe-
less present a soritical paradox (from the Greek soros, meaning heap) wherein an object whose 
determination is as an assemblage of parts can nevertheless not be defined according to its con-
stituent makeup [figure 7.6].57  The barricade thus lacks any epistemic ground and presents a 
fundamental rupture form the archē of architecture. While these practices are unenvisionable by 
classical representation, I propose that they manifest discreetly as a return of the repressed within 
the academic architecture that sought to legitimate the restitution of the state.  Architecture’s 
revolutionary capacity, I argue, exists as an aporia – an impasse or occlusion at which structures 
can no longer sustain – and that this obstruction is legible in the architecture produced after the 
Commune, yet inaccessible to architecture’s proper construal. 
 
                                                
56 Kristin Ross, The Emergence of Social Space Rimbaud and the Paris Commune, Theory and History of Literature 
60 (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1988), 36. 









































Figure 7.4 – Louis Bretez, Plan de Turgot, 1739. Showing relationship between Palais de Justice, Place 










Figure 7.5 – Dessin au trait (above), from A. Yvon, Methode de dessin, 1867; Developpement (below), 
from G. Umbedenstock, Cours d’architetcure, 1930. Richard Moore, Academic “Dessin” Theory in 








Figure 7.6 – Pierre-Ambrose Richebourg, Barricades de la Commune, avril 71. Coin de la place Hotel de 







Archival Occlusions in the École des Beaux-Arts 
In The Historian’s Craft marc Bloch recalls frequent requests by people intent on writing histo-
ries of their village.1  His standard response was to first ask a question: “Who was the seigneur of 
the town in 1789?” Town politics under revolutionary conditions would determine the present 
state of archive, specifically whether it survived or not, and its contribution toward a historical 
narrative.  As Jacques Derrida points out, the archive has its origin as the arkheion, or the house 
of the Archon (the ruler, lord, or simply holder of public office), this site gives the political a 
hermeneutic power, not only to give law, but also to form meaning.2  Yet Bloch shows that revo-
lutionary violence always gets the last word, and ultimately holds the power to intervene in this 
archive’s hermeneutic construal. 
The archive of the École des Beaux-Arts, located on the main floor of Felix Duban’s Pa-
lias on Rue Bonaparte, is precisely such a site of hermeneutic power.  Where the French Revolu-
tion with its suppression of the École had produced its Revolutionary Architects and its Projects 
de l'an II,3 there appears no trace of the revolutionary nineteenth century that the École had sur-
vived. The school and politics, it would seem, were completely separate.  The archival holdings 
pertaining to the period of the Commune, competition drawings for the 1871 Prix de Rome, for 
instance, certainly bear out this interpretation.  The entries were unspectacular examples of the 
conventional Beaux-Arts architecture that had been standard fare under the Second Empire. No-
                                                
1 Marc Léopold Benjamin Bloch, The Historian’s Craft (New York: Vintage Books, 1953), 72–73. 
2 Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression, trans. Eric Prenowitz (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1996), 2. 
3 Emil Kaufmann, Three Revolutionary Architects: Boullée, Ledoux, and Lequeu, Transactions of the American 
Philosophical Society, New Ser., V. 42, Pt. 3 (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1952); Werner Szam-
bien, Les Projets de l’An II: Concours d’Architecture de La Période Révolutionnaire (Paris: Ecole Nationale 
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where could be found a hint of the events that had roiled Paris through the preceding year: the 
Franco-Prussian War, the Siege of Paris, the Commune, nor the Semaine Sanglante. 
If there were a revolutionary component to the architectural production surrounding the 
Paris Commune, it was not to be made explicit in its archive.  Rather, the politics of the Com-
mune seemed only to appear as aporia, moments of occlusion that could not manifest as such; 
their only articulation being in gaps and crises within architecture’s construal. Such aporia in ar-
chitectural production and its archival formation prove the only possible articulation of an anar-
chic condition that has no proper access to Beaux-Arts form.  It is a mode of epistemic violence 
against the political archē (the right to rule as well as the origin of such rule) of architecture.  
This aporia is salient, I would argue, in precisely those competition drawings for the 1871 Prix 
de Rome of the École des Beaux-Arts. 
Courbet’s Federation des Artistes and Reform of the École des Beaux-Arts  
From the beginning of the Franco-Prussian War, Gustave Courbet – realist painter, friend and 
confidant of the anarchist Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, and avowed Communard – had been leading 
a group of artists in the protection of France’s museums.  Courbet first headed the Commission 
Artistique pour la Sauvegarde des Musées Nationaux during the siege of Paris.4  The Commis-
sion Artistique was largely comprised of artists represented in the 1863 Salon des Refusés, a 
group rejected from the official Salon but offered a separate gallery space in the Palais de 
l’Industrie. With the fall of the Second Empire and the flight of the government of Thiers to Ver-
sailles, Courbet sought to extend his position as the head of the Commission Artistique to en-
                                                
4 Gonzalo J Sánchez, Organizing Independence: The Artists Federation of the Paris Commune and Its Legacy, 
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compass oversight of the École and Académie des Beaux-Arts – two Second Empire institutions 
with which he had always been at odds.5 
On the 18th of March, the day of the government of Thiers’ fled to Versailles that marked 
the beginning of the Paris Commune, Courbet wrote an open letter to the artists of Paris calling 
for the creation of an assembly of artists.6  Recalling both a position of a “dictatorship of the 
arts” previously filled by Jacques-Louis David, as well as the suppression of the École des 
Beaux-Arts during the French Revolution, Courbet was said to have boasted, “didn’t the Com-
mune need its David?”7 He accordingly sought to replace the aristocratic and theocratic art pro-
duced under successive despotic regimes since the fall of the Directory with an art of liberty for a 
new era and thus transformed the Commission Artistique into the autonomous association of the 
Fédération des Artistes. 
Courbet’s letter began an effort to extend the reach of his committee toward the reform of 
the salons, and by extension to the arts in general. He argued that the art of a nation was irreduc-
ible to the delimitations of the state: “It is beyond a doubt that the government must not take the 
lead in public affairs, for it can not bear within it the spirit of a nation; consequently, any protec-
tion will in itself be harmful.”8 He proposed a new type of Salon, modeled upon the Salon des 
Refusés, tentatively to be held on the 15th of May, where “in order to make rulings on bases that 
are more rational and more suited to our common interests, in order to abolish privileges, the 
                                                
5 Gonzalo Sanchez discusses the role of Courbet and arts administration under the Commune. Sánchez, Organizing 
Independence. 
6 Gustave Courbet, “To His Colleagues [Paris, April 18, 1871],” in Letters of Gustave Courbet, ed. and trans. Petra 
ten-Doesschate Chu (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 406–8; Also discussed: Sánchez, Organizing 
Independence, 40–41. 
7 Sánchez, Organizing Independence, 19. 
8 This claim is in itself a wholesale rejection of one of the more problematic claims of the Declaration of the Rights 
of Man: that the rights immanent to the individual recognized in its first article can only manifest through the state 
where, according to the third article, “the principle of sovereignty essentially resides.” Giorgio Agamben, Homo 
Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, trans. Daniel Heller-Roazen (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998), 
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false distinctions that establish pernicious and illusory hierarchies among us, it is desirable for 
the artists themselves … to set their own course.”9   
Édouard Vaillant, minister of public instruction for the Commune, recognized the 
Fédération des Artistes10 as an official body “to take the place of the former leadership of the 
Beaux-Arts” under the Commune and allocated to them 300 fr. for expenses and a working 
budget of 6000 fr. The Fédération des Artistes, now in its official capacity as the Commission 
Fédérale des Artistes, immediately reallocated the budgets of the École des Beaux-Arts, the 
Beaux-Arts section of the Institute de France, the École de Rome, and the École d’Athens, to its 
own operations.11  
In May of 1871 Vaillant invited The Commission to draft a set of reform proposals for the 
Beaux-Arts administration.  On May 10, they published an extended agenda for the future direc-
tion of the Beaux-Arts in the Journal Officiel de la République Française sous la Commune, 
where the Commission modestly summarized its aims as “claiming only to only raise the artistic 
level by the sincere application of two complementary principles: liberty and responsibility.” 
They clearly saw its role as realigning the Beaux-Arts to the aims of the Commune: 
This commission must take the place of the antiquated direction of the Beaux-Arts. 
It is thusly that we have understood our role, reserving, however, to provide this service in close 
harmony with the new institutions. 
This necessarily implies the radical abandonment of the authoritarian principles that were the 
very essence of the old administration.12 
                                                
9 Courbet, “To His Colleagues [Paris, April 18, 1871],” 407. 
10 For an extended history of the Federation des Artistes: Sánchez, Organizing Independence. 
11 Alfred Darcel, “Les Musées, les arts, et les artistes pendant le siege (3e article),” Gazette des Beaux-Arts 5, no. 
175 (January 1, 1872): 57. 
12 Commune de Paris (France  : 1871), Réimpression Du Journal Officiel de La République Française Sous La 
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Their proposal centered on financial and administrative reforms that would institute democratic 
principles in the realization an ideal of justice in the Beaux-Arts. The Commission accused the 
old administration of using the budget for annual exhibitions to place a stranglehold on creativi-
ty, and enriching itself by pocketing the funds reserved for artworks.  The minister of Beaux-Arts 
held arbitrary power without public control; he needed no justification for his selections, and art-
ists gained commissions “more by prayers or by intrigue than by their works.”  This became evi-
dent, according to Courbet, in the works of the salons, where the debasement of the characters of 
the artists resulted in the poverty of their works.  The alienation of the free will of the artists by 
the state power of the minister of Beaux-Arts had debased the arts.  The goal, then, was to de-
termine a means of funding the arts without the corrupting forces of government. 
Through these reforms, they sought to steer the Beaux-Arts towards the goal of making 
“art for liberty,” to end the old networks of favoritism by applying democratic principles to artis-
tic education and commissions.  This meant the “suppression of budgets for services incompati-
ble with the inauguration of a regime of liberty,” budgeting for local schools, granting artist 
common rights by eliminating all government tutelage and eliminating the budget for any official 
encouragement, and finally, “the reduction of the budget of the architectural services through 
absolute decentralization.”13 
The Commission’s central premise in the teaching of the arts was that “art is the free and 
original expression of the mind.”  They thusly condemned any official effort of judging the stu-
dents, even if that judgment belonged to a majority of artists, and even if that judgment could be 
considered correct, it would nevertheless be condemned as destroying the individuality of the 
artists.  Artistic training, according to the Commission, is considered complete at the moment 
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that the student has attained the elementary knowledge and skills to competently translate his 
sensations. This training would exceed its sanction at the point at which it moves beyond the 
scope of establishing knowledge and skills to enter the realm of authority and doctrine.   
Following the principles of equality, the Commission proposed that the Commune grant 
free artistic training to all of its members. The Commission marked this program with a declara-
tion: “to the student the tools, to the artist the works.”  To this end they recommended the sup-
pression of the budgets for the École des Beaux-Arts, the École de Rome, the École d’Athènes, 
and the section of Beaux-Arts of the Institute and they suggested that the buildings of the École 
be allocated to training in the sciences of applied arts.  The Commission thus proposed instead a 
budget for local art schools to complement the studies of the primary schools of each arron-
dissement. Two schools would be placed in the centers of production and Paris’ barracks, having 
lost their purpose under the Commune (which favored a locally organized Garde Nationale over 
a standing army), would house these new institutions.  Finally, the Commission proposed that all 
future purchases be awarded by competition, that the Commune should eliminate all of the privi-
leges of the old system, and that artists should return to common law. By forming associations 
artists would share wealth and compensate for individual misfortunes. 
The École des Beaux-Arts and the Commune 
The École remained open through the period of the Commune. The street-facing windows of the 
library were boarded up, and all of its books transported to the council chambers, which re-
mained accessible to students until fuel became too scarce.14 Courses were taught as usual and 
continued regularly until the 20th of May.  The Concours Intérieurs went on without interruption; 
                                                
14 Alfred Darcel, “Les Musées, les arts, et les artistes pendant le siege (1ere article),” Gazette des Beaux-Arts 4, no. 
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juries rendered judgments, and prizes were awarded.  Most of the students of the École, however, 
were engaged in either the Mobile Guard or the Garde Nationale during the siege and the Com-
mune, hence none of the ateliers were active.15   Funded prizes, such as the Prix Rougevin for 
achievement in ornamental design, were awarded to their best students who, according to the 
École’s director Eugène Guillaume, “continued their studies despite the danger of being arrested 
at any moment,” and were left with no other means of support. 
The administration of the École understandably felt themselves under siege by Courbet 
and the newly empowered Commission Fédérale des Artistes. The Commune had already placed 
its own delegates in key positions within the administration16 and Guillaume sought to do every-
thing in his power to avoid the same fate by avoiding offering any pretext for the Commune to 
interfere in the affairs of the École.  Guillaume managed to maintain the autonomy of the École 
by continuing the studies without interruption, to provide services to the students, and to keep the 
École in working order. 
A letter from Guillaume to Jules Simon written after the fall of the Commune, dated 31 
May 1871, three days after the fall of the Commune, is telling of both the challenges faced by the 
École under the Commune and the anxieties felt with the reestablishment of the government. Si-
mon had served as Minister of Public Instruction under the Second Empire and had fled with 
Theirs to Versailles with the fall of the Government of National Defense.  With the defeat of the 
                                                
15 Ibid. 
16 On April 1st 1871, for instance, Henri Delaborde, future secretary of the École, was dismissed from his position as 
sub-director of the department of prints at the Bibliothèque Nationale. Alfred Darcel, “Les Musées, les arts, et les 
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Commune, it was to be presumed that Simon would return to his former role and would presum-
ably expect an accounting from those who chose to remain in Paris throughout the Commune.17 
Guillaume had remained in Paris throughout this period, continuing to operate the École 
under the auspices of the Commune.  Rather than attempt to justify acquiescent to the Commune 
in his letter to Simon, he went on the offense by reproaching the Ministry for his situation. “It 
seemed to us,” Guillaume wrote, “that in neglecting any of [the] essential points [of maintaining 
the École in working order], we risked being subject to the scrutiny of those observing us, of be-
ing dispossessed by the delegates, and thusly of being compromised by the despots into whose 
custody you have sent us.”  Regarding what had been seen as the inevitable closure of the École; 
Guillaume added: “you had instructed the administration of the École to remain at its post until 
they were obliged to withdraw, either by force or before the obligation to adhere to the Com-
mune.” He the boasted, “Neither of these two outcomes came to pass.” 
If the goal of the École was to avoid oversight by the Commune by proving themselves in 
good working order, then they could only do so by adopting many of the associational themes of 
the Commune itself.  The École was “always eager to make itself available” by providing neces-
sary services to the quartier.  Guillaume provided the garden of the École for use as exercise 
grounds and an ambulance yard. This acquiescence is also indicated in Guillaume’s discussion of 
the artistic production within the École.  Under the ostensible project of preserving the continuity 
of Beaux-Arts pedagogy against these socialist forces of the Commune there was a very real shift 
in the production of the École. Guillaume describes a resistance to the commune in an autonomy 
and synthesis of the arts, in which the students: 
                                                
17 Eugène Guillaume, “Eugène Guillaume to M. Le Ministre de l’Instruction Publique (Jules Simon),” May 31, 
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had resisted all attempts at enveloping them in a federation which would submit all orders to an 
obscure political committee.   They responded to the provocations that were addressed to them 
with a counterproject of knowing no flag other than art.  The goal was to bring the students of 
painting, sculpture and architecture together for synthetic studies, to initiate one another in the es-
sential notions of each of their artistic practices, and to thus remedy the isolation of specializa-
tion. 
The students, whether acting in the spirit of the Commune or against it, seemed to have formed 
their own syndicate.  If the tendency towards Art pour l’Art sought to bracket artistic production 
from society18 and stand in direct opposition to the didactic ambitions of Courbet’s Social Real-
ism, it also hints at another direction for artistic practice that would emerge with the symbolists 
and the decadents. Autonomy from the bourgeois morality of the Second Empire would soon 
open up its own space for radicality. An autonomy affected by resistance to the Commune would 
refuse to acquiesce to the institutions of the Third Republic. 
The École replaced the tricolor flag with the red flag of the Commune.  Guillaume’s tone 
on this subject betrays a great effort to underplay the significant occurrence: 
We had only had only to suffer one alarming fact that I have found of no consequence.  A journal 
felt obliged to state that the Institute had kept the tricolor flag; the École Nationale des Beaux-
Arts – at the same time as the Institute, the Academy de Medicine and other public establishments 
of the quarter – saw pompiers [the conservative old guard of the École] hoist the red flag onto its 
roof. 
To bring the point home of the ambivalence that was to be felt towards the trifling political 
trends of the moment, he added dryly “no significance was made out of this mundane authoriza-
tion presented by the contractor responsible for providing flags.” 
                                                
18 See, for instance, Benjamin’s critique of Art pour l’Art: Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Its 
Technological Reproducibility,” in The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility, and Other Writ-
ings on Media, ed. Michael William Jennings, Brigid Doherty, and Thomas Y. Levin, trans. E. F. N Jephcott (Cam-
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Finally, Guillaume made pains to point out the assistance that he personally offered to the 
invading army of the Versaillais.  On May 24th an attachment of the 75th line, commanded by 
Ernest Merson, cousin of 1869 Grand Prix winner Luc-Oliver Merson was dispatched to the 
Jardins de Luxembourg via Saint Sulpice.  With a large barricade blocking the entrance to Rue 
Bonaparte at the Seine, they took the detour of Rue de l’Université, moving house-to-house by 
breaking through interior walls in order to take cover from the streets.  Guillaume reported an 
immanent threat to the École:  “On Wednesday May 24th, we were to be burned out, at 11:00 am 
we assembled in front of the institute. At 9:00 the troops of the Assembly occupied the garden 
and the palace: all danger had ceased; the damages caused by the fighting is insignificant.”  What 
transpired in the space between these two sentences, from immanent destruction to insignificant 
damages, remains unsaid; he offers no explanation of how the torching of the École was avoided.  
Numerous accounts, however, fill out the ellipsis in this letter.  Darcel reports that Guillaume 
offered Merson detailed information on the positions and postings of the quartier’s barricades.19 
Paul Ginisty recalled in his book Paris intime en révolution that when he arrived at Rue Bona-
parte that afternoon, he found the garden of the École being used as a barracks for Merson’s bat-
talion.20  According to Jules Claratie, days after the Semaine Sanglante numerous corpses were 
still to be found in the barricade facing the Palais des Beaux-Arts.21 
There is a tone of desperation in Guillaume's letter. Scrawled out only three days after the 
fall of the Commune, with Paris still smoldering from the destruction of the Semaine Sanglante, 
Guillaume sought to prove to the restored administration that his choice to remain in Paris over 
the previous months and to operate the École under the tutelage of the Commune was, despite 
                                                
19 Darcel, “Les Musées, les arts, et les artistes pendant le siege (6e article),” 399. 
20 Paul Ginisty, Paris intime en révolution, 1871: ouvrage orné de gravures et de documents de l’époque (E. 
Fasquelle, 1904), 167. 
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appearances, a subtle act of resistance.  He framed it as an effort to preserve an element of Se-
cond Empire administration amid the tumult of the revolution.  Guillaume needed to make the 
case that the École remained loyal to the government, even when it was operating in the heart of 
the revolutionary city. Its very reason for continuing to operate was framed as an effort to protect 
its students and faculty; decisions made on behalf of the Commune were presented as following 
the authority of Simon; all acquiesce to the priorities of the commune became, in hindsight, ef-
forts to maintain the autonomy of the institution; all outright adoption of the Commune's pro-
gram to be dismissed as purely incidental; and, in the end, when the fall of the Commune was 
approaching, The École turned on its captors and welcomed the legitimate rule of the state. Guil-
laume's ultimate claim was that under the guise of the Commune, he was preserving the Second 
Empire in anticipation of the inevitable return of the state. His effort paid off; on July 28th, 1871 
he was nominated for a five-year term to continue on as head of the École.22 
The 1871 Prix de Rome from the Commune to the Third Republic 
The administration of the 1871 Prix de Rome offers a unique picture of the complex negotiations 
that took place between the Commune and the École des Beaux-Arts.  The history of tis competi-
tion coincides with history of the rise and fall of the Commune and concludes under the estab-
lishment of Thiers’ Third Republic.  The Prix de Rome, or the Grand Prix, was a three-stage 
competition, with each phase increasing in scale and complexity from the first essai – a sketch to 
be completed in twenty-four hours – to the final phase of a rendu to be completed over a three-
month period.  The first essai of the 1871 Grand Prix competition was issued during the Com-
mune.  The final rendu began after he fall of the Commune at a time when the makeup of a new 
                                                
22 “Bulletin de l’École Nationale et Spéciale des Beaux-Arts: Année Scolaire 1870-1871” (Paris: École Nationale 
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government was still uncertain and concluded after Theirs had installed himself as the autocratic 
leader of an undeclared Third Republic.  Each phase of this destruction and reestablishment of 
the state is legible in the various programs, entries, and debates surrounding this competition. 
The program of the first essai for the 1871 Grand Prix was written by Labrouste, serving 
for the first and only time as president of the juries.23 It was issued on April 2nd, nearly a month 
into the Commune, and called for “A cenotaph in honor of a young artist who died defending his 
country.” The monument was well understood to honor the renowned painter Henri Regnault, 
winner of the 1863 Prix de Rome, said to have been felled by the last round fired in the final bat-
tle of the Franco-Prussian War at Buzenval.24 Regnault had served as a sapper, a combat engi-
neer, in the Auxiliary Corps of Civil Engineers, under Eugène Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc and as 
well as in the infantry. 
The Battle of Buzenval was perhaps the greatest disaster of the Franco-Prussian War.25 
By the beginning of January of 1871, the Government of National Defense understood that the 
war was all but over and began to think in terms of a favorable surrender. The People of Paris, 
however, highly militarized and encouraged by the left, accused the Government of incompe-
tence and refused any discussion of surrender.  Communards, already demanding the ouster of 
the “military dictatorship,” threatened to take over the city.  A real potential existed that an out-
right surrender would simply not be accepted by the people of Paris and would only push them 
                                                
23 Following the mandate of October 22nd 1869, the various juries were renewed annually by six members accord-
ing to a special list furnished by the Council Superieur and by the drawing of lots. Each section would then nominate 
one member to serve as vice-president of their respective sections and president of the jury. On March 2nd 1871, 
Henri Labrouste was nominated by the 13 of the 22 members of the juries of architecture remaining in Paris during 
the siege to the vice-presidency of the section of architecture and the presidency of the juries of architecture. “Pro-
cès-Verbaux des Assemblées des Professeurs d’Architecture” (Paris: École des Beaux-Arts, n.d.), 30–31, AJ/52/111, 
Archives Nationales de France, accessed November 20, 2012. 
24 Claretie, Histoire de La Révolution de 1870-71, 482. 
25 Tombs details the political background of the Battle of Buzenval: Robert Tombs, The Paris Commune, 1871 
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towards forming a commune.   The solution offered by General Trouchu was to organize for 
January 19th an absolutely hopeless sortie of 90,000 poorly-trained members of the Garde Na-
tional and Guardes Mobiles, the citizen army of whom most had never seen combat, to both sat-
isfy demands that the war be continued and, with defeat, to convince the more radical elements 
in Paris to capitulate. Predictably, the battle was an absolute rout, with 4,000 French casualties 
compared to 600 German.  The consequences were twofold: there was now little doubt among 
Parisians that surrender was inevitable, yet there was also a popular understanding that the Gov-
ernment had betrayed them, and that the Generals acted with purposeful incompetence in order 
to break Parisian resistance.  The Battle of Buzenval thus remained in popular memory as both 
the tragic defeat bringing about the end of the Franco-Prussian War and the betrayal of the Gov-
ernment that formed Thiers’ Republic. 
On top of the tragic outcomes of Buzenval, the Death of Regnault sent shockwaves 
through the artistic community and quickly came to represent the losses suffered by the artists of 
Paris through the siege.  Having won the Prix de Rome for painting in 1866, Regnault was ex-
empted from military service yet volunteered to a company of sharpshooters in the 69th battalion.  
He was killed on January 19th where, in the words of Alfred Darcel, “after having burned his last 
cartridge, a bullet sent him to sleep forever under the earth.”26 Eugène Guillaume, director of the 
École, proposed that a monument to Regnault be placed in the École, which Jules Simon, Minis-
ter of Public instruction, approved on January 28th, the day of the capitulation of Paris and the 
beginning of the Third Republic.27 
                                                
26 Darcel, “Les Musées, les arts, et les artistes pendant le siege (1ere article),” 425. 
27 “Bulletin de l’École Nationale et Spéciale des Beaux-Arts: Année Scolaire 1870-1871,” 16; In 1872 Simon per-
sonally funded a cenotaph to Regnault, designed by Coquart and Pascal, which is now located in the courtyard of the 
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An entry by Abel Chancel, who was among those elevated to the second essai, shows an 
ornate cenotaph in the Romanesque style as an object of morning and lament [figure 8.1].28  This 
scheme is of a bust naming Regnault, placed upon a sarcophagus and framed by a laurel, set 
within a round arch and triangular entablature resting upon fluted columns.  Markers of death 
surround this scene.  The sarcophagus is flanked by two underworld figures, mausoleum capitals 
top the columns, and above the cenotaph two angels in morning hold their vigil. The cenotaph 
itself is set deeply within a side-chapel of a church, causing a dark shadow to rake across its sur-
face.   
The Bulletin de l'École nationale et spéciale des beaux-arts, the official gazette of the 
École, recalls that on April 11th Simon, in his capacity as Minster of public instruction and cul-
ture, requested that the director of the École, Guillaume, suspend the Grand Prix competition.29  
This would constitute, by the account of the Bulletin, the only decision that Simon is actively de-
scribed as having made with regard to the École throughout the period of the Commune. This 
archival document, however, raises questions, as it is well known that Simon served under 
Theirs’ administration at Versailles throughout the Commune and that Vaillant had taken over 
Simon’s position in Paris. Any communication between Simon and the École, or with Paris in 
general, would have been impossible.  Guillaume’s own account of the suspension of the compe-
tition seems to clarify. According to his May 31st letter to Simon he had suspended the competi-
tion “in presuming [Simon’s] intentions” on April 8th, and on April 11th he received a letter from 
the vice-rector of the Académie instructing him “on [Simon’s] behalf” to the same effect.  Yet it 
                                                
28 Abel Chancel, “1ere epreuve du concours des 12 heurs de 1871.  Un cenotaph en l’honneur d’un jeune artiste mort 
en combattent pour son pays,” Croquis d’architecture 6eme Annèe, no. V (Mai 1872): 5. 
29 École nationale supérieure des beaux-arts, “Bulletin de l’École nationale et spéciale des beaux-arts: Année Sco-
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is unlikely that Simon could have played any part in these directives, and the forced efforts to 
describe him as the protagonist of this decision only raise more questions. 
Debates surrounding the École within the discourse of the Commune might serve to clari-
fy.  On April 7th Gustave Courbet penned an open letter to the artists of Paris calling for, among 
other things, the abolition of the École des Beaux-Arts and the École de Rome in favor of artists’ 
self-organization.30  This letter was first published in Le Rappel on April 7th and then reprinted in 
Jules Valle’s Cri du peuple on April 10th,31 both publications occurring on the days prior to the 
decisions to suspend the Grand Prix competition.  The effort to legitimate the suspension of the 
Grand Prix through the absent agency of Simon only serves to indicate the degree to which the 
École worked in compliance with the aims of the Commune.   
It was certainly Simon who reinstated the Grand Prix in a directive dated May 29th 1871, 
the day after the Commune’s fall.32 As the first essai had already taken place in March for paint-
ing and architecture, another round of the first essai was necessary for candidates who had been 
unable to make submissions earlier. To reissue a Grand Prix competition was simply without 
precedent and raised administrative questions. To reuse the previous essai for a new set of com-
petitors would have defeated the purpose of setting a time limit on its execution. A new concours 
was thus offered and the admission into subsequent rounds for those elevated in the first iteration 
was preserved.33  “A monument in memory of the French Painter Nicolas Poussin,” a recycled 
program originally written in 1860 by Duprez, was chosen as the second issuance of the first es-
                                                
30 Gustave Courbet, “To the Artists of Paris [Paris, April 7, 1871],” in Letters of Gustave Courbet, ed. and trans. 
Petra ten-Doesschate Chu (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 410–11. 
31 Petra ten-Doesschate Chu, ed., Letters of Gustave Courbet, trans. Petra ten-Doesschate Chu (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1992), 411, fn. 1. 
32 “Bulletin de l’École Nationale et Spéciale des Beaux-Arts: Année Scolaire 1870-1871,” 17. 
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sai.34 An entry by Joseph-Henri Deverin shows the figure of Poussin standing atop a pedestal 
before a raised arcade set within a lush garden [figure 8.2].35  Poussin is shown in a heroic pose, 
palate in hand, at the height of his creative powers.  This is no longer a cenotaph, but a monu-
ment, and rather than lament a loss it celebrates a life. Yet behind the monumentality of Poussin 
in this bucolic setting lies an anxiety – the lamentation can be displaced but it can never go com-
pletely away.  His placement in Arcadia recalls his own work Et in Arcadia ego, invoking the 
realization that if, in death, Poussin resides in Arcadia, then even in Arcadia death ultimately 
reigns.36  The tragedy of Regnault remains lurking behind the celebration of Poussin as the revo-
lutionary potential of the artist becomes an aporia within the legitimacy of Beaux-Arts represen-
tation.37 
The figure of the fallen artist in Beaux-Arts representation extends into official accounts 
of the competition as aporia. The minutes of the Académie des Beaux-Arts recall an April 7th 
meeting to judge the first essai, “A cenotaph honoring a young artist killed in combat for his 
country,” elevating 18 of the 47 submissions, and a July 4th meeting to judge its second iteration, 
a monument to the memory of the French Painter Nicolas Poussin,” elevating 19 of the 56 sub-
missions.38 The official catalog of the competition programs for the Grand Prix, however, makes 
no mention of a young artist defending his country; instead, the competition brief of a monument 
                                                
34 Jean Boussard, Concours de l’École des beaux-arts (médailles et mentions) dessinés d’après les origninaux (Pa-
ris: Vve A. Morel, 1874), 6. 
35 Joseph-Henri Deverin, “Concours des 12 heurs de 1871.  Un monument a la memoire de Nicolas Poussin,” Cro-
quis d’architecture 6eme Annèe, no. VI (Juin 1872): 6. 
36 Erwin Panofsky, “Et in Arcadia Ego: Poussin and the Elegiac Tradition,” in Early Netherlandish Painting: Its 
Origins and Character (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1958), 295–320. 
37 The program for the young artist would take on a certain afterlife with Labrouste, who upon his death in 1876 was 
in the midst of revising the competition draft of “A tomb to be raised to the memory of an artist.” Henri Delaborde, 
Notice sur la vie et les ouvrages de M. Henri Labrouste (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1878), 22. Delaborde took this to be a 
sign of the septuagenarian contemplating his own passing, but perhaps it aims to continue his lifelong project to lo-
cate a revolutionary capacity in the artist. 
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to Poussin is backdated to April 2nd, 1871 [figure 8.3].39 The artist-revolutionary is thus subli-
mated within classical legitimacy. 
The program for the final phase of the competition, “A Palace of the Representatives of 
France,” was issued on July 10th, at a moment when representative government was still uncer-
tain. The program reflected a liberal reformist agenda. The Palace was to be divided into three 
distinct parts – a division of power in to the legislative, executive, and administrative branches of 
government, which would center upon the representatives mediating the relationship between a 
mostly ceremonial executive branch and the apparatus of state.  The main element, housing the 
legislative branch, was to be a palace properly understood, containing a meeting hall for 750 rep-
resentatives.  Its supporting program would include a public gallery as well as a conference hall, 
a library, salons, waiting rooms, offices of the secretary general and his staff, spaces for func-
tionaries, archives, and printing facilities for the publication of an official bulletin and a bulletin 
of laws.  A second building in direct relation to the palace would be dedicated to the administra-
tive functions of government, housing the many governmental commissions of a Republic.  This 
would consist of administrative offices, a chamber for the chief executive to reference policy, as 
well as apartments for the secretary general and the secretaries of economy, and medicine, as 
well as the archivist, the architect, and numerous administrative employees.  The third building, 
also in proximity to the palace would house the executive branch, with accommodations for the 
president of the assembly, two vice-presidents, and two ministers of finance.  The president’s 
quarters would hold venues for private meetings as well as rooms and galleries of “grande repre-
sentation,” with the cabinet in close proximity.  The competition program can be taken as a spec-
                                                
39 “Porgrammes des Grands-Prix d’architecture, 1797-1890” (Paris: École des Beaux-Arts, n.d.), 171, AJ/52/196, 
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ulation on a new form of government in the wake of the Commune.  It offered a clear separation 
of powers dominated by the legislative branch and reserving a largely ceremonial role for the 
executive.   
This call to reassess the political formulation of the state extended to a set of formal 
guidelines to engineer its representation.  If Beaux-Arts form served to compliment the Second 
Empire political program, the draft for the Grand Prix, calling for the rejection of “all loaded or-
namentation, all pernicious or fantastic outfitting” offered the opportunity for reexamination.  
The program insisted that designs articulate the diverse aspects of the program rather than revert 
to an abstracted formal language.  “It is left to the competitors,” it declared, “to compose homo-
geneously with a variety of elements, leaving to each building form a character unique to its 
function, and presenting an ensemble whose appearance, without symmetry, would be at least 
harmonious,” while sustaining “the differences in aspect that would determine the diversity of 
attributions and their degrees of importance.”40 This rejection of symmetry in favor of the articu-
lation of discreet program elements was certainly a first for a Prix de Rome.  It also validated 
Neo-Grec and Neo-Gothic design practices that had traditionally stood in opposition to the 
Académie, demanding that structural considerations play an important role in the design: “it is 
equally called to the attention of the competitors that the best and the most proven modes of con-
struction, as well as the novelty of forms and of spirit of decoration that would be the conse-
quence of their employment.”41  In total, this program spelled out a complete rejection of the 
very precepts of academic design principles. 
                                                
40 Pierre Lampué, ed., “1871: Un Palais pour les Représentants du Peuple,” in Programmes des Concours 
d’Architecture pour les Grands Prix de Rome (Paris: Alphonse Derenne, 1881), 169. 
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Hopes for a republic-to-come found their way into what was in many ways the most am-
bitious competition program issued yet.  An institution of state, as a shift away from the anarchic 
syndicalist practices of the Commune, was in a certain sense an appropriation of revolutionary 
project to a moderate republican end. The aim of the Grand Prix competition can be taken as an 
effort to make way for a more rationalized administration; an appropriation of the revolutionary 
impulse meant to consolidate bourgeois control over a liberal government. 
The architectural press was optimistic about the program.  Viollet-le-Duc’s son Eugène-
Louis, or Viollet-le-Duc fils, writing for the Gazette des Architectes et du Bátiment observed a 
“minor revolution” in the program’s call that the complex be an assemblage of different asym-
metrical parts to be composed harmoniously. He observed: 
For the first time, perhaps in the existence of the École, one can hear an utterance of principles 
contrary to classical usage, namely: that the appearance of a building must respond to the nature 
of its services it furnishes and to their degree of importance, that that appearance, otherwise 
called the decoration, must be a consequence of the mode of construction employed.  Symmetry 
itself, this powerful accessory to the compositions of the Grand Prix, was this time rejected.  To 
say, in effect, that each of the three bodies of the building named to compose the ensemble must 
have its own character and its own degree of importance is to make quite clearly understood […] 
that each of them must be treated in a different fashion, and consequently, that one could neither 
resemble any of the others nor be symmetrical to them.42 
This break from the convention of symmetry and the demand that each distinct building have a 
character unique to its function contained an obvious political component.  Architectural repre-
sentation as the articulation and differentiation of discreet functions described a political separa-
tion of powers.  The irreducibility of the multiple institutions of state to a single representational 
mode speaks to the refusal of a single, overarching sovereign. The Program for the Grand Prix, 
                                                
42 Eugène-Louis Viollet-le-Duc fils, “Le Grand Prix et les envois de Rome en 1871,” Gazette des architectes et du 
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clearly engages these debates by calling on students to navigate a space of political immanence 
by formulating a new kind of arena to house a Republic to come. 
On August 30th, Thiers, once exiled by Napoleon III as a royalist, had installed himself as the 
provisional president of the yet undeclared Republic, and by October 31st, the day of the judg-
ment of the Grand Prix,43 he had fully installed an autocratic regime operating under the guise of 
a representative government, supported by a rural electorate and centered in Versailles.  This loss 
of republican ambitions is clearly present in the entries preserved at the École des Beaux-Arts. 
Each consisted of a monumental legislative assembly flanked on both sides by symmetrical and 
similarly adorned buildings keeping strictly to Beaux-Arts convention.44 The actual National As-
sembly, given nominal power under Thiers and his successor Mac Mahon, another royalist who 
led the Versaillaise attack on the Commune, would remain in Versailles for another eight years. 
A cursory look at the Prix de Rome winning scheme by Samuel-Émile-James Ulmann in-
dicates the estrangement of political sovereignty from its representation [figures 8.4, 8.5]. The 
monumental façade, modeled upon the Palais Bourbon, which traditionally houses the National 
Assembly, ostensibly calls for the prominence of the lower house of parliament in any new gov-
ernment.  A look at the plan, however, shows that this monumental Hall of Representatives does 
not mediate the relationship between the executive and administrative, it is instead auxiliary to 
their direct relationship. But this alienation of the people from their own political representation 
is exactly what is monumentalized in Ulmann’s scheme; its grand representation is a chimera. 
                                                
43 “Procès-Verbaux  des Judgements de 1ere Classe d’Architecture, 1824-1923” (Paris: École des Beaux-Arts, n.d.), 
130, AJ/52/180, Archives Nationales de France, accessed October 12, 2012. 
44 The entry of Henri-Auguste Ratouin, according to Viollet-le-Duc fils, stood as the only the only exception.  Hav-
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If the Grand Prix had traditionally stood as an opportunity for the most advanced students 
of the École to innovate, Ulmann’s design is instead quite boilerplate.  Rejecting the specific call 
on the part of the competition drat for harmonious asymmetry and formal novelty he offers a 
symmetrical composition of standard elements. His rendering of detail and formal composition 
instead fall squarely into tired modes of Beaux-Arts convention. 
 With the reestablishment of the state under Thiers’ autocratic government Ulmann and 
the other Grand Prix entrants would have understood that the moment of political optimism had 
passed.  We could thus take Ulmann’s design as a tacit recognition that the dreams of a liberal 
government, as articulated in the competition draft, were over and that there was now little place 
for aesthetic innovation. Ulmann’s design would thus be a safe reversion to Second Empire aes-
thetics to accommodate the redeployment of its autocracy under the guise of a new regime; an 
acquiescence to the new political realities.  But perhaps Ulmann’s design serves simultaneously 
as a critical commentary on these truths. 
The fall of the Commune had been the ruination of a fashioning of the city, local and mo-
lar in its organization, to provide a certain kind of escape form the condition of the metropolis.  
The government of Thiers sought to present itself as a similar scape through the revitalization of 
the Republic.  While autocratic in nature, supported by conservative rural provinces, and remain-
ing in Versailles, it sought to present itself as liberal and urban. The innovation called for in the 
competition brief would only have supported this myth, constructing the phantasmagoria of an 
urban Republic to veil the conclusive establishment of Paris as a metropolis under conservative 
rule. Ulmann’s design, conversely, renders only an apathetic redeployment of conventional 
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alienation – absent the phantasmagoria that would fashion it as anything other than a refashion-
ing of the Second Empire. 
The propylaeum that marks the hall of representatives is literally a blind wall, a hardened 
surface blocking any passage, a barricade, if you will, rendered in Beaux-Arts form, as an archi-
tecture of the state to obstruct the people’s own self-representation.  Ulmann’s design speaks to 
the impossibility of its condition.  It is unable to articulate either the fallen Commune or the 
reestablished Republic. It can only speak to their loss.  This is the loss of the city in the face of 
the metropolis rendered silent by the limitations of Beaux-Arts convention. The blank, repetitive 
façade of Ulmann’s design can only stand apart form the city, refusing to participate.  
The results of the competition invoked outrage from the architectural press. With the collapse of 
the Second Empire, and the establishment of a (nominal) Republic, it was widely hoped that 
some sort of reassessment would take place within the École des Beaux-Arts itself.  Within the 
context of political change, architects were anxious to see new forms for the emerging Third Re-
public as it might have been.  Architects sought to render a new political organization in space, 
and to determine for them new modes of representation.  Moreover, it was widely presumed that 
the experience of the Commune and the siege would have had influence upon architectural pro-
duction; that the liberty, self-organization, and freedom from state institutions would have ren-
dered Second Empire representation obsolete, and that architecture could articulate a freedom 
from both tradition and authority. 
Viollet-le-Duc fils roundly criticized the Prix de Rome competition for allowing no such 
critical reassessment:   
With each exhibition of the concours d'architecture for the grand prix, one always hopes, before 
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nality allowing us to forget the disappointments of the preceding years.  We were perhaps yet 
again lulled by that hope this year.  In effect, after the cruel hardships that the country has gone 
through, hope remained under the influence of deep impressions, of which we must feel more 
keenly, to think otherwise.  It seemed then that under this influence, artistic productions, above 
all, those made by the youth, must be marked by a certain character and, in any case, be anything 
but mundane.  We have been unpleasantly surprised in noting that nothing has changed at the 
Ecole des Beaux-Arts and that the routine has reigned as before in that which concerns architec-
ture.45 
Anatole de Baudot writing for the Encyclopédie d’architecture negatively compared the triviality 
of the architecture entries to those of painting, whose Grand Prix was awarded to Edouard Tou-
douze tragic portrait of “Blind Oedipus bids farewell to the body of his wife and son”: 
In architectural compositions just like those of painting, sentiment can play a role, and each of 
them may be influenced by the milieu in which it lives and the circumstances that they traverse, 
but to a very different degree.  Thus, this year, the concours of painting at the École des Beaux-
Arts shows a vigor and a searching of feelings unaccustomed; and, perhaps, we must attribute this 
progress to the events, however terrible and dramatic, in which we all took part, more or less 
closely, for a year; it doesn't take much to stimulate imaginations well.  Why is this same influ-
ence not felt in the concours of architecture?46 
Both the anarcho-syndicalism of the Commission Fédérale des Artistes and the autonomous as-
sociation of the École’s response were lost. 
In his review of the judgment of the Prix de Rome in the Revue générale, César Daly 
framed these critiques within an interrogation of the legitimacy of the Académie itself in judging 
the competition.47 Under the Empire, the Academy had operated as an opaque state institution 
and architecture, as an apparatus of a closed state, had no recourse to the public: “literature was 
censored, the juries of architecture, like all juries of the Empire were named by select lists, it was 
                                                
45 Viollet-le-Duc fils, “Le Grand Prix et les envois de Rome en 1871,” 313. 
46 Anatole de Baudot, “Concours de grand prix d’architecture,” Encyclopédie d’architecture et des arts qui s’y rat-
tachent 1 (1872): 11. 
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always and everywhere the same: the state replacing the country the official art usurping the 
place of the national art.”48  The authority to host the Grand Prix competition stemmed solely 
from the obsolete authorization of the defunct Second Empire. 
Under a republic, this select jury had lost the legitimacy it garnered from the Empire as 
its delegates neglected to represent people.  According to Daly, not only was the public robbed of 
the right to comment upon the competition entries, but the competitors themselves were denied 
the legitimacy that a public airing would offer the competition. 
One wonders how the winners have decided to accept a system contaminated in its origin; it is 
impossible not to recognize that the winners lacked a public voice proclaiming their victory be-
fore its confirmation by the jury … The irregularity of the system constitutes an injustice against 
the country, against the competitors, and against the winners themselves.49 
Without the figure of the Emperor as the basis of legitimacey, the jury members were of an ad-
ministration whose only authority was in the people. The institution of empire serving an official 
role under the republic was not commensurate with the legitimacy of that republic, and the com-
petitors themselves were forced into complicity with this illegitimate power.  The Grand Prix 
and the École de Rome were examples of the paradox of the fall of the Second Empire; that the 
institutions of Empire had continued unchanged into the Third Republic, carrying forward a de-
funct authority without any recourse to it proper ground of legitimation in the people.50  
After the Commune the apparatus of state administration remained more or less un-
changed in the transition from the Second Empire to the Third Republic.  There was little, if any, 
space for architects to imagine an alternate political reality; they were left only to lament the con-
                                                
48 Ibid., 246. 
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50 In this way the Prix de Rome represented a mode of Foucauldian power: a set of regional institutions, techniques, 
and material methods through which power “[transgresses] the rules of right that organize and delineate it.” Michel 
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tinuation of the imperial institutions under the guise of a republic as a usurpation of the rights of 
the citizens. For Daly, the various designs submitted for the competition were symptomatic of 
this failure to recognize the legitimacy of a republic as being in the people: 
None of the competitors seemed to keep in mind this fact, that the building they were designing 
was to be the Palace of the National Delegation, it was necessary that the entries for the public, 
which is to say the represented, and those for representatives were not only distinct but clearly in-
dicated, and in this regard, large and very easy accessible; that the chamber reserved for the pub-
lic be very large and without interference. The projects presented were generally narrow tradi-
tional forums for the privileged few, and the clearances were not always convenient. It was not 
understood to be the ideal monument to receive a national delegation, and the crowd of voters 
impassioned for the public interest.51 
A design for the representatives for France, a project to make manifest and monumentalize the 
political authority of the people was, from the moment of its inception, a manifestation of the 
usurpation of that authority.  The act of building a monument to the authority of the people 
would thus contain within it the alienation of that authority by an opaque administration. 
For both Viollet-le-Duc fils and de Badout, the entrants to the Grand Prix failed to mark 
the events of the previous year.  Both of these critics would have preferred to see an avatar of the 
Commune played out at the register of the aesthetic. Daly came closer to an understanding of 
Ulmann’s project; not only was the legitimacy of a Palace for the Representatives in question 
under Theirs’ Republic, but so was the very legitimacy to represent such a building.  The Beaux-
Arts itself had no ground in legitimation after the fall of the Second Republic.  Its aesthetic de-
ployment could only be an index of the lack of legitimacy of the state. 
What seems on its surface to be an unproblematic continuity of Beaux-Arts form from the 
Second Empire to the Third Republic, as initially indicated by the archives, proves instead to 
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have been achievable only through slippages. The sites at which revolutionary practice is stowed 
away never truly disappear, but forever remain as occlusion.  Ulmann renders political these 
aporias in the archival construal of the Beaux-Arts.  Showing only disenchantment in place of 
legitimacy and refusing both the distribution powers as well as their source of legitimation, Ul-
mann’s project disrupts its own archē, the proper space of the architectural object.  Rather than 
affirming the Third Republic’s right to rule, this project only shows, in the words of Rancière, 
that “the very ground of the power of ruling is that there is no ground at all.”52  This groundless-
ness opens an epistemic void at the very site of power – an act of violence against state legitima-
tion. 
Henri Mayeux and the Butte Montmartre 
A series of projects taking place in parallel to the Prix de Rome competition describe another av-
enue for Beaux-Arts representation as it negotiated the fall of the Commune.   The 1871 Con-
cours Achille Leclère, an annual funded architectural competition at the École endowed by the 
eponymous member of the Académie was issued on March 18th and due on April 3rd, and called 
for “A Funerary Monument Commemorative of the Defense of Paris.”  The particular timeline of 
the competition fell precisely within the heady early days of the Commune, being issued on the 
precise day of the Commune’s declaration and was due on what would prove to be the day after 
the first assault, on April 2nd, of the Versaillais on Paris.  It thus took place over the period still 
reeling from the losses in the Franco-Prussian War and the first siege, filled with optimism about 
the new political form of the Commune, and not yet full cognizant of the incessant battles with 
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the Versaillais to come.  It was a privileged moment between two periods of total war when new 
political paradigms could be imagined for an indeterminate future. 
The competition draft called for a “monument properly understood” of up to 50 meters to 
be placed at the summit of a hill bordering the Seine.  Its placement would allow this “mass of 
somber and grandiose dimensions” to be seen from all parts of the city while embodying “an ex-
pression of pensiveness and pain” of the memory of sacrifice.53 However the city may recover, 
the memory of the siege would remain an ever-present specter visible at all times and equally in 
all quarters. 
The first prize entry by Marcel Deslingières set a pyramid upon a rusticated plinth within 
a battered landscape [figure 8.6]. The upper level of the monument is surrounded by a simple 
arcade, which frames the figuration of France in mourning on front of the pyramid and sitting 
atop a base representing the city of Paris.  This is a simple melancholic composition lamenting 
the losses of the siege.  Many of the other entrants occupied the spaces between monumentaliz-
ing defeat and memorializing the defeated, or representing grief and the celebration of its object. 
Not all entries, however, offered such a vision of mourning; several presented instead a 
triumphant composition.  One entry by Viee and Laugier, for instance, was a classical mauso-
leum placed within a verdant manicured landscape [figure 8.7]. It placed an ionic colonnade 
atop a quadratum base supporting a conical roof with a drum in the Corinthian order. The ep-
igraph Audaces fortulia jurai [Fortune Favors the Bold] speaks to the incongruity of this 
monument with a site of mourning; the figuration of France stands atop the monument’s con-
ical roof raising its crown in all directions.  According to Daly’s commentary in the Revue 
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générale, Viee and Laugier’s entry would fall within the category of the glorification of 
death;54 an offense to the nature of the program: 
The defeat of France was awful, and the program that would recall of this painful national 
memory was certainly well advised. Our dead have fallen valiantly, it is true as always, but they 
fell in defeat and not victory. Mourn them, honor them, it is our right and our duty, but do not tri-
umph, it would be bragging, a weakness unworthy of a great people.55 
For Daly the monument is meant to perpetuate the memory of national misfortune, yet many of 
the entrants seemed to depict that misfortune as a triumph justified by its outcome.   The mourn-
ing of the siege was often paired with the celebration of the Commune and this monument to 
death the index of a new political reality. 
A project offered by Henri Mayeux and published in the journal Croquis d’Architecture brought 
this commemoration of the Commune to a certain extreme.56  Mayeux had been a five-time 
logiste for the Grand Prix, attaining second mention for his 1867 scheme for a Palais pour 
l'exposition des Beaux-Arts, yet receiving his diploma in 1869 without ever having attained the 
Prix de Rome.57 Croquis d’Architecture was founded by a group of young architects calling 
themselves the Intime-Club and committed to publishing collections “specially designed for stu-
dents of the École des Beaux-Arts.” Much of the journal was dedicated to the various concours 
within and outside of the École, publishing competition briefs and results, but also serving as an 
                                                
54 Daly spent the period of the Commune working out his taxomommy of funeary architecture. César Daly, Archi-
tecture funéraire contemporaine. Specimens de tombeaux, chapelles funéraires, mausolées, sarcophages, stèles, 
pierres tombales. croix, etc., choisis principalement dans les cimetières de Paris et exprimant les trois idées radi-
cales de l’architecture funéraire (Paris: Ducher et Cie, 1871). 
55 César Daly, “Concours Achille Leclère,” Revue générale de l’architecture et des travaux publics 28, no. 6 (1871): 
250. 
56 Henri Mayeux, “Projet d’un monument a élever sur la Butte Montmartre á la mémoire des défenseurs de Paris 
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arena for students to exhibit their work to a larger audience. Being in direct dialog with the stu-
dents of the École, Croquis d’Architecture gave voice to the interests and attitudes within the at-
eliers that are lost to the both established journals and the institutional archives.  The frontispiece 
of the 1872 issue of Croquis d’Architecture in which Mayeux’s project was presented, the first 
issue to be published after the Commune, shows Minerva framed by a simple yet ornate classical 
composition [figure 8.8].  The dedication reads “peaceful goddess Minerva your children re-
sumed their work.  But calm is not in their hearts.”58   
This project by Mayeux offers something of an enigma whose provenance remains un-
clear.  It clearly follows the program of the Concours Achille Leclère, but is nowhere labeled as 
an entry to that competition [figure 8.9]. It is dated 1871, yet it does not appear in either the third 
number of the 1871 issue of Croquis d’Architecture, where many of the entries were published, 
or in Cesar Daly’s commentary in the Revue Generale.  It only shows up, presented without 
commentary, in the subsequent 1872 volume of Croquis d’Architecture.  Finally, it does not sit 
upon some imaginary site on an unnamed hill outside the city, but on the Butte Montmartre, in 
the heart of the revolutionary stronghold of the city.  Its location alone would have disqualified it 
from consideration in the competition, if not by rule then certainly in fact. 
The Butte Montmartre was the key proletarian stronghold marking the city’s resistance 
that sparked the Commune. With the dissolution of the Government of National Defense, the Na-
tional Assembly, elected by a rural and legitimist coalition under the presidency of Thiers, voted 
on March 10th to move the new government to Versailles. This left the 300,000 member Garde 
Nationale under the ineffectual leadership of its appointed General Louis d’Aurelle de Paladines 
and Paris incensed at its political disenfranchisement.  Radical members of the Garde began seiz-
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ing artillery and ammunition from the Government arsenals in anticipation of a fresh attack from 
either the Prussians or the Versaillais.  Included in this were 300-400 canons purchased under 
public subscription during the war and brought to the radical enclaves of Montmartre and Bell-
ville.  Tensions between the Government and the city came to a head on March 18th when gov-
ernment troops attempted to disarm the Garde Natonale and seize its canons.  A brigade of the 
regular army led by General Claude Lecomte was overpowered at Montmartre by popular re-
sistance, taken prisoner, and summarily executed.  By that evening the Central Committee of the 
Garde Nationale, largely composed of revolutionary socialists, occupied the Hôtel de Ville and 
brought Commune into effect.59  Mayeux’s choice of this site would have been immediately un-
derstood as a tribute not to the losses of the siege, but to the Commune itself. 
Mayeux’s monument follows the basic diagram of many of the entrants of the Concours 
Achille Leclère, consisting of a stepped ziggurat atop columbarium base.  A frieze topping the 
ziggurat offers further evidence that this monument is intended to depict the Commune.  It shows 
the vessel of the city of Paris flanked by representations of the balloon mail and the pigeon post. 
With all normal means of communication between Paris and the rest of France were cut off dur-
ing the siege, these became the sole correspondence with the outside world.  More than simply 
being a way to convey information of the events in Paris, they came to be a means to spread and 
coordinate the revolution throughout France, sparking insurrections in Lyons, Marseilles, Saint-
Etienne, and Le Creusot. Above this frieze a figuration of Paris tops the monument with the 
city’s elements gathered into a single edifice, recomposed into the form of a cathedral.  Notre-
Dame forms the façade fronting the dome of the Pantheon, its mass is composed of a survey of 
the iconic architecture of the city, and the symmetrically opposed towers of Saint-Germain-des-
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Prés and Saint-Jacques-de-la-Boucherie flank the composition.  Surrounding this cathedral are 
inscriptions naming the battlefields of the siege – Bourget and Champgny are clearly legible – 
and interspersed by canons.  This sits atop a crenelated wall guarded by cannons (the canons of 
Montmartre, perhaps?) at each corner.   
Yet all of these elements – the location, the frieze, the cathedral, the inscriptions – oper-
ate at the level of symbolic order.  The mass of this monument, however, seems to work against 
this legibility – offering a sort of counterinscription to its formal writing.  Like many of the en-
tries to the Concours Achille Leclère, Mayex’s monument rested upon a columbarium base.  In 
the previous entries the tumuli of the monuments were the celebration of a new political order 
built upon the sacrifices of the dead.  The columbaria were foundational elements – crypts being 
separate from yet constitutive of that new order.  In Mayeux’s project as well, the foundation of 
this composition was the memory of the dead, but above this base was neither tribute nor exalta-
tion to the dead, but simply a mass of sarcophagi stacked seven layers high. 
The pyramid is (in Hegelian terms) the primal work of architecture in that it gives expres-
sion to the ineffable.60  In giving form to the site of death – and hence to the realm of the un-
knowable it – it papers over that chasm in our knowledge and in doing so gives it form. Death is 
the universal without an a priori; it marks an ever-present void, an abyss upon which any con-
strual of meaning is always undermined by its absolute absence of an ontological ground.61  
Tombs and monuments seek to give expression to that which cannot be expressed, and as such, 
serve only to reveal and render explicit the site of terror that they aim to cover over.  The pyra-
mid stands at a certain precipice between proper architectural expression and the abyss to which 
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no form can be given. In fashioning the pyramid as nothing other than the site of death, Mayeux 
seems to refuse the construal of its symbolic order.  The columbarium base does not serve as 
some cryptic condition that is both opaque to and constitutive of an abstract symbolic order.  
Upon this crypt is simply another crypt – the dead give rise only to death.  
Are these, then, the tombs of the Garde Nationale lost in the defense of Paris during the 
Franco-Prussian war or the countless citizens of the Commune killed during the Samanie 
Sanglante? Is the rendering of the city a Paris victorious that had been able to survive the siege as 
a revolutionary capital or a Paris defeated by the Versailles to one-day rise again in the revolu-
tionary struggle? Perched above the city and visible from all quarters it would serve as a disem-
bodied object whose everpresence would amount to a certain placelessness. It becomes a coun-
ter-project to the official entries of the École des Beaux-Arts, commenting upon the proposals of 
the original competition.  Mayeux’s stepped pyramid fashions a void, it refuses the affects of 
symbolization that would paper over this permanent point of incommensurability with the insti-
tuted social imaginary; an abyss in place of meaning that marks only the absence of its ontologi-
cal ground. In this way it alludes to the political nature of revolution itself. As the Commune’s 
monument to its dissolution of the capitalist city it would operate, much like the barricade, as an 
iconic dismantlement of the phantasmagoria of Haussmann’s city.   
Mayeux’s rendering of Paris upon this ontological void at the city’s radical center articu-
lates the political groundlessness of the revolutionary city.  These depictions of the city’s immu-
tability, its defense, and its revolutionary capacity rest upon a void without any abstract legitima-
tion. This shows the political groundlessness of revolutionary action.  As Bakunin would argue, 
the only right to the Commune was its lack of proper legitimation, a politics that could claim no 
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Writing his assessment of the Concours Achille Leclère at the end of 1871, Cesar Daly argued 
that any monument to the siege should be a call to atonement.  
Beside being a memento of our weakness, it should be clear sign of the desired regeneration; 
along with the confession of sin should appear the resolution to reform. This is what it lacks. Per-
haps the program would have done well to rely more on this thought: that we are only perpetuat-
ing the memory of a national misfortune to rouse the adoption of the best ways to avoid going 
back.62 
But for Daly it would not be the French state who should atone for the Franco-Prussian War, but 
the Parisians. Like Mayeux, Daly saw any such monument as representing the Commune.  This 
complex of commemorations of the siege and representations of the Commune – between mon-
uments of lament, expiation, and the representation of a revolutionary capacity of the city – 
would be under constant debate in the subsequent years. 
In July of 1873 a project to be built atop the Butte Montmartre was actually proposed by 
the Assemblée Nationale.  Rather than a monument to the revolution, this would follow calls to 
confess the city’s sins and resolve to reform. The construction of the Basilique du Sacré Cœur 
was thus approved63 to “efface by this work of expiation the crimes which have crowned 
[France’s] sorrows.”64  The call by the National Assembly to build Sacré Cœur immediately put 
it at odds with Paris’ Republican-leaning city council.  There was a widespread backlash in Paris 
against its construction, which was seen as a representation of the intolerance of the right and 
Catholic fanaticism, not to mention a basic violation of the legal separation of Church and state.  
The city council referred to such a building as “an incessant provocation to civil war”65 and thus 
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voted in October 1873 to demand that the Assemblée Nationale rescind the law approving its 
construction.66 
This debate also played out surreptitiously within the École des Beaux-Arts.  A second-
class rendu issued on March 6th 1873 called for a Pantheon to “be erected in Paris on the summit 
of Montmartre or any of the other culminal point and destined to be a sepulcher of great men.”67  
The program explicitly rejected Christian representation, calling instead for a pyramidal form 
borrowed from Egyptian precedent and following the organization of the royal chamber of the 
pyramid of Cheops.  Mayeux’s counter project the Concours Achille Leclère of a stepped pyra-
mid of sepulchers atop the Butte Montmartre had become part of the official program of a com-
petition draft of the École: 
The bodies that it will contain will be enameled and sealed in lead tombs; one can without incon-
venience dispose the sepulchral chambers, not only in the underground story, but in multiple sto-
ries above ground.  These stories will be stacked one on top of another in order to obtain the form 
that offers the greatest stability, and consequently, the pyramidal form. 
A chapel for masses to the dead would be placed at the top of the monument, but refusing any 
religious invocation the façade was to offer the simple inscription "To great men, from a grateful 
country." Again, following the proposal of Mayeux, this was to be solely a lament to death. 
Competition entries for this concours betray a tension between the political appropriation 
the Butte Montmartre by the conservative Assemblée Nationale and the lingering revolutionary 
capacity of the city of Paris.  An entry by Neneot shows elements of Beaux-Arts order inter-
spersed with representations of death [8.10].  A Pantheon is set apart from the rugged landscape 
of the battered Butte Montmartre by a plinth reached by a monumental staircase. The ziggurat of 
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sarcophagi, borrowed directly from Mayeux, rest atop a squat colonnade in the Tuscan order 
(appropriate for a military tomb) with a classical Propylaea at its center.  The next level is a repe-
tition of forms, but with a heroic Ionic order topped by a sloped roof that resolves the temple 
form while vaguely recalling the sarcophagi below.  This entry is a fraught resolution of dispar-
ate elements, torn between the proper forms of Beaux-Arts legitimation and the void in which 










Figure 8.1 – Abel Chancel, Un cénotaph en l’hommage d’un jeune artiste mort en combattent pour son 








Figure 8.2 – Joseph-Henri Deverin, Un monument à la memoire du peintre Française Nicolas Poussin, 








Figure 8.3 – Procès-verbaux des assemblées des Professeurs, Archives Nationales: AJ/52/111 (left); 








Figure 8.4 – Samuel-Émile-James Ulmann , Palais pour les représentants de la France, Prix de Rome, 








Figure 8.5 – Samuel-Émile-James Ulmann , Palais pour les représentants de la France, Prix de Rome, 








Figure 8.6 – Marcel Deslingières, Un monument funéraire commémoratif de la defense de Paris, Con-









Figure 8.7 – Viee and Laugier, Un monument funéraire commémoratif de la defense de Paris, Concours 




















Figure 8.9 – Henri Mayeux, Projet d’un monument a élever sur la Butte Montmartre á la mémoire des 


































Between History and the Metropolis 
In Julien Guadet’s 1868 design for a Monument to the Memory of the Girondists for Place Dau-
phin in Bordeaux thirty-two tombs surround a sunken stepped theater that center upon an altar 
[figure 9.1].  Behind this altar is a low wall with inscription and flanked by a bas-relief of the 
National Assembly of 1789.  Atop this entire composition stands the personification of France in 
Agony.  The subjects of Guadet’s monument were those members of the National Assembly’s 
Jacobin Club who drove the revolution during the Legislative Assembly of 1791-1792, but were 
executed by the Terror upon losing their popular support as they attempted to curtail its radical-
ism. The Monument invokes 1793, the moment of the radical Montagnard sect of the Jacobin 
Club (so called because they sat atop the highest section of the assembly), who executed the Ter-
ror through their domination of the National Convention. Among those Girondists was Margue-
rite Élie Guadet, Granduncle of Julien Guadet, killed by the guillotine at Bordeaux in June of 
1794. Guadet’s Monument stood as an indictment of the Jacobin club the excesses of the Revolu-
tion.  By placing the tombs of the Girondists before a mural of the National Assembly, he re-
situated them within their proper place in governance, “still ready to confront this forum where, 
by their eloquence, they had hoped to moderate the Revolution.”1 
The organization of this Monument, with its half-round auditorium, replicates space of 
the National Assembly, and Guadet’s project sought to resituate the Gironds within the political 
theater so as to propose an alternate history of the Revolution.  Their tombs, arrayed around the 
Assembly posit a Revolution in which the radical Jacobin Montagnards never came to power and 
a moderate revolution had taken place.  It is a monument to the National Assembly as it might 
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have been; yet in the center of that “mute and violated forum” remained France in Agony.  
France does not agonize over the tragic deaths of the Girondists; she agonizes over the tragedy 
of the Revolution itself.  This alternate revolution, implicitly at least, in averting the radicality of 
the Jacobins would also have avoided its legitimist backlash in the form of Napoleon, and ulti-
mately, his farcical incarnation in the Second Empire. France holds a cloak, lifted half way 
above her head.  Once again, is she casing it off, or drawing it over herself? But Guadet’s restitu-
tion is forever incomplete.  However this Monument might try to formulate a past as it might 
have been, or to speak to the contingency of the present as a means to posit an alternative, all that 
ultimately remains is the tragedy itself.  France in Agony does not simply agonize over the death 
of the Girondists, nor the larger failure of the revolution, France agonizes over history – over the 
failure of its telos – as she draws the cloak back over her eyes while looking upon the tombs, in 
order to shield herself from enlightenment’s ultimate, horrific truth. 
Viollet-le-Duc and a Democracy Which Will Have Come 
Having once refused to take sides in the conflict between the Commune and the Versailles, Viol-
let-le-Duc returned to Paris with an unrelenting condemnation of the Commune and its excesses. 
He opened the first issue of the Encyclopédie d’Architecture with, as is often the case after such 
disasters, a call to arms, faulting the complacency of the nation for its humiliating defeat and 
calling on France to place all of its material and intellectual efforts towards reconstruction.  Viol-
let-le-Duc was among those charged to survey the damages to the official buildings and churches 
of the city.2  In surveying the destruction of the Semaine Sanglante and proposing a way forward 
with the reconstruction, he was sure to follow popular sentiment and place the blame squarely on 
                                                
2 Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, “Etat des dégradations causées tans à l’extérieur qu’à l’intérieur de la 
Cathédrale de Paris par suite du commencement à incendie alluminé le 24 Mai 1871” (Paris: Archives Nationale de 
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the Commune. For Viollet-le-Duc, a nation’s architecture reflected its mores, tastes, and tenden-
cies; the Commune left behind only destruction.   
The Commune destroyed more than just the buildings and monuments of Paris. For Viol-
let-le-Duc its stakes were far higher: the destruction of the city was a rejection of enlightenment 
in favor of anarchy, a victory of brutality over civilization itself. Architecture, according to Viol-
let-le-Duc, serves as a “durable tracing of the intellectual state of a people, of its vitality, of its 
energy, or” he added forebodingly, “its decay.”  The Commune, for its part, left behind only ruin, 
monumentalizing destruction itself, annihilating the traces and markers of the capital of an en-
lightened European culture: 
France, and one could say Europe, had had to abandon this city for several months – considered 
until now as a locus of enlightenment, the rendezvous of the intelligentsia, a sort of museum 
opened to scholars, to artists, and to men of letters of all nations – thanks to a troupe of cosmopol-
itan bandits who had ended the grim tragedy that they had played before an amazed civilization 
with massacre and fire.  If all of our public establishments, if our museums, if our libraries were 
not reduced to cinders, it is not their fault; the army of Versailles didn't give them enough time.3 
If architecture did serve as a durable tracing of a people, the Commune seemed to monumental-
ize ruin.   
This fire “lit by cosmopolitan bandits, by convicts, by the mad, the simple, and the bar-
baric that composed the Praetorian Guard of the Commune”4 was more than an effort to destroy 
the monuments of Paris. In discussing the destruction of the Hôtel de Ville [figure 9.2], Viollet-
le-Duc abhorred the destruction of the building that marked the valor of previous generations.  
But even more than this was the destruction of its vast archival holding that linked the people to 
a collective past:  
                                                
3 Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, “Les monuments incendie de Paris,” Encyclopédie d’architecture: revue men-
suelle des travaux publics et particuliers I (1872): 1. 
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If the fire had only destroyed these monuments, the evil would be easily repairable, but it had an-
nihilated, at the same time, the archives, precious documents relative to the history of our coun-
try, invaluable collections whose value can not be reduced to money, objects of art and treasured 
memories of the Parisians.  This is how the men of the Commune understood things.  Without 
other links to the past than those conserved in court records, enemies of intellectual valor more 
than material riches, this is what they wanted, what they still want, and what they get if civiliza-
tion does not energetically defend itself, is equality in ignorance, the despotism of a drunken pop-
ulace, a permanent orgy, and, after them, or more properly with them, the end of the civilized 
world.5 
The Hôtel de Ville was an archive in the proper sense: it was literally the seat of political power 
(the house of the archon) that held the records and documents that served to legitimate its rule. 
For Viollet-le-Duc, the Commune did not just destroy the city and its monuments, but in destroy-
ing archives and records it also its annihilated its institutions and culture, and ultimately, civiliza-
tion itself. 
Viollet-le-Duc thus marked a distinction between the destruction of architecture as the 
dismantlement of established institutions of state, and the destruction of archives as the erasure 
of a collective past.  Monuments remain frozen in the past as reminders of the achievements and 
sensibilities of previous generations.  Upon their destruction they could be more or less reconsti-
tuted – their past recovered.  Archives, on the other hand, surpassed the status of mere markers of 
previous generations; they constituted the underlying matériel of civilized society – once lost 
they could never be refashioned.   But this archival grounding is not simply a civilization’s link 
to its past or cultural identity; it is ultimately that civilization’s concrete grounding in a regime of 
frozen significations detached from living memory.6  Viollet-le-Duc’s criticism of the destruction 
articulates, paradoxically, the precise aims of the Commune: the destruction of the state in gen-
                                                
5 Ibid. 
6 Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression, trans. Eric Prenowitz (Chicago: University of Chicago 
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eral through the destruction of institutions hermeneutic of power. For Marx, the Commune pro-
posed a certain end of history in the horizon of the ascendant of the proletariat.  For Viollet-le-
Duc, it brought the anarchival terror of a society suspended in the eternal present.  
Viollet-le-Duc ultimately sought to reinstitute the civilization of the enlightenment in opposition 
to both the anarchic destruction of the Commune and the institutions of privilege of the Second 
Empire. If the Commune sought to destroy the legacy of the enlightenment that constituted its 
liberal strain, Viollet-le-Duc’s appropriation of the revolutionary impetus can be considered Gi-
rondist in its effort to destroy the old institutions of privilege while curtailing the radicality of the 
proletariat.  Regarding the Hôtel de Ville, for instance, Viollet-le-Duc seemed to regret the loss 
of its content more than that of the building itself: 
If the destruction of all that these buildings contain is at the very least regrettable, I must admit 
that the destruction of buildings is much less so; for never, I think, has one seen such a well-
equipped administration housed so poorly, so tight and poorly laid out.7 
The Hôtel de Ville had too many disparate functions cobbled together.  The bureaus need not be 
in proximity to the reception apartments – the ceremonial function of the city having no place in 
the administrative.  He proposed saving only the original central building, “one of the chief 
works of the late renaissance,” and razing the two wings that crowded the original edifice.  In so 
doing the building would be repaired “to be as it was,” an anachronism, apparently to mean that 
it would serve only an administrative function.  All other superfluous aspects, such as its sump-
tuous reception apartments, could someday be placed elsewhere, “when we are once again 
wealthy and have time to consider such diversions.”8 
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Viollet-le-Duc continued in this current for much of his proposal for the reconstruction of 
civic administration.  For the Palais de Tuileries, Viollet-le-Duc suggested stopping the wings of 
the Louvre at the pavilions Fleurs and Marsan, to preserve only the ground floor of the Palais 
built by Delorme and the two pavilions by Bullant, and to demolish the two junctions “of a mis-
erable architecture” connecting Bullant’s pavilions to those of Fleurs and Marsan.  What would 
remain would be a central, well-proportioned palace [figure 9.3]. 
Viollet-le-Duc’s culling of program and rationalization of space stands in contrast to a 
parallel proposal by the architects Chardon and Lambert, which would have rebuilt and expanded 
the palais to correct its inadequacies as a royal residence.  As Gabriel Ruprich-Robert pointed out 
in the Revue Generale, “It must be recognized that the project as designed the MM. Chardon and 
Lambert has its raison d'être only if the Tuileries Palace was inhabited by a new sovereign.”9  In 
Viollet-le-Duc’s proposed reconstruction, however, Tuileries was explicitly to be an architecture 
for a republic: 
Without prejudging the question of knowing if France will conserve a republican form of gov-
ernment or whether it will once again attempt a monarchy (which we dare not wish for), it is still 
necessary, in place of the Tuileries, a nondescript building, could only be built a proper palace to 
house the president of the Republic.10 
The architectural forms of a democracy were to be built upon the works of the old regime, recon-
figuring the edifices of sovereign power within the mode of the liberal Republic. 
While some works were to be transformed towards an alternate political capacity, others 
could find only neglect in this vision.  Viollet-le-Duc expressed his ambivalence regarding par-
ticular governmental functions.  For the reconstruction of the Palais du Conseil d'Etat et de la 
                                                
9 Victor Ruprich-Robert, ed., “Salon de 1872. - Architecture,” Revue générale de l’architecture et des travaux pub-
lics 29, no. 4 (1872): 161. 
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Cour des Comptes, housing both the national auditing agency and the legal advisor to the execu-
tive branch.  He pointed out that they were largely unrelated functions placed in the same build-
ing through historical circumstance.  Viollet-le-Duc suggested that the Cour de Comptes could 
be moved. The Conseil d'Etat, on the other hand, should be left in ruin. 
The Conseil d'Etat held a dubious function in a reconstructed state.  Under the Second 
Empire the Conseil d'Etat was the key instrument of Napoleon III’s political power.11  The nom-
inal role of the Conseil d'Etat was to serve as the legal advisor to the executive branch, running 
the supreme administrative tribunal – the final court of appeals for administrative matters. In 
practice, though, it held a political role under the Second Empire in which it served as a personal 
mechanism of the Emperor.  Its members (counting to forty to fifty) were appointed directly by 
the Emperor, to be dismissed at his will, and thus served as a direct extension of the executive 
apart from either the elected legislators or the various ministries.  The Conseil d'Etat was accord-
ingly tasked with preparing legislative drafts and administrative proposals on behalf of the Em-
peror as well as defending his policies before the Corps Legislative and the Senate. Roger Price 
notes that the power of the Conseil d'Etat, appointed by the Emperor, was commonly in direct 
inverse to that of the Corps legislative, which was elected by popular suffrage.12  In Viollet-le-
Duc’s estimation the Palais would better be left in ruins: “The Cour de Comptes can be placed 
wherever you like.  In the Conseil d'Etat… Will there be a Conseil d'Etat?  Meanwhile leave, if 
you like, these ruins to remain until we find a use for them.”13 
                                                
11 Roger Price, The French Second Empire: An Anatomy of Political Power (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2001), 79–80. 
12 Ibid., 79. 
13 Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, On Restoration, ed. Charles Wethered, trans. Benjamin Bucknall (London: 
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It was in a similar effort to curtail the past excesses of a sovereign that Viollet-le-Duc 
proposed renovations for the Ministry of Finance.  The political autonomy of the Ministry of Fi-
nance was seen as a guarantor of political and financial stability of the Second Empire.14 Napo-
leon III wanted to dispel the notion within international financial circles, only reinforced by his 
costly reconstruction of Paris, that he held the entire wealth of France at his whim.  To France’s 
creditors, an autonomous Ministry of Finance would assure a proper system of financial over-
sight was in place to avert the repetition of past excesses.  For its neighbors, such autonomy held 
the added guarantee that Napoleon III would not repeat the expansionist policies of his uncle.  As 
he wrote in 1861, referring directly to the role of an autonomous Ministry of Finance in main-
taining good international relations: 
This is one of the causes of the hostility, of the fear which France inspires, because it is assumed 
that suddenly, without warning, I can, from one day to the next, mobilize enormous funds … for 
military preparations.  I would like everyone to know that is impossible.15 
An autonomous Ministry of Finance would thus provide the financial and political stability to 
allow international credit markets to operate effectively. 
From 1861 to 1867 Achille Fould, a trusted advisor to Napoleon III, held the post of Min-
ister of Finance.  In this role he brought precisely the kind of oversight required to provide stabil-
ity after the excesses of previous years. Fould eliminated many of the supplementary expendi-
tures made at the Emperor’s request and provided an unprecedented level of transparency.  His 
dismissal in 1867 over his demand for further political liberalization curtailed the autonomy of 
the Ministry. This precipitated a downturn in the credit worthiness of the government, and, it was 
widely understood in the aftermath of the Franco-Prussian War, allowed Napoleon III to marshal 
                                                
14 Price, The French Second Empire, 60–61. 
15 Ibid., 61. Quoting Jean Maurain, La politique ecclésiastique du Second Empire de 1852 à 1869 (Paris: Libraire 
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the resources for his disastrous and costly war with Prussia. An autonomous Ministry attached to 
the fiscal, and not the political, operations of government would thus provide the financial ortho-
doxy to avoid a repetition of the present crisis. 
Viollet-le-Duc thus considered the Ministry well situated in relation to the Bourse. His 
main suggestions were that, just as in the Hôtel de Ville, the reception rooms be removed to 
“give all necessary space to the services that the present day requires,” and to eliminate the 
apartments for ministers in order to make their perennial replacement more seamless.  Whereas 
his proposals for the Hôtel de Ville were to jettison the ceremonial functions of the building to 
allow for a more efficient administration, for the Ministry of Finance this was eliminate political 
interference in order to allow for an autonomous administration. 
Viollet-le-Duc’s understanding of history would have rendered an unmediated reconstruction as 
impossible as return to the political institutions of the Second Empire after the capture of Louis 
Napoleon. The terms of Viollet-le-Duc’s reconstruction are thus within his own late-Romantic 
writings on restoration.  Writing in his 1856 Dictionnaire raisonné de l’architecture française du 
XIe au XVIe siècle, he identifies restoration as an immanently modern concept, as it was “only 
since the first quarter of the [nineteenth] century that the idea of restoring buildings from another 
age has been entertained.”  Viollet-le-Duc’s Romantic framing of the concept denies any possi-
bility of a true reconstruction of the past.  “To restore a building,” he argues, “is not to preserve 
it, to repair, or rebuild it; it is to reinstate it in a condition of completeness which could never 
have existed at any given time.”16 
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Aron Vinegar describes this conception of restoration as designating the future anterior; 
the grammatical tense of “that which will have come.”17  This voice renders the reconstruction 
irreducible to either true restoration in the simple past of “that which was” or the anticipatory 
nostalgia of a future simple of “that which will be.”  Viollet-le-Duc, according to Vinegar, oper-
ates instead in “untimeliness,” an indeterminate temporality between a knowable past and a de-
terminate future, displacing history as the knowable past in favor of historicity as an awareness 
of the contingency of the present, and the indeterminacy of the future. 
Viollet-le-Duc’s proposals for reconstruction may thus be taken more as propositions for 
a future that might have been than directives for a future to install: a contingent future rather than 
a nostalgic or proscriptive one.  
If it was a crime to burn a monument belonging to the nation, it would be folly to reconstruct it as 
it was, if the monument does not perfectly fulfill its function.  It is with this point of view that we 
have successively examined our disasters and the way to repair them.18 
The political space of this contingency is necessarily an anterior political condition.  For Viollet-
le-Duc this democracy “which will have come” describes the transformation of the Second Em-
pire to a liberal republic.   
As Viollet-le-Duc criticized the Commune for destroying the markers of civilization, his 
proposals for reconstruction were also something of a continuation of this destruction towards a 
reconfiguration of the historical present.  His aim in appropriating the Commune towards a reen-
actment of the French Revolution was to make way for a more rationalized administration. This 
                                                
17 Aron Vinegar, “Viollet-le-Duc and Restoration in the Future Anterior,” Future Anterior: Journal of Historic 
Preservation, History, Theory, and Criticism 3, no. 2 (December 1, 2006): 54–65.  Remei Capdevilla brought this to 
my attention. 
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destruction of the last traces of the ancient regime would continue the project of consolidating 
Bourgeois control over a liberal government. 
The stakes of Viollet-le-Duc’s proposals for reconstruction were as political as they were 
architectural. Mirroring the destruction of the Commune, his ideas for reconstruction were them-
selves selectively destructive acts in which the affects of the former regime were to be removed 
in order to make way for a revamped future administration. Reconstruction would become the 
Commune’s aftermath: its compromised reperformance through the benign neglect of the affects 
of the Second Empire.  If the destruction of Paris by the Commune was the imprint of a radical 
politic, Viollet-le-Duc sought to realize his own political imaginary of moderate republicanism.  
As Viollet-le-Duc admonished the destruction of the Commune as an anarchic, almost nihilistic, 
project, he also extended it to encompass his own Girondist project. 
The reformist mood voiced by Viollet-le-Duc prevailed in much of the reconstruction of Paris.  
With the reconstruction of the Hôtel de Ville by Théodore Ballu and Édouard Deperthes the dis-
parate structures of the old Hôtel, assembled in piecemeal since the sixteenth century, were for-
mulated as a single agglomeration. The old Hôtel de Ville, it was decided, had suffered from too 
many functions jammed into a single structure. The reconstructed building did away with its cer-
emonial functions, such as reception spaces, to make way for an expanded, rationalized, admin-
istration. 
Anthony Vidler describes the reconstruction of Paris after the Commune as the absolute 
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The urban space was appropriated for its rightful owners by the rebuilding of every destroyed 
building in the same style.  There was to be no visible or living memory of the time when the na-
tion’s capital had briefly become its largest correctional institution in riot.19  
No traces of the revolutionary city were to remain as a greater administrative reason was institut-
ed throughout the city.  Even under careful examination, differences between the old Hôtel de 
Ville and the edifice as it currently stands are difficult to discern.  Images of the burned-out 
building taken in the aftermath of the Commune show its exterior walls still standing, a vacant 
interior visible through the broken windows whose transits are blackened by the thick smoke of 
the fire.  It is easy to imagine that the present building employed these walls, rebuilding a new 
system of governance within the shell of the old.  Perhaps, for the central Renaissance façade at 
least, only at the level of stereotomy would the differences between reconstruction and original 
be legible. The reconstruction lends itself to the impression that the bulk of the building was 
never fully lost, and that its most important elements were ultimately preserved. 
The full extent of restoration is only made evident in a sequence of photographs pre-
served in the archive of the Bibliothèque de l’Hôtel de Ville.  These show the skeletal iron struc-
ture of the present building, with the detritus of the former Hôtel removed [figure 9.4].  It is 
gradually encased in a new envelope is built so similar to the original as to make as the fact of its 
loss slowly disappear before the residents of the traumatized city.  
Some differences in this reconstruction do remain [figure 9.5]. The upper levels of the 
towers anchoring the central Façade are given a subtle rococo treatment in contrast to the classi-
cal ornamentation of the original. The most evident difference is in the wings that attach these 
                                                
19 Anthony Vidler, “The Scenes of the Street: Transformations in Ideal and Reality, 1750-1871,” in The Scenes of 
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towers to their counterparts that anchor the corners of the building.  These contain six bays of 
windows rather than the original five and are slightly set back so as to give articulation the Re-
naissance façade.  Turning the corner from its main elevation on the Place de l’Hôtel de Ville, 
the building is clean and regularized; a serial array of narrow bays with their windows and pilas-
ters neatly arranged. 
Hector Horeau Fashioning the Metropolis 
Viollet-le-Duc’s proposals sought to institute a process of Haussmannization that went further 
than Haussmann himself.  Haussmann’s Paris had made an effort at the rationalization of urban 
administration, but it had left too many of the affects of the Ancien Régime in place. Viollet-le-
Duc saw the rare opportunity to reconfigure those spaces and institutions that had been out of 
Haussmann’s reach – that Haussmann could not possibly have been allowed to destroy in order 
to rebuild.  He thus proposed to reconstruct Paris as the logical extension of Haussmann’s pro-
ject.  A similar approach had already been anticipated in an 1868 proposal by the architect Hec-
tor Horeau in his Consolidation and Embellishment of Paris, or Urban Administration to be put 
into Practice throughout the World.20  Horeau’s article, published in the Gazette des architectes 
et du bátiment, edited by Viollet-le-Duc fils and Anatole de Baudout, would certainly have been 
read by the elder Viollet-le-Duc. In this, Horeau critiqued of the limitations of Haussmann’s pro-
ject while describing its possible extension.  
Horeau is perhaps best known for his unrealized projects of voluminous cast-iron and 
glass pavilions.21   In 1851 he won the open competition for the Crystal Palace with an entry for 
                                                
20 Hector Horeau, “Assainissement, embellissements de Paris, ou Edilité urbaine mise à la portée de tout le monde,” 
Gazette des architectes et du bátiment 6, no. 6–7 (1869 1868): 41–48; 49–57. 
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a vast and sweeping pavilion that would have been the first of its kind, had the commission not 
been given to Joseph Paxton for a scaled-down version of Horeau’s scheme.  Later, in 1863 he 
designed the favored project for the Halles Centrales de Paris, for a commission that was ulti-
mately given to Victor Baltard for the design of a strikingly similar complex. 
These projects indicate a utopian sensibility of urban administration, the expansion of 
commerce, and the circulation of goods that was common to Horeau’s production before the 
Commune. His project for a railroad tunnel suspended beneath the English Channel by floating 
to connect England and France piers, for instance, recalls the more fantastical projects of the 
Fourierists.  This was part of a greater belief that scientific and technical progress would lead 
toward the betterment of man, to this end he advocated for an active of the arts in social progress. 
22 Founding in Paris the Société des progressistes, and in London the Universal Society for Civi-
lization through the Arts whose program claimed: 
All malady stems from ignorance; the inexhaustible treasures of nature, fraternally administered 
with divine intelligence, can destroy all misery and ultimately benefit humanity; let the arts flour-
ish to study their civilizing capacity; let intelligence succeed the brutishness of degraded humani-
ty.23 
The arts are not understood to be a capacity immanent to the individual, but a resource of nature, 
which through proper utilization and administration would lead to the amelioration of the indi-
vidual.  
Along with his utopian influence Horeau held strong Republican leanings.  After the 
Revolution of 1848 Horeau presented himself as a candidate to be deputy of the Seine-et-Oise on 
                                                
22 This belief had a colonial reach; in 1841 Horeau founded the Société orientale de France and proposed, among 
other things, a mosque in Algeria to the universal religion of humanity meant to republicanize the Muslim popula-
tion. It was noted that this “has been approved by the Société orientale de France, and perhaps seconded by the Mus-
lims.” ibid., 30. 
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a Republican platform supporting freedom of religion, freedom of the press, freedom of associa-
tion, respect for family, protection of property “wherein property is generated through work,” 
and protection of the agricultural sector.  Universal suffrage, the reduction of the army and the 
betterment of working conditions were at the center of his platform: 
Public charges must be gained through election; the army must be diminished and all arms be 
employed towards agriculture, that everybody rank equally in the army for a brief time in youth, 
and then be employed in the Garde Nationale.  The organization of labor does not seem to me, at 
the present, to be employed toward the betterment of the condition of the worker; what could be 
done is 1st protect agriculture and shift the tax burden to offer essential goods at a fair price; 2nd 
share with workers the gains of enterprises; 3rd have national ateliers provide unemployment ben-
efits to workers.24 
With the collapse of the Second Republic in 1852 Horeau spent much of his time in London 
where he built numerous private residences public spaces while displaying (along with his failed 
project for the Crystal Palace) his cast iron fantasies at every opportunity.   
Horeau’s Consolidation and Embellishment of Paris, was a direct critique of the works of 
Haussmann, which he referred to as “gigantic works executed with some haste, with discordant 
processes and organization, with fatuous omissions, and expensive errors from a quintuple point 
of view of services, accounting, security, health, and art.”25  His proposal called for the further 
opening up of the city for the purposes of circulation and sanitation.  This indicates a Utopian 
idea of planning, yet there remains a Republican concern with public association. 
Much like his utopian projects, Horeau’s proposals operated at the register of fantastical 
extreme.   He proposed to destroy the walls to the north of the Archives de France that had re-
stricted traffic, and remove the gates at the Jardin de Tuileries, Parc Monceau, and the Jardins du 
                                                
24 Affiche électorale. Hector Horeau “Aux électeurs du département de Seine-et-Oise.” Dufournet, Hector Horeau, 
précurseur: idées, techniques, architecture, 231. 
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Luxembourg in order to allow for the extension of roadways that would cut wide swaths across 
the city from north to south.  He would remove the fortifications that cut Paris off from its sur-
roundings and replace them with a railway to encircle the city. The circulation of goods and traf-
fic was to be complimented by the circulation of people.  He proposed to greatly extend the net-
work of covered passages throughout the city to allow for continuous movement independent of 
the hour or the weather.  These would pass under the Seine and tunnel through the Butte Mont-
martre, as well as cover the city’s ceremonial spaces such as the old courtyard of the Louvre and 
the garden of the Élysée Palace. He would further remove the gates surrounding the many private 
or enclosed gardens of Paris, such as at the Louvre and Place Royale, illuminate these spaces for 
public use either day or night, and open them to public amenities such as cafes and gymnasiums.  
Finally, The city was to be devoid of all industry to make way for circulation and consumption.  
Granaries, arsenals, barracks, hospitals, hospices, prisons, warehouses, boulangeries, and the old 
ateliers of Saint-Thomas-d'Aquin were to be moved to the outskirts of the city, these would be 
replaced by professional, industrial, and commercial schools as well as libraries, and conference 
rooms.  
Haussmann’s plan to increase circulation and fuel real estate values was generally limited 
to the right bank and the Îsle de la Cité, leaving the northern working-class districts of Montmar-
tre and Bellville and the left-bank Université relatively untouched.  Horeau’s proposal was to 
generalize this process and bring the entire city together.  Rather than privilege a select district 
for the creation and circulation of capital, reproducing class relations under the banner of pro-
gress, Horeau’s project tried to take Haussmann’s city at face value and to propose its universali-
zation so as to actually dismantle those class relations.   In Haussman’s city, leisure, as the ludic 
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structed public parks, notably Buttes Chaumont and Monceau, to become the sites of worker’s 
rejuvenation towards capital’s self-reproduction. Horeau’s placement of park space at the dispos-
al of the public was quite different: with factories moved outside of the city, Paris itself was left 
to leisure and enjoyment.26 
During the months after the fall of the Commune, when Viollet-le-Duc was drafting his pro-
posals for reconstruction and Ballu and Deperthes were working out their scheme for the Hôtel 
de Ville, Horeau was at work on his own projects for the reconstruction of Paris.  After the fall of 
the Second Empire, Horeau became an active communard.27  Darcel reported that Horeau had 
presided over the preparations for the destruction of the Vendome Column on the 16th of May 
1871.28 During the Commune Horeau had produced a series of sketches that provide a firsthand 
account of the activities of the Commune as seen through the lens of one of its participants.  The-
se include scenes of the revolution such as the erecting of barricades, the destruction of Theirs’ 
home, and the felling of the Vendome Column. Among these is a sequence of sketches set in the 
Place de l’Hôtel de Ville showing a manifestation that took place on April 29th 1871 by the 
French Masonic lodges to demand reconciliation between Paris and the Versaillaise [figure 9.6].  
While actively engaged in the Commune, there remains a hint of the pacifism that informed Ho-
reau’s Saint-Simonian past.  Later scenes by Horeau depict the inevitable outcome of this effort: 
the Semaine Sanglante and the burning of the Hôtel de Ville. 
                                                
26 Perhaps this reached its fullest realization in Le Corbusier’s fantasy of the complete erasure of the Right Bank. 
His all-consuming destruction of Paris and its replacement by the Plan Voisin left no class relations intact. This may 
be taken as Haussmannization absent its phantasmagoria – a truly rational city of fluid class identification through 
benign utopianism. 
27 Marcel Cerf and Jacques Zwirn, L’architecte et la Commune: les dessins d’Hector Horeau (La Garenne-
Colombes: Espace européen, 1991). 
28 Alfred Darcel, “Les Musées, les arts, et les artistes pendant le siege (3e article),” Gazette des Beaux-Arts 5, no. 
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With the fall of the Commune Horeau became a political prisoner of the Third Republic, 
accused of collaboration with the Commune. During this time he took up his criticisms of 
Haussmann’s Paris and rendered them as counter-projects to the reconstruction.  One such pro-
ject was his own proposal for the reconstruction of the Hôtel de Ville [figure 9.7].  Leaving the 
old burned-out Hôtel as a monument to the fallen state, Horeau proposed that this project be 
placed in the Place de l’Hôtel de Ville, in the space he had depicted as a site of revolutionary as-
semblage. It would be a vast enclosure of disparate elements buttressing a billowing dome teth-
ered to the volume by stalactite iron lamps.  In contrast to rationalized administration of Ballu 
and Deperthes’ Hôtel, a cut-away rendering by Horeau reveals only a void – a green space of 
plants and trees with a few solitary figures wandering aimlessly.  Horeau’s project pairs the dis-
solution of architectural order with an evisceration of administrative function.  This contra-Hôtel, 
I would argue, reenacts the barricade, rendering explicit an anarchic dissolution of architecture 
that would delegitimate the administrative basis of a Third Republic.  The Hôtel is depicted as a 
condition of effacement: architecture’s anarchic other that can only exist as aporia undermining 
institutional form. 
Ballu and Deperthes carefully removed and replaced every element of the Hôtel de Ville, 
rendering invisible the damage to the building and presenting the rationalization of its adminis-
trative structure as an unmediated continuation of the past. Horeau responded to this reconstruc-
tion by leaving the burned-out Hôtel de Ville in its place, perhaps to stand in perpetuity as a 
monument to the failure of the state, or perhaps to serve as a permanent reminder of the Com-
mune, rendering the Semaine sanglante as an open wound.  The Place de l’Hôtel de Ville, in 
which Horeau had rendered so many scenes of Paris’ self-defense, would serve as the site of his 
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tethered to the volume by stalactite iron lamps.  Rather than the heavy articulation of a Beaux-
Arts Edifice, Horeau proposed a light pavilion in the mode of his projects for the Crystal Palace 
or the Les Halles market. 
Such precedents were not of an architecture of the state, they served as spaces for worker.  
The international exhibitions – Crystal Palace of 1851 as well as the 1867 Exposition Universelle 
in Paris – were built as industrial exhibitions to display the wares of the factory proletariat. 
Workers would visit in droves to examine the production of their class. In these spaces, workers 
from diverse trades were able to observe the social chrysalis of their labor embedded in com-
modities, to see these commodities as equivalent, and through these commodities, to see their 
labor as universally equivalent.29  In contrast to the edifices of state fashioned by the Beaux-Arts, 
these pavilions served as the spaces to formulate the solidarity of the proletariat. 
Yet it is what surrounds this building, on the edges of the rendering, which might best 
speak to Horeau’s ambitions. This is not a rendering of Haussmann’s city that sought to veil the 
operations of capital behind architectural phantasmagoria.  The site of Horeau’s Hôtel de Ville is 
the space of movement and exchange, it is the continuous circulation of traffic through an array f 
commodities. But what could architecture be after the destruction of Haussamnn’s phantasmago-
ria, having recourse to neither a return to a premetropolitan condition, nor the revolutionary 
space of the Commune? All that could remain was the metropolis laid bare. Horeau rendered his 
Hôtel de Ville as a cut-away perspective such that the viewer can see both its tiered exterior en-
closure and its vast interior volume. Yet we might take the graphic convention of this sectional 
perspective as an ambition of the design itself – to render transparency between interior enclo-
                                                
29 I follow Marx’s dscourse on “The Value-Form, or Exchange-Value” and “The Fetishism of the Commodity and 
Its Secret.” Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, trans. Ben Fowkes, vol. 1 (London; New York: 
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sure and the metropolis outside its walls.  A careful look shows that the transition at the section 
cut is incorporated into the design; a low fence marks the section cut at the transition between 
interior volume and empty space, as if the Hôtel de Ville was to be left open and a fence were 
needed to keep people from wandering across the graphic divide.  This transparency is to be 
achieved architecturally in its multitude of windows and its billowing skylights. Horeau thus 
renders a smooth transition between the Hôtel de Ville and the Metropolis.  The rationalized ad-
ministration of Ballu and Deperthes’ Hôtel de Ville sits autonomously from its context while Ho-
reau’s project rests at the center of a vast commercial, industrial, and consumer array.30 Its interi-
or is a void – a green space of plants and trees with a few solitary figures wandering aimlessly.  
The Hôtel de Ville becomes a “civic palace” of the proletariat as the metropolis penetrates its 
interior.31  Its wandering figures are not civic administrators; in the space of the metropolis they 
become flâneurs who find impassive equivalence in the diverse production of their environment. 
Horeau’s Hôtel de Ville was to be just one component of a greater alternative to the re-
construction of Paris. Horeau’s reconstruction is projected as an oblique panorama in an 1871 
rendering that depicts the city populated by his complete works [figure 9.8].  The burned out 
spaces of the urban agglomeration were filled in by covered galleries, fantastical iron and glass 
volumes and lighted arcades.  Yet this post-Commune articulation of this project is not self-same 
with his previous republican-utopian proposals written under the Empire.  Horeau is no longer 
attempting to achieve a utopian rationalization of the urban agglomeration through a redress of 
the Second Empire city’s condition of “not enough Haussmannization”; instead of “too much 
Haussmannization,” he leaves Haussmann’s city in ruin.  Rather than the Utopian project of ex-
                                                
30 I follow Cacciari’s description of the metropolis. Massimo Cacciari, Architecture and Nihilism: On the Philoso-
phy of Modern Architecture, trans. Stephen Sartarelli (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993), 31. 
31 The metropolis organizes the Hotel de Ville in the same way that, for Cacciari, Peter Behrens’ Turbinenfabrik 
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ceeding the Second Empire Phantasmagoria by making good on its claims, he maintains its revo-
lutionary dismantlement of the Commune. 
It fell to Jean-Charles Adolphe Alphand to implement the reconstruction of Paris, as articulated 
by Viollet-le Duc.  Alphande was Haussmann’s former deputy who had left in Paris for Ver-
sailles in March of 1871, and then employed his intimate knowledge of the city towards planning 
the invasion.32 Yet perhaps Alphande can be seen reenacting his destruction of Paris through the 
process of reconstruction. Rather than revert to archaic forms of a city that is already lost, he 
renders the destruction of that edifice as the proper site of a metropolitan architecture.  It is Al-
phande who sought to veil what was once exposed, and thus fashioned a chasm in Beaux-Arts 
signification at the site of the metropolis. 
The Commune itself was a sort of rejection of the metropolis.  In building barricades to 
dismantle Haussmann’s urban agglomeration and formulating the arrondissement as the organi-
zational units of urban life it sought to destroy the phantasmagoria of the Second Empire by de-
stroying its underlying metropolitan condition.  Like Alphande, it too had failed to resolve the 
impasse between city and metropolis.  In his critique of Haussmann, Horeau had expelled the 
factories from the city center – again symptomatic of a larger Utopian failure to adequately ad-
dress the question of the metropolis.33 After the Commune, with the ruination of Paris encased in 
his iron and glass sheds, the metropolis of Paris penetrates the interiors of Haussmann’s phan-
tasmagoria.  Horeau resolves this impasse by locating the architecture of the proletariat at the site 
                                                
32 Jean Baptiste Massillon Rouvet, Viollet-le-Duc et Alphand Au Siège de Paris (Paris: Librairies-imprimeries 
réunies, 1892). 
33 Horeau’s previous scheme would be subject to the same criticism that Marx and Engels’ offered regarding the 
Utopian Socialists: Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, “The Communist Manifesto,” in The Marx-Engels Reader 
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of the Commune’s destruction – speaks honestly to the condition of the metropolis while present-
ing Paris as a revolutionary city. 
Afterward: The Urban Panorama of 1878 
The culmination of Paris’ reconstruction was brought to the world stage with the 1878 Exhibition 
Universelle. The erasure of the revolutionary city was monumentalized throughout the exhibition 
in the new architectural works and the full realization of Haussman’s city executed under Al-
phand.34  As Colette Wilson has shown, the city itself was the main object of display, as the Pa-
vilion of the City of Paris exhibited a set of models of the city’s new and reconstructed buildings 
including the Hotel de Ville and the Basilique du Sacré Cœur [figure 9.9].35 As the permanent 
buildings sought to reconstruct the city as it was, the temporary buildings of the exhibition 
grounds of the Champs de Mars and Chaillot that showed the critical slippages of this restitution. 
The centerpiece of the exhibition, the Palais du Trocadéro by Gabriel Davioud and Jules 
Bourdais, offers something of an enigma, a monumental architecture as an amalgamation of dis-
similar parts, both a classical edifice and a refusal of formal legibility [figure 9.10].  Paul Sédille 
offers an explanation, while “some parts try to be Byzantine, others Arabic, these Roman, those 
Greek, and others yet Florentine,” in total it is none of these, it is instead an architecture mo-
derne that refuses precedent in both the imitation of form and the application of principle.36  But 
perhaps Sédille mistakes the dismantlement of Beaux-Arts form as transcendence from its crises 
and contradictions – an unproblematic move beyond the dynamic of the revolutionary city and its 
                                                
34 Colette E. Wilson, Paris and the Commune, 1871-78: The Politics of Forgetting (Manchester: Manchester Uni-
versity Press, 2007). 
35 Harvey discusses the construction and reception of Sacré-Cœur: Harvey, Consciousness and the Urban Experi-
ence  : Studies in the History and Theory of Capitalist Urbanization, 221–249. 
36 Paul Sédille, “l’architecture au Champs de Mars et au Trocadéro,” in Les Beaux-arts et les arts décoratifs: exposi-
tion universelle de 1878, ed. Edouard de Beaumont (Paris: Gazette des Beaux-Arts et Société d’encouragement pour 
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reactionary political regimes.  Yet the past remains, but only in its grotesque form that once 
again reproduces the barricade. Like one of Mayeux’s Fantaisies architecturales it is a composi-
tion of unrelated fragments that refuses coherency.  The aporia of the Commune shows itself in 
the inaugural performance of its central theater, Charles Gounoud’s Gallia, a lament to a fallen 
city written in exile in 1871, “a simple and heroic work,” according to Sédille, “which produced 
in the new room the most powerful effect.”37  An 1878 panorama, centering on the Exposition 
Universelle shows the reconstructed city in its completion, a monumental urbanism erasing all 
traces of the Commune [figure 9.11]. But Horeau’s 1871 panorama of Paris still lurks behind this 
image – the complete restoration of Paris remains somewhat in crisis.  
The particular modernity of the late Beaux-Arts must be distinguished from the architecture mo-
derne sought by Duc as the resolution of classical form with the biopolitical regimes of state 
through the elemental construal of an architectural system. Nor does some ineffable agency of an 
anarchic other categorically invalidate the hermeneutic construction of Beaux-Arts form.  It in-
stead occupies a space between the “political” as the contestation of power and “politics” as the 
instantiation of power.  This political that precedes politics, according to Lefort, remains con-
cealed as its space is seen as particular.38  It manifests only as a cryptonym of the real – at the 
moment of its realization as governance it proves chimera a self-annihilating process unrealiza-
ble as a mode of power.  While the anarchic is the privileged site of the political, architecture ex-
ists in the space of politics.  These two spheres are incommensurable with each other, yet revolu-
tionary conditions render the anarchic legible in architecture as a spectral haunting.  Being forev-
er obscured from politics, architecture’s anarchic can only manifest as aporia – offering a win-
                                                
37 Ibid., 254. 
38	  Claude Lefort, Democracy and Political Theory, trans. David Macey (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1988), 11; As dis-
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dow onto an alterity to which it has no proper access.39  What makes this architecture moderne is 
its embodiment of an irresoluteness that is simultaneously the construal and the dismantlement of 
its own regimes of order and reason. 
 
                                                










Figure 9.1 – Julien Guadet, Projet d'un monument à la mémoire des Girondins pour la Place Dauphine à 










Figure 9.2 – Hippolyte-Auguste Collard, The Hötel de Ville after the Commune, 1871. Metropolitan Mu-










Figure 9.3 – Alphonse Liébert, Palais des Tuileries incendié, pavillon de l’horloge, 1871. Bibliothèque 



















































Figure 9.8 – Hector Horeau, Plan panoramique de Paris faisant état de tous les projets d’Hector Horeau 










Figure 9.9 – L’Exposition Universelle – Intérieur du pavillon de Paris, situé au centre du Palais de 














































Conclusion: Situating Architecture against its archē 
I have sought in this dissertation to avoid creating architecture and tried instead to reveal the 
groundlessness of its very foundations.  A study of architecture and anarchy will necessarily be 
beset by paradoxes and contradictions motivated in the last instance by the very incommensura-
bility of its motivating terms.  We can point to a “capitalist” architecture, or a “communist” ar-
chitecture, or “socialist,” “liberal-democratic,” “neoliberal,” “fascist,” or, for that matter, any of 
the myriad regimes by which humans have configured their societies.  This truism comes with 
one single exception: there cannot be an “anarchist” architecture.  The very concept forms a fis-
sure in the ontological fact of architecture itself – proposing a paradoxical disruption of architec-
ture from its own archē. Were one to attempt such an undertaking, and some have, the very fact 
of its conclusion would disprove its claims. This does not mean that acts of occupation, détour-
nement, and deterritorialization, or any of the other radical strategies to backchannel architec-
ture’s very ontological authority have not been attempted, or even that they have not been suc-
cessful. The Hamburg squats refashioned from the detritus of past Expo’s certainly speak to this 
fact, and perhaps to the propensity architects whose works interrogate a globalized liberal urbani-
ty to lend themselves to such actions. The realization of the anarchic as the social configuration –
an architecture – of a political form is always necessarily a chimera as the politics of the revolu-
tionary establishment runs counter to the political impetus of revolution. As Castoriadis shows 
us, the procedure of democracy, the political, is incommensurable with its regime of politics.1 
This political that precedes politics, adds Claude Lefort, remains concealed as its space is seen as 
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particular.2 The revolutionary potential of the political is self-annihilating; at its moment of its 
formation of a governing body it proves spectral, unrealizable as a mode of power. 
This dissertation has not sought to resolve any such paradoxes, but has motivated them 
towards an interrogation of architecture’s relationship to revolution. When architecture ap-
proaches that pure (anarchic) form of the political it ceases to retain its architectonic manifold 
and its archival configuration and upon these affects of historical construction fashions instead a 
void – an abyss, to be precise. For Castoriadis this is the abyss vacates the ground of any possible 
epistemology.3 Castoriadis describes a dialectical relationship between psyche and society in all 
social production. The social, an “instituted social imaginary,” is the framework through which 
the psyche, the “radical imagination” is made manifest, and as such, the psyche manifests within 
the bounds of society. The psyche cannot have unmediated materialization in the social, as it 
would be unintelligible without reference to existing social forms. Likewise, society cannot be 
the source of any new knowledge; it would only offer stale replication of existing forms. Every 
new idea is a new manifestation within the social, and consequently, a transfiguration of society 
itself. The capacity of the individual to reconfigure the social depends upon recourse to the form-
less, the chaos, or the abyss. This immanently irresolute space offers, to use Castoriadis’ terms, a 
“window onto chaos,” a mediation that makes the abyss intelligible through its social formula-
tion.4 
To unpack architecture’s paradoxes in its configuration of the political is to seek glimpses 
of that abyss through the artifice of the architectural construct.  The social drive is to always cov-
                                                
2 Claude Lefort, Democracy and Political Theory, trans. David Macey (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1988), 11; As dis-
cussed in Stathis Gourgouris, Lessons in Secular Criticism (New York: Fordham University Press, 2013), 123. 
3 Cornelius Castoriadis, “Anthropology, Philosophy, History,” trans. David Ames Curtis, Thesis Eleven 49, no. 1 
(May 1997). 
4 Cornelius Castoriadis, “Fenêtre sur le chaos,” in Fenêtre sur le chaos, ed. Enrique Escobar, Myrto Gondicas, and 
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er the abyss, rendering it invisible beneath its totalizing construct. The closure of politics is to 
seek the ultimate negation of the abyss through social configurations so totalizing that nothing 
can escape its grasp to slip back into the radical form. Yet there are spaces – death being one – in 
which the effort to paper over the chasm are always futile.  The revolution, I argue, opens up 
such fissures across social and political formulations. Architecture, carrying with it the very 
archē of the political, offers a particular window upon which the chaos becomes poignant. At the 
moment of revolution it reveals recourse to the abyss that is absolutely incommensurable with its 
own configuration as architecture. 
There is no such thing as the revolution as such. Every instance of revolution and each of 
its configurations is radically unique – the particularity of revolution precedes the general. And 
so it stands with architecture, to be radically reconfigured with every reveal of the abyss – a radi-
cal uniqueness at the very site of the social configuration of the archē.  Each work of architecture 
that I have examined in this dissertation has offered a unique “window onto chaos” rendered leg-
ible by its unique revolutionary conditions.  In each case I have shown the mythic production of 
the revolution that would negotiate the social realm – The transmutation of Mackandal; the pow-
er of Bawon Samedi to transport the ti bon ange to le lan guineé; the potlatch of the state; the 
financial sublime of capital; the power of orthography to fashion enlightenment; the tomb; the 
political form of the commune; and the metropolis – to name but a few. In some cases these 
mythic constructs gave voice to the abyss itself, as in the cases of Rainsford’s Temple to Eman-
cipation, Christophe’s Palace of Sans Souci, Labrouste’s Bibliothèque Sainte Genevieve, the bar-
ricade; Mayeux’s Commemoration of the defense of Paris, or Horeau’s Hôtel the Ville. In other 
cases the abyss remains a haunted presence of the revolution in the normative construction of the 
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Capitol, Duc’s Palais de Justice, and Ulmann’s Palace of the Representatives of France, the revo-
lution remains a latent figure that undermines the cloture of the state apparatus.  In these cases 
the abyss that was the revolution becomes the paradox of its incommensurability with the state.  
This architecture must retain this crisis within itself, as that which it sought to exclude remains 
ever present as a constitutive exterior, one that when pushed to the outer extremities reveals the 
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